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FOREWORD

This report was prepared undgr Air Force Contract F33615-74-C-1099,
Project No. ADP 666, Task Number 666A03. The report covers work performed
by the Autonetics Group of Rockwell International, 3370 Miraloma Avenue,
Anaheim, Ca 92803, for the Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio. This final report consists of two volumes of which this is
Volume I. The titles of the volumes are:

Volume I Technical Report

Volume IB Appendices

The purpose of this 1tHCF A Phase 2A contract was to test the N57A system
and gyros; to design, fabrica , and integrate two gyro subassemblies and one gyro
test station; and to perform analyses, studies, and tradeoffs for use in defining the
MICRON system. This program was conducted from April 1974 through July 1975.
It was directed by the MICRON Program Manager, J. A. Schwarz and the Engtneering
Manager, L. B. Romine. The principal contributors to this report were
A. P. Andrews, T. F. Brasher, t1. L. Bump, K. J. Gibson, A. G. Gross,
F. R. Rall, 1. B. Hall, D. W. Homes, L. E. Johnsen, J. F. Klinchuch, J.M. Miller,
N1. J. Rupert, A. L. Sattler, W. P. Thoennes, and C. C. Whang, Jr. The contractors
final submittal date was February 1976.

This report has been assigned the Internal Rockwell Control Number,
C74-455/201. Al correspondence relating to this document should reference this
number.

The cognizant Air Force Project Manager on this phase of the MICRON
program was Captain Walter Peterson, Jr., AFAL/RV31-666A.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of the MICRON Phase 2A contract N'as to test the N57A system; to
design, fabricate, and integrate two gyro scbassemblies; to test gyros; to design,
fabricate, and integrate one gyro test station; and to perform analyses, studies, and
tradeoffs for use ,n defining the MICRON System

The design goals of the MICRON IMU are low cost, high reliability, and moderate
accuracy. The MICRON IMU will output inertially deri%ed reference data at the proper
rate and format to be used for guidance, navigation, N\capon deliery, cargo delivery,
reconnaissance sensor pointing, and radar stabiliLation. Typical MICRON applications
will include strategic cruise missiles, interceptors, fighter-bombers, transports,
close air support aircraft, helicopters, drones, and remnotely piloted vehicles. The
design goals for the MICRON IMU aie a size of 3278 cu cm, a \\eight of 4.5 kg, and a
position error of 1. 8 km/hr on each x\is.

Under previous Air Force contracts gyro drift rate calibration programs have
ceen developed and performance tests of the gyro and its suspension and MUM pickoff
electro.ms have been performed. A deelopmental nauigation system, designated the
N57A, has been designed, fabricated, and tested in the laboratory, in the Air Force
Mobile Laboratorv, and in the environmental laboratory.

The Phase 2A program began in April 1971 under Contract F33615-74-C-1099.
In August 1974, the contract N'as modified by P00003 to augment Phase 2A \\lth addi-
tional t esks and funding. In January 1975 the contract \\as modified by P00007 \hgh
realigned the Phase 2A program to more closely support ACF. The realigned program
deleted those tasks not critical to ACF \%hile placing additional emphasis on tasks
critical to ACF. In anticipation of the realigned program, tasks not critical to ACF
were terminated by a stop work directive in December 197 1.

Under the Phase 2A contract the follo\ing tasks N\ere performed:

1. Prime Mission Product - IMU, Software, AGE

2. Test and Eialuation

3. Support Equipment

1. Training

5. System Management Engineering

6. Data

This repoit is arranged according to tasks.



1.2 SUMMARY

1.2.1 Highlights and Conclusions

Highlights of the technology studies of Ph~se 2A and the conclusions drawn from
these studies are summarized in the following paragraphs.

The flight test results on the N57A-l and N57A-2 systems demonstrated the
capability of the system to meet the position accuracy requirement. The N57A-1 vvas
flight tested in the Sabreliner at LAX and the N57A-2 Aas flight tested in the Sabreliner
at LAX and in the C-141 aircraft and the UII-1 helicopter at IIAFB.

The packaging studies have shovvn that a housing divided into a temperature
controlled (high temperature, are1 a non-temperature controlled (lover temperature)
compartment satisfies the perfoi mance requirements and the lo% er temperature of a
large portion of the electronics results in improved INU reliability.

The getter has proven to be capable of handling the internal gas loads in support
of eliminating the Vaclon pump from the g zo Effort remains to determine means
for sealing the gyro parts so that external leaks are acceptably low.

A gyro design has evolved %vhich has tne thermal characteristics vvhich support
fast reaction. The 80 c, min varm-up rate and time constants of less than 30 sec have
been d( 'onstrated.

A gyro design termed "narrov gap" (approximately 225 p-in gap) together Nv ith its
associated electronics has evolved %%hich significantly reduces the cost of gyro sus-
pension electronics.

The MESGA testing has proven this task to be extremely complex and not a viable
candidate for system application at this time In addition to providing a cry difficult
technical problem the MESGA as presently understood does not result in the cost sa ing
once thought possible, in fact, the MESGA has been shovn to be more expensive than the
basic gyro and EMA combination.

The four plate gyro has been shown to be a difficult technical problem and also
the associated PWM electronics are inure expensive than those associated with the
basic 8-plate gyro

The DPU memory tradeoffs have proven that the solid state memory technology
vvill support MICRON requirements. This results in significant cost savings o%el the
plated wire memory in the or,,zmal 'MICRON [)PU.

Tradeoffs In the development of the system electronica and the DPU 1 0 have
resulted in the digital system I, O being combined v% ith the DPL 1 0. This combination
results in circuitry "hich lends itself to the use of a MOS technoluy vLth the attendant
si7e reduction and cos' reduction.

Parts standardi7ation efforts ha%e resulted in a part type reduction of approximately
20 percent and a total parts count reduction of approximately 30 percent. These
reductions resulted in significant cost reductions and reliability improvements.
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1. 2. 2 Summary by Statement of Work Tasks

Under Task 1, Prime Mission Product, error analysis models were developed
for MESGA acceleration error mechanisms and an error budget was developed for a
MICRON instrument configuration including the MESGA multisensor. The error
budget establishes allowable MESGA acceleration error characteristics for meeting
the MICRON navigational performance requirements. Two IMU design evaluation
models were designed to be used for shock, vibration, thermal, and packaging studies.
One model was a conduction cooled version and one was a liquid cooled version. Fast
reaction heating electronics, temperature controllers, and temperature monitors
for the design evaluation models were designed, fabricated, and tested. A specifica-
tion for the gyro test station was developed and one gyro test station was designed,
fabricated, and integrated. This station approximates potential MICRON product
assurance test equipment by including automatic polhode damping, failure recording,
self-contained calibration, and automatic startup and shutdown. Software for
in-motion polhode damping was programmed in the D-216 computer and demonstrated
on the N57A-1 system. Software for data sampling and processing on the GSA test
station was developed and operated satisfactorily.

Under Task 2, Test and Evaluation, test plans were developed for gyros, gyro
subassemblies, design evaluation models, N57A-1, and the IlAFB GSA. EMI and
grounding test plans vere also developed. System reliability screen, Scorsby, and
heading sensitivity tests were conducted on the N57A-2. Test Station IV was in
continuous use in test Und evaluation of MESG snits in support of N67A-1, N57A-2,
and the 1lAFB gyro subassembly. Developmental tests were also performed both at
the system and gyro level including evaluation of fast reaction, self c.dibration, low
speed damping,' Inconel X/Paliney pin vacuulia enclosure, getter gyro, narrow electrode
separation groove, ind small gap gyro. Thermal analyses and tests on the design
evaluation models were initiated. The N57A-1 was used to demonstrate in-motion

poilhode damping. Eight-plate OSA testing'was performed and the results are dis-
cussed in Para 3.2.5.1. All second source rotor and cavity critical parameters. were

tested at the component level and two complete sets were evaluated in the assembled
instrument configurition. Second source master tooling parts were also evaluated.
Flight testing of the, N57A-1 and N57A-2 was conducted at LAX. Seven N57A-1 flights

and five N57A-2 flightswere completed. Post flight analysis was performed including
statistical characterization o f position error rates and velocity errors. The computed

CEP rates were 1.09 nm.hr on N57A-1 flights and 0.42 nm/hr on N57A-2 flights
compared to thegoal for MICRON of 1 nm/hr.

Under Task 3, Support Equipment, a CI development specification was developed
for the Gyro Subasdembly. Two gyro subassemblies (an 8-plate and 4-plate) were
designed, fabricated, and integrated. Spares for these gyro subassemblies were

also fabricated and tested. One subassembly was used for MESGA development
testing and one was used for 4-plate gyro and electronics development. A definition
of a baseline MICRON system which would be integrable with other avionics and a
definition of it MICRON system which would be operated in a stand-alone configuration
were initiated. .Hardware fabricated in Phase lB %nd Phase 2A Nvas maintained and

repaired as required, The N57A-1 was refurbished to the N57A-2 configuration
Including D-211 controlled automatic start-up and polhode damping,
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Under Task 4, Training, an Operation Instruction Manual, interface drawings,
and a Training Plan were prepared in support of the N57A-2 flight test program at
Holloman AFB. Phase 1B and Phase 2A hardware was used to support training as
set forth in the Training Plan. Engineering services were furnished in support of
the LAX flight testing of the N57A-1 and N57A-2. Support to HAFB gyro subassembly
testing was provided including on-site support, consultation, and data analysis. The
N57A-2 was installed in the laboratory at HAFB and HAFB personnel were instructed
how to operate the equipment. Support was provided during N57A-2 flight testing and
laboratory testing at IAFB. Fourteen C-141 flights and 110 UI1-1 helicopter flights
were completed. Results of these flight tests are discussed. in Para 5.3. 4. Prepara-
tions were made for RF-4C flight testing of the N57A-2 including performance of
24 Nay verification runs and a fit check in the RF-4C.

Under Task 5. 1, Program Management, 10 informal design reviews and a
System Requirements Review were conducted at Autonetics. The System Design
Review will be held in October 1975. Program plans, including a system engineer-
ing management plan, personnel, marketing, financial, facilities, and contract
data management plans, were developed and modified as necessary. A contract
work breakdown structure was also developed. Grounding and EMI guidelines were
developed and documented. Engineering support was provided to second source for
rotors and cavities. Documentation relative to second source is reported in
Para 6. 1. 5. The MESG angle readout model was documented and submitted to A FAL.

Under Task 5. 2, Cost of Ownership, producibility, reliability, and
maintainability trade-offs were made and the results incorporated into the final
Phase 2A configuration, Included in this configuration were the results of design
improvements E-1 through E-3 which were aimed at circuit simplification, elimina-
tion of high cost parts and processes, and partitioning to meet maintainability and
producibility requirements. This configuration also included mosification of the
A/D converter, pin motor, and temperature control electronic circuits. The inter-

face between the DPU and SEU was redesigned into MOS circuits for simplicity and
decreased costs. Three EMA's were incorporated into the system as a result of the
MESGA/EMA trade-off which showcc a favorable cost reduction in favor of the

EMA's. A repair/discard criteria was established for the hybrid electronic

packages. Military specifications discourage the repair of scaled hybrid packages,
therefore a cost effective discard concept was desired. This final configuration
meets this desired criteria.

-.Significant progress was made in several categories during Phase 2A. The

recurring acquisition price showed a steady improvement from $64,778 to $54,011,

especially considering that the baseline configuration did not have a workable accel-

eration'sensing mechanization. The life cycle cost also improved due in part to the

acquisition price and maintenance concept. The decrease in the average price per

hybriId module made the discard maintenance concept feasible which acted to drive

the life cycle cost down. The average parts per module and the average active parts

per module decreased clue to simplifications and partitioning changes. This in turn

made the system more producible and ,cted to lower the acquisition price. Several

other areas have been identified that will further decrease tlX. acquisition and life
cycle costs. These include further simplifications in the charge amplifiers, more

application of MOS technology, make or buy considerations, and continued activity

on elimination of high cost parts and processes.
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In support of the cost of ownership task, parts standardization, alternate parts,
and alternate part technology trade-offs were continuously undertaken during Phase 2A.
itandardized specification formats were developed which will expedite final specifica-
ion , 'ease. Beam lead device development and beam lead carrier development
programs were conducted during Phase 2A. A contract for the development of a high
performance operational amplifier was placed with RCA and parts delivery is
expected early in Phase 2B. The development of four new MOS de, ces was initiated
to simplify the IMU/DPU electronics. The design implemented represented a
savings of 14 MOS devices over the original design. Development of an improved MOS
A/D converter and a MOS circuit for the spin motor control was also initiated to
significantly reduce cost and complexity of the electronics.

Under Task 5.3, System Engineering, an 8-plate MESGA multisensor and a
4-plate MESG were developed and means were investigated to eliminate the Vaclon
pump. MESGiMESGA design alternatives were investigated to update the instrument
design as required to assure adequacy of the MESG to perform in the MICRON system
environment. Alternatives studied pertained to fast reaction, 180OF rotor operational
temperature, brazing procesb to fabricate the Pump and Housing Assembly, and
cavity plating. Mechanization and modeling improvements "ere made including angle
calibration optimization and drift model improvement.

After early Phase 2A analyses and tests sh ved that MESGA was orders of
magnitude away from required performance, MESGA de- lopment effort continued
on the GSA and GSA test station. The test data obtained on the GSA and GSA test
station were between two and three ordei o of magnitude worse than the acceleration
sensing requirements. It is concluded that the work on the GSA and GSA test station
has not brought MESGA within the realm of the practicable.

MICRON external cooling alternatie studies determined that the only
reasonable external cooling concept is by forced convection by vehicle supplied
coolant. Seven MICRU., internal package design alterratives were created and
subjected to cost-of-ownership studies of Task 5.2 to identify cost sensitivities of
the various design features.

DPU design trade-offs were conducted with the ol)jecti es of reducing recurring
costs, size, and power A semiconductor memorN was configured in lieu of plated wire
memor% EAROM (te ices were e% aluated and characterized A simplified DPU,/SEU
iiterfce was defined and portions of the SEU electronics were studied and remechan-
ized to reduce total parts and part tN pes used Alternate methods of packaging the
DPU were examined.

In simplifying the gvro electronics, designs have been developed for the
suspension and MUM eleelronics which reduce the number of parts and eliminate
high cost parts. In simplifying the gyro mechanical design, the principal areas of
effort have been the small gap gyro, 1,2-impedance motor, potential new MESG
configurations, dual instrument on a single base, and replacement of gold o-ring
seals. I rade-olf studies were initiated for the power supplies and definitions of a
hybrid version and an all discrete version were completed. The input,'output design
alternatives task consisted of trade-off studies directed toward obtaining the lowest
cost digital/synchro converters and linear DAC.
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Under Subtask 5.4, Application Engineering, four trips were made in which
more than 40 companies or agencies were visited representing over 30 different
programs. The purpose of these trips was to inform the %arious audiences of the
MICRON Program status and plans and to solicit feedback inormation frgm the
various programs regarding their program objectives and requirements related to
a navigation system f'. their application.

Jnder Task 6, Data, 72 Phase 2A data items were submitted on schedule
through 1 September 1975. A schedule of all CDRL data items is given in Section 7.

A complete schedule of the major milestones of the Phase 2A program by task
is given in Section 8.
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2. TASK 1, PRIME MISSION PRODUCT

2.1 INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT (IMU)

In Task 1.1, 1MU, Autonetics (1) conducted an error analysis and developed an
error budget for the MICRON IMU, (2) designed, fabricated and integrated IM'J design
evaluation models and (3) investigated several design alternatives. The erroi analysis
was performed to derive error models and performance sensitivities to different time
constants during alignment and fast reaction. The design of the design evaluation
models was such that they could be used for shock, vibration, thermal and packaging
studies. Several design alternatives were investigated; these included liquid cooling
of the instruments and electronics, ambient air as the only cooling and use of cooling
air as specified in the design goals. Each of the above areas is discussed in detail
in the following sections.

2.1.1 Error Analysis/Error Budget

The MICRON version of the SAMUS error analysis computer program was
reconstructed from FORTRAN and Assembly Language source decks, and was made
operational. It was used to analyze MICRON performance along a specific flight path
originating at liolloman APB. The particular flight path selected was INS Route No. 6
from liolloman AFB to Mramar Naval Air Station to Bakersfield. To allow a longer
navigatiou period, this profile kwas extended to Sacramento, then back to Iolloman.
Table 2-1 lists the flight segments used to simulate the profile.

Table 2-1. Segments Approximating INS Route No. 6

Segment Duration Heading Velocity
Segment (See) (Deg) (fps) A enatlon

1 336 0 0 (Alignment, lollomau AFB)

2 60 165 220 (.Inter Nay, Takeoff)

3 600 220 400 Las Cruces, New Mexico

4 1800 267 735 Tucson, Arizona

5 900 300 735 Gila Bend, Arizona

6 1800 269 735 Miramar NAS, California

7 3300 329 735 Sacramento, Ca' I-rma

8 6900 33 735 1lonoman AFB

The SAMUS error analysis computer program was used to analyze MICRON
performance using b,:2geted MESGA error sources in place of accelerometer error
sources. Budgeted MLSGA error sources are the perfortance goals and do not
correspond to MESGA test data reported elsewhere in this report.
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As anticipated, the system performance with budgeted MESGA errors is nearly
the same as that with accelerometers. Only a slight degradation occurs. Table 2-2
provides the error budget, the individual error contributions, and the resulting total
system error upon return to Ilolloman AFB. The error budget is broken down into
five major groups MESC drift rate, MESG angle read out MESGA acceleration,
miscellaneous, and initial conditions. Individual error sources are listed under these
headings together with their contribution to navigation errors. Total navigation errors
due to all error sources within each of the major blocks is also listed.

Plots of position CEP and velocity error are shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2,
respectively. Performance measures were computed at 3 and 4 hours after alignment,
as follows:

LS a CEP R .85 nm/hr over 3 hours
east-Quares EP Rate .80 nm/hr over 4 hours

T 7.37 fps over 3 hoursTime - RMS Velocity Error = 7.82 fps over 4 hours

Also, some minor changes were made in output format for error budget
tabulation, and the SAMUS program deck setups were documented and filed. A planned
update of the MESGA acceleration error budget, based upon test result% was not completed
due to unavailability of data in time to complete the update.

2.1.2 Design Evaluation Models

The task defined for Design Evaluation Models (DEM) consisted of two housing
versions - a conduction cooled model and a liquid cooled model depicted in Figure 2-3
and 2-4 respectively.

The conduction cooled model was defined as the basic design evaluation model
configuration. For this DEM, two alternate module configurations were considered;
one with wedge clamps and one with a simpler bolted flange joint. Both module con-
figurations featured self-aligning connectors while proviking positive mechanical
retention with low thermal resistance. Figure 2-5 compares the thermal conductance
for the two configurations.

A potential requirement for a cooling air control valve design for the ultimate
MICRON IMU was identified to be compatible with the specified cooling air supply.
This condition did not impact the design evaluation model per se since it was planned
to control the test air flow by external means so the model did not need a valve.
Analytical studies were made which showd the need for precise air flow control to
avoid excessive heater power consumption. Based on these studies, heater control
requirements were defined. A requirement for six proportional control and two on
off control channels was specified for the test model. It was expected that test
results would indicate whether fewer or more channels will be required in the ultimate
MICRON.

The MESGA/charge amp assembly was suspended by a e.g. shock mount con-
figuration rather than with focalized shock mounts to minimize the introduction of
rotational modes into the suspended assembly. lowever this approach required the
use of all-attitude shock mounts and required more volume.

8
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The battery module was relocated from the IMU cover to the outlet end of the
DPU cold plate. This change made better use of available space and potentially
eliminated the need for a separate battery heater.

The fast reaction heating system, capable of furnishing up to 7 KW of power,
was designed, fabricated and tested. Input to the controller is 208 V, 3 0, 60 liz power.
Output is SCR-controlled 3 0 power into a delta load. Power is removed from the load
when the temperature reaches approximately 170 0 F. A "reset" action is required to
reapply heat.

Six channels of precision temperature control, four for the charge amplifiers
and two for the control of the critical electronics, were designed, fabricated and
tested. The temperature setpoint was 176 0 F. Four of the controllers can furnish up
to five watts of power while the other two can furnish 10 watts. A control bandwidth
of ±0. 035 0 F on four channels and ±0. 5OF on the other two was the design goal. This

accuracy was not verified since the DEM task was terminated. (Temperature control
requirements on the latest system designs are not nearly so stringent since the
MESGA design has been discarded - see Para 6.3.5. 5).

An oven, which can be optionally operated, was provided for the six controllers.
A pulse-width modulation technique was incorporated into tile controllers so as to
minimize hot spots otherwise created by poler transistors. A six-channel tempera-
ture indicator was fabricated to monitor the areas controlled by the six temperature
controllers to get an approximate idea when control had been reached.

By December 1974, fabrication and integration of the conduction cooled DEM
and its associated power control equipment was completed. Fabrication and procure-
ment of parts for the liquid cooled DEM i.as completed except for the blank ceramic
substrates and the heaters. No fur!her effort was expended on this task due to the
Stop Work Order received in December 1974.

In parallel with design and fabrication of the two DEM's, computer analyses of
the models were conducted using the XF 0011 thermal analyzer program. These
efforts focused primarily on evaluation of power and control requirements to achieve
the specified fast reaction time from -65 0 F. Results of the analyses for the liquid
cooled DEM are given by Figures 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8.

For the conduction DEM, it was found that very precise distribution of heater
power and cooling air flow control were essential to bring the MESGA and critical
electronics modules up to operating temperature and into thermal stabilization within
the required time. The entire GAU must be heated from -65

0
F to operating tempera-

ture at 80°F per minute within three minutes to leave time for suspension, spin up,
polhode damping, thermal settling and alignment of the system. For this heating rate
analytical results showed that the fast reaction heater power must be applied directly
to the GAU modules, as well as to the hcat exchangers, in order to avoid excessive
thermal lag. Results also showed it was difficult to synchronize the heating of the
MESGA's with the charge amplifiers and critical electronics in the GAU without using
multiple sensors to control the fast reaction heater turn-off points. Additionally, once
the fast reaction heaters turned off, the system was greatly affected by the inrush of
cooling air as the flow control valve starts to modulate. This was particularly true of
the critical electronics which are upstream of the MESGA and )iarge amplifiers and
thus experience greater fluctuations in cooling air temperature.
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Figures 2-9 through 2-11 show the temperature response of the MESGA, charge
amplifiers nd critical electronics in successive attempts to accomplish the desired
reaction time for the conduction DEM.

In Fig .re 2-9 the fast reaction heaters are located on the GAU heat exchanger
surfaces and are controlled by a single thermostat located on the IMESGA mounting
bracket. Total input power was 5,184 watts. Figure 2-10 shows the effect of adding
fast reaction heaters directly to the MESGA, charge amplifier and critical electronics
modules and using individual control thermostats. The 2,ritical electronics limit cycle
was caused by overcooling after the control valve opens, thus driving the critical
electronics fast reaction thermostat below its lower turn on limit of 1610F. This
indicates that the 80 watt critical electronics control heater power was insufficient.
Total input power was 4,871 watts.

After redistributing the fast reaction heater power and increasing the critical
electronics control heater power to 120 watts, the response was obtained as sho%\n in
Figure 2-11 which was very close to the desired performance. Total in,!pt poN\er was
4,324 watts.

2.2 SOFTWARE

In Task 1.2, Software, Autonetics developed the necessary software for in-mution
polhode damping and developed the soft\ai e for gyro test station data acquisiti'n.

2.2.1 In-Motion Polhode Damping

Polhode damping tests were conducted in the simulated environment of an aircraft
in nominally straight and level flight. The Goerz three-axis table was used to generate
Scorsby motion of 15 deg about each axis Nith 12 secperiod. The entireautomatic startup
procedure %as performed with the Scorsby motion. The automatic start up modes are
Z coil heat, spin up, damp, temperature stabilization, and degauss. No external
attitude information was provided to the computer. Tbe N57A-1 navigation system
was used in the tests.

Z coil heating, spin up, temperature stabilization, and degauss ,nodes operated
satisfactorily. No difficulties were anticipated.

Polhode damping proceeded satisfactorily and completely damped both gyros.
However, while damping gyro 1, the damping complete logic would not pass in the
presence of Scorsby motion. The Scorsby motion was briefly halted and the damping
complete logic passed immediately and exited the damp g', ro 1 mode. Gyro 2 damping
terminated normally without halting the Scorsjy motion. However terminal control
took longer than usual and required an extra phase reversal before it damped in gyro 2.

In order to understand the difficulty with terminal control and the damping complete
logic, recall that polhode damping attempts to minimize the variations in MUM magnitude
which are caused by polhode motion. The MUM magnitude variations are very large
except during terminal control and so noise causes no problem except during terminal
control. If the MUM magnitude noise is larger than the termination threshold the damp-
ing will not terminate and may apply incorrect control.
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The additional MUM magnitude noise during Scorsby motion was produced by
3-space angle readout gains that were unbalanced by 6 percent on gyro 1 and 12 percent
on gyro 2. Compensation of the 3-space gain unbalance is part of the normal angle
readout compen, ation during navigation. Gain unbalance is not compensated during
polhode damping The gain unbalance will cause uncompensated MUM magnitude to
change with attitude change and thus be confused with polhode motion. Future computer
mechanizations will apply 3-space gain and phase compensation during automatic start
up as well as du.mg navigation. Other angle readout terms are significantly less than
the 3-space gain and phase terms. Therefore it is expected that this modification will
eliminate the difficulties encountered in t-rminating polhode damping.

The modification has been made in the mechanization equations. IoN e e,
N57A-1 development testing was terminated in December by a Stop Work Order.
Coasequently, final verification of this task was not completed on the hard%%are.

2.2.2 Test Station Software

The objective of this task was to develop the software for testing and processing
of test data on the test stations being developed under Phase 2A.

The major programs which perform data sampling and processing were coled
on the lIP 2100 computers. These include the data sampling programs for collecting
calibration data (for angle readout and drlt rate) and the angle readout and drift rate.

Drift calibration batch processing programs were coded, using N.A. Carlson's
"Fast Triangular Square-Root Mechaniatou" for the Kalman filter. These programs
require less memory and less time than the comparable programs on the IBM 1130
computers.

The programs configured for the 16K-word background memory siue (for the
distributed system sofiale, were verified on actual data. Data sampled on the
Ilollonian Cyro Subassembly was used for %erification, because angle calibration data
from the GSA test station was not yet available.

Verification of on-line real-time programs pi oceeded as the test station
hal dware checkout progressed. Sampling ald smoothing of MLSGA acceleration data
was first demonstrated w ith a dummy load (capacitance circuit) in place of the M ESGA
multisensor element. rlis data was used for a baseline in chara-terinng output noise
of the MKSGA muhisensor. Some special-purpose data reasonableness programs wNere
programmed.l for noise evaluation.
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The programs t real-time sampling and smoothing of MESGA acceleration
readout were then verified using a non-spinning "proof mass" on the GSA test station.
The only problem experienced Aas a precision limitatioa on the real-time noise
estimates. These had been generated by the "one-pass" estimator of RMS noise
g.ven below-

RNMS =N, > QI - Qo -
2  1/2

N N

N(N+)Q 
N(N+I) (2N+) R 2 1/2

where

R is the least-squares estimated output rate (in pulses per sampling period)

Q0 is the pulse counter value prior to start of sampling (a real number)

Qi is the pulse counter value on the Ith sample (an integer)

The sums in the second equation Involve only Q, and i. Therefore, they can be
computed in one pass through the data (Q1). This estmation method has one defective
trait, ho% ever. That is that the individual terms are very large compared to the
value of the whole expression. It %%as estimated that the 40-bit "mantissa" of
extended precision flIP 2100) arithmatic %o ild be sufficient for a sample size of about
4000 samples (about 1 minute of real-time data). lIlonever, the results obtained on
lixe data shoN\ed precision-nduced errors in the estimates from such a sample size.
This problem A as solved by limiting the noise estimation algorithm to 100 samples.

Evaluation of the data used for softiare verification yielded the follo%% ing NIESGA
characteristics:

1. Scale Factor is - 0. 0056 ft/sec per pulse (3-space)

2. 4-spac bias pulse rate is - 20, 050 pIlses per second (design goal was
20,000 pps)

3. The 7ero-mean short term noise (periods in the order of several seconds)
is about half a pulse per sample, rms (which is excellent )

4. There are output rate variations of about 70 parts per million (if it is scale
factor) or 70 micro-g's (if it is bias), rms, with periods in the order of
several minutes. Cause unitnown.
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5. There was a slow exponenual decline of output pulse rates, with about
5 percent total variation in 24 hours and a 4-hour time constant. The
cause is most likely thermal settling of the Arotor. This trend is shown
in Figure 2-12. The shorter-than-usual time constant may be due to
the condition of the proof mass and electrodes used in this test (both
"very frosty' caused by excessive sparking during suspension testing).

After the 24-hour stability and noise evaluation, two MESGA calib ations 1%ere
conducted with a non-spinning rotor, and the data were used for verification of the
calibration software. Some zero-divisor problems were encountered, similar to
those found in the angle parameter comparison program (see Para 6.3. 1. 1). The
were corrected in the same way, also. Final verification with a spinning rotor was
not completed, oue to a low speed (-400 liz) rotor drop during test. (The cause of the
drop was accidental shock due to mis-meshing the Ultradex table setting teeth.)

The calibrations with a non-spinning rotor showed anomalous scale-factor'
misalignment parameters, which were caused b an error in a coordinate coneision
algorithm. During July 1975 the cause of the anomaly was resolved by sampling
four-space data, nd the results were coriected.

MESGA tests on the GSA and GSA test station are described in detail in

Para 6.3.5.5.

2.2.3 Define DPU Parameters

This task was started in December 1974, and then terminated in compliance
with the Stop-Work Order. Work 'aas started in determining the minimum cycle time
requirements for parts of the angle readout compensation, to see whether a whole-
angle compensation algorithm could be done real time if all compensation were
performed after the cross-product mechanization.

2.2.4 Define CCU Parameters

This task was started in December 1974, and then terminated b% the Stop Work
Order. Initial investigation was started in compiling a list of functions to be performed
by the CCU.

2.3 AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT (AGE)

In Task 1.3, AGE, Autonetics developed a configuration item (CI) specification
for the gyro test station and designed, fabiicated, and integrated one gyro test station.
This station approximates potential MICRON product assurance test equipment b
including automatic polbode damping, failure recording, self-contain,, calibration,
and automatic startup and shutdown. The g, ro test station i~as used to test the g ro
subassemblies designed on this contract.

2.3. 1 Gyro Test Station Cl Specification

The Gyro Test Station CI Specification, AJOOO71, was submitted in October 1974
as CDRL Item A009. This specification detines the functional design requiremu'nts
for the test station and the detail interface signal characteristics between the test
station and the GSA.
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2.3.2 Design Gyro Test Station

The Gyro Test Station basic desigl activity began in May 1974, paralleling the
development of the CI specification, and %\as completed in October 1974. All drawN ings
foi the test station were submitted in October 1974 as CDRL Item A0GF. Design
update and drawing maintenance was continued throughout the fabi ication and integra-
tion tasks.

The layout of the Gyro rest Station is shown in Figure 2-13. The test station
consists of the following major pieces of equipment:

1. Test Console (2 bays)

2. Computer Console (1 bay)

3. Test Stand and 2-axes manual tilt table

4. Computer Peripherals.

a. CRT/Keyboard
b. Card Reader
c. Terminal Printer
d. CRT Mount

5. Support Electronics

6. Internconnect Cabling

The functional characteristics of these equipments are defined in the Gyro rest
Station CI Specification, AJO0071.

Figure 2-1, Gyro Test Console, depicts the final panel and equipment
arrangement wLthi the test console along with app opriate pailt number. Figure 2-15,
Computer Console, depicts the final equipment ai ,angement %ithin the console along
with the Computer Input/Output (I/O) module assignments.

2.Z) 3 Fabrication of Gyro Test Station

Fabication of the Gyro rest Station began in late June 1971 and was completed
in FeLruary 1975. lhe fabrication task includkd the ordei ing of commetcial equipment
and piece part matetials, detail fabrication of modules and panel asseurblas, assembly
of consoles, and basic checkout of wit ing and sell-contained panels. In geunClal, the
following quantities and classes of equipment were fabricated or procured

3 Major Assembhes/Consoles

- Test Console
- Computer Console
- Support Electronics

38 Modules

- 34 in-house fabricated
- I commercial
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3"

3%" DVM SCANNER 3 " COUNTER
HP 3480D HP3485A HP532SA

5%" VOLTAGE MONITOR 5%" OSCILLATOR 02704-727.1
02735-727.1 WAVETEK 130-RACKMOUNT (MAKE FROM

PLUG-IN'S ELECTRO RACKP U -N5A 2 2 N " '1 1 0 6 1 9 A )
3. "3' OSCILLOSCOPE 5%" TEST POINT /

5A14N TEKTRONIX R5102N/D10 AND MONITOR
581ON 02792-727-1

5%" TEMP MONITOR/
FAST WARM UP
0272-727.1

8%" MUAR
02715-727.1

14" INTERFACE CONTROLAND MONITOR
* 02811-727-I

12Y" CONTROL
AND DISPLAY
02745-727.1

7W' 7" FAST
WARM UP
02892-727-1

8%" TORQUE
DIRECTOR5%" SMALLANGLE 02755-727-I

PICKOF F
02750727-1

5%"' 2-PEN 7" 1-PEN
CHART RECORDER CHART RECORDER

TI LT02W6B-FR (2) A12 T' LT02W6B-FR-A12
F01P4OO2-JBE.RM F01P1002.JBE-RM

7" WAVEFORM RECORDER 51" PUMP CURRENT
(WFR) MONITOR 02707-727-1

BIOMATION 1015-02

1%' WFR TEST POINTS - 027127 7-1 7" WAVEFORM RECORDER
BIOMATION 1015-02

7" WAVEFORM RECORDER
BIOMATION 1015-02 5%" DC POWER SUPPLYSACOPIAN 29PTI4,AFH

3%" AC MASTER POWER
02765-727.1 j 1%" BLANK02768-727-1

j U CONNECTORPANEL L

(REAR OF CONSOLE)
02733-727-1

Figure 2-14. Gyro Test Console (02710-727-1)
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8 Secondary Commercial Power Supplies

13 Panels/Subassemblies

-All in-house fabricated

16 Major Pieces of Commercial Equipment

2.3.4 integration of Gyro Test Station

Integration of the Gyro lest Station began in late January 1975, overlapping the
completion of the fabrication activity, and was completed in March 1975. This
integration task consisted of verifying that all test station electronics functioned
properly and verifying the test station interface to the GSA units. Modifications to
the test station were made as required for proper operation.
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3. TASK 2, TESTAND EVALUATION

3.1 TEST PLANS

In Task 2 1, Test Plans, Autonetics developed gyro, gyro subassembly, design
evaluation model, N57A-1, and EMI/Grounding test plans.

3. 1.1 Gyro and Gyro Subassembly Test Plans

The Gyro and Gyro Subassembly Test Plan, C74-980/201, was submitted to the
customer in October 19 '4 as CDRL Item AOOT. This document defined the tests to be
performed on the MESC units and the MESG/MESGA subassemblies during the Phase 2A
contract. The test plan included developmental testing of the instrument, performance
evaluation of instruments, and evaluation of second source instruments. The Gyro and
Gyro Subassembly Test Plan document included:

1. Gyro Subassembly (GSA) and Gyro Subassembly-to-Test Stacion
Integration Test Plan

2. MESGA Test Plan

3. ESG Test Plan

3. 1.2 EMI/Grounding Test Plans

The following EMI and grounding test plans were prepared during Phase 2A.
Thesev test plans were completed during the first two quarters of Phase 2A and were
published internally.

1. MICRON Prototype Power Supply Mutual Capacitance Measurement Test Plan

2. MICRON Power Supply Transformer Primary to Secondary Mutual

Capacitance Measurement Test Plan

3. Magnetic Field Susceptibility Testing of the Gyro Test Plan

4. Special EMI and Grounding Testing of MICRON Prototype Pnnted
Circuits Test Plan

5. Alternate Method of Special EMI and Grounding Testing of MICRON
Prototype Ceramic Printed Circuits Test Plan

6. Prototype MICRON IMU Subsystem Electromagnetic Compatibilit Test Plan

7. Prototype MICRON IMU Subsystem Grounding Test Plan

3.1.3 Design Evaluation Mc A1 Test Plan

The Design Fvaluation Model Test Plan, C74-990/201, was submitted in
October 1974 as CDRL item AOOV This document defned the tests that were to be
performed on the design e% aluation models during the Phase 2A contract. The test
plan ,neluded temperature, vibration, and mechanical shock tests.
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3.1.4 N57A-1/HAFB GSA Test Plans

3.1.4.1 N57A-1 Test Plan

The N57A-1 was intended to provide an in-house system test bed in support of the

N57A-2 HAFB flight tests and as a development test vehicle.

The test plan for the N57A-1 was completed in October 1974. The test plan
covered those development test activities required to resolve problems associated with
an operational MICRON system. Specifically, these items included:

Gap Monitoring Error Sources
In-Motion Polhode Damping
Calibration Repeatability
Polar versus Moving Spin Axis Drift Calibeat'on
Navigation Performance with Gyros Spun-Up in Body Fixed Coordinates
Long Term Navigation
Attitude Readout Accuracy
Automatic Polhode Damping of Three-Wire Rotor Gyro
Fast alignment
Program Checkout Support

Subsequent to completion of the test plan, the following were added to the list of
tests for future incorporation into the test plan:

Navy Scorsby Test (Funded by Marine Systems Division for Navy with Air Force
Permission)
12-Bit Demodulator Reference Performance Evaluation
Calibration Diagnostic Development and Evaluation
Non-Vertical Plate Center No. 1 Performance Evaluation

A new test plan had to be written for the IIAFB Subassembh since the N57A-1
testing was discontinued in December 1974 per the Stop Work Order and replaced bN
development testing of the HA FB Subassembl

3. 1.4.2 tAFB Gyro Subassembly Test Plan

A test plan was written fo,' the IIAFB Gyro Subassembly which incorporated
those tests originally scheduled on the N57A-1 si stem which could be performed oil the
Gyro Subassembly. Tests originally scheduled for the Gyro Subassembl were retained
to the extent possible considering test prioritN and scheduling In addition, "G% ro
Characterization" and es aluation of te small gap g, ro and its aisociated lo%%kr cost
suspension electronics were included

The HAFB GSA was chosen as the test %eluch for esaluation of the small gap
gyro and electronics (see Para 6 3 6 5 because the GSA is suitable for the
G-capability and ea% ironmental testing required A detailed plan for this e aliiatiin
was prepared. The test plan containedthreemajor phases The% were: Phase 1 -
Feasibility Exaluation with Existing lardware. Phase 2 - G-CapalilitA Deterniinatinb,
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and Phase 3 - Associated Lower Cost Suspension Electronics Evaluation The test
plan defined the test equipment to be used, the necessary preparation, the testing
and evaluation, and the decisions required for each phase.

The test items in the final ttAFB GSA Test Plan were:

1. Short Term Calibration Repeatability

2. Gyro Characterization

a. Baseline angle calibration
b. Baseline drift calibration
c. Measure MUM magnitude

3. Calibration Diagnostic Development and Evaluation

4. liP 2100 Program Checkout in Support of GSA Software

5. Module Problem Isolation

6. Polar vs Moving Spin Axis Drift Calibration Evaluation

7. Small Gap Gyro Evaluation

It was anticipated that these tests would be performed as required and approximately
in the order indicated; however, no firm schedule was established for completion of
these tests. This was due to gyro availability and the fact that this testing must be
suspended during periods when the N57A-2 system was in the Autonetics laboratory for
repair and/or recalibration.

3 2 LABORATORY TESTS

In 'rask 2. 2, Laboratory Tests, Autonctics conducted sA stem reliabilitv screen,
Scorsbv, and heading sensil\ it\ tests on N57A-2. tested g\ ros: initiated thermal
analyses and tests on the design evaluation models, used N57A-1 to demonstrate
ii-motion polhode damping- tested the g\ ro subassembhies. and tested second source
rotors and ca\ ities

:1 2 1 N57P-2 Lab Tests

integration of the second N57A s\ stem, which was nit:ated in Phase 1B, continued
through '4a\ 1974 according to plan. Gvro magrI'cization and degaussing tests were
completed These tests indicated that magnetiration levels induced under normal
operating conditions could be successfull\ degaussed automatical (luring the system
start-up sequence

l'he instrumnent cube operating temperature was raised to 170 0 F and a new
400 liz heater thermal sw itch (170

0 F) was installed to reduce the system warm-up time
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The system was calibrated and Reading Sensitivity tests per the Phase 1B test
plan were completed on 12 July 1974 and Scorsb% tests were completed on 25 Julh 1974
A summary of the test results is shown in Table 3-1. These results showed that
there was no alignment sensitivity due to initial system heading.

The system was then used to support checkout of the nai igation program to be
used for HAFB flight tests Computer reliabilit% delaN ed the flight test program and
integration of the D216 into the N57A-2 system System lexel checkout of the auto-
matic turn-on portion of the na% igation program for HIAFB fight test was completed
on 13 August 1974

Minor modifications to s stem wiring and structure were required to permit
installation of the D216 computer into the IMU housing The computer interface had
to be completely rewired to be compatible with the s% stem connectors Computer
integration progressed smoothlh with the onlI major problem being intermittent
computer halts.

Tpblc 3-1. Summary of Test Results,
N57A-2 Heading Sensitivity Tests, July 1974

Run Alignment Duration Radial RMS
No. IHdg (Hrs) Error 'late Vel. Error Remarks

1 900 .6 - Computer Halted

2 0 4.2 0.11 2.69 900 lidg Rotation Ca 2 hr
3 450 2.8 0.78 1.73
4 90 4.0 0.27 1.55 100 Roll Rotation (d 2 hr

5 1350 5.3 0.88 2.68

6 1800 2.0 0.59 3.02

7 00 2.0 1.52 2.3.1 100 Pitch During Aign

8 2250 2.0 0.74 1.94

9 3130 2.0 0.50 1.20 150 Roll and Pitch Dun n
Align

10 2700 2.0 0.53 1.13 100 Roll During Align

11 2700 2.6 0.66 2.05

12 3150 9.0 1.20 3.80

13 3150 2.4 0,82 1.64
14 900 .9 - - Computer Halt
15 9 0o 1.4 - - Computer Ck Sum

16 900 5.0 0.60 1.51 Scorsbv Motion 4 lirs
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Reliability s.-reen tests were started on 29 August 1974 and 12 of the 24 hours
had been completed when a malfunction of the test chamber required discontinuance
of the test. The remaining 12 hours were completed on 3 September 1974 There
were no problems other than the computer halt problem. The computer halt problem
was worked after the completion of the Reliability Screen Tests and cured by elec-
tricallv isolating the computer from the IMU Housing

In preparation for the continuation of the Sabreliner flight tests at LAX and the
IIAFB flight tests, gyros 134 and 96 were installed, the system -Albrated, and seven
repeatability iuns were made with a power cycle between each nm. Each run had two
turns of 90 d-g each 40 min apart. Table 3-2 contains a summary of the repeatability
test results. These results showed good system performance and that the system was
ready to be flight tested.

The s% stein was mo ed to LAX on 26 September 1974 and installed and checked
out aboard the Sabreliner in preparation for the flight tests to be performed in
)ctober

Further reporting of N57A-2 actix ities is coxered in the flight testing and flight
test support sections of this report

Table 3-2. Summary of Test Results
-- N57A-2 Turn-on Repeatability Tests

Radial Ave/Channel
Alignment Duration Error Rate Vel Erroi

Date Heading Ilours nm/hr f/s Time rms

9-23-74 2700 2 0.77 4.16

9-23-74 2700 2 0.79 4.62

9-24-74 2700 2 0.79 3.19

9-25-74 00 2 1.16 4.93

9-25-71 00 2 0.46 2.05
9-25-74 1800 .4 0.56 3.57
9-26-7-1 2700 2 0.81 3.35

:1 2 2 G ,re Testing

Test Statin IV) was in continuous use for test and e\aluation of MI'SG

units in support of N57A-1, \57A-2, and the IIAFB gvro subassemolh DeN clopmental
tests were also performed to evaliate the following:

1 Stabilit; of the M ESG ca% it% configuration in the fast reaction em ironment
(motor functions)

2 Inconel X 'Palinev pin vacuum enclosures
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3. Getter gyros

4. Self calibration feasibility

5. Three wire fast reaction rotor

6. Low speed (500 Hz) polhode damping capability/feasibility

7. Baseline testing on "standard" MESG in anticipation of narrow (5 mil)
electrode separation, groove

8. Small gap gyros

9. Fast Reaction of Beryllium Base gyros

10. Fast Reaction using -Z-coil-only rotor heating

11. Stycast Motor Heating tests

12. Beryllium-oxide support ring evaluation

A cronological summary of T/S IV test activity is presented in Table 3-3. A
brief summary of test results-is presented below.

3.2.2. 1: Test Results

1. Cavity Stability in the Fast Reaction Environment

The latest configuration N57A type MESG units were exposed to this series
of tests. MESG. Units No. 096, 134, and 1:36 were used in support o.f the
inx'estigation. ' Each unit was exposed to normal operating conditions and
an angle calibration and drift calibration. The unit was then spun down
(but not desuspended). and the case heaters were turned off and the unit was
permitted to stabilize over night. The next sequence of tests on the gyro
included fast rotor warm up (80°F/min), fast spin up (12 sec) and rapid
polhode damping (motor "on time"< 20 sec) followed by a standard angle
calibration. The spin down was again accomplisned and the series of
tests was again repeated after rotor desuspension. In summary, there was
no detectable cavity shift across any or all exposures.

2.' Inconel X/Paline " Pin' Vacuum Enclosure

The reported problem of magnetic material in the NESG vacuum housing
which caused problems in the N57A automatic spin up/polhode damping
environment .was corrected by material changes. The vacuum housing
material was changed from stainless steel to Inconel X. The feedthrough
pins-were changdd to Paliney 7 type material. The MESG units were
exposed to tests on T/S IV and on N57A-1 and N57A-2 systems, as well
as component testing to assure that the problem had been corrected and
had not degraded instrument performance in any other respect, All
MESG units will have this latest configuration vacuum enclosure,
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Table 3-3. Summary of Test Station IV Activity

Date Activity Gyro

4/1/74 MESGA Tests 124

4/1 Charge Monitor, Spin Up, Gyro Check 116

4/2-23 ECOM Testing - Temperature Tests and Rotor Heating. 124
Drift Cal

4/23-25 Getter Gyro Tests 118

4/26-29 Getter Gyro Tests 112

4/29 Charge Monitor 096

5/1-16 MESGA Testing, Temperature and Rotor Heating Tests, 096
Angle and Drift Cahibrations. "Angle-Cal-Orama"

5/16-17 Gyro, Charge Monitor Check 126

5/17 Cha,'ge Monitor and Gyro Check 132

5/17-20 Charge Monitor 126

5/20-21 Gyro Check - Heating Check 132

5/21-22 Charge Monitor and Case Heating Test 124

5/23-28 Gyro Checks - Speed Notch 126

5/2F Gettcr Gvro Test 118

5/29-31 Thermal Response Tests 132

5/31 Gyro Check 126

5/31 Getter Gvro Test 118

6/3 Getter G'ro Test 118

6/3-4 Charge Monitor, Gyro Check 126

6/4-10 ECOM Tests - Heating Tests 128

6/11 Gyro Check 132

6/12-13 Gyro Check 128

6/13-19 T/S Modified - New MUAR Installed

6/19-20 MESGA Tests 126

6/20-21 Charge Monitor, Speed Notch Checks 128

6/24-25 Charge Monitor - T/S Checkout 007

6/25 Charge Monitor IHeating Check 126

S6/25-28 MESGA Testing
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Table 3-3. (Cont)

Date Activity Gy ro

7/1/74 Mount Gyro Charge Monitor, Spin up polhode damp, 102
temperature stabilize overnate

7/2 Angle Cal, Drift Cal preparatory to MESGA Test 102
Program (approx 1 week)

7/3 MESGA Testing - Cavity misalignment evaluation, 102
MESGA Cal, "Noise" test, start 40 hr stabili% test

7/5 End 40 hr stability test, MESGA Cal, "Noise" test, 102
Angle Cal, start 65 hr stability test

7/8 End 65 hour stability test, "Noise" test, MESGA Cal 102

7/9 Troubleshooting/repairing test equipment problems. 102
Remove Gyro.

Mount getter gyro for speed notch tests, remove gyro. 118

Miount gyro, Charge Monitor 124

7/10 Spin up, polhode damp, Angle Cal, Drift Cal 124

7/11 Remove gyro 124

Mount gyro, charge monitor overnight 135

7/12 Spin up, polhode damp, observe polhode moion and 135
period, remove gyro.

7/12 Mount gyro, charge monitor 128

7/15 Spin up, polhode damp, set equilibrium angle, spin down 128
and remove gyro

Mount g ro, charge monitor 137

7/16 Spin up, polhode damp, observe polhode motion and action 137
vs temperature (750 1' to 1050F) Spin down,remove gvro

Mount gyro charge monitor 135

7/17 Spin up, polhode damp, observe polhode motion and action 135
vs temperature (75°F to 1050F) spin down remove gvio

Mount gvro, charge monitor, spin up, polhode damp, set 131
equilibrium angle.

7/18 Start Cavity Stabilitv Test Program per the test plan - 134
"Palinev Gyros 096, 131 and 136"

7/31 Continuing Cavity Stability Tests 136
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Table 3-3. (Cont)

Date Activity Gyro

8/1 Continuation of Cavity Stability Test Program - per Test Plan 136

8/2 Quick check of integrity of gyros sustaining full-speed ball drop 130
on N57A-1 System. Both unable to suspend 098

Resume Cavity Stability Testing 136

8/6 Spin up and polhode damp at apprommately 500 rps to observe 068
'minimal' amount of heating required to lamp. Angle cal.

8/8 Getter Gyro Tests 118

8/9 Resume Cavity Stability Testing, with third candidate 096

8/13 Trouble-shooting computer-interface equipment problem
(Multiverter - DVM)

8/19 Conclude Cavity Stability Testing 096

Modify Suspension Electronics for self-calibration feasibility
studies

8/20 Self Calibration Feasibility - per Test Plan. Checkout T/S and 068F Software

Checking and trouble shooting software and test equipment
problems

8/26 Second modification of electronics, to improve signal-to-noise
, ratio

Resume checkout preliminary to testing 068

9/3 - Functonal tests, then support self calibration feasibility 08
9/9 tests

9/9 - Getter gyro testing 118
9/10

9/10 First test of 3-wire rotor. Measured pollode period (1.38 see) 100

9/10 - Support self calibration feasibility tests 086
9/13

9/lb - Functional tests and week-end cross-polar tests foi "widegroove" 136
9/23 baseline tests
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Table 3-3. (Cont)

Date A ctivity Gyro

9/30 Angle Calibration 112

10/1-4 Drift Cal, Support Self-Cal feasibility studies. 112
Trouble-shoot temperature controller.

10/4 Charge monitor gyro, from N57A system 102
110

10/4 Trouble-shooting ECOM power supply and ECOM motor 132
problems. Rotor sustained a low speed de-suspension.
ECOM motor developed internal short beyond repair. ECOM
power supply required repair.

10/7 Charge monitor - determining low-power rotor spin up 140

characteristics.

10/8 Charge monitor - recheck gyro (Beryllium Base MESG) 132

10/9 Getter gyro testing 118

10/9-14 First tests of gyro with narrow cavit grooves and a 3-wire 144
rotor. Angle cal, drift cat special torquing sensitivity
tests. Week-end cross polar diift tests.

10/14 Vaclon pump voltage sensitivity tests. 068

10/15-24 Vaclon pump voltage sensitivity tests. Comparison of 144
angle and drift cals made at full pump excitation and rotor
speeds compared to reduced pump excitation and resultant
reduced rotor speed.

10/24 Getter gyro test i18

10/25-28 'rest new ECOM motor for Z coil only rotor heating 145
capability. Polliode period vs rotor temperature sensitivty
test.

10/29-31 Check ECOM motor capability for rapid warmup on 142
"Standard" gyro.

10/31-11/1 Angle Cal and Drift Cal 102
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Table 3-3. (Cont)

Date Activity Gyro

11/1-5 Angle Cal, Drift Cal; Repeat series of short angle 102
cals - Troubleshooting

11/5-6 Getter Gyro Testing 118

11/6 Polhode Motion Studies 135

11/(-14 Angle Cal, Drift Cal; Repeat Angle Cal, 50 flour 144
Cross-Polar Drift Test 118

11/14 Getter Gyro (New) 'resting - Charge Monitor 154
Getter Gyro Testing 118

11/14-18 Charge Monitor - At Room Temp 71

11/18 Getter Gyro Testing 154, 118

11/22 Getter Gyro 'Testing 154

11/26 Getter Gyro Testing 154

1 11/27 Getter Gyro Testing 118

12 '2 Getter Gyro Testing 154

12 '3 Getter Gyro 'resting 156

12/6 Getter Gyro Testing-Repeat -56,118,
154

12 '6-9 Charge Monitor - Weekend (160°F) 156

12 '9 Getter Gyro Testing 156,154

12 10-12 Functional Testing (Trouble-shooting) 142

12 12-13 Charge Monitor - Room Temperature 077

12 13-16 Polhode Period vs Temperature 149

12 '1( Getter Gyro Testing 154,156

12,1l( Charge Monitor 066

12 17 Getter Gyro Testing 118

12,17-19 Repeat Functional 'rest, 142

12 19 Polhode Period vs Tempe 'ature 151

12'19-20 Repeat [jr,ft Cal Tests 142
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Table 3-3. (Cont)

Date Activity Gyro

01/02/75 Getter Gyro Tests 154 I
01/03/75 Getter Gyro Tests 156

01/03/75 Getter Gyro Tests 118

01/09/75 Getter Gyro Tests 154

01/09/75 Getter Gyro Tests 156

01/10/75 Getter Gyro Tests 118
01/13/75
01/14/75 Charge Monitor 101

01/15/75 Charge Monitor - Gyro Checkout Test 135

01/16/75 Getter Gyro Tests 154

01/16/75 Getter Gyro Tests 156

01/17/75 Getter Gyro Tests 118

01/23/75 Polhode Motion Tests 153

01/24/75 First Beryllium Base MICRON Gyro A012Y
Gyro %Varmup Tests X
Temperature Response (Time Constant) Tests
Z-Coil Heating Tests - New Power Supply

02/3-6/75 Thermal Response Tests; Thermal Ramps, Z-Cod Heating, A012Y
Time Constant Determinations, Angle and Drift Cals

02/6-7/75 Getter Gyro Tests - (Repeat Tests) 118

02/07/75 Getter Gyro Tests - (Repeat Tests) 156

02/10/75 Getter Gyro Tests - (Repeat Tests) 154

02/10/75 Getter Gyro Tests - New Gyro, Initial Test 158

02/11/75 Getter Gyro Tests - (Repeat Test) 158

02/11-21/75 "Small Gap" Gyro Tests, Angle & Drift Cals, Cross-Polar 124
Drift Run

02/24/75 Gyro Check-out Tests 155

02/25/75 Charge Monitor Check 086

02/26/75 Getter Gyro Tests (Repeat rests) 156
154

02/27/75 Getter Gyro Tests (Repeat Tests) 118
02/28/75 Getter Gyro Tests (Repeat Tests) 154

Charge Monitor Check 073
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Table 3-3. (Cont)

Date Activity Gyro

03/3-5/75 Charge Monitor - Suspected Charger 073

03/5-7/75 Getter Gyro Tests - "Rebuilt" Getter Gyro - 158
Reactivating Getter

03/7-10/75 Getter Gyro Tests 118

03/11/75 Getter Gyro Tests 156

03/11-12/75 Vaclon Pump "Sure-Start" Preliminary Test 059

03/12-17/75 Getter Gyro Tests 154

03/17/75 Getter Gyro Tests 156

03/17-18/75 Getter Gyro Tests - "Rebuilt" Getter Gyro, "Double 158
Reactivation" Series

03/18/75 Recheck MUM Signals - Amplitude 136

03/19-20/75 Getter Gyro Tests 158

03/20-31/75 Beryllium Base Gyro Tests A012Y
Thermal Responses, Time Constants
Z-Coil Heating Rate Tests

04/1-9 Beryllium Base Gyro Testing A012Y
Thermal Response Tests; Time-Constant Tests
(Rotor Suspended and Dc-Suspended)
Z-Coil Heating Rates vs Motor Power Supplies and Power
Input Variations

04/9 Charge Moitor Check 142

04/90 Charge Monitor Check 148

04/11 Getter Gyro Tests 156
Getter Gyro Tests 118
Thermal Response Tests A012Y

04/14 De-Activate T/S for Move to New Lab

04/15-44 Re-locate T/S, Integrate and Interface with new Computer
and I/O, Align Test Stand and Calibrate Axes and
Orientations

04/25-28 Checkout T/S with Suspension-Grade Gyros 015 &
024

04/29 Final T/S Checkout - Charge Monitor 086

04/30 Getter Gyro Test - Rotor Dropped 158
Trouble-Shoot T/S for Probable Cause of Rotor Drop
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Table 3-3. (Cont)

Date Activity Gyro

05/1 Trouble-Shooting Test Station with Suspension-Grade 007 &
Instruments 126

05/2-14 Continued Trouble-Shooting with a "Stable" (Non-Charging) 015
Suspension-Type Gyro:

a. Repetitive Suspending and De-suspending
b. Charge Monitoring a. 'Various TDY Input Levels

and Durations
c. Incremental Spin up to Full Speed, overnight Runs,

Weekend Runs
d. Angle and Drift Cal Runs
e. Repetitive Spin Ups and Spin Downs

05/14 Getter Gyro Testing 118

05/15-16 Getter Gyro Testing 156

05/20 Charge Monitor Checkouts A020Y
A021Y
007 &
015

05/21 Small Gap Gyro Tests - Rotor Dropped 124

05/21-30 Trouble Shooting Test Station with Suspension Grade Gyros, 024,
Refurbishing and Updating Consoles 146 &

015

06/2-19 Repairing and Refurbishing Console, Updating Test Station
and Documentation

06/19 Console Checkout, Including Repeated Spin-ups and Spin- 126
Downs for Confidence Checks

06/20-23 Spin-up, Polhode Danp, Spin-Down, Charge Monitor 126

Over Week-end

06/23-24 Checkout of Cabling and Circuitry Modifications 126

06/24-25 Checkout of Test Station Configuration and Software 059
Checkout

06/26-27 Z-Coil Heating Rate Tests, Spin-up, Polhode Damp, 059
Charge Monitor Overnight

06/27-30 Two Angle Cals, Spin-Down, Charge Monitor Over 059
Weekend

06/30 Spin-up, Polhode Damp, Temperature Stabilize for 059
Drift Cal
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Table 3-3. (Cont)

Date Activit% Gyro

7/1-2 Tests ofGyro without CaN ity Clamp Ring,Charge 059
Monitor, Angle & Drift Calibrations

7/2 Charge Monitor Checks A-022Y
A-021Y

7/3 Getter Gyro Test 118

7/7-8 Getter Gyro Tests 156
118

7/8 Getter Gyro Test, Rotor Drop (Non-Spinning) 154
T/S Checkout with Suspension Grade Gyro 126

7/9 Charge Monitor Checks 154
A-022Y

7/10 Charge Monitor Check A-020Y
Narrow Gap Gyro - Suspension & Charge Monitor Check 116

7/11-14 T/S Checkout, Suspension & Triggering Checks 024

7/11-17 Small Gap Gvro Charge Monitor, Rotor Drop (Non- 116
Spinning)T/S Clieckout with Suspension Grade Gyros 126

Replaced Charge Amp Connector 024

7/'18-21 Suspension Checks & Charge Monitor Over Weekend 116

7/21 T/S Heater Circuit Cheekout 126

7 /22-25 Small Gap Gvro, Angle & Drift Calibrations 116

7/25-30 Second Source Gyro, Charge Monitor Over Weekend N-0005
Angle & Drift Calibrations

7/:0 Getter G% ro rests 118
156

7/:31- Second Source Gyro, Angle & Drift Cals. N-0006
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3. Getter Gyro Evaluation

A discussion of getter gyro tests and evaluation is presented in Section 6.3.

4. Self Calibration Feasibility

A discussion of this test activity is presented in Section 6.3.

5. Three Wire Fast Reaction Rotor

The first rotors of the three wire type were tested during this reporting
period. Iwo rotors were evaluated

Polliode Polhode
Rotor MUM Amplitude Speed Period Pattern
B 7  3.1 Vpp 2433 1.38 sec Per Design

B1  3.0 Vp. 1p 2441 1.18 see Per Design

The above table summarizes the initial evaluation. The polhode pattern
is distinctive and should be quite adequate for computerized polhode

damping and the short period is desirable for Fast Reaction capability

6. Low Speed Damping

Two MESG uits were properly damped at approximately 500 Hz. No
problems were encountered during this manual function. The rotor temper-
ature change was less than 10 F which is a more ideal value for "Fast
Turnaround" environment, than the 90 F presently induced.

7. Narrow Groove Evaluation

Two gyros, each with different interelectrode groove widths, were
tested for the purpose of comparing their performance. The first gx re,
No. 136, with the then standard 10 mil groove width, was tested as a
baseline test. The second gyro, No. 144, with narrow 5 mil grooes,
was then tested in the same manner. The tests consisted of an angle
cal, drift cal, and then RSA cross-polar testing for a 48 hour period
with infrequent case position changes. The results are listed in
Table 3-4. All gvro cavity parts are now being fabricated with 5 mu
interelectrode groove widths.

8. Small Gap MESG Evaluation

A small gap gvro (-235 p-in, radial gap) No 121 was also tested The
calibration results from the small gap gyro were within the en' elope of
results obtained from other gyros An additional moving-RSA drift
calibration of about 48 hr was also conducted. This data was used in
modeling studies (see Para 6.3 4), on the theory that the small gap may
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Table 3-4. Comparison of Drift Rates Due to Interelectrode Grooves:
Gyro 136 vs. 144

Calibrated Drift Rates Due to Interelectrode
Grooves Coupled with Rotor Shape

Harmonics
(Deg/hr)

Rotor Shape Harmonic Gyro 136 Gyro 144
(Order) (10 mil grooves) (5 mil grooves)

4th 0 014 0 003

6th 0 197 0.010

8th 0 053 0.000

10th 0 010 0.002

12th 0 010 0 009

14th 0.002 0.00:

16th 0.007 0.002

SRIS 0.078 0.005

fRaw Drift
Rate RMS 0.231 0.092

accentuate drift ratc mechanisms that are present but less observable on
all nominal gap (300 p-in. radial gap) gyros.

A second small gap gyro (-160 p-in. radial gap) No 116 was also tested.The results of the angle cal and drift cal were also within the envelope

of results obtained from other gyros. The additional moving RSA drift
cal, of 48 hours duration, was not conducted at this time It is planned to
conduct this test during Phase 2B a:d include the gyro data in the
modeling studies as reported in Para 6. 3.2.

9. Fast Reaction Tests (Beryllium Base Gvro)

The first beryllium base gyro for MICRON, G% ro No A-012Y, was sub-
jected to preliminar\ temperature response testing. The gvro was mounted
on 'rest Station IV with three thermosensors attached to the gvro and



mounting bracket combination. The "Deep Probe" Thermosensor was
located approximately 5/16 in from the cavity The second thermosensor

was located in the center of the mounting adapter. The third thermosensor
was located in the base of the gyro. The gyro was initially stabilized at
room ambient (730F), then the case heaters were turned on full power for
an 8 min interval, during which time the gyro gap and the three temper-
atdres were recorded. The results of the initial test, shown in Figure 3-1,
indicate that the time constant between the gyro mounting interface and
cavity is less than 30 sec.

Additional temperatures ramp response tests were conducted using approxi-
mately one-hal power input to the case heaters arid varying the duration of
heat input. The results were very predictable, hased on information
from the full power results. In all of these tests the time constant from the
cavity to the case never exceeded 30 seconds. Thus one of the various
design goals for achieving Fast Reaction Capablity, discussed later in
Paragraph 6.3. 6. 1, was successfully met.

In conjunction with the temperature ramp tests, the cavity-to-rotor time con-
stant ("c r ) 

determination tests were conductEd, per previousl% established
test plans, first with the rotor suspended and later with the rotor
de-suspended.

The tests for tire constants, with the rotor suspended, are relatively
straight-forward. The gvro is at a steady-state temperature, then the
temperature controller is either turned off, or the controlling setpoint
increased. In the test with the rotor de-suspended the gyro was at a steady-
state operating temperature then the temperature controller was turned off
and the gap monitored for one (1) minute, then the rotor was de-suspended
for .4 minutes to allow de-suspended cooling At the end of 14 minutes, the
rotor was suspended and the gap monitoreu for one minute, then de-suspended
for 14 minutes, and the 15 minute cycle repeated until the end of the test

The results are shown in Figures 3-2 to 3-4 and summarized in Tablle 3-5.

The determination of TO r was done using the graphical methcd" as shown in
Figures 3-2 to 3-4 vis., a tangent to the gap crrve at a tiL'e after steady
state temperature was achieved on the cavity, extended to intercept the
steady state (nominal) gap value.

The results were per expectations, based on earlier tests with gvro No. 124,
with the exception of the rotor de-suspended results. During Phase 28, it
is planned to repeat the time constant checks on a second beryllium g ro
to verify the results. Additional test duration time will be allowed,
particularly in the rotor de-suspended tests, to full) characterize the
gap curves.
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Table 3-5. Summary of Cavity-to-Rotor Time Constant Tests

Time Constant
Response Test Cavity-to-Rotor

Tc-r
Thermal Mode Rotor Mode Hrs

Heading %730 to 1580) Suspended 6.75

Cooling (1580 to 730) Suspended 7

Cooling (1570 to 730) De-Suspended 3.25
I

10. Fast Reaction Tests - Z-Coil-Only Rotor Heating Tests

Another requiement of the Fast Reaction mode, for the g) o, is that the
iotor must be heated at a rate of 80OF/minute. This goal %%as achieved on
N57A t pe , ros b) apply Ing 5.74 amps-rms at an excitation frequency of
5 klz for a limited duiation to the then existing jr ro motor. llo%%ever this
rate coult not be maintained foi sustained durations ,40 seconds niaximui)
due to possibly excessi e coil heating and subsequent danger of destructive
damage to motor %%indings. The motor had not been designed at the time to
\ ithstand or dissipate the ecessie heat generated. The motors were
redesigned to be capable of "ithstanding the heating for the requisite dura-
tions b3 using a thermall, conduciie potting compound (STYCAST 2830 FT).
After sexcral modifications and testing, a rotor heating capability of 80

0
F,'

min \%as achie ed b\ appl\ ing 0-amp-rms at 5 kllz to the Z coil of the ne\
Fast Reaction Motor (ECOM tx pe). Te nev current requirement exceeded
the capabilities of the niotoi po\ei suppl\, iequiring design changes and
modifications to the emisting po\%er suppl\

Throughout Phase 2A combinations of motors, power supplies and
and gyros, modified to complement and evaluate design changes for Fast
Reaction gyro development, were lested. An overall summary is given in
Table 3-6.

The tests were generall. conducted using 5 kit/ excitation frequency and the
"normal" 9-amp-rms of Z-coil current. In the feu instances where the
"nornal" 9-amp current \\as not used, the results %\ere no-malized to a
9-amp condition to ease the compilation of the suimmia and comparison of
results. A discussion of the means used to pro% ite comparisons of different
tests is given in later paragraphs.

In all these instances, the desired improvements to the Vy ro %%ere achie ed
(I. e., time constants u ere reduced, spin up and pulhode time redeced) how-
ever the rotor heating rate decreased. The substantial loss of heating
effectivit\ as a result of the ber3 Ilium base %%as believed to be attributable
to Eddy Current losses in the beryliim base. Therefore the base was
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Table 3-6. Summary of Z-Coil-Only Rotor Heating Characterization Studies
Using 5 kliz Excitation Frequency

Heating Heating Current Reqd
Rate Effectivity (Ir)

Test (liE) (tE) for 80OF/min
Date Gyro/Configuration/Remarks OF/mm OFhnin/amp 2  

Amps

5/21/74 Gyro 124 - N57A Type 83.7 1.033 8.8

5/17/74 Gyro 132 - Beryllium Base - 39.1 .483 12.9
Unslotted

5/21/74 Gyro 132 - Beryllium Base - 43.7 .539 12.2
Unslotted

9/24/74 Gyro 132 - Beryllium Base - 45.9 .567 11.9
Slotted

10/29/74 Gyro 132 - Beryllium Base - 44.6 .550 12.1
Slotted, Cavity Clamp Ring
Removed

1/28/75 Gyro A-012Y - Beryllium Gyro - 40.4 .586 11.7
Latest Configuration - Slotted 46.6 .660 11.0
(Sinusoid Wave Shape)

1/31/75 Gyro A-012Y - Same as above 62.9 .777 10.1
Using GSA Motor Power Supply
(-"Square" Wave)

"slotted" to break up the Edd3 Current losses in the beryllium base. With the
use of the "slotted" base there %%as appioximately a 5 to 10 percent heating
rate improvement. The removal of the ber3 Ilium copper cavity clanip
ring had little effect on the heating race. The tests with the ber3 Ilium g) ro
(A-012Y) established the current requirement of11 amp rmis in order to
heat at 80F/ minute. A test %uth the GSA motor pow er supply, using modi-
fied wave shapes, indmcat d an impro~ement of heating rate. The wave shape
was changed fioni a sintjoid shape to an approximate square wave.

It was theorized that more efficient induction heating of the rotor might be
achieved at a higher excitation frequency. Tests were conducted to investigate
the idea, using gyro AO12Y, and the breadboard GSA Motor Power buppl.
The result of various tests, at var ing frequencies greater than 5 ktiz, did
not exhibit a marked iniprovemenit of heating rates, vorth enough to %%arrant
a change from the existing 5 kliz excitation frequency.
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Since the induction heating of the rotor is a function of the applied current
squared (12H effect) the following relationships apply:

(Ia)2 (Ir 
2

(JB ) (l"lt

and

r a (lRa)

where;

li  Z-coil current applied; anips rms

HtRi = Heating rate (of rotor) achieved for the applied 11; OF/min.

the subscripts;

a = applied values

r = required values

and;

II r = 80OF/min

The column headed "Current Required for 80F,'m
'

n" in Tables 3-6 through
3-8 is a listing of equivalent currents required to achieve the goal, using
the abo'e stated relationships. The different Z-coil currents were acheived
by varying the imput voltages to the motor power suppl3or adjusting the
outputs to specific multiples of the "required" level, as a cross-check of the
12 R effects.

A convenient means of comparing relativc inductive beating "efficiencies", for
%arying input parameters, is provided by comparing the various Heating
Effectivity (IE) values, where:

a

liE -

(12

This value of tHE is useful for determining the required current (Ir) for an%
required heating rate (h1Rr) by the relationship:

'r
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Table 3-7. Z-Co,!-Only Rotor Heating Tests Gyro A-012Y, Tabulation of Tests

Test Parameters Results

ExcIt. Z Coil Test Gap Heating Heatin8  Current Required Rotor
Freq. Current Duration Cha-ge Rate Effectivity for Spin up
iz Amps Sets poin. OF/min OF/minJA

7  
0OOF/min RPS

2.5 934 20 115 262 .300 103 -

g34 20 125 28.4 .326 15.7 -

10.25 20 135 307 292 16.6 440

12.1 20 180 409 .279 169 -

3 75* 9.2 20 10.5 239 .282 168 200

9.2 20 145 33.0 .390 143 200
95 -10 130 501 .655 11.1 -

10.16 20 160 36.4 .353 15.1 210

50 0.1 30 10 27.3 A16 139 -

11 30 175 265 A04 14.1 -

0.6 20 125 28A 304 144 95

9.3 20 15.5 352 407 14.0 -

s0 565 15 95 20.0 .902 94 -

02 15 15.0 45.5 .677 109 250

03 20 19.5 44.3 .643 112 -

95 15 21.0 63.7 .706 106 161
10.83 20 32.5 739 .630 113 301

11.2 20 355 007 643 11.2 345

11.3 20 39.5 090 .703 107 445

11.3 10 175 79.6 623 11.3 161

11.37 20 34.5 76.5 .607 11.5 388

11.38 15 28.0 64.9 .656 11.0 236

6.0 765 20 185 42.1 .719 10.5 -

7.65 30 29.5 44.7 .764 102 195
1002 20 305 694 691 100 105

106 20 32.0 72.8 .648 11.1 197

7 7.1 30 240 364 .722 10.5 112

7.5 6085 20 ISO 34.1 .727 105 -

00 66 30 195 296 600 10.9 -

80 6e 15 105 31.8 .730 105 130

90 6.13 32 190 27.0 .719 10.5 04

90 6.15 5 28 255 674 10.9 -

100 565 20 ".5 262 .621 9.9 300

*Tests conducted with a "modifod' GSA Motor Power Supply
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A "modified" design of the motor power supply was used to test at excitation
frequencies below 5 kllz together with several repeat 5 kHz 'baseline' checks.
The resultant decreased effectivity of rotor heating is shown in Table 3-7.
The table is a complete tabulation of all Z-coil heating tests conducted on
Gyro A-012Y.

A summar) of all Z-coil testing results is shown in Table 3-8 categorized by
the specific motor poner suppl3 used. The average RE for each excitation
frequenc) grouping is given, together %%ith the accompan3 ing Ir to achieve the
required heating rate of 80OF/ mn. It can be seen that the "modified" motor
power suppl) was less efficient, approximatel) 30% less efficient in the 5 kllz
gabeline tests, than the GSA power suppl). Also, there %%as a degeneration
of HE Nith a lox ering of frequency, as was expected.

Table 3-8. Summary of Z-Coil Heating Test Results, Gyro A-012Y,
Categorized By Pon\er Supply Used

Z-Coil Ieating Current Req'd
Power Excitation Effectivity (Ir)
Supply Frequency (liE) 2 For 80°F/Mm
Used kltz oF/Min/Anip Amps

'Modified' 2.5 .299 16.4
GSA

Motor P/S 3.75 .420 14.3

(Breadaoard) 5.0 .403 14.1

5.0 .679 10.9
GSA

6.0 .706 10.7
Motor

7.0 .722 10.5
Po\eer

7.5 .727 10.5
Supply

8.0 .705 10.7

9.0 .697 10.7

10.0 .821 9.9

It appears that the rotor heating rates are affected by the saturation
le% chs of the various transistors in the motor power suppl% circuit and, or
the haimonic content of the Z-coil current. More detailed studies and tests
are planned in phase 213 to investigate these parameters and impro~e the
effectivitv of the induction current to heat the rotor.
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11. Stycast Motor - Motor Heating Tests

An imperfect gyro motor, deemed unreliable for use in a system (bare wires)
exposed during processing to final configuration) was tested to determine the
temperature rise of the windings as a function of Z-coil current and the dura-
tion of Z-coil excitation. The motor windings were potted in Stycast 2850 FT.

The test was purposely conducted under adverse conditions. The motor
assembly housing was placed on an aluminum plate with only the base of the
asscmbly (shield ring) acting as a thermal conductive path to the aluminum
plate. Two thermocouples were attached to the inside diameter of the
assembly, viz., vacuum housing/motor assembly interface, directly on the
Stycast surface. Three tests, all at 5 klz excitation frequency, were conducted
and the results are summarized in Table 3-9.

Table 3-9. Gyro Motor Temperature Tests :

Test Temperature l)ata

Test Z-Coil Current Duration
Number Amperes (see) Initial Final sTenip.

1 9.3 60 sec 82*F 180*F 98*F

2 9.3 120 78 260 182

3 11.25 120 79 357 278

Immediately after termination of poi er input in the third test, the integrity of
the Stvcast potting was checked and it exhibited no physical degradation, viz,
tackiness or softening of the St3 cast potting. Additional, more severe tests,
possibly to destruction, are planned during Phase 2B to ascertain endurance
limits.

12. Bleryllium-Oxide Support Ring Evaluation

Gyro No. 059 was reassembled to a ne%% configuration. The ne\% assembly
includes a beryllium-oxide supporting ring without a cavity clamp ring. The
gyro was subjected to Z-coil heating tests to determine the effect of the new
configuration on rotor heating rates.

No previous rotor heating rates had been determined for gyro No. 059, in its
old 'standard' (N57A type) configuration. The nominal Z-coil-only rotor
heating rate for the N57A type gyro is -80o°F/min with 9.3 amps rms at a
Z-coil excitation frequency of 5 kliz.

The results of the rotor heating tests are summarized in Table 3-10.

The results indicate that the configuration changes have a net improvement of
-8 percent on rotor heating. Additional tests will be conducted during
Phase 2B to verify the results at various current levels, and possibly various
excitation frequencies.
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Table 3-10. Summary of Rotor Heating Tests - Gyro No. 059

Current Test Heating Heating Current Required
Applied Duration Rate Effectivity I

la ta HR liE For 80O4/min
Amps See OF/min OF/mm/A 2  

Amps

4.65 40 22.6 1.045 8.75

4.65 40 22.9 1.059 8.69

4.65 60 25.0 1.156 8.32

3.2.2.2 Relocation of Test Station IV

Although the MICRON Test Lao was moved to nev quarters earlier, the relocation
of Test Station IV "as delayed until mid-April 1975. The delay served several purposes:

(1) allo%%ed utilization of thL last of three 1BM 1130 Computers remaining at the termina-
tion oi a leist contract (the lease terinated April 20), (2) allowed real-time gyro gap
plotting and concurrent accumulation of temperature data, and (3) allowed additional
time for interfacing the new computer and 1/0 devices with the other test statiois in
the new lab.

During the process of relocating and repositioning the test stand, and subsequent
calibration of the table axes orientations, the feed-through wires foi the gyro and
associated suspension electronics were damaged, necessitating extensive repairs and
wire replacement. Following the repair activity the test station was thoroughly
exercised, using suspension-grade instruments foi proofing the test station prior to
declaring the test station 'ready' for use to test inertial-grade instruments.

The following paragraphs are a chronology of events that followed.
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3.2.2.2. 1 Testing of Gyro 158 - Getter Tests. The new-build getter gyro
No. 158 was mounted, suspended and charge-monitored for an adequate length of time.
All precautions, normally observed during initial spin-ups of n, instruments, %ere
taken and pertinent signals were monitored and found to be "noimal." The rotor was
spun up to -1250 rps, at which time a precautionar3 check of applicable test signals
was made. Noting that all signals looked and checked "normal," the decision %%as
made to spin up to full speed (2430 rps) and polhode damp the rotor. At the time
that rotor spin up was to occur, the rotor was suddently de-suspended.

Functional testing activity came to a halt following the catastrophic failure of
Getter Gyro No. 158. Testing activity centered around troubleshooting the test station
using suspension-grade instruments. The various activities addressed the problem of
locating the probable cause for the rotor de-suspension.

Initially it %%as discovered that the "Master" Biomation recordei, vhich lccoids
the MUM signals, did not functio propelI at the time of the iutoi diop. Although it
did trigger the "slave" Biomation recorder, the "master" itself did not propeil 3
record its assigned signals. The defective recorder was ieplaced and an additional
four-channel unit was put into seivice. The additional unit enabled monitol ing I total
of 12 signals in the process of further exercising the test station. The additional
four channels were used to monitor the foui MLAR signals directly at the Suspension
Electronic test points and isolate a possible fault in the inteiening amplifiei stages.

The test station-to-computet interface and data links uere tested and exeicised
via a simulated angle calibiation % ith suspendei g\ io No. 015. rhe simulated angle
calibration was conducted with the D frequcnt) near speed notch frequenc
(.2430 llz). Subsequent to the simulated angle c.alibration, tile gvio vias cautiouslI3
spun up, in selected incicmeats, to full speed. All pelitinent signals se mniontt'd
at the incremental speed levels piioi to the next increase. Once the g3ro achie'ed
full speed it was polhode damped and alloAe,! to stabtilizc pictXiatoi3 to conducting al
angle calibiation. Follo%ing this angle calibiation, i dlIft caLibiation Lon "as made.
rhioughout both calibration runs no potentia, dc-suspensioa pioblems manifested
themselves in either the test stand-to-c.onsole oi test statWill-to-colputei Intti faces.

Duiing the test station troubleshooting pioceduics, minui pioblenis, ili.ludiig
an opetn heatez winding and i defective scannei board ieading gali %oltagesi in the
.omputei data link, weie discoveied and the pioblemis iesolved. liuoughout the
investigation and troubleshooting, no du ect cause foi the iotoi diop aas found.

As a final exercise, suspendei gbzo No. U15 vas subjecteil to seAcial iteiations
of suspending, spinning up to full speed, de -spinning and de-suspending, ain a fast
tuinaround mode and all without incident. Ihe station %as then consideied saile lo
testing navigat ion-grade rest uments.

In the Intei im pet iod bMot e the planned testing of g to No. 121, getter gi \os
No. 118 and 156 were successfully tested without incident.
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3.2.2.2.2 Testing Gyro No. 124 - Small Gap Gyro. Upon completion of its
pre-functional tests, the Small Gap Gyro No. 124, was moanted on Test Station IV,
suspended and charge monitored. The gyro was assembled with an oversize rotor
designed to provide a gap of -150 l.-in. at operating temperature, 160 0F. The gyro
gap was monitored as the case temperatu -e was raised to 1600F. Z-coil heating was
used to heat the rotor to a point where the gap was -170 pin., after the case tempera-
ture had reached a stable condition. A servo response test of the suspension servo
was made at this junction via TD inputs at varying frequencies. The servo exhibited
responses within accepted limits and it was considered that conditions were right to
proceed with rotor spin-up. Once the decision was mad- to proceed with spin-up, all
external appendages and cables, , th the exception of .ne spin motor connections and
the No. 3 Charge Amplifier monitor lead were removed from the test stand. The
removals included the four suspension electronics signal monitor lines going to the
Biomation recorder. This action was in keeping with normal precautions to preclude
transmission of physical transients to the test stand. The test station was fully
prepared for a rotor spin-up.

The rotor was spun up to -1250 rps and damped into a "C" family to
minimize MUM amplitude, as a precartion in spinning through servo resonance, prior
to spinning up to full speed. The rotor was then spun up to approximately notch speed
for polhode damping. The rotor was 'undamped' from the "C" family and was
proceeding satisfactorily into the "A" family. During one of the polhode cycles, at a
time when no damping current was being applied, the rotor experienced a catastrophic
drop.

The visual evidence of the drop consisted of: (1) the loss of recorder signals
used in polhode damping, 12) the Vaclon pump cui rent monitor went off scale, (3) the
loss of MIM signals on the console oscilloscopes. Neither the ASD Fault Light nor
the Bioiation recorders were triggered by the rotor drop.

Following the rotoi diop of g3ro No. 124, an intensive investigation was launched
S to determine the reason foi the lack of a U igget ing signal foi the Bioniation Recorders,

the lack of the Fault Light to indicate a fault and ultimately find the cause for the
second rotor drop within a span of three weeks.

rhe conclusion reached in the subsequent investigation was that the triggering
threshold foi the MLIM amplitude detector %as improperly set. The improper limit
setting is attributed to a mistake in scaling of the detector circuitr), the small gap
was not properly accounted for.

ie MUM amplitude triggei ciruit is normally set for a nominal 300 p-in. gap,
itith the triggei level set neai the thieshold of the suspension stiffness. The threshold

stiffness is approached when the rotoi (NIUM amplitude) makes an excursion
approaching 120 to 150 i-in. into the radial gap. In the case of gyro No. 124, the
magnitude of NIUM signal required to triggei the ASD Fault Light and Biomation
recor'lei [set for a nominal 300 pin. gap) far exceeded the threshold of suspension
stiffness, with catastrophic results.

Coriective measures have been taken to preclude similai mishaps, in future
testing of small gap gyros.
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3.2.2.2.3 Updating and Refurbishment of Test Station IV. The it testigations
that ensued, as a result of the two rotor drops %%ithin a three-a\eek period following
relocation of the Test Stand, brought to light potential problem areas in the test
station. The two failures, coupled with these potential problem areas, brought to a
sharp focus by the close scrutiny in the investigations, caused great concern over the
functional integrity of the Test Station. After a thorough analysis of the situation, and
discussion of the circumstances surrounding the failures, it was decided to suspend
further gyro testing. The decision entailed shutting down the test station to enable
refurbishment of the station as required to update its capabilities and documentation.
A series of tests were performed, using suspension-grade gyros, to re-establish a
high confidence level of gyro testing in order to resume testing of navigation-grade
gyros.

After an interval of testing of navigation grade gy ros, during ahich G% ro No. 059
and two getter gyro retests %ere successfull completed, there %%ere taxo non-spinning
rotor drops in mid-Jul) 1975. The ciicumstances sarrounding these drops focused
attention on the charge amp connectors. Upon dismantling the suspension electronics
package (required for access to repair/inapect the charge amp connector), various
electronic modules were rechecked and an additional test point tserxo netuork) %.is
added as an aid to fault monitoring. The charge anip connector had a badl. cot roded
solder connection that was highl3 suspect of being intermittent, particularly lien
heated. The entire charge amp connector %as replaced, the rest Station has been
functioning reliably since then, and various gx ros have been tested, Including:

1. Small Gap Gyro No. 116(results reported in Para. t. 2.2.1)

2. Two getter tyro retests (results reported in Para. 6.3.2)

3. Tao Second Source gyros.
No.s N 0005 and N 0006 (results iepoited in Para. 3.2.6)

3.2.3 Laboratory Test DEM

Testing of the DEM began in early Decmber 1971 in aco zdance aith the test
plan submitted as CDRL item AOOV (see Paiagiaph 3.1. t). rhe DEM, cunductioncooleid
versioi, was installed in the temperature test chaimbci and airflon -pressure drop
calibration runs %ere made and the required ,rilice plate "as labricated to provide
Lorrect airfloi distribution to each DEM cold plate. Steady state, room temperature
operation iuns ",, re started tu evaluate normal temperature control characteristics.
The temperature controller %%as found to be deficient in both gain and setpoint lexel
adjustment and sas returr.ed to the electronics laboratory for modhication. 1 pon its
return to the test laboratory it %as found to "axe sufficient gain in all channels, but
still required a slight increase in setpoint adjustment r-Ange on the tao charge .implilieI
channels. At this point the test %%as terminated in compliance %x Ith tie Stop Work
Direc ti% e recelx ed in Ik enber 1971 % ith no siimt mant test data ia% ing been obtained.

3.2.4 N57A-1/IIAFB GSA Tests

3.2.4.1 N57A-I rests

The N57A-1 "as to be used for dexelopmiental testing In .iccordance %h thi tt test
plan cove red in Secton 3.1. I. 1 upon completion of flight testing in( refu rshiment.
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Automatic polhode damping of a 3-wire rotor gyro (- 1 see polhode period) was
demonstrated using instrument serial number 100.

Gyros S/N 112 and S/N 86 were installed on the system in the number 1 and 2
positions respectively. Parameters for automatic operation using these instruments
were established.

The N57A-1 istem Test Console was used to support N57A-2 from 1 November
to 15 November. On 11 November the No. 2 gyro suspension and MUM read-out
modules were swapped bet%%een N57A-1 and N57A-2 to correct a calibration noise
problem on N57A-2.

From 15 November through the beginning of Deember, successive drift
calibrations (partial and complete) were conducted in an effort to isolate the calibration
noise problem (which came from the modules sw apped from the N57A-2) to a particular
module. The intermittent nature of the problem accounted for the long time required
for fault isolation.

Modules were interchanged from channel-to-channel in groups and singularly
between the drift data collections to isolate down to the X-Servo Net.,ork module as
being the cause of the noisy data.

During this period, the gyro in the No. I slot dropped due to a faulty Charge
Amplifier. The Charge Amplifier hd a mctallic object shorting a conductive pad to
the lid.

On 10 December %i th the system installed on the Goer7 lable and oscillatory
mot on of -5 degrees Lth a period of 13 seconds on each axis, the demonstration of
in-motion polhode damping %as accomplished, i.e., polhode motion was damped
to a level less than or equal to that obser-,cd after polhode damping a stationary
system.

in 11 Decenibei, .i daimiped num tih llN lgtion ion mechanizition 1deeloped on Marine
S3 steni. Division funding fo. the Na%3 w.is e a luated foi the first time, howteler
the ie %ere definite breaks :n %eloclL imch eoincided imth shifts m indicated gaip of
gyro No. 2. rhis problem was traced to charge amplifiers although a single charge
amplilier could not be pin-pointed as the cause. lierefore, all eight charge amplificts
were swapped w ith those in the IIAFB subassembly.

In the course of i -balancmng charge amps and recalibrating the system, one gyro
was sparked, and one gyro incurred a full speed drop. The sparking was caused by an
intermittant charge amplifier in the -4 position. I lie full speed drop was caused by a
thermally sensitive modulator.

After cleaning up the above problems, the system was running well, had under-
gone calibration, and a 24 hour Scorsby run k% ith the damped inertial mnechani.ation.

Future activities called out in the test plan weic discontinued per the Stop Work
Order received in December.
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Near the end uf March 1975, Air Force permission was granted to use the
N57A-1 system for non-developmental testing. Tests conducted during April 1975,
included lip 2100 calibration softmare checkout, spare module checkout, aatomatic
polhode damping of low-extrusion ratio rotors, and testing related to the preparation
of the N57A-2 system for RF-4C flight testing.

Since the IIAFB Gyro Subassembly has no accelerom'ters, the N57A-1 system
was used to debug the EMA calibration portion of the software developed for the new%
lip 2100 system. This effort was completed on 28 March 1975.

The N57A-1 system was used to verify the operation of the spare Spin Motor
Power Amplifier (SIMPA), the Spin Motor Control electronics, and the Spin Motor
Timing electronics. The interchangeability of the electronic modules % Alth the Spin
Motor Power Amplifier was also verified. This consisted of measuring the dc
voltages applied to the motor by the SMPA %%hen all the computer inputs are in ti e
"ZERO" state. With all combinations of the SMPA and electronic boards, the dc
voltages were less than the 5 mv retiuired for successful motor degaussing during the
spin-up sequence. Concurrently, the operation of the spare Demod Reference
Generator was checked out. This effort was completed 15 April 1975.

During the period of l6 April 1975 through 25 April 1975, the N57A-1 system
was used to peiform tests m support of the up-coining RF-4C flight testing of the
N57A-2 s)stem. These tests included %exif) ing the operation of the cold plate all
flow at% c and thermal tests to optimnize the location of the g) ro case tenmeratume
sensor. Since m 'nmimal environmental control%% as available in the RF-4C, it was necessary
to minimize g% ro case temperature N U miaon due to cold plate temperature
changes. To determine the corrective action to be taken on the N57A-2 system,
temperatures were monitored on the gyros during rotor spin-up and damping % hile
varying the cold plate temperature. the results of this testing indicated that the gyro
case temperature sensors should be moved from the bracket holding the suspension
electrode on the g) ro to the middle of the \ acton pump housing near the spin motor.
Also, the steps required to make the c'1d plate air flow %alve operational were
determined.

During the course of the thermal testing, A D Converter S N A003Y was tested
sevoral times alter attempts to correct a problem related to reading out the gyro
No. 1 gaD voltage. i'lus problem has not yet been resolved, In addition, several
attempts w ere made to automatically polhode damp gyros containing low-extrusion
ratio rotors. I lie rotors %ere successfully damped on only 25', of the attcmpts. In
order to corrct this problem, a major soitware modification of the polhiode damping
program %ould be required. It is not intenled that this modification %%ill be performed
because there are presently sufficient spare system gyros with th "W" series rotors
(not low -e\trusion ratio rotors). the thermal tests were concluded on 25 Api it 1975.

On 7 May 1975, the inertial instruments, MIll assembly, spil-motor power
amplifier, power supply and all eleetronic ioodies were removed frou the N57A-1
system housing, the N57A-l housing was then sent to Kirtland AF1t for a physical
lit check in the RtF--iC pallet. 'I lie housing remained at Kirtland AFB until it was
returned to Autonctics on 24 tine 1975.
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Upon inspecting the N57A-1 housing, after its return from Kirtland AFB, it
appeared that it had been dropped on its left side. The IMU handle/support brackets
had dents on them and the back-up battery connector was loose. The battery protec-
tive cover was damaged and had been repaired. Further battery tests revealed eleven
bad cells.

The battery unit was repaired and the system %%as reassembled and returned to
operational status.

Due to the cancellation of RF-4C tests of the N57A-2 because of aircraft

unavailability, the N57A-1 system was set aside and used for spares for the N57A-2.

3.2.4.2 HAFB Gyro Subassembly Tests

A series of seven angle calibrations in support of the Short Term Calibration
Repeatibility testing was completed on 4 February 1975. This testing was done on the
Goerz table and between each of the calibrations the gyro subassembly was shut down,
allowed to reach room temperature, and then restarted. An associat-e -_-ft calibra-
tion was also taken with each angle calibration, except for the last one. During the
seventh drift calibration a -5 vdc power suppl3 in the Goerz table electronics failed
necessitating test termination. llo%\ever, the seven angle cal' rations and six drift
calibrations provided a sufficient data sample to accomplish the objectives of the
testing. The results of these tests are presented in Appendix A.

After te Goerz table electronics %%ere repaired, testing was resumed on

17 February 1975. This tebting supported the liP 2.L00 soft%%are checkout. Testing was
suspended %%hen the N57A-2 system rturned for recalibration on 21 February 1975.

Testing resumed on 28 Februar 1975. The test effort was directed towyard
characterizing the€ spare s3 stem gyros. Characterization consists of a gyro
operational check-out foll,,\\ed b an RSA polar angle and drift calibration. Six gyros
urderwent this testing during March.

The Gyro Subassembly %%as also used to s., port the checkout of lip 2100 soft-
ware required for the eight-plate GSA. This was done concurrently with gyro
characterization.

During April, the primary effort was directed toward characterizing spare
system gyros. This included a complete functional check, charge monitoring, MUM
magnitude measurement, and baseline angle and drift calibration. Drift data was also
taken over many 24 hr periods to be used in the evaluation of the Polar vs MSA Drift
Calibration. Dur ng the course of this testing, the IIAFB GSA was periodically used
for checkout of the lIP 2100 software in support of GSA testing.

From 28 April 1975 througi 16 June 1975 the N57A-2 system was at Autonetics
for modification and recalibration prior to RF-4C flight testing. During the first half
of this period, the IIAFB GSA was used to characterize Gyro No. 13G. An RSA polar
angle calibration and drift calibration ,v'ere performed. This was completed on
12 May 1975.

From 12 May 1975 through 16 June 1975 the data acquisition console %%as used to

support the N57ti-2 recal,braton effort, hence, no further gyro tests were performed
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on the HAFB GSA. However, this opportur-.y was taken to modify a set of electronics
reuired to support the small gap gyro evaluation. The modified modules w re
installed in the GSA and thoroughly checked-out.

Preparation for small gap gyro testing resumed on 17 June 1975. In order to
optimize the probability of successful suspension of the small gap gyro, a normal gap
suspender gyro was installed on the GSA. Several unsuccessful attempts were made
to suspend the normal gap gyro. Since the gyro was cold the gap was of the order of
370 micro-inches. The gyro was heated with the rotor destispended in order to
decrease the gap to approximately 300 Micio-inches. Attempts to suspend at this gap
were suc-essful about 50 percent of the time. It is believed that with the small gap g) ro
(170 micro-inch) suspension should te successful.

A small gap gyro became available in late Jul3 1975. This g3 ro will be testedearly in Phase 2B in accordance with the Paragraph 3.1.4.2 Test Plan.

3.2.5 Test Gyro Subassemblies

3.2.5.1 Eight-Plate GSA

Fabrication and checkout of the eight-plate GSA and GSA Test Station w ere
completed during February and March 1975. Integration of the GSA and Test Station
proceeded to the point of serve loop ve, lfication with a capacitive load. Suspension with
a suspension grade gyro was not attempted at this time due to noise pickup on critical
signals. The eight-plate GSA was removed from the Test Station and returned to the
electronics laboratory where fixes were incorporated to eliminate noise and noise
susceptibility. While the eight-plate GSA was m the electronics laboratary, the GSA
Test Station was utilized to integrate the four-plate GSA and integration proceeded to
the point of servo loop verification with a suspended suspension grade gyro.

During April, the eight-plate GSA was returned to the GSA Test Station from the
electronics laboratory. Three different suspension grade gyros were levitated but
difficulties were encountered in obtaining consistantly good lift offs. The lift off
problhm was solved by a combination of timing, electronic changes and de--activation of
all-attitude lift-off in favor of sine wave lift-off. Charge monitoring techniques were
developed and a software program to access and plot MESGA data was developed and
utilized. During computer data access it was noted that the GSA servo loop was
shocked into the high "G" mode.

The problem of servo loop sho-k during computer data access was solved in

early May when non-terminated ground lines between the computer and GSA Test
Station were discovered and properly grounded. MESGA data was taken from suspended,
non spinning gyros during 24 hour periods when gyro temperature %as stabilized at
*160 F. It became apparent during this time period that the Ultradex table must be
operated with extreme core to prevent table induced shock inputs w hich exceeded the
suspension servo capability.

The table was instrumented with accelerometer, to determine the magnitude of
these -nputs which turned out to be 9-g's at a frequency between 300 and 1000 Iz. The
9-g's was the highest level and caused by the index control lever on the outer table axis.
Dampers were installed, and this high polhode was minimized for this source of shock
input. Shock caused by gear teeth engagement of the Ultradex tables was correctable
only by having the table operator exercise caution when engaging gear teeth.
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In eail3 June it was concluded that certain unexplained, intermittant shut downs
were being caused when the GSA switched from the low to .he high "G" mode. This
problem was solved by disabling the high "G" mode while increasing the low "G"
mode by 1.5 times to 170 volts.

Two non sp,r.ning MESGA calibrauons %%ere accomplished and evaluated. Manual
spin-up and polhode damping occuried at frequencies beloa 1 kliz. Frequency response
of the servo loop %as such that charge amplifier saturation occurrcd at about I ktlz
and rotor spinning above 700 liz ma3 have caused loss of control and g ro damage.

During earl3 Ju13 g3 ro daiage occurred %%hi'e a spinning MESGA calibration was
in progress. Shut do%%n \\as cause,' b3 striking a gear tooth during positioning of the
Ultradex Table. The GSA v as movea to an Imperial Table % iLere testing continued
after g ro repair. No additional problems k\cre encountered and the required MESGA
test data uas acquired. These test results are given in Para. 6.3.5.5.

3.2.5.2 Four-Plate GSA

During March 1975, the four-plate GSA %as checked out and integrated uith the
eight-plate GSA Test Station. Integration proceeded through servo loop verification
%aith a suspended suspension grade gyro.

Upon completion of servo loop verification with the suspension grade
g. ro, the four-plate GSA %%as set aside so that the GSA Test Station could be dedicated
to eight-plate GSA checkout. It %as intended to resume four-plate GSA testing %%hen

p the second GSA Test Station uas completed. This test station %as completed and
verified. However, no further testing of the four-plae GSA aith the station aas
performed. Four-plate GSA testing %%as deeniphasized because cost projec dons sho%%ed
PWM 4-plate electronics costs to be higher than standard d-plate electronic costs.

3.2.6 Test Northrop Rotors and Cavities

The testing of Northrop rotors and cavities is complementary to the task of
developing Northrop as a becond source (see Para. 6.1.5). The initiation of the task
depended upe.i the receipt of parts %ahich %ere to be processed thru final fabrication
sequences b3 Northrop. The cavit items iaere originall3 furnished to Northrop b3
Autonetics in a condition read3 for plating and the rotors had been eloxLd ane were
read. fo. lapping. Northrop processed the parts through the final stages of fabrication.
The delivery of the parts from Northrop to Autonetics was:

No. of Sets Month

1 February 1375

1 IMaich 1975

2 April 1975

2 May 1975
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Measurements and evaluation v ere completed on the items and toe results and
evaluations were transmitted to Northrop. All data were formall3 transmitted to
Northrop through AFAL. In addition to the above activity, Northrop master cavity
parts and rotors were evaluated at Autonetics for size and roundness. The results
were documer.ted and sent to Northrop via AFAL.

3.2.6.1 Northrop Cavity/Rotor Evaluation Summary

1. Cavities - The first four sets of cavities as finished b) Northrop \iere of
nearly adequate quality for instrument use except for the following:

a. Plating Surface Finish. The general appearance of the plating N as
good but there %%ere deep random lapping scratches N hich were judged
too deep for instrument use. The scratches %%ere a result of final
lapping using the hand lap tool.

b. Equatorial Location. There %%ere discrepancies beteen Autonetic's
and Northrop's measurement of equatorial location. There is an
indication that Northrop %%as missing the location bi about 10/i-inches.

c. Slots. The separating slots bet%%een electrodes were not cleaned up
properl3. It is assumed this problem was caused b3 the slot cutting tool
material. Cavity set N0002 shoo\ed some indication of lifted plating at
the slot edges. It is current3 thought that this anomol3 N\as caused by
the two step chronie gold plating sequence Northrop %%as using or
excessive pressures/forces used during slot lapping.

d. Plating. Plating material extende from the electrode area through
througa the spring-button cavity holes to the back side of the cavities.
The plating could cause electrode short circuit to ground and to each
other (through ground).

2. Rotor - The first rotors as finished b% Northrop %ere of nearl adequate
quality for instruiment use except for the following:

a. The rotors %%ere not s3 ninitrically out of round %%ith respect to the
axis ofanisotropy. Extended pitch lapping at Northrop was the assumed
reason for the discrepancy.

b. Surface discrepancies ("dings") %Nere noted on the rotors as provided
by Northrop. This defect "\as assumed to be caused b% handling during
processing.

The last two sets of parts delivered b Northrop (N0005/Z23 and NOOOG/Z20)
looked good and %ere considered adequate for navigational grade instruients.

N0005/Z23 and N0006/Z20 were assembled into N57A t; pe MESG units and
successfully passed the prefunctional test, bake out and cold soak. The units weie
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L1?

then functionally tested on T/S IV after the relocation and repair of the test station.

The results of angle Lalibration and drift calibration were:

Angle Cal Residuals Drift Cal Residuals

N0005/Z23 0.126 mrad 0.006 deg/hr

N0006/Z20 0.060 mrad 0.006 deg/hr

These results are considered to be good.

N0003, Z16 was assembled into an instrument (beryllium base configuration) and
used as a levitator unit in support of MESGA test station evaluation. A request %as
made bx Northrop for Autonetics metrol,,y un,t to meas re their three master
cavities. This effort %%as conducted to -solve the slight difference in dimensional
measirement betaeei Autonetics an, .orthrop. The three master cavities, two made
from berlia and one fiom stainless steel, aere measured at room temperature and
again at 66OF. The measured %lues at both temperatu:es %%ere recorded and the
coefficient of expansion, ealuated at the nominal cavit size, %as extrapolated. This
effort %%ill , untinuc until all problems concerning mezsurements betaeen Autonetics
and second source are resolved.

Information gathered to date is encouraging. All assembled units (N0006/Z20,
N0005, Z23, and N0003, Z16) aere mechanically and electrically ca~ity aligned aithout
problem. Prefunctional test %as accomplished in a normal manner. No problems
were experienced in the functional test of N0005 and N0006.

There %%as an intentional omission of the ormginall% planned electrode to BeO
adhesion test as called out in the test plan. The omission was verbally reported to
AFAL .n a Telecon. The reason for the omission a s that only the last two cavity sets
provided by Northrop a ere processed in a sinule step chrome gold plating operation
and therefore are typical of parts to be fabricated in the future. Since these are the
only to "typical" sets of parts and since Autonetics is c.mmitted to evaluation of two
full-up instrument configurations, a destructive adhest n test could not be performed
at the present time.

Autonetics conducted an evaluation of Northrop parts for rotor mi-max size,
roundness check, ca% t3 sphericity, depth, and equator location. All me,,surements
were documented vnd sent to Northrop via AFAL.

The serial number of parts subjected to the above are:

Cavities Rotors

N0001 No. 2

N0002 No. 7

N0003 Z13

N0004 ZIG

N0005 Z20
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Cavities Rotors

N0006 Z21

Master Nc. 7 Z22

BeO Master Z23

Master N-1

3.3 FLIGHT TEST ENGINEERING

In Task 2.3, Flight Test Engineering, Engineering supported Flight Operations
in the operation, testing, and maintenance of the N57A-1 and N57A-2 systems during
LAX flight testing. Autonetics conducted post flight analysis on the N57A data.

3.3.1 Flight Test Support

3.3. 1. 1 N57A-1 Flight Test Support

N57A-1 flight testing at LAX began in June 1974 and continued into Jul) 1974. a
total of seven N57A-1 flights were completed.

A high speed taxi run was made on 6 June 1974 and system performunce % as
acceptable. A short (1 

- 
hours) flight was made en 7 June. It was "oted during the

flight that the altitude was incorrect. Post fi,ght investigatioi disclosed that Aircraft/
System wiring to the altitude transducer was i.icorrect. In effect the output %%as lloated
and read zero at all times. The wiring was corrected.

Flight No. 1 (FT1) was the Initial checlout flight. The results of the second flight
were generally very good; however, the altitude problem persisted. Indications were
that the bias for the transducer oitp, aes incorrect. The results of the third flight
were somewhat degraded -. Ith respect to the previous fligi Post flight investigation
disclosed that the altitude transducer had failed. It was re. 1ced by a transducer that
has a maximum altitude of 20 K ft. All future flights %cre limitpd to this altitude until

*, a replacement 50 K ft transducer could be obtained. Flight No. FT7 was terminated
due to a computer halt during the flight.

Flight testing of the N57A-1 system was considered completed after Flight 7 so
that the N57A-1 coald ,ndergo refurbishment. LAX flight testing was completed on the
N57A-2 system prior to its going to IIAFB for flight testing.

3.3. 1.2 N57A-2 Flight Test Support

A total of five N57A-2 flights were completed at LAX. Flights I and 2 were
relatively benign and similar to those conducted during N57A-1 flight testing. Flights
3 and 4 were aggravated flights, i. e., %alth maneuvers, and simulated an F-4 environ-
ment within the capability o' the T-39 Sabreliner. The sequence of maneuvers is
further detailed in Section 3.4. Flight 5 was a transport fligt to IIAFB. Upon
arrival at IIAFB, the N57A-2 system, flight test panel, flight rack, and associated
cables and hardware were removed from the T-39 Sabreliner vnd moved into the
laboratory at IIAFB.
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"The actual cneckpoint data was incorporated into the N57A-2 LAX Flight test
data error compitations. The checkpoint data is that data which is derived from the
pictures of VOR stations taken at the same instant that N57A-2 position data was
recorded. This data existed for all flights except Flight No. 5 froin LAX to HAFB
and was provided for use during Post Flight Analysis.

During this flight testing, no significant problems were encountered. These
tests completed the LAX flight testing of the N57A systems.

3.3.2 Poct Flight Analysis

This task includes the compilation of position error history plots, time inter-
polation to a standard time reference, and interpolation to define error distribution
quantiles (CEP and 90th percentile). Least-squares straight-line fits to the quantile
curves were used for summarizing systems performance.

Flight testing of the N57A systems at Los Angeles International Airport was
completed in October, 1974. Seven flights were made with the N57A-1 system and
five flights were made with the N57A-2 system. The test results for the N57A-1
flights are summarized in Table 3-11. Similarly, Table 3-12 is a summary of the
N57A-2 test results. The time RMS Velocity Error is the average for the two channels
and is only for the pre- and post-flight portion of the navigation run since no accurate
reference velocity was available during flight. Range error plots for the N57A-l
Flights are shown in Figures U-1 through U-7 of Appendix U. Figures U-8 through
U-12 of Appendix U present similar data for the N57A-2 Flights.

The CEP and CEP rate were computed for tiL set of seven N57A-1 flights and
the but of five N57A-2 flights. The rms of the averae per channel velocity errors
has also been computed for the same sets of data. The CEP rates and velocity errors
are presented in Table 3-13.

The CEP time histor of the seven N57A-1 flights is shown in Figure 3-5. The
CLP time history of the five N57A-2 flights is shown in Figure 3-6.

, Numerous requests were received for velocity error data on N57A flights

conducted at LAX. No velocity error plots had been generated because the only
velocity error data available was that taken prior to and just after the flight. During
the actual flight, no velocity reference %%as available and, hence, no velocity error data.

As a part of the data reduction effort required for the C-141 and UH-1 flight
testing at IIAFB, the IIAFB personnel developed a computer program which estimates
velocity error based upon the position error data obtained during flight. This program
was supplied to Autonctics by IIAFB and was modified to run on Autonetics' liP 2100
computers.

While modifying the velocity estimatior, program, a number of desirable features
were added. The program computes the radial error rate and the time rms velocity
error for each flight using both the actual data as well as the estimated position and
velocity data.

For the data set in question the program computes:

1. CEP vs Time - The CEP at a given time is computed for the data set in
question.
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Table 3-13. CEP Rates and Velocity Errors

AVE/Channel
CEP Rate Time rms

Data Sample (nm/hr) Velocity Error (ft/see)

Nr7A-1 (7 Flights) 1.09 S. 8G

N57A-2 (5 flights) 0.42 3.86

2. CEP Rate vs rime - A leas square.' fit is (lone on the CEP vs Time data
from Time = 0 to the time in que", .n. This fitted line is forced to pass
through the origin.

3. Time RMS Velocity Error vs Time - An ensemble Time RMS Velocity
Error from Time = 0 to t'e time in (uestion is computed.

4. fIMS Velocity Error vs Tim, - An RMS Velocity Error is computed vs
Time for the data set under consideration.

In the abo~e four cases, the computations are (lone using the estimated ic~wtin
and/or velocity data output from the program

This program %%as run using two sets of data. Naniel, the seven N37A-1
flights at LAX and the file N37A-2 LAX flights, rhe estimated radial erroi rate and
time RMS ,elocit% for ech indiidual flight is presented in Table 3-14. The numbers
in parentheses are ti.ose obtained using the actual position ci rors and the actuil pro-
and post-flight velocit% daua. This corresponds to the flight data presented in
lables 3-11 and 3-12. In all cases the time in rement bet'ieen estimated data points
is five minutes.

Firuces 3-7 through 3-10 present (1) CEP vs Time, (2) CEP Hiato vs Time,
(3) Per Channel Time RMS \ elocit Ei ror %s Time, and i4) Per Channel RMS Velocit5
Error vs Time for the seven N37A-1 flights at LAX. Figures 3-11 through 3-14
present similar data for the set o, five N57A-2 flights at LAX.

The plots of CEP vs Time (Figures 3-7 ,uvd 3-11) should allo%% comparison to
ACF requirements regarding position accuracy In ,,d'.uon, the plots o; ItMS
Velocit) Error vs Time should relate directl. to the ACI \eluoit% requiremcnts.
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3. 1 FLIGHT TEST OPERATIONS

in Task 2.4, Flight Test Operations, Autonetics flight tested N57A-I and N57A-2
at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).

During May 1974 all aircraft modifications for flight testing the N57A-1 System at
LAX and the flight test plans were completed. The N57A-1 System was received on
16 May and installed into the T39 aircraft on 21 May 1974. The aircraft reserve
power and the power transfer system malfunctioned durig the initial checkout testing.
The cause was located and corrected. The N57A-1 system was removed as discussed
in Para 5.3. 1 from the aircraft and reinstalled on May 31. Dummy load tests and
power transfer tests were run successfully. Checkout testing was completed and
flight testing was started in June.

Seven flights were completed with the N57A-1 install, I in the T-39 iircraft.
Details of the flights are discussed in Section 3.3 of this report.

Five flights were completed with the N57A-2 installed in the T-39 aircraft.Details of the flight are discussed in Secicn 3.3 of this report. MICRON flights 10 and

11 (N57A-2 flights 3 and 4) were aggravated flights. A list of maneuvers performed
during these flights is summarized in Tables 3-15 and 3-16.

This series of flight testq on the N57A-2 system completed the planned flight
test program on the tw;o N57A systems at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).

The T-39 aircraft was refurbished to its configuration prior to the N37A flight test
program.
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Table 3-15. Summary of Maneuvers, N57A-2 Flight 3

Peak
Maneuver Airspeed Acceleration
Number Description of Maneuver (knots) (g's)

1 Left aileron roll, 60 deg/sec 300 1.75

2 Right aileron roll, 60 deg/sec 300 1.8

3 Left max rate roll, 120 deg/sec 200 1.05

4 Risght max rate roll, 120 deg/sec 200 0. 85 to 1. 1

5 Loop left N/A 4.0

6 Loop right N/A 4.0

7 3600 turn left; 70 0 b,,tK angle N/A 3.2

8 3600 turn right; 75( bank z-.;e N/A 3.5

9 Wing-over left N/A 1.2 to 0.5

10 Wing-over right N/A 1.2 to 0.5

11 400 pitch-up stall N/A 0.6

12 Max deceleratior: 400 knots to -
200 knots in 10 see

Table 3-16. Summary of Maneuvers, N57A-2 Flight 4

Peak
Maneuver Airspeed Acceleration
Number Description of Maneuver (knots) (g's)

1 Left aileron roll, 60 deg/sec 300 2.0

2 Right aileron roll, 60 deg/sec 300 2.0

3 Left max rate roll, 120 deg/see 200 L. 0

4 Right max rate roll, 120 dcg/.sec 200 1.2

5 Loopleft N/A 4.1

6 Loop right N/A 4.15
7 360 0 turn left; 60 °0 bank angle N/A ,4.0O

8 360 turn right; 60 bank angle N/A 3.75 to 4.0

9 Wing-over lef'. N/A 2.8 to 0.25

10 Wing-over right N/A 2.7 to 0.2

11 400 pitch-up stall N/A 0.5

12 Max ,leceleration: 400 knots to -
200 knets in 11 iec.
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4. TASK 3, SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

4. 1 GYRO SUBASSEMBLY

In Task 3. 1, Gyro Subassembly, Autonctics developed a CI specification for
the' gyro subassemblies and designed, fabricated, and Integrated two gyro sub-
assemblies. These subassemblies included automatic thermal stabilization and
shutdown and a vac-iable demodulator reference. One subassembly was used for
MESGA development testing and one was used for 4-plate gyro and electronics develop-
ment. Autonetles also fabricated and tested spares for the gyro subassembles.

4. 1. 1 CI Specification for Gyro Subassembly

The CI Development SpeJileation for the Gyro Subassembly, AJ001172, was
submitted to the customer in Oc, ter 1974 as CDRL Item A008. This specification
establishes the performance, design, development, and test requirements for the
MICRON Gyro Subassembly configur.tlon item. Due to the large amount of commonality
between the Four-plate and Eigl,t-plate GSA configurations, this specificattion presents
requirements for both.

4. 1.2 Design Gyro Subassemblico

4. 1.2.1 Design GSA Electronics

This task included the design and printed circuit board layout of the eight-plate
and four-plate GSA Electronics. The GSA Electronics include the Charge Amplifiers,
Suspension Electronics, MUM Electronics, Computer Interface Electronics, Signal
Buffers, Timing Generater, and for the MESGA, it also includes the Acceleration
Digitizer. A list of all GSA Electronics modules is sbon in Table 4-1. Development
cost %%as reduced by maintaining as much commonality as possible bem 'en the four-
plate and eight-plate designs.

ThL packaging scheme for the GSA Electronics utilized hybrid thick-film .ubstrates
mounted along with discrete components onto aluminum core multilayer boards or
fiberglass boards.

All drawings for the GSA E!ctronics were submitted to the customer in

October 1974 as CDRL Item AOOE.

4.1.2.2 ')tsign GSA llousirg

The design of the GSA lio,;s.ng Assembly was supported with thermal and
structural analysis. The GSA flouse g consists of two packages as shown in Figure 4-1;
a MESG/Ci.arge Amplifiers package .ind a GSA Electronics package. Each package
mounts on IUL own coldplate and has its own insulated environmental housing. The
eight-plate and four-plate GSA Housings are identical e'ccpt for the liternal wire
harness In the Electronics package.

Table 4-2 lists the drawins which comprise the GSA Housing. All drawings for

the GSA lousing were submitted to the customer in October 1974 as CDRL Item AOOE.
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Table 4-1. GSA Electronics Modules

uantly Quantity
Required Required Ouentity

Module for 8-Plato for 4Plote for Total
Nomenclature Type GSA GSA Spirn fluantity

Precision Charge Amlfir (42) Hybrid 8 4 4 lu

Suspensioo Ser. Modu. (XN-77) Al Core 1 1 2

Notch Filter (XN.77) Hybrid I 1 1 3
Precision Simple & Hold (02) Hybrid 2 2 2 $
60kHz Ruffer (XN.77) Hybrid 1 1 1 3
Sevo RietworkModular (XN.77) Hybrid 1 1 1 3

MUR4tTimin Ekglu. Module (XN 77) Al Core 1 1 2

MUM A EMA Tim. Gen. (XN.77) Hybrid 1 1 1 3
MUM Demoduletor (XN.77) Hybrid 1 1 1 3
MUM Oomodulutor S&H (XN.77) Hybrd 1 1 1 3
A/D Converter (XN.77) Hybrid I 1 1 3
Preciion GAP Monitor ( 2) Hybrid 1 1 2 4

;ntteacs Ekctrooics Module Al Core 1 1 2

M .SGA Count-r (;2) Hybrid I 1 7
Computer Interface (XN.77) Hybrid I 1 1 3
Frequoency Generator (XN 77) Hybrid I 1 3
Quasi Ref Gin (XN.77) Hybrid I 1 1 3
Gap & Charge Monitor (XN.77) Hybrid 1 1 2 4
Auto Sequencer (XN 77) Hybrid 1 1 2 4

Acceleration [igrtizer ( 2) Fibergtass 1 0 1

Acceleration Pieprocsoor Hybrid 1 0 1 2
EMA Oigitizer Ckt (X.77) Hybrid 4 0 1 5

Signal-Buffer & Sinewsve Li$'nff Fiberglass 1 1 2

Signal Buffer Hybrid 2 2 1 $

Timinp Generator (12) Fibeglass I 1 1 3

Sign & Magnitudo (PWM No. 1) Fiberglass 1 1 2

I Plate PWM Logic (INM Pa. 2) Fiberglass I I 1

PWM Output (PWM No. 3) Fibergliun 1 1 2

Output Control Logic Hybrid 2 2 1 5

Modulator. Logic & PaI Genertor Fiberglass 1 1 2

0 R), Max Chanrl & Max Sense Hybrid I 1 3

FWM Converter (PWM No. 4) Fiberlss 1 I

4 Plate Pub idth Generator Fiborllass 0 1
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Table 4-2. GSA Housing - Drawing List

Part Number Title

02710-707 Gyro Subassembly

02711-707 Interconnecting Diagram

02712-707 Plate, Adapter

02713-707 Heat Exchanger, Gyro

02714-707 Heat Exchanger, Electronics

02715-707 Electronics Assembly

02716-707 Connector Bracket

02717-707 Base Plate, Elertronics

0271 8-707 Side Plate

02719-7G7 End Plate

02720-707 Cover, Electronics'

02721-707 Heat Excha-ger Assembly

02722-707 Heat Exchanger Mounting Rlail

02723-707 Mounting Plate, Blower

02724-707 Shock Mount, Blower

02725-707 Gyro Assembly

02726-707 Schematic

02727-707 Base Plate, Gyro

0272 8-70 Mount, Gyro and Charge Amplifiers

02729-707 Cover, Gyro

02730-707 PWB Assembly, Gyro

02731-707 PWB, Gyro

02732-707 Spacer, Gyro F'VB

02733-707 Wedge Clamp Assembly

0273 4-707 Nut, Wedge Clamp

02735-707 Screw, We Ige Clamp

02736-707 Wedge, Full

02737-707 Wedge, Half

02738-707 (Unassigned)

02739-707 (Uarassigned)
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4. 1.3 Fab/Integrate GSA and GSA Spares

4.1.3.1 MESG

The intent of this task was to fabricate MESG/MESGA units in support of
instrument development tasks and in support of GSA/Electronics development tasks.
The task has complimented other tasks such ab Develop eight-plate MESGA, Develop
four-plate gyro, Vaclon pump ell.mination, and the multiple objectives of the design
alternatives task.

Five beryllium base MESG units, A012 through A016, were fabricated to
evaluate eight-plate MESGA, four-plate MESG, and eight-plate MESG. The evaluation
of the multiple efforts in the design alternatives task was accomplished by use of the
new beryllium base units (fast reaction for example) and standard N57A type MESG
units (second source component evaluation, small gap, four-plate MESG, and new
three wire rotor material). In addition to the above, seven assemblies were fabricated
in support of gettered IIESG test and evaluation.

All ne". b,:vllium base units included a fast thermal time constant base, three-
wire rotor, a thern.ql sensor near the cavity members, and a fast reaction motor.

The first new gyro, A012Y (ber3llium base), was tested on Test Station IV on
24 January 1975, approximately nine months after contract go-ahead, and consisted
of parts which had been totally redesigned 9, d fabricated during the nine month period.
The test information on A0 12Y is included in Sectior 3.2.2.

4.1.3.2 GSA Electronics

The GSA Electronics modules, and the quantities of each, which were fabricated
and testing during Phase 2A, are listed in Table 4-1.

4. 1.3.3 GSA Housing

Fabrication of the first GSA Housing (eight-plate version) was completed and was
integrated with its test station. Fabrication of the second GSA Housing (4-plate version)
was also completed but integration with its test station was not completed.

4.2 SUPPORT HARDWARE

in Task 3.2, Support Hardware, Autoneties initiated the definition of a bsiline
MICRON system which would be integrable with other avionics and a MICRON system
which would be operated in a stand-alone configuration.

4.2. 1 Define Integrable MICRON Configuration

This activity was initiated in December 1974 and was dependent upon information
derived from the Applications Engineering studies (Task 5.4).
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Preliminary results from the Applications Engineering studies indicated that the
primary potential application for the MICRON system was the Air Force and Navy ACF
programs. These programs demanded a low-cost, lightweight, medium accuracy
inertial navigation system for which MICRON is ideally suited.

With this in mind, initial system definition studies were directed toward the
ACF application. Figure 4-2 illustrates the MICRON system qs initially conceived.
In this configuration the IMU communicates with the CDU and CCU through a digital
data bus as defined by MIL-STD-1553. In the initial ACF application, the IMU was
required to communicate directly with the COU (Figure 4-3). In addition, the CCU
is required to be a part of the IMU which then communicates with the ancillary equip-
ment through the digital data bus.

Further effort on this task was discontinued in accordance with the Stop Work

Order received in December 1974.

4.2. 2 Define Stand-Alone MICRON Configuration

This activity was initiated in December 1974 and was dependent upon information
derived from the Applications Engineering studies (Task 5.4). This effort was
conducted in parallel with that of Para 4.2. 1.

For the ccnfiguiation shown in Figure 4- 2, a special purpose IOU would allow
communication directly between the IMU and the CDU. Where both integrated and
stand-alone operational capability may be required, a system configuration similar
to that of Figure 4-3 may be more desirable in that an operational data bus is not
required.

Further effort on this task was discontinued In accordance with the Stop Work

Order received in December 1974.

4.3 REPAIR

In Task 3.4, Repair, Autonetics repaired and maintained hardware fabricated in
Phase 1B and Phase 2A. Autonetics refurbished N5'iA-1 to N57A-2 configuration
Including D-216 controlled automatic start-up and polhode damping.

4.3. 1 Gyros

The intent of this repair task was to maintain MESG units in an operational
condtilon in order to support the various design and evaluation tasks and to support
continued testing on two N57A systems, the lolloman Gyro subassembly and the eight-
plate MESGA, eight-plate MESG and the four-plate MESG subassembly. The repair
task also included refurbishment of levitator units reqired for troubleshootipg and
initial checkc', of systems, test stations and electronics in the electronics development
lab. Tasks were also accomplished which were not originally anticipated such as
(1) fab of nonmagnetic vacuum housings with Poliney pins which required instrument
reassembly and burn-in after the new housings were installed and (2) rework of Vaclon
pumps to assure a positive mechanical tic-down of the titanium buttons.
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MICRON IMU
DPU

IOU

DIGITAL DATA BUS

[ I DF IT

Figure 4-2. Interface Block Diagram (MICRON Concept)

MICRON IMU
----------------- 0 CDU

2 I CCU

DIGITAL DATA BUS

RDRAIR DATA

Figure 4-3. Interface Block Diagram (ACF Concept,
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Typical MESG repair normally consists of two category typest

1. Repair after M! speed rotor drop

2. Repair after non-spinning rotor drop

The first category requires an anticipated failure rate and a start of fabrication
of spare parts months prior to the actual failure. The rotor and cavity are normally
destroyed which requires instrument disassembly, reassembly, ar.d one week of pre-
functional burn-in followed by bakeout and cold soak.

The second category may normally be repaired by instrument disassembly, kiss
lap of rotor and cavity, resizing, reassembly, and one week of prefunctional burn in
followed by bakeout and cold soak.

A history of the assembly activw ty during Phase 2A is shown in Table 4-3.

4.3.2 N57A Systems

For this report, each contract quarter has been delineated with respect to the
maintenance and repair activities occurring within that quarter.

The repair activities during the first quarter were primarily for the D-216
computer rework. Both computers exhibited intermittent problems which appeared
to be in the memory as opposed to the CPU portion oi the computer. These problems
manifested themselves as memory scrambles of varying degrees. Identification of the
cause of these problems was associated with a bit (No. 8) being one-set in all memory
locations.

An EMA required renork and this was Iniuded urder this task.

During the second quarter, maintenance and repair included retest of a charge
amplifier from the N57A-1 which wa! thought to be operating Improperly, and
replacement of a defective part on the On/Off Sequencer which was installed on the
N57A-1. An EMA was removed from the N57A-2 for repair.

A significant activity dealt with the continued retest and repair of D216 computers
and in particular with computer memories. The computer memories have displayed a
problem of an intermittent nature which appears as a bit lockup in various memory
locations. This problem was aleviated by adding a memory refresh routine to the
software.

During the third quarter, rework and retest was performed on the N57A- 1 CDU
and Spin Motor Power Amp, a spare modulator, and a spare temperature controller.
Diagnostic testing followed by corrective action repair was accomplished on a MUM
Demodulator and one A/D Converter. These modules came out of the N57A-2 during
its retest and recalibratlon period at Anaheim. EMA S/N A009Y, which was also
removed from the N57A-2, waz; tested (verified large bias shift) diagnostically,
disassembled, cleaned and retested. Particle contamination was the suspected cause
of the large bias shift.
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Table 4-3. History of MESG Assembly Activity

Assembly Date MESG No. Type

6113174 102 W33 NS1A
6124n14 131 LOll Getter
6/25/74 124 L03 N57A
71/3174 66Wl7 N57A
7/5174 134 W35 N57A
71/5/74 136 W36 NS7A
7/17/74 i2Y16 Levitator
7/25t74 56 Zo N57A
7/251n4 122 Z3 4 Plate
1/2674 s6 W27 N57A
8/6174 112W26 N57A
8/2714 86 W37 N57A
8/22/74 136 W36 N57A
8/23/4 12Y16 Levtt.ltI
6/29/4 100 S7 NS7A
9117n4 140 W3 NS7A
9/24174 142 W39 N557A
9/26M14 14452 N57A
9/27/74 132 SER ECOM
10/274 241W13 Levitator
1012/74 142 W39 157A
16114114 7U 28 Levitator
1m14/174 15 Z2 Lmevtator
10/14/74 102W33 N57A
10114n74 110W30 N57A
10/30/74 15 Z2 Levtator
111174 w154 L017 Getter
11/21f74 156 L019 Getter
12/16174 104 W34 N57A
1/9175 104IW35 N574
1/1o75 104 W35 N57A
1/15175 13281 SE Base (3 wire rotor)
1115 136 W40 N57A
1/2175 102 W41 N57A
1/21175 15 Z2 Levitater
1/23/75 104 W35 N57A
1/24/75 124 86 N57A
1/27/75 146 W12 N57A
1/27/175 148 W43 N57A
1130/15 i02W41 NS7A
1/31/175 134 W35 N57A
2V4,15 120 V33 4-Pits
2/7/75 59 Vi8 N57A Sure Start
2/17/7 122 3 4 Plate
2/19/15 122 Z3 4 Platt
2/19/75 96W27 N57A
2/25175 102W41 N57A
2/2775 15 Z2 Levititor
3/5/75 158 L015 Getter
3/6/75 122 Z1 4 Plate
31/175 146 W42 Levitator
3113M75 122 ZI 4 Plete
3/13175 24 Z13 Levitator
3/14/75 71U 28 Levitater
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Table 4-3. (Cont)

Asembly Date MESG No. Type

3/13175 15 Zz Lentator3/119/75 104 W34 N57A

3/21/75 104 L025 NF7A
3/2415 59 VII N57A Sure Start Test Unit
4/4175 24W13 Levitator
4/475 122 ZI 4 Plate
4M115 59 VII Sure Start
4/9/75 104 L025 N67A
4110115 86W37 N57A
4/10115 122 Y38 4 Plate
4/15/175 158 LI Getter
4/1675 136W44 N57A
4/1675 96W27 N57A
4/1115 96 W27 N57A
4/1M5 142 W39 NS7A
4/22/75 102 W41 N57A
4/25115 122 Z4 4 Plate
4/30S 126 Z9 Lervtator
5/9/75 59 LOS Fdorent & 6.0 Support Reg
5113175 '24 B14 SinaI Gap
5121115 102 W41 N57A
5/21175 150 L022 N57A
5/20115 116 817 Small Gap
5/29/75 7 V28 Levitator
5/3G5 NO005 Z23 Northrop Cavity & Rotor
5/30/75 24 Q13 Levitator
6/7, l N0003 Zi6 Northrop Cav. & Rot. Leviotor
F/5175 126 Z9 Levitato
6/12175 N0003 Z16 Northrop Livitator
6/13175 15 Z2 Levitstor
7/3175 12 Y15 Levitstar
713/75 N0006 Z20 N57A Northrop Cavity & Rotor
7/7/75 138 B16 Be Boe, 3 Wire Rotor
711115 102 W14 N57A
7/0/75 164 L024 E Beam Welded Getter
77M5 1003 ZI6 Northrop Levitator
7/29175 170 B9 Be Bae, 3 Wire Rotor
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During the fourth quarter, the D-216 Computer Word Module was repaired and
retested. This module was removed from the N57A-2 System.

In order to support N57A-2 testing at HAFB, a set of non-calibration sensitive
module spares was prepared to be sent to HAFB. Sufficient spares were also
prepared for the laboratory to support testing activities.

The following list represents those modules that are non-calibration sensitive
and which were prepared as spares for HAFB.

Computer Interface
Demod Reference Generator
Accelerometer Preprocessor
Auto Sequencer
A/D Converter
Gap Monitor S/H
Spin Motor Timing
Spin Motor Controller
Spin Motor Power Amp
Alt/Vel Signal Conditioner

Note that a spare Alt/Vel Signal Conditioner Module was never fabricated before
but was completed at this time. This module goes into the original spare slot and
contains the Altimeter Signal Conditioning and the Halt and Reset Control circuitry
for the D-216 Computer.

There are other non-calibration sensitive modules which were recommended
for sparing at Ilolloman. These include the D-216 Computer and the Power Cube.

In February, a Computer Interface module, a Demod Reference Generator
module and an A/D Converter module was shipped to iIAFB as spares.

During the last month of the fourth quarter, repair was accomplished on the
Computer Control Panel that was damaged at IIAFB. A tape reader control switch and
an indicator light were replaced.

The A/D Converter removed from the N57A-2 system at IIAFB during February,
was tested at the module level. The failure was verified as a broken fly-wire in the
sample-and-hold portion of the circuitry on the A/D converter. This module was
repaired.

While using the N57A-l system to check out spare modules for the N57A-2
system, a modulator failured. The problem was identified as a failed 111-1800 device.
The device was replaced and the modulator operated correctly. Also, a MIB problem
occurred. A high resistance between the -2 Charge Amp output and the -2 suspension
electrode was found in the MIB circuitry. The MIB was repaled.

During the fifth quarter of Phase 2A, an A/D converter S/N A003Y which had
repeatedly failed N hen tested at the system level was thoroughly bench tested and a
tentative repair was made (a multiplex device was changed). The A/D converter
passed functional testing at the component level but performance a. the system level
was not yet verified due to the unavailability of the system for the required testing.
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The N57A-2 system had a speed control problem on the No. 2 gyro which was
traced to the X-Servo Network. The module was removed and retested at the component
level and found to be within functional test specification tolerances.

During recalibration of the N57A-2 system in May and June, a "Z" Servo Network
and a MUM Demod were removed from the system because o' poor system calibration
results. These modules are to be tested at the module level.

One of the MIB housing heater control transistors on the IAFB GSA failed during

this reporting period. The transistor was replaced a.'l IIAFB GSA testing resumed.

4.3.3 Refurbish N57A-1 System and Test Equipment

The refurbishment of the N57A-I and test equipment consisted of two things: (1)
updating the wiring in the N57A-1 to include the modification that went into the N57A-2,
and (2) thoroughly investigating the grounding and EMI that had been causing noise
problems and poor performance and correct any discrepancies found.

The wiring modifications were performed first. Then EM! tests were performed
on the N57A-1 system cnfilguration. The test results show the greatest source of EMI
current flows through the 28 vdc primary power conductors. This EMI current is
due to the 28 vdc to 6 vdc converter locatud in the Control Display Un,. (CDU). The
peak-to-peak spike current amplitude is proportional to the t'.rightness of the L. E. D.
display, the spikes being maximum at maximum brightness. No voltage spikes appeared
at the 6 vdc output of the converter.

Within the N57A-l Auxiliary Test Console, the switch located on the recorder
used for recording charge monitor data, was identified as s source of EMI signals
In this console. The EMI is generated whenever the switch is rapidly switched from
either the "On" to "Standby" or the "Stancby" to "Off" position. The auxiliary large
gap detector and automatic shutdown circuit, at times, was susceptible to this EM!.
Tests showed the EMI was conducted from the recorder via the AC power high,
return and safety cond ictors through the plug mold, to which both the recorder and
the auxiliary control panel are connected, into the auxiliary control panel internal
wiring harness. Because both the AC power conductors and the monitored MUM
signal conductors are routed together in the same harness, the EMI signals coupled
from the AC power conductors into the shields and the monitored MUM signal
conductors that connect to the inputs of the susceptible circuit.

EM! decoupling capacitors were added in the 115 VAC circuitry of the auxiliary
control panel. This modification eliminated false shutdown due to the EMI signals being
conducted via the AC power circuit into the automatic shutdown circuit.

With the successful verification of the EMI reduction modifications, the
refurblchment task was completed.
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5. TASK4, TRAINING

5. 1 MANUALS

In Task 4. 1, Manuals, Autcnetlcs prepared an operating manual, interface
drawings, and a training plan for the N57A-2.

5.1.1 Operating Manual

Autonetics prepared an Operation Instructions Manual, UTM-285-MICRON-01,
and submitted it to the customer In July 1974 as CDRL Item AOOU. This manual
provides operation and system maintenance Instructions in support of the N57A-2 flight
test program at Holloman Air Force Base.

5.1.2 Interface Drawings

The N57A-2 and CDU interface drawing 02259-727 was prepared and sul-:itted
to the customer in June 1974 as CDRL Item AO0H.

5.1.3 Training Plan

The Training Plan to support training of ttolloman AFB personnel was completed
and submitted to the customer in July 1974 as CDRL Item AO0U. The Training Plan
provided schedule, location, course outline, and other pertinent Information necessary
to present Autonetics' approach to N57A-2 program training requirements.

5.2 HARDWARE

In Task 4.2, Hardware Autoinetics utilized Phase 1B and Phase 2A hardware
to support training as set forth In the Training Plan prepared In Task 4. 1.

During the laboratory portion of the training course, students were given "hands-
on" exposure to the MICRON airborne equipment (N57A-2) and laboratory and flight
test equipment.

The following items of hardware were used during the training course:

I. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), Part Number 80085-101-1

2. Control Display Unit (CDU) Part Number 11995-502-1

3. Flight Test Panel (FTP), Part Number 02630-727

4. Two-pen recorder, SERVO/RITER 11

5. D216 Computer Support Console
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5.3 SERVICES

In Task 4.3, Services, Autonetics supported the LAX flight tests, maintained
the N57A-1 system, supported the Holloman Gyro subassembly tests, and supported
the HAFB flight tests. Autonetics installed and checked out the N57A-2 in the
laboratory at IIAFB and instructed the HAFB personnel how to operate the equipment.
Autonetics de,,eloped and supplied training course materials and conducted training
classes.

5.3. 1 Support LAX Flight Tests

5.3.1. 1 N57A-1 Flight Testing

The bulk of N57A-1 System testing during April 1974, was directed toward
solving the heading sensitivity problem. A series of angle and drift calibrations
followed by navigation performance runs showed that automatic spin-up, damping,
etc. caused the MESG cases to become magnetized resulting in an apparent heading
sensitivity. Procedures were worked out which would allow manual operation during
the Flight Test Program. At the same time, system operation wit, the Flight Test
Panel was also verified.

During the first of May 1974, the system was calibrated prior to shipment to
LAX for integration with the aircraft for Flight Testing. On May 16, after system
calibration and after obtaining a series of successful navigation runs, the N57A-1
and its support equipment was shipped to LAX.

System and aircraft integration began on May 17. During integration the rotor
of one of the MESG's suffered a non-spinning drop. The details of this rotor drop are
given in Appendix B.

The system was removed trom the aircraft and returned to Anaheim for gyro
replacement and recalibration. This was accomplished and the system was returned
to LAX on May 31, 1974, and flight tests started ihe first week of June. N37A-1
maintenance activities and flight information are discussed in Para 3.3 of this report.

5.3. 1.2 N57A-2 Flight Testing

Autonettcs Engineering provided support to Flight Test Operations In the flight
testing of the N57A-2 system. This activity is discussed in Para 3.3 of this report.

5.3.2 Support IIAFB Gyro Subassembly

During the first three weeks of April 1974, support was provided to IIAFB in the
form of data analysis. Gyro subassembly test data was received by Autonetics and
processed using the regular angle and drift programs. The data indicated that there
was a hardware and/or software problem associated with the stepping demodulator
reference. While this problem was being investigated, a gyro rotor drc, was
experienced at IIAFB.
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During 22-26 April, 1974, a trip to liolloman Air Force Base was made to
verifi the rotor drop and to determine and correct the cause. A detailed account of
the trip is included in Appendix C. The rotor drop was verified and it Is suspected
the rotor drop wds caused as a result of charge build-up on the ball.

On 30 May 1974, Autonetics Engineer, J. A. North, arrived at liolloman Air
Force to provide on-site support for Gyrm Subassembly Testing.

On 3 June 1974, Mr. North installed a modification in the Motor Torque
Director. The purpose of this modification was to eliminate current transients in the
gyro motor windings when the Torque Director was turned on or off. It was found
during N57A-1 testing that the extraneous current pulses could magnetize the MESG
housing, making this modification necessar,.

On 5 June 1974, a set of angle and drift calibration data taken on the Gyro
Subassembly at IIAFB was received. The data were reduced with the following results:

Angle cal residuals - 0. 296 mr rms/axis

Drift cal residuals - 0.05198 deg/hr rms/axis

Three problems associated with the data acquisition were noted. They were:

1. Loss of phase lock in the MUAR - this resulted from ha, Lng the MUAR
locked on MUI I which, at certain table positions, was too small a
signal to maintain phase lock.

2. Data truncation error - In the data processing programs written at IIAFB,
the raw data were being truncated thereby limiting resolution to approximately
0.3 mr.

3. 3-Axis table positioning - the actual intermediate table axis position -.nd
that used in the data reduction program were not the same.

After taking Into account the Incorrect table positioning, the drift and angle
cal residuals are consistent with what should be expected due to the truncation error.

information concerning thcse problems and their solutions was transmitted to
IIAFB personnel. A new set of angle and drift data, taken after correcting the above
problems, was received on 17 June 1974. The angle calibration data were question-
able due to a data acquisition computer problem and were not reduced. Hlowever, thle
reduction resulted in a drift calibration residual of 0. 01457 deg/hr rms/axis. rhese
data were reduced using the angle calibration coefficients from the first data set.
Considering the angle calibration residuals (0. 296 mr rms/axis) the drift calibration
residuals indicate that the truncation problem and the other problems were corrected
and that tihe Gyro Subassembly was performing correctly.

On 21 June 1974, a third set of data was received. Attempts to reduce these
data were totilly unsuccessful. The indication was that It was a hardware problem.
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A series of tests were performed on the Gyro Subassembly to isolate the
problem. It appears that the problem was associated with the A/D converter or one
of the two computer interface boards in the Subassembly. It was Intended that these
boards will be returned to Autonetics for repair or replacement.

The month of July 1974 was devoted primarily to troubleshooting to determine
why the gyro subassembly was unable to provide reasonable angle and drift calibra-
tions. After extensive testing, it was discovered that the drivers in the ttP 2100
computer were being synchronized to the leading edge of the input pulse, whereas, they
should be on the trailing edge. ThiL problem was corrected in the liP 2100. The
system and the HP 2100 were rechecked for proper operation.

Emergency power was made available for the Gyro Subassembly fans and
Subassembly Auxiliary Test Equipment for power bLack-outs. This gives the
capability of shuttiag the system off during a power failure.

On 22 July 1974, the gyro was spun-up, damped, and heated and an angle
calibration was performed one hour later for verification of data being accepted
properly by the computer. The results were satisfactory. After a 24-hr stabilization
period, an angle and drift calibration was performed on 23 July 1974. Another set of
calibration data was taken on 24 July. The gyro subassembly was kept operating
between these two sets of calibrations. Following the second drift calibration, the
system was turned off. On 25 July the system was restarted and allowed to stabilize
prior to taking the third set of calibration data on 26 July 1974. These data were
received from liolloman Air Force for reduction at Autonetics. These data were
taken after all the hardware and software problems had been resolved. Tl'e intent of
the data reduction effort at Autonetics was to verify proper operation of the hardware
and software in use at IIAFB. When this was accomplished, no further data reduction
at Autonetics was to be performed.

The end of July 1974 concluded the offsIte support provided by Autonetics
Engineer, J. A. North.

A summary of the angle calibration residuals is given in Table 5-1. These are
the calibration residuals after table positioning errors have been taken into account.
In order to allow for table errors, the data reduction program was modified to allow
removal of an inertial vector for each rotation in the data acquisition process. This
is roughly equivalent in modeling a TAI error peculiar to each rotation.

A summary of the drift calibration residuals Is given in Table 5-2. No results
were obtained for the 23 July 1974 calibration because of a formatting problem which
occurred during data tape duplication at IIAFB. This was due to a IIAFB computer
malfunction and, based on the results obtained from the other two calibrations, it was
decided not to generate the software required to recover these data. However, this
data does still exist in proper format at IIAFB if reduction were deemed necessary.
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Table 5-1. Angle Calibration Results

Data of Calibration Calibration Residuals (mr-rms/axis)

7/23/74 0.078

7/24/74 0.205

7/26/74 0.099

Table 5-2. Drift Calibration Results

Da, of Calibration Calibration Residuals (deg/hr - rms/axis)

7/23/74 No Results

7/24/74 0.01680

7/26/74 0.01819

After removing the effect of tilt table positioning, both the angle and drift calibration

residuals were acceptable. This, of course, does not include the results of the second
angle calibration. No acceptable explanation of this data set has been found. It was under-
stood that during the total calibration sequence, the data acquisition computer at IIAFB
had problems relating to its iWiernal clock and/or timing. The timing problem may have
contributed to the poor results of the second angle calibration but were was no way to
substantiate that possibility.

Successful angle and drift poilibrations with a minimum of data editing require the
tilt table to be acnrately positioned. Tilt table mispositioning was e no means an
uncommon occurrence. Moving TAI when it should be TA3, or vice versa, -s very
easily done. This will probabl3 occur unlil all calibrations a.e done on an automatic
table. It is believed that this was the cause of the bad .ata points observed in the drift
calibrations.

The angle calibration is even more sensitive to table positioning than the drift cali-
bration. The problems in the angle calibration data appear to be associat'd with difficult3
in accurately positioning TA. The angle calibration results, prior to accounting for IAI
irrors, would indicate table positioning errors of tie order of 40 to 80 see of arc. This
,nformation was related to IIAFB personnel Aho optically checked the tilt table. Their
resulLs indicate TAI accuracies of the erder of 15 sec of arc, peak-to-peak. This
dilemma was not resolved.

It was noted during August that several power losses at IIAFB necesstated emer-
gency shutdown of the GSA. If during one of these shutdons the ball was sparked, the
gvro would probably become a charger.

On 5 September 1974, it was determined the rotor of the gyro on the GSA was
picking up a charge. Repeated turn-on cycles did not correct this condition. Servo checks
were performcd which ,crified that the instrument had indeed become a charger. Furtaer
testing was discontinued pending a decision by the Air Force as to which g3 ro should be
sent to IIAFB as a replacement. Subsequently, the Air Force made the decision to return
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the GSA and Test Console to Autonetics. It was understood that all additional
subassembly testing would be performed at the Anaheim facility. Support continued to
be provided to HAFB in the form of consultation concerning the analysis of data taken
at HAFB.

Since the GSA was returned to Autonetics on 15 October 1974, no further
activity was planned under this task. Subsequert GSA testing is reported under
Task 2.2, Laboratory Tests.

5.3.3 Install and C/O N57A-2 at HAFB

On 7 October 1974, the N57A-2 system arrived at HAFB aboard the T-39
Sabreliner. The system was removed from the aircraft and moved into the laboratory
at HIAFB. All associated cabling and the flight rack were also removed from the
aircraft. October 8 and 9 were devoted to installing the system and the other
equipment in the pallet. Also the 400 lIz and 60 lIz power to the pallet was checked
out.

On 10 October 1974, the system was powered up for the first time. In checking
the +28 vdc input power to the system, it was found that the voltage at the system was
+23.5 vdc under load (+29 vdc at no load). This was, in part, due to the +3 vde line
drop from the generator to the laboratory outlet. After removing the battery back-up
protection diode in the FTP the voltage at the system was +24.8 vdc.

The system was then allowed to continue through the automatic starting
sequence. The system operated normally until the final heating mode was initiated.
After waiting approximately 45 min, this mode wa, exited manually and the starting
sequence was manually completed.

The final heat mode was not automatically completed because the gyro case
2temperatures settled at a higher temperature than that previously stored in the com-

puter. The higher case temperatures were probably due to (1) the ItAFB laboratory
being warmer than the laborator) at Autonetics and (2) the position of the case tempera-
lure sensor !n that It is somewhat sensitive to cold plate temperature.

The aligr.ment mode was commanded and after a 2U min alignment, the system
was put into tle navigate mode for a shirt checkout run. Both the alignment and the
navigation r'n results were acceptable.

October 11 and 14 were devoted primarily to tying tip interconnection cables
within the pallet in preparation for Air Force Quality Control Inspection.

At 1700 hrs on 14 October, thr, system was powered up for a nav verif' run.
Due to the previous case temperature problem, new case temperature values were
calculated and keyed Into the computer. Two alignments, each followed by a one hour
nay run, were performed with acceptable results.

On 15 October 1974, one week after being delivered to IIAFB, the N57A-2
system was installed on the C-141 for the first test flight later in the day. The results
of this and subsequent flights are detailed in Para 5. 3.4.
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It is significant to note that the first successful C-141 flight test was
accomplished one week after arrival of the N57A-2 system at HAFB. This was in a
large part due to the cooperation received from the Air Force personnel, especially
TSgt's McCormack and Mathis and their crews in the work done to get the pallet
ready for Air Force Q. C. inspection.

This effort completed this task. Subsequent activity of this type was covered as
part of the IIAFB flight test support.

5.3.4 Support IIAFB Flight Tests

Support was provided by Autonetics during N57A-2 flight and laboratory testing
at IIAFB. A total of five C-141 flights were completed before the C-141 returned to
Wright-Patterson AFB for maintenance. A summary of the flight data is shown in
Table 5-3. These data are "quick-look" data and as such are not corrected for
actual aircraft position at the checkpoints.

Table 5-3. Summary of N57A-2 HAFB Flight Data

Flight Radial Error Pre and Post Flight Time IMS
No. Date Rate (nm/hr) Velocit Error (ft/se)

Avg/Channel North I East

1 10/15/74 0.53 2.75 2.00 3.54
2 10/16/74 0.70 13.43 14.31 12.49
3 10/18/74 0.67 7.77 8.52 6.96
4 10/21/74 1.40 17.3b 16.20 18.43
5 10/23/74 1.08 10.85 10.09 11.56

Due to the priority of the B-1 system test program, the C-141 flight
schedule, profiles, and duration were at their discretion. It was intended that the
N57A-2 system would be on as many flights as possible prior to tha C-141 leaving
IIAFB for mintenance. Consequently, flights 3 through 5 were flown in spite of
the prior indication of a system problem.

Because of the poor velocity error results, the system was moved back into the
laboratory at IIAFB on 25 October 1974. The results of an alignment and nav run in
the laboratory indicated an apparent calibration parameter shift. This, in addition to
the apparent instrument cube temperature increase, made it necessary to return the
N57A-2 system to Autonctics for repair and recalibration. The system was shipped
from IIAFB on 30 October 1974.

The N57A-2 system was received at Autonctics on 31 October 1974. The system
was repaired and recalibrated and a total of three nay verify runs were made, all
with acceptable results. A detailed analysis of the system problems encountered is
included as Appendix D.
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The system was returned to HAFB for continued testing on 15 November 1974.
On 18 November 1974, the system was installed on a helicopter palletin preparation
for flight testing in a UH-1 Helicopter. Several navigation verification runs were
performed in the laboratory at HAFB with marginal results. It was determined that
the gyro case temperatures were changing and were directly related to ambient air
and hence, cold plate temperature. When the cold plate temperature was relatively
stable, the nav verify results were acceptable. It was noted that the HAFB laboratory
temperature, and thus the N57A-2 inlet cooling air temperature, varies from a low
of 65OF in the morning to a high of 84 to 86OF in the afternoon. This high temperature
is above the system's design criteria. When the system performance was marginal the
cold plate temperature was high and the laboratory ambient was at its high temperatures.

The system was installed in the helicopter and the first flight was performed on
29 November 1974. The results of this flight were poor and subsequent analysis
indicated a problem in one of theElectromagnetic Accelerometers (EMA). The EMA
problem was verified in the HAFB laboratory and the system was returned to Autonetics
Anaheim where the EMA problem was also verified. The Y-EMA was replaced and the
system was successfully recalibrated. Navigation verification runs were made with
acceptable results and the system was returned to HAFB on 13 Decemb..- 1974. An
analysis of this system failure is included as Appendix E.

When the system was received at HAFB, a six-hour navigation run was
performed with the system on a Scorsby table. The radial error rate was 0.84 nm/hr
and the average per channel time RMS velocity error was 1.81 ft/sec. The per channel
time RMS velocity errors were 2.18 ft/sec and 1.34 ft/sec for the Notn and East
channels, respectively.

Upon completion of the Scorsbv test, the system was prepared for reinstallation
in the UH-1 helicopter. At this time, a problem in loading the tomputer was encountered.
Tests performed at IIAFB could not isolate the problem to either the D216 computer or
the Computer Control Panel.

The N57A-2 system was returned to Autonetics on 2 January 1974 for repair and
recalibration as required.

Laboratory testing at Autonetics verified the computer loading problem. It was
found that address bit No. 12 was "true" at all times resulting in incorrect filling of
locations involving that bit. The voltage on MA12P, the address bit No. 12 output line
from the "Word Module' to memory, was always +1.8 VDC (false state is 2.0 VDC to
5. 0 VDC). The Word Module was replaced and the computer operated normally. Bench

~sting of the failed Word Module revealed IC Z37 (type MIC 3100) had failed. The IC
was replaced and the spare Word Module operated correctly. At the time of the failure
the computer had undergone 639 hours of operation inside the housing and in excess of
2000 hours prior to installation in the housing.

The system was recalibrated and subsequent navigation verification runs indicated
excellent performance. The system was returned to Holloman AFB on 13 January 1975.

While the system was at Autonetics, the flight data from the five C-141 flights was
subjected to additional analysis. The CEP rate for this data was computed and is
0.84 nm/hr. The CEP time history for this data is shown in Figure 5-1. The only
velocity data available to Autonetics was the velocity errors before and after the flight
periods. Therefore, no presentation of velocity error data is made here.
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On 15 January 1975, the system was installed on the hrlicopter pallet and a
navigation verification run was performed in the HAFB lab,,ratory. The results of the
nay run were acceptable. After installation in the helicrpter, a turn-on sequencing
problem was encountered. Numerous tests were performed at HAFB to isolate the
problem. It was determined that either the On/Off Sequencer or the Control Display
Unit was malfunctioning.

On 21 J.nuary 1974, a spare On/Off Sequencer and the system No. 1 CDU were
sent to HAFB. By interchanging the CDU and Sequencer, the problem was isolated
to the Sequencer.

On 22 January 1974, a second laboratory nay verify run was performed. This
run repeated the results of the 16 January run. At this time, the ItAFB computer
interface was also checked out. During an attempt to run a third nay verify run the
next day, the system shut down due to a "BITE" malfunction. The indicated bite was
the negative A/C high voltage monitor. After hooking up the Auxiliary Test Console,
no problems could be found with the system. It appears that this shutdown was due to
an erroneous "BITE" indication. The system was again turned-on and, during a short
nay run, the hardware functioned correctly.

On 24 January 1974, another navigation verification run was planned prior to
installation in the helicopter. At system turn-on it was noted that the spin motor
voltages during coarse heating were abnormal. This condition persisted through a
system shutdown. It was determined that the problem was due to a Spin Motor Power
Amplifier malfunction, in particular a stuck relay contact. A spate Spin Motor Power
Amplifier and its associated electronic boards were sent to HAFB from Autonetics,
Anaheim. These modules were installed on 27 January 1975 and, during system check-
out, it was noted that Gyro No. 1 rotor was charging. Numerous power cycles did not
cure the problem. Since the gyro had to be replaced, the system was returned to
Autonetics for repair. The system arrived at Anaheim on 28 January 1975.

After replacing both gyros and correcting the problems identified at IIAFB, the
system was recalibrated and navigation verification runs indicated acceptable perform-
ance. The system was returned to HAFB on 4 February 1975 aboard the Rockwell< ~International T-39 Sabreliner. A detailed discussion of the repair actions at Autonctics
is included as Appendix F.

After return to HAFB, helicopter testing resumed on the N57A-2 system. Three
flights were performed with marginal system performance. Laboratory runs at IIAFB
were made and they confirmed the flight performance. A summary of the helicopter
flight data and the subsequent HAFB laboratory runs is given in TabW- 5-4.

It was noted during start-up for the first and second helicopter flights that lISA
magnitude software BITES occurred. The BITES cleared themselves prior to alignment.
It was suspected that a MUX located on the A/D converter board may have been operating
with an intermittent condiion. For this reason a spare A/D Converter was sent to
HAFB. After installation i the system, a second lab run was made. System per-
formance was not improved but no software BITES occurred. Subsequent lab testing
of the suspect A/D converter at Anaheim revealed a broken fly-wire in the sample-and-
hold portion of the circuitry on the substrate. The fly-wire was repaired and the A/D
converter was made availa:ie as a spare.
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Table 5-4. HAFB Helicopter and Laboratory Data Summary

Data Summary

-Time EMS Velocity
Run Radial Error Error (ft/sec) -- _

Number I Date Rate (nm/hr) Ave/Channel North East Comments

1 2/8/75 1.60 11.42 7.15 14.48 Helicopter Flight
No. I - N/S

2 2/11/75 1.93 8.36 2.71 11.52 Helicopter Flight
No. 2 - N/S

3 2/12/75 1.76 5.03 1.01 7.05 Helicopter Flight
No. 3 - N/S

4 2/13/75 1.01 6.37 5.95 6.76 Lab Run
Simulating
N/S Flight

5 2/14/75 1.44 5.73 7.00 4.07 Same as Run No. 4
after changing A/D
Converter

6 2/18/75 1.68 10.91 13.56 7.37 Lab Run
Simulating E/W

Flight

Due to the marginal performance, it was decided to return the system to Autonetics,

Anaheim, for problem diagnosis and recalibration. During the cot rse of the problem

niagnosis, the system was recalibrated and subsequent nay verify ans again gave marginal

performance. A thorough review of the system data and other data pertaining to Gyro S/N

142 indicated that the performance problem could be attributed to the gyro. The gyro

was removed and replaced with Gyro S/N 110.

The system was again recalibrated and five subsequent navigation verification runs

indicated excellent system performance. A detailed account of the action taken during

the period of 21-28 Feb, 1975 and a summa.y of the performance data for the five nay verify

runs are included in Appendix G. The system was packed for shipment to HAFB on

3 March 1975.

It is significant to note that, as anticipated, changing Gyro S/N 142 materially

improved system performance. Prior to this time, the majority of system performance

problems had been rightly attributed to the electronics. Since Gyro SIN 142 had been

calibrated numerous times on the system and on the HAFB Gyro Subassembly in addition

to the navigation runs on the N57A-2 system, sufficient data was available to directly

correlate system navigation performance with instrument calibration data. The insight

into this correlation provided by reviewing this gyro data aided in evaluating future
system performance.
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The N57A-2 system arrived at HAFB on 5 March 1975 and was reinstalled in the

helicopter pallet for laboratory nav runs and continued helicopter flight testing. Two
laboratory navigation runs were made in addition to seven additional helicopter flights.

The flight results were very good and are summarized in Table 5-5 along with the
laboratory test data.

After Helicopter Flight No. 10, the system was removed from the helicopter and

installed in the 4-bay pallet in preparation for resumption of C-141 flight testing. A
lab nay verification run was performed at HAFB on 27 Marchl 1975. The results of
this test are also included in Table 5-5.

On-site support to the HAFB flight test program was provided by Autonetics
personnel during the week of 10 March 1975 and the week of 24 March 1975.

During April, additional C-141 flight testing at IIAFB was completed. A total
of nine additional flights were accomplished. One stationary navigation run in the
C-141 and three HAFB laboratory runs were also performed. The results of the flight

tests are summarized in Table 5-6 along with the laboratory test data.

With the exception of an aborted flight test on 15 April 1975, the N57A-2 system
performed throughout this portion of the test program with a mimuni of problems.
Prior to the 15 April 1975 flight, an apparent computer problem was encountered. This
problem manife:;ted itself in abnormal system iurn-on sequencing. Numerous power
cycles, computt r resets, and reloadit g of the computer did not correct this condition.
The system was shut down and the flight was made with the system off.

In preparation for the neAt C-141 flight, 16 April 1975, the CDU was checked
to ensure that there were no improperly seated electronic boards. It did not appear
that any boards were loose. After this check, however, the system was turned-on and
the start-up sequence was normal. Other than the reseating of the CDU boards, no
satisfactory explanation of the abnormal system behavior has been found.

The last C-141 flight was accomplished on 16 April 1975. The system was then
moved into the IIAFB laboratory for stationary navigation runs. The results of these

tests are also included in Table 5-6.

A number of N57A-2 system modifications were identified as necessary to prepare
the system for R-4C flight testing. The system was returned to Autonetics on
28 April 1975 to accomplish these modifications and for recalibration. The required
modifications and the subsequent system testing and recalibration effort is detailed
in Appendix I.

On 14 June 1975 an acceptable navigation verification was obtained on the N57A-2
system. In order to support the RF-4C integration the system was packed for shipment
to Kirtland AFB on 16 June 1975.

The system arrived at Kirtland AFB on 17 June 1975, accompanied by Autonctics
engineers. Prior to checking the system installation in the RF-4C, all the adapter cables
were continuity checked. The only problem identified was that 20 AWG wire was used to
provide +28 vde to the system. The 20 AWG wires were replaced with 14 AWG wires.
System power checks in the RF-4C were completed at Kirtland AFB on 19 June 1975.
The system was then transportcd to tlolloman APB for checkout of the IIAFB data
acquisition equipment, and performance of a nay verify run with the system in the RF-4C
pallet in the laboratory prior to RF-4C flght testing.
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Table 5-5. IIAFB Laboratory and Helicopter Data Summary
for March 7 through March 27, 1975

Data Summary

Time RMS Velocity
Run Radial Error Error** (ft/sec)

Number Date Rate"(nm/hr) Ave/Channel North East Comments

1 3/7/75 0.58 2.28 1.52 2.84 Lab Run - 900 turns
40 min apart

2 3/10/75 0.91 7.54 4.02 9.87 Lab Run - Simulating
N/S Flight

3 3/12/75 0.62 3.92 3.98 3.85 Helicopter Flight
No. 4 - N/S

4 3/13/75 0.70 6.52 1.23 9.14 Helicopter Flight
No. 5 - N/S

5 3/14/75 0.72 5.37 6.62 3.72 Helicopter Flight
No. 6 - N/S

6 3/17/75 1.08 1.95 2.29 1.53 Stationary run in
helicopter - no turns

7 3/18/75 1.58 8.01 8.92 6.99 Helicopter Flight
No. 7 - E/W

8 3/19/75 0.66 4.10 2.95 5.00 Helicopter Flight
No. 8 - E/W

9 3/20/75 0.68 4.39 2.92 5.48 Helicopter Flight
No. 9 Terrain
Following (E/W)

10 3/21/75 0.83 6.08 8.27 2.38 llelicopter Flight
No. 10 -N/S

11 3/27/75 1.20 3.72 4.59 2. Lab run - C-141
pallet 90 turns,

1 40 min apart

*Based on preliminary checkpoint data provled by IIAFB
**Based on only pre- and post flight data provided by IHAFB
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Table 5-6. HAFB C-141 and Laboratory Data Summary

Time RMS Velocity Error**
Run Radial Error ft/sec)

Number Date Rate* (pni/hr) AVE/Channel North East Comments

1 4/1/75 0.26 1.97 1.91 2.03 C -141 Flight
No 0 - E/W

2 4/2/75 0.56 3.79 2.86 4.54 C-141 Flight
No. 7 - E/W

3 4/3/75 0.51 4.20 3.03 3.16 C-141 Flight
No. 8 - E/W

4 4/4/75 0.51 2.22 2.78 1.44 C-141 Flight
No. 9 - E/W

5 4/7/75 0.56 0.98 1.00 0.96 Stationary run
in C-141, no
turns

6 4/8/15 0.31 4.69 4.86 4.51 C-141 Flight
No. 10 - E/W

7 4/9/75 0.57 3.77 5. 12 1.48 C-141 Flight
No. 11 - N/S

8 4/10/75 0.56 10.70 14.18 5.27 C-141 Flight
No. 12 - E/W

9 4/14/75 0.45 2.20 2.97 0.93 C-141 Flight
No. 13 - N/S

10 4/16/75 0.67 11.95 5.34 16.03 C-141 Flight
No. 14 -W-N/
S-E

11 4/18/75 0.81 2.94 3.08 2.78 Baseline lidg.
Sens Lab Run -
o,) turns

12 4/21/75 0.28 1. 52 2.21 1.59 IIAFB Lab ildg
Sens Test

13 4/22/75 1.45 5.24 6.06 4.28 IIAFB Lab Run
2 turns

*Based on preliminary check-point data provided by tIAFB.
**Based on only pre- and post-flIght data provided by IHAFB.
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The period of 20 June 1975 through 24 June 3975 was devoted to checking o'nt the
communications link beiween the N57A-2 system D216 computer and the IIAFB rallel-to-
serial converter and tape deck data acquisition equipment. No major problems were
encountered during the checkout of the data link.

A nay verify run was performed in the HAFB labortory on 25 June 1975. This run
was performed with the N57A-2 system and the data acquisition equipment installed in
the RF-4C pallet. The results were:

Radial error rate: 1.40 nm/hr

Time RMS velocity error

Per channel: 3.06 ft/sec
North: 1.92 ft/sec
East: 3.87 ft/sec

Although the radial error tate was greater than 1.0 nm/hr, the tilt and drift errors due
to heading changes were not excessive. Therefore, the system was pronounced ready
for RF-4C shake down flight. The shake down flight was scheduled for 30 June 1975.
However, on 27 June 1975 word was received that the RF-4C flight testing had been
postponed until mid-July 1975 due to other commitments ofthefRF-4C test aircraft.

On 8 July 1975, the Ai Force notified Autonetics of the loss of the RF-4C and
dscontinuation of any further N57A-2 flight testing. The N57A-2 along with all support
equipment were prepared for return to Autoneties. The N57A-2 was returned to Autonetics
on 21 July 1975 where it was set up to evaluate the previously monitored nay tape problem.

Four nav verilication runs were performed using th-i Dec 6 and Feb 6 nay tapes.
System performance progressively got worse. Two EMA cals and two polar angle cals
were performed using both nay t, es and a polar drift cal was performed wtlh the Dec 6
nay tape only. Calibration repetability between the na% tapes was good. Three nay lus
were performed using both nav tapes. Performance was poor but repeatable.

The open ground from WI(PR) to J8-C was repaired. This open was first noted at
Hiolloman AFB prior to the scheduled RF-4C flight tests. The system was recalibrated
using the Dec 6 nay tape and three nay runs were performed. The first nay run was very
good but the results of the two succeeding runs again got piogressively worse.

The plan is now to change four suspected charge amps, recalibrate and perform
nay verification runs. This will be done early in Phase 2B.

5.3.5 Training

During September 1974 six Air Force personnel (five from hiolloman AFB and one
from AFA L, Wright- Patterson AFB) completed a two week training course held at tne
Atonetics Anaheim facility. The course curriculum included classroom and laboratorv
training intended to familiarize Air Force personnel with N57A-2 equipment operation.

A trained Autonetics service representative was assigned to IIAFB to provide Cn-
the-Job Training (OJT) and technical assistance during installation and checkout of the
N57A-2 in the C-141, and UII-1 helicopter. Technical assistance was provided during
temporary installation of the N57A-2 in the RF-4C aircraft. Assistance was lso pro-
viced in support of the verification runs to determine system accuracy.
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6. TASK 5, SYSTEM MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

6.1 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

In Task 5. 1, Program Management, Autonetics provided program management
and project engineering to assure achieving a balanced MICRON design. Autonetics
conducted 10 informal design reviews, one system requirements review, and will
conduct one system design review. Autonctics developed MICRON grounding and EMI
guidelines; developed a detailed work breakdown structure; provided documentation
and engineering support related to establishing a second s urce for MESG rotors and
cavities; developed and modified as necessary a system engineering management plan;
developed and modified as necessary personnel, marketing, financial, facilities,
program, and contract data management plans; and documented the MESG angle
readout moiel.

6.1.1 Design Reviews

6.1.1.1 Informal Design Reviews

A total of ten (10) informal design reviews were conducted during the course of
the Phase 2A contract. All these design reviews were held at Autonetics.

6.1. 1.1. 1 First Informal Design Review. The first informal design review
was held on 30 April through 2 May 1974. Personnel in attendance from organizati(as
other than Autonetics were Capt R. R. Warzynski and Capt G. C. Radic, botn of
AFAL/666A. The agenda for this design review was as follows:

Tuesday, April 30

10:30 2nd Source Rotor/Cavity Data Pack II. L. Bump

1:30 N57A-1 Status and Data Review L. B. Romine/J. C. Pinson

3:00 N57A-2 Integration/Calibration T. F. Brasher

4:00 ECOM Gyro 'rests II. L. Bump

Wednesday, May 1

9:00 Holloman Subassembly D. Holmes

10:00 Final ( IB Report B. B. lligley/L. B. Romine

10:30 LAX Flight Test Preparation Status G. A. BloomstadtT. F. Brasher

1:30 DPU Status Review W. P. Thoennes

2:00 MESGA Analysis and Test Data R. B. liall/D. T. Friest

3:00 Parts Program Review A. L. Sattler

4:00 Design Evaluation Model Plans W. A. Thompson
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Thursday, May 2

9:00 Getter Gyro J. C. Boltinghouse

9:45 Phase 2A Cost Proposal J. A. Schwarz/C. M. Wardman/
G. E. Runyon

6.1.1. 1,2 Second Informal Design Review. The second informal design
rexiew was held on 14 through 17 May 1974. The following personnel from organiza-
tions other than Autonetics Anaheim attended this design review-

Name Organization

Capt R. R. Warzynski AFAL/666A
Capt G. C. Radic AFAL/666A
Sgt R. Acosta AFAL/666A
R. W. Burrows Martin Marietta
R. A. Hloltz Marti Marietta

The agenda for the second informal design review was as follows:

Tuesday, May 14

Morning 1. Phase 2A Material Questions G. E. Runyon
2. Phase 2A data cost estimate by J.W. MacDonald

CDRL item
3. Phase 2A Travel backup Info J.W. MacDonald/

G. E. Runyon

Afternoon 1. Phase 113 P0013 SOW Change J. A. Schwarz/
J. Terry

2. Field Engr Training/Mockup J. A. Schwarz/
for N57A-2 support at ilolloman G. E. Runyon

3. Questions on Phase 2A Mgmt J. A. Schwarz/
Volume L. B. Romine

Wednesday, May 15

Morning Appendix I (MICRON IMU Spec) J. A. Schwarz/
G. E. Runyon

Afternoon Phase IB Final Report R. lllgley/L. Romine

Thursday, 'May 16

M.orning Richard Buli ows/Ray Htoltz Visit J. A. Schwarz/
Martin Marietta-Denver L. B. Romine

Reliability Associate Contractor G. E. Runyon

Afternoon Phase 2B SOW, CDRL, Schedule J. A. Schwarz/
and Funding G. E. Runyon

G. W. Sargent
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Friday, May 17

Morning 1. Parts Tab Questions A. Sattler/J. Klinchuch

2. Parts Program (including A. Sattler
vendor bids)

Afternoon Baseline MICRON System Definition M. Rupert/L. Romine

6.1.1.1.3 Third Informal Design Review. The third informal design review
was held on 25 through 28 June 1974. Personnel in attendance from organizations
other than Autonetics were Capt R. R. Warzynski and Capt G. C. Radic, both of
AFAL/666A. The agenda for this design review was as follows:

Tuesday, Junc 25

1:30 IIAFB Flight Testing Daryl Crouse

2:30 IIAFB GSA Don Holmes

Welnesday, June 26

9:00 Electronics Thermal Dissipation Jack Klinchuch
(XN-77/MICRON) Iliroshi Kamei

Bill Thompson

1:30 Phase 2A Prime Jerry Schwarz
Gerry Runyon
John Terry

Thursday, June 27

9:00 Parts Program Art Sattler

10:30 ECOM Fast Reaction ResIts Pete Bump

1:30 Reliability Ray lloltz

2:30 Getter Gyros Joe Boltinghouse

3:30 MESGA Bob Hall

Friday, June 28

9:00 Cost of Ownership Milt Rupert

10:30 XN-77 G. Sargent

6. 1. 1. 1. 4 Fourth Informal Design Review. The fourth Lformal design review
was held or 23 through 25 July 1974. In addition to reviewing the MICRON Phase 2A
status, the purpose of this meeting was to get -i associates/primes together with all
government personnel involved to:

1. Meet the personnel from the various organizations

2. Establish points of contact
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3. Coordinate all efforts to avoid overlap/duplication

4. Understand what each associate/prime SOW involves

The I olowing personnel from organizations other than Autonetics Anaheim
attended ti-is meeting:

NAME ORGANIZATION POSITION

Capt Bob Warzynski AFAL (NVA/666A) MICRON Project Engineer
Lt Col Jim Canaday AFAI (NVA/666A) 666A Program Manager
Capt G. C. Radic AFAL (NVA/666A) Project Engineer
Sgt R. D. Acosta AFAL (NVA/666A) Flight Test Engineer
Ma) Ralph . lolm AFAL (NVA/666A) NVA/666A (Future

Program Manager)
George A. Langston AFAL/NVA Branch Technical Assistant
R. M. Werner AFAL/TEA W-PAFB Project Engineer
Lt Co. Evald AF/RDPN PEM 63203F
George E. Nres WPAFB 4950-PMEB Procuring Contract Officer
Capt L. F. Sindlin 6585 TG/GDP Test Director
Capt B. Montgomery 6586 TG/GDOA Project Engineer
Jerry )urant AFPRO Q. A. Q. A. Supervisor
Jack Faradjollah AFPRO IEN Project Engineer
K. Bell AFPRO, R/I Procurement
G. E. Atkisson AFPRO/TMD ACO AF
Ray Clark USA ECOM-Ft Monmouth Project Engineer
Jim Shields TASC Project Engineer
Chuck Ormsby TASC Project Engineer
Ted Blaschke TASC Project Engineer
Ed Toohey TASC Project Engineer
R. W. Burrows Martin-Marietta Reliability Program

Manager
Ray A. Holtz Martin-Marietta Technical Director

Reliability Analysis
John Bouchard Northrop Director
W. G. Merritt Northrop Program Manager
R. 0. Westhaver Nortlhop Project Engineer
Julius Fceldman CS Draper Laboratory Project Engineer

The agenda for the fourth informal deslgr review was as follows.

Tuesday, July 23

9:00 MICRON Program Overview Capt Warzynski

10:00 Auonetlcs Status Overview J. A. Schwarz

11:00 MIT Non-Destructible Gyro Overview Julius Feldman

11:30 TASC Software Overview Ted Blaschke

1:30 Northrop MESG 2nd Source Overview Bob Wstihaver

2:00 Martin Marietta Reliability Overview Dick Burrows
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2:45 Holloman AFB Flight Test Overview Capt Sandlin

3:15 Autonetics Engineering Overview G. E. Runyon

3:45 MICRON Laboratory Tour L. B. Romine

Wednesday, July 24

9:00 Mechanizatiun, Modeling and Software Status Gus Andrews

9:30 Electrordcs Design Status Paul Ito/Tom Wada/
Bob Jones

10:30 Electronic Parts Program Arnold Fanzoi

11:15 Design Evaluation Models Bill Thompson

1:30 Test Equipmcnt Plans/Status Charlie Whang

2:00 Gyro Design and Test Pete Bump

2:30 MESGA Bob Hall

3:00 System Engineering and System Test Tom Brasher

3:30 Cost of Ownership Milt Rupert/Lee Johnson
F. R. (Bob) tlall/
Ray Holtz (MMC)/
Keith Gibson

e .1.1.1.5 Fifth Informal Design Review. The fifth informal design review was
held on 3 through 5 September 1974. Personnel in attendane from organizations other
than Autonetics were Capt R. R. Warzynski and Capt G. C. Radio, both of AFAL/666A,
and R. A. Ioltz of Martin Marietta. The agenda for this design review was as
follows:

Tuesday, September 3

10:30 XN77 Jim Cross

11:00 Monthly Status Report Joe Miller/

Content Larry Romine
DID

1:00 N57A-2 Status Tom Brasher

2:00 2nd Source Data Pack Pete Bump

2:30 New ESG Fabrication Facility Pete Bump

3:00 DI-E-3101 Modification for Tom Brasher
General System Specification
(Data Sequence N . B002)

4:00 Beam Lead Parts Costs Jerry Schwarz

4:30 IIAFB Gyro Subassembly Don Holmes
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Wednesday, September 4

8:30 Cost of Ownership - Cost Status Jim Cross/Milt Rupert
Lee Johnsen

10:i5 Call George Himes regarding: Jerry Schwarz
Phase 2A Prime

10:30 In-Motion Polhode Damping A. P. Andrew,

11:00 Self Calibration J. Wauer

1:00 Applications Engineering Schwarz/Romine

2:00 Phase 2A Schedule (including Romine/Miller
Phase 2A Prime + Option)

3:30 Temperature Specification Range on Sattler/Brasher/
Electronic Parts (deviate for cost Klinchuch/Romine
benefits?)

Thursday, September 5

8:30 Funding Schedule Jerry Schwarz

Phase 2A
Phase 2A Prime
Option

9:30 Cost of Ownership - Reliability Statas tlall/tloltz

10:30 Martin Marietta Status Ray loltz

1:30 Discussions on Design Evaluation Whang/Thompson
Models

6.1. 1. 1.6 Sixth Informal Design Review. The sixth informal design review
was held on 16 through 18 October 1974. The N"!lowi,'g personnel from organizations
other than Autonetics Anaheim attended this design review.

Name Organization

Capt R. 1 Warzynski AFAL/666A
Capt G. C. Radic AFAL/666A
Don Vanderstoep TASC
Jim Shields TASC
Ed Toohey TASC
Chuck Ormsby TASC

The agenda for the sixth informal design review was as follows:

Wednesday, October 16

9:00 N57A-2 Flight Test (LAX and Ilolloman) Brasher

10:00 Getter Gyro Gross/Bump

11:00 Parts Program Satder
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1:30 Applications Engineering Romine/Runyon/Brasher/Rupert

3:30 Design Evaluation Models/Packaging Whang/Thompson

Thursday, October 17

8:30 Cost of Ownership Cross/Rupert/
Johnsen/liall/Gibson

10:30 Cost of Reduction via MOS Schmidt/Romine/
Klinchuch/Gunckel

1:00 MESGA J. C. Pinson N

2:30 Gyro Improvements Status Boltinghouse/Bump

3:30 Fast Reaction Friest/Fisher

Friday, October 18

8:30 CFY 75 MESG IR&D Romine/Khnchuch

9:30 XN77 IMU Status Cross

11:01 Phase 2A Cost Status Schwarz/Runyon

6. 1.1.1.7 Seventh Informal Design Review. The seventh informral design
review was held on 11 through 13 November 1974. Personnel in atterdance from
organizations other than Autonetics Anaheim were CaptR. R. Warzj, ski of AFAL/666A
and Mr. J. C. Barron, Rockwell International, Washington, D.C. There was no
formal agenda for this design review.

6.1. 1.1.8 Eighth Informal Design Review. The eighth informal design review
was held on 17 through 19 December 1974. Personnel in attendance from organiza-
tions other than Autonetics were Maj R. W. iolm and Capt R. R. Warzynski, both
of AFAL/666A, and J. J. Szalona of AFPRO/EN. The agenda for this design
review was as follows:

Tuesday, December 17

2:00 Phase 2A Status Overview G. E. Runyon

3:00 MESG Rotor & Cavity Fabrication Times L. E. Johnsen

3:30 Conformal Coating of Substrates J. J. Licari

4:00 Status on CPC Producibility Studies L. F. Johnsen

4:30 Parts Program A. L. Sattler

Wednesday, December 18

8:00 Answers to Monthly Report Comments L. B. Romine

8:30 N57A-2 Status T. F. Brasher

9:00 Autonctics Recommendation for J. A. Schwarz/G.W. Sargent
Restructuring MICRON Program for ACF L. B. Romine/G. E. Runyon
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1:00 Continue Ieconstructured Program Discussions

Thursday, December 19

8:30 Lab Tour D. W. Holmes

9:30 AFAL/AFPRO Discussions Joe Szalona

10:00 Continue Reconstructu:ed Program J. A. Schwarz/G. W. Sargent
Discussions L. B. Romine/G. E. Runyon

1:00 Restructured Program Conclusions J. A. Schwarz/G. W. Sargent
L.B. Romine/G. E. Runyon

6.1.1.1.9 Ninth Informal Design Review. The ninth informal design review
%as held on 15 through 17 January 1975. Personnel in attendance from organizations
other than Autonetics were Capt R. R. Warzynski and Capt G. C. Radic, both of
AFAL/666A. The agenda for this design review was as follows:

Wednesday, January 15

2:00 Realigned Phase 2A Cost Discussions J. K. Terry/J. MacDonald
L.B. Romine/G. E. Runyon

Thursday, Jamuary 16

8:3k Velocity Error Specifications A. P. Andrews

9:30 Reahgned Phase 2A Cost Discussions J.K. Terry/J. MacDonald
L.B. Romine/G. E. Runyon

1:30 Review MICRON System L. B. Romine/M.J. Rupert
Comparison/Evol,tion Chart K. J. Gibson/L. E. Johnsen

2:30 Phase 2B Program Discussions L. B. Romine/G. E. Runyon
J. K. Terry

Friday, January 17

8:30 AFAL Questions on November Status L. B. Romine/
Report J. Miller

10:00 Realigned Phase 2A Cost Discussions J.K. Terry/J. MacDonald
L.B. Romine/G.E. Runyon

1:30 Phase 2B Program Discussions L.B. Romine/G. E. Runyon
J. K. Terry

6. 1. 1. 1. 10 Tenth Informal Design Review. The tenth informal design review
was held on 28 through 30 April 1975. Personnel In attendance from organizations
other than Autonetics were Capt R. It. Warzynski and Capt. W. Peterson, both of
AFAL/666A. The agenda for this design review was as follows:
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Monday, April 28

9:00 Gyro Development 11. L. Bump

11:00 Electronics Development J. F. Klinchuch

1:30 Electronics Development (Cont) J. F. Klinchuch

2:30 GSA Test Stations C. C. Whang, Jr.

3:00 MICRON Packaging Studies C. C. Whang, Jr.

3:30 Rotating MICRON C. C. Whang, Jr.

4:00 Alternate Computer A, P. Truban

Tuesday, April 29

8:00 AFPRO Capt Moore

9:00 Dedicated Processor Unit W. P. Thoennes

10:00 MOS Development W. P. Thoennes

11:00 EMA's K. K. Jin

1:30 Alternate Computer, Alternate A. P. Truban
Accelerometer

2:30 Test Activities T. F. Brasher/D.W. Holmes

4:00 System Engineering T. F. Brasher

Wednesday, April 30

9:00 System Analysis A. P. Andrews

10:30 Parts Program A. L. Sattler

1:30 Monthly Questions J. M. Miller

2:30 Cost of Ownership M. J. Rupert, et al

0.1.1.2 Phase 1B Final Fee Evaluation Review

On 17 February 1975, the Phase 1B Final Fee Evaluation Review was held at
Autonetics. This meeting was prepared and conducted on Phase 1B funding.

The following personnel from organizations other than Autonetics Anaheim
attended this meeting:

Name Organization

Maj Ralph W. h~olm AFAL/666A
Capt Robert R. Warzynski AFAL/666A
Capt Carl L. Moore AFPRO/EN
Capt Theta Y. Brentnall 4950/PMP
Capt George Radic AFAL/666A
George E. Ilimes 4950/PMEB
J. 0. Roberts Rockwell Central Region Office
J. If. Gilmore Rockwell Northeastern Dist Office
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The agenda for the Phase 1B Final Fee Evaluation Review meeting is presented
below:

8:30 Introduction Capt Warzynski /
J. A. Schwarz

9:00 X-Ray Testing Results (Task 7) T. F. Brasher

9:45 Mechanization Improvements and T. F. Brasher
Additional Testing (Tasks 17 and 18)

10:45 Fabrication, Integration, and Testing of D. W. Holmes
2nd N57A System (Tasks 12, 14, 15,
and 16) 1

11:30 Flight Test Planning/Preparation (Task 19) D. W. Holmes Y i

1:00 Delivery (Hardware/Data) G. E. Runyon

1:30 Contract Administration

Cost E. Ghironzi
Administrative Aspects J. K. Terry

2:15 Summary J. A. Schwarz

3:00 Fee Evaluation Board Meeting (Govt only)

6.1.1.3 System Requirements Review

On 18 through 21 February 1975, the System Requirements Review was held at
Autonetics in conjunction with the first Phase 2A fee evaluation meeting.

The following personnel from organizations other than Autonetics Anaheim
attended this meeting:

Name Organization

Ma) Ralph W. Holm AFAL/666A
Capt Robert R. Warzynski AFAL/666A
Howard Steenbergen AFAL/TEA
John Mi. Blasingame AFAL/TEA-3
Capt Carl L. Mooie AFPRO/EN
Capt John A. Krumm IIAFB/GDAG, 6585TG
Capt Theta Y. Brentnall 4950/PMP
Ray A. loltz Martin Marietta
R. W. Burrows Martin Marietta
Anthony D. Pettinato RADC/Rel and Maintenance
J. J. Szalona AFPRO/EN
J. L. Cook AFAL/APA-4
Lt Stephen Ringlee ASD/ACCC
Ray Clark ECOM
George E. Himes 4950/PMEB
Capt George Radic AFAL/666A
James D. Shields TASC
Charles C. Ormsby TASC
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Name Organization

P. R. Kerrigan Draper Lab
R. 0. Westhaver Northrop Corporation

J. 0. Roberts Rockwell Centr' -.cgion Office
J. H. Gilmore Rockwell North ,-tern District Office

The agenda for the Phase 2A First Fee Evaluation/Desig. Review Meeting is
presented below:

Tuesday, February 18

8:30 Introduction Capt R. Warzynski/
J. A. Schwarz

9.00 Autonetics Overview G. E. Runyon

9:45 *TASC Presentation J. Shields

11:00 *Martin Presentation R. Burrows/R.A. W

1:00 *Northrop Presentation R. 0. Westhaver

2:00 *CSDL Presentation P. Kerrigan

2:45 DPU Design Tiadeoffs (Task 5.3) W. P. Thoennes

3:45 Parts Program (Task 5.2) A. L. Sattler

4:30 *XN77 Status A. P. Truban

*Information Only - Not subject of this Fee Evaluation Review

Wednesday, February 19

8:30 Design, Fab, Integrate Gyro Test Station J. D. Courtier
(Task 1.3)

9:00 Test Planning (Task 2.1) T. F. Brasher

9:15 N57A-2 Laboratory Testing (Task 2.2) T. F. Brasher

10:00 N57A-1 and -2 Flight Test at LAX D. W. Holmes
(Task 2.3, 2.4 and 4.3)

10:45 Gyro Subassembly Design and Fab J. F. Klinchuch
(Task 3. 1)

1:00 N57A-1 Refurbishment (Task 3.4) A. J. Orsak

1:15 Grounding and EMI Guidelines (Task 5.1) A. J. Orsak

1:45 N57A-2 Training Program (Tasks 4.1, F. L. Wood
4.2 and 4.3)

2:15 Hlolloman Gyro Subassembly Testing at D. W. Holmes
Holloman (Task 4.3)

2:30 N57A-2 Flight Tests at lolloman AFB D. W. Holmes
(Task 4.3)
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3:15 Cost of Ownership (Task 5.2) M. J. Rupert

Producibility L. E. Johnser.
Reliability F. R. Hall
Maintainability K. J. Gibson

Thursday, February 20

8:30 MESGA (Task 5.3) J. C. Pinson

9:00 Vacuum Pump Elimination (Task 5.3) A. G. Gross

9:45 4-Plate Gyro (Task 5.3) J. C. Boltlnghouse

10:15 Error Analysis/Error Budget/Software R. W. Fisher/
(Task 1.1 and 1.2) A. P. Andrews

11:15 Software Improvements (Task 5.3) A. P. Andrews/
J. C. Wauer

1:00 Hardware Improvements (Task 5.3) H. L. Bump

1:45 Design, Fabricate, Integrate and Test C. C. Whang, Jr.
Design Evaluation Models (Tasks 1. 1,
2. 1, 2. 2 and 5. 3)

3:00 Design (Packaging) Alternatives (Task 5.3) C. C. Whang, Jr.

4:00 Applications Engineering (Task 5.4) D. W. Holmes

4:30 Data (Task 6) J. M. Miller

Friday, February 21

8:30 Technical Summary G. E. Runyon

9:30 Contract Administration
Cost E. Ghironzi

Administrative Aspects J. K. Terry

10:45 Summary J. A. Schwarz

1:30 Fee Evaluation Board (Government only)

6.1.1.4 System Design Review

The System Design Review will be held at Autonetics In October 1975 in
conjunction with the Final Fee Evaluation Review.

6.1.2 Program Plans

The MICION Phase 2A System Engineering Management Plan was originally
submitted to the customer in June 1974 as CDRL Item AOOS. This plan was subse-
quently revised to reflect modification P00003 to Contract F33615-74-C-1099 and
was submitted to the customer in October 1974 as CDRL Item AOOS.
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The Contract Data Management Plan was originally submitted to the customer
in May 1974 as CDRL Item A003. This plan was subsequently revised to reflect
modification P00003 to the contract and was submitted to the customer in August 1974
as CDRL Item A003.

Other MICRON Phase 2A program plans including personnel, marketing,
financial, facilities and program plans were submitted to the customer in June 1974.
These plans were subsequently revised to reflect modification P00003 to Contract
F33615-74-C-1099. The revised personnel, financial, and facilities plans were sub-
mitted in October 1974. The revised program plan was submitted in November 1974.

6.1.3 Work Breakdown Structure 31

The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for MICRON Phase 2A was submitted to
the customer in May 1974 aa CDRL Item A004. The WBS was revised to reflect
modification P00003 to Contract F33615-74-C-1099 and submitted to thp customer in
September 1974 as CDRL Item A004.

6.1.4 Grounding and EMI Guidelines

The interdependence of disciplines in the area of cabling, connectors, electrical
bonding, grounding, shielding, and filtering basic to electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC), required combining the Grounding and EMI Guidelines into one docume% .
This document, "Micro Navigator (MICRON) Phase 2A Electromagnetic Compatibility,
Grounding, and EMI Guidelines" (C74-919/201) was submitted to the customer in
October 1974.

These grounding and EYI guidelines present techniques, for MICRON IMU
grounding circuit design, that can maximize the electromagnetic compatibility and
minimize the susceptibility to EMI of the MICRON IMU when it is operating in an
avionics system environment. These techniques encompass disciplines in the areas
of cabling, connectors, electrical bonding, grounding, filtering, and shielding.

6. 1.5 Second Source Rotors and Cavities

Specifications and drawings were produced and updated throughout Phase 2A as
required to reflect the latest materials, processes, tooling, and MESG parts
configuration. This effort was in support of the second source task and CDRL Items
AOOB, AOOC, and A0OD. This effort was intended to establish a second source
capability for fabrication of rotors and cavities from the point of raw material
purchase. Latest definition of parts includes five mil electrode separation, small
equatorial chamfer, and three wire rotor configurations.

The Phase 2A second source development activities consisted of five primary

areas of effort; namely,

1. Autonetics fabrication and dej;very of parts

2. Drawings and specifications

3. Telephone conversations
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4. In-house visits by second source personnel

5. Test and evaluation of the parts

Each of the first four activities listed are summarized below. The fifth activity
listed was performed under Task 2, Test and Evaluation, and is discussed in
Para 3.2.6.

6.1.5.1 Autonetics Fabrication and Delivery of Parts

Autonetics fabricated and delivered ten (10) cavity sets ready for plating and
twelve (12) rotors which were in the eloxed condition and ready for the finishing
processes. Eight rotors were delivered to AFAL for use by the Charles Stark
Draper Laboratory (CSDL). The rotors were of proper size and had been used in
MESG instruments previously.

6.1.5.2 Drawings and Specifications

All drawings, specifications, and supporting documents necessary to fabricate
cavities and rotors were sent to second source via AFAL.
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An initial submittal of four specifications and 78 drawings was made in June 1974
as CDRL items AOOB, AOOC, and AOOD. These drawings were necessary to define
tlhe early tooling equipments. The equipments include: Rotor lapping machine, cavity
spherometer comparator, cavity equator comparator, cavity equator chamfer
comparator, ring and disc set masters, slot lapping fixture, and a cavity lapping
machine.

The intent for early submittal of drawings and specifications was to establish, as
early as possible, the second source capability to fabricate rotors and cavities from the
material items provided by Autonetics.

A second drawing and specification package (CDRL items AOOB, AOOC, and AOOD)
was submitted in December 1974 which permitted Northrop to fabricate rotor and
cavity parts from the raw material state. The package also defined the raw materials.
A list of MESG material suppliers was also transmitted to second source. The list
included (1) name or stock number, (2) dimensions and type of material per Autonetics
specification number, and (3) suppliers name and address. Preliminary documentation
was also provided to Northrop which permitted initial contact with their sources for
purchase of BeO cavitymaterial, beryllium rotor material, and beryllium billet
extrusion processing.

Drawings and specifications with regards to MESG rotors, cavities and tooliag
were in continuo'irs change and update during tl.e developmental program. All changcs
and/or updates in drawings and specifications were forwarded to Northrop during the
contract.

Fabrication, process and supporting documents used in fabrication of ESG rotors
and cavities, sent to second source, are as follows:

AA0103-004 Electrical Discharge Machining
AA0104-001 Marking of Elec & Mech Items
AA0109-009 Deposition of an Elect Nickel-Phosphorous Plate
AA0109-023 Preparation of Basis Mat for Final Plating
AA0109-050 Sputter Depusition of Chromium & Gold on BeO
AA0109-051 Electroless Deposition of Nickel-Phosphorous Plate on Gold
AAO 10-008 Cleaning of Beryllium
AA0115-003 Det of Mag Suscept for Plat Used in Prec Inst
AA0117-004 Handling of Flam & Dangerous Liquids & Chemicals
AA0117-005 Safety & Environ Ilealth Req for Mach & Handling of Be

Alloys & Compositions
AAO11O-035 Solvent & Deterg Clean of Inertial Instrument Components
AA0111-003 Thermal Treatment of Beryllium
ABO115-006 Ceramic, BeO Dense
ABO170-067 Beryllium, Extruded (for Precision Instrument Application)
AB0210-007 Solvent, Trichlorotrifluroethane (Type TF) Inert Inst Grade
AB0210-008 Solvent, Petroleum
ST0115AAOO1O Mach Parts; Tol, Surface Finish Stand Config
ST0115AA00103 Req of Cleanroom, Clean Work Station & Controlled Area
ST0140ABOO12 Grease Ball & Roller Bearings, Sedium Base
ST0170ABOO2 Be Billet, Bar & Shares; Hot Pressed Powder or Flake
ST0115AA3089 Radiographic Inspection
ASTM B365-70 Tantalum Wire Spec
AL70030 Rotor, Auto P/N 12504-302; Hot Lapping Procedure
AL70032 Cavity, Rotor; Auto Dwg No. 12700-302 Lapping Procedure
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The following drawings, in support of the ESG program, were sent to second
source:

12501-302 ROTOR
12698-302 CAVITY, ROTOR
12699-302 CAVITY, ROTOR (PLATED)
12700-302 CAVITY, ASSY, ROTOR
10000-207 ROTOR LAPPING MACHINE - ESG
10001-207 BASE ROTOR LAPPING MACHINE
10002-207 CARTRIDGE HOLDER
10003-207 INSULATOR
10004-207 SHtAFT
10005-207 CAP
10006-207 SPINDLE " "
10007-207 BODY " "
16308-207 BUSHING " "
10009-207 C LAMP "
10010-207 ADAPTER
10011-207 PIN "
10012-207 LAP " "
10013-207 LOCK ? IN, CARTRIDGE
10014-207 WASHIER
10015-207 PLATE
10016-207 WHEEL
10017-207 TRUNNION
1u018-207 SHAFT, CRANK
10019-207 SPACER
10020-207 BLOCK
10021-207 SLIDE
10022-207 WAY . .
10023-207 CLAMP
10024-207 HANDLE
10025-207 BUSHING "
10026-207 BLOCK, STOP
10027-207 PULLY, MOTOR
10028-207 CAM, SLIDE
10029-207 SIM, -MOTOR.! 10030-207 BRACKET. . .
10031-207 SHIIELD. .. '
10032-207 COMPARATOR, CAVITY SPIIEROINEl ER - ESG
10033-207 HIEAD, SPHIERICAL DIA COMPARATOR
10034-207 TIP . .
10035-207 TIP AND WEIGHIT" "
10036-207 SUPPORT RING . . .
10037-207 NUT, COLLET . . .
10038-207 CARTRIDGE IHOLDER . .
10039-207 COMPARATOR, CAVITY EQUATOR - ESG
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10040-207 HEAD COMPARATOR CAVITY EQUATOR
10041-207 TIP " " 1
10042-207 COMPARATOR, CAVITY EQUATOR CHAMFER - ESG
10043-207 HEAD CAVITY EQUATOR CHAMFER
10044-207 PIN
10045-207 GAGE .
10046-207 RING, SET MASTER, CAVITY COMPARATOR - ESG
10047-207 DISC,
10048-207 SLOT LAPPING FIXTURE

10049-207 HOLDER, SLOT LAPPING FIXTURE A

10050-207 BASE, "

10051-207 RETAINER
10052-207 ROTATOR
10053-207 ALIGNMENT GAGE, SLOT LAPPING FIXTURE
10054-207 CUTTER
10055-207 SLIDE
10056-207 CAVITY LAPPING MACHINE
10057-207 HOLDER, CAVITY LAPPING MACHINE
10058-207 LAP,
10059-207 SPINDLE
10060-207 DRIVER
10061-207 COLLAR, DRIVE
10062-207 ADAPTER
10063-207 STANDOFF
10064-207 PLATE SIDE
10065-207 GUSSET, CAVITY LAPPING MACHINE
10066-207 ARM, CONNECTING
10067-207 BRACKET, ASSY
10068-207 INDICATR,
10069-207 CRANK,
10070-207 ARM,
10071-207 BLOCK, PILLOW,
10072-207 SHAFT,
10073-207 BRACKET,
10074-207 BASE,
10075-207 POT CHUCK FIXTURE
10076-207 ELECTRODE, ELOX
10077-207 CAVITY TOCL, ttAND LAPPING
10078-207 MASK, SPUTTER
10079-207 CAVITY IIOLDER - TALYROND
10080-207 CAVITY GRIND FIXTURE
10081-207 SUPPORT-TEMP CONTROLS ROTOR LAPPING MACHINE
10082-207 COVER
10083-207 PROBE-TEMP
10084-207 SHIELD " "
10089-207 ROTOR MEASURING FIXTURE - TALYROND
10090-207 BAKE FIXTURE, ROTOR
12795-P02 BILLET, EXTRUSION, ROTOR
12796-302 EXTRUSION, ROTOR
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6. 1.5.3 Telephone Conversations

Telephone conversations, their dates and substance are summarized as follows:

Date Substance

2 August 1974 Comments with regard to the discrepancies on parts as
furnished by Autontics to the second source.

Autonetics' anticipated delivery date of the remaining
four cavity sets to the second source.

Autoneties anticipated delivery date of additional
specifications requested by the second source.

5 Sept 1974 Discussed content of letter sent through AFAL with regard
to discrepancy of parts as measured by Northrop.

Northrop also indicated no intent to measure components
at 140'F.

18 Sept 1974 Discussed/set up Northrop visit on 24, 25 and 26 Svtember
1974.

11 No 1974 Mr. Ron Pagels called to determin- the meaning of the
"Information Only" stamp on the fa( of a specification. It
'was explained that the intent of the stawp is to inform the
user that the particular copy would not be vtomatically
updated by the print control crib.

14 Jan 1975 Conversation with Northrop regarding (1) billet design change,
(2) "STARBURST" pattern on rotor surface finish, and
(3) cavity BeO surface finish.

16 Jan 1975 Conversation wxith Northrop regarding (1) why different
lapping compounds were sed for the room temperature lapping
and the 147

0
F lapping, (2) Mikrokator force (rotor size

measurement) and (3) methods of parts packaging for ship-
ment to Autonctics.

23 Jan 1975 Conversation with Northrop regardieg (1) room tcaiperature
out of roundness of hot lapped rotors and (2) Mikrokator forces
present/used when measuring rotor sire.

30 Jan 1975 
1
iscussion with Northrop regarding.

1. The data package which was sent to Northrop via AFAL on
12-20-71. Northrop indicated that a specification (MAB-201-1l)
Nwas not included in the package. The specification is
available through the Materials Advisory Board, National
Academy of Sciences National Research Council,
Washington, D. C. A copy however was located in
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Autonetics Central Library which was reprodu, ed and
sent to Northrop via Capt Radic AFAL.

2. A cavity set which was near completion. The plating on one
part lifted at/near a plate edge/corner. There had been
an apparent separation at the chrome to gold interface.

6 Feb 1975 Mr. R. Westhaver of Northrop called to inform Autonet'cs that
the first rotor (ZIG) and cavity set (AOOO1) had been shipped
on 5 February 1975. The intended testing on these parts
was discussed.

6.1.5.4 In-house Visits by Second Source Personnel

The following in a summary of the visits made to Autonetics by secend source
personnel:

11 Sept 1974 Charles Stark, Draper Lab personnel (Mr. K. Taylor and
Mr. J. McCuen) visited Autonetics for a full day discussion
of cavity and rotor fabrication. A shop tour was conducted
to familiarize them with Autonetics plating technique (nicklc
chrome, gold), beryllium extrusion process, rotor and cavity
fabrication techniques and instrument assembly technique.
Tie primary discussion was with regards to cavity
fabrication. A series of drawing and specs Nere provided
at the request of CSDL.

24 through Northrop personnel (Mr. F. A. Hallock, Mr. R. D. Pagels
26 Sept 1974 and ir. K. Milo) visited Autonetics. All aspects of cavity

and rotor fabrication were covered during the three days and
included shop tours, plating technique (nickle, chrome, gold),
beryllium extrusion process, and instrument assembly.

17 Jan 1975 In-house discussions were held between Capt Radic,
L. B. Rom me and 11. L. Bump with regard to:

1. Northrop suggestions given to AFAL with respect to
process improvements.

2. Northrop problem areas alluded to in the 1-14-75
telecon listed above.

3. Method of the in-house Air Force AFPRO buy off of
parts as provided by Northrop. The buy off will essen-
tially be one of "parts count only." It was agreed that
Northrop should deliver the first parts at the time of
the design review (2-17-75) in order to preclude shipping.'
handling problems and to also ease the method ol
A FPRO buy off.
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4. Provision of four additional cavity halves to Northrop.
It was suggested that, since Northrop is required to
deliver only six sets of the 10 provided by Antonetics and
since there is little or no probabilit, of parts damage of
the 10 sets in Northrop's processing, strip and replate
of problem parts could be acccmplished to achieve final
quantity goals. The strip .id replate method was
included in the data package provided to Northrop.

5. Provision of two additional rotors (eloxed condition) to
Northrop. The two units were given to Capt Radic on
1-17-75 for delivery to Northrop.

18 through During the period of the System Requirements Review,
20 Feb 1975 discussions were held with Northrop, CSDL, and Martin

Marietta. These discussions are summarized below.

Initial size measurements on Northrop rotor and cavity set
and Northrop master jotor and cavity parts were discussed
with Northrop. Cavity set No. 87 was returned to Northrop.
This particular cavity set was fabricated by Northrop and
was installed in an instrument in March 1973. Contamination
found on A0001 cavity set as received by Autonetics was also
discussed.

Rotor and cavity fabrication techniques were discussed with
Mr. Paul Kerrigan of CSDL. A t,.rough tour of the shop was
conducted to expose Mr. Kerrigan to Autonetics' processes.

Initia discussions were held with Mr. Lyle Berquist of Martin
Marietta regarding getter efforts and Vac Ion pump sure start.

13 through Tne last two sets of Northrop rotors and cavities were hand
15 May 1975 carried to Autonctics by Mr. R. Westhaver and Mr. R. Pagels

on 13 May 1975. The parts were taken to the dust controlled
area where comments by Engineering with regard to the parts,
and AFPRO and Autonctics inspection observations were
documented ir, the presence of the Northrop personnel. In
addition to th,' inspection of the last parts delivered, a com-
parisoninspection was made of the first four sets of parts which
were delivered by Northrop. It was felt that the discussions
at the time of parts inspection were excellent and a definite
indication of progress was experienced as the first parts were
compared to the final parts. The results and observations
with regard to the parts have been forwarded to Northrop
via AFAL.

This visit by Mr. Westhaver and Mr. Pagels was very produc-
tive. In summary th, agenda was:

13 May 1975 R. Westhaver, R. Pagels, I. L. Bump, M. Kohno, AFPRO
Repand Autonetics inspection spent much of the day inspecting
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and commenting on all parts which were delivered by Northrop.
Problem areas were pointed out and possible corrective action
was discussed.

Parts were sent to the Beryllium shop for stabilization in
anticipation of parts measurements to be taken on the
following day.

14 May 1975 Measured all parts in the Beryllium shop. The parts consisted
of:

Cavity Set N0005
N0006

BeO Master
440C Master N-7

Rotor Z-23
Rotor Z-13

Those participating in the measurements of parts were
R. Westhaver, R. Pagels, H. L. Bump, K. ind, J. Kuin,
J. Greene and J. Boltinghouse.

The parts were then sent to Metrology for roundness evaluation.
Those participating in the measurements were R. Westhaver,
R. Pagels, K. Lund, J. Kuhn, and 1t. Bump.

Processes and techniques, such as slot lapping, cavity
lapping, and rotor lapping were reviewed on this date.

15 May 1975 Review of measurements taken on the previous day was made
by R. Westhaver, R. Pagels, K. Lund, and 11. Bump. At
the conclusion of the review, it appeared that there was
agreement between Autonetics and Northrop measurements to
within a couple of microinches. It is noted however, that
later evaluation and documentation revealed a rotor size
descrepancy which will require further understanding and
correction.

6. 1. 6 Angle Readout Model

Autonctics began the development of the angle readout compensation software in
1968, under company funding. Over a period of about four years Autonctics improved
the angle readout error compensation capability to the required 200 to 1 improvement
factor, and developed calibration and compensation software. In the MICRON Phase 2A
contract, Autonetics prepared a technical document which details the derivation and
interpretation of these angle readout models. The technical report on the Angle
Readout Model (Report No. C74-753/201) was submitted to the customer in July 1974
as CDRL Item A0OQ.
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6.2 COST OF OWNERSHIP

Tn Task 5.2, Cost of Ownership, Autonetics defined a baseline MICRON IMU,
partitioned the functions of the IMU into modules/subassemblies for packaging purposes,
and defined potential automated production techniques for the baseline IMU to support
cost-of-ownership tradeoffs. Autonetics traded off producibility, reliability, and
maintainability to arrive at a balanced MICRON design which exhibits minimum cost
of ownership and will satisfy the widest possible range of potential applications.
Autonctics developed a MICRON cost-of-ownership model and used it to predict
MICRON cost-of-u;anerahip parameters. Autonetics initiated an electronic parts
development program; defined and developed specifications for electronic components;
initiated development of a carrier and test procedures for reliability screen testing of
beam lead components: and initiated development of beam Icf"- devices.

6. 2.1 Baseline IMU

The purpose of the Cost of Ownership Task 5.2, during the Phase 2A program,
was to arrive at a balanced MICRON IMU design which would exhibit a minimum cost of
ownership. To accomplish this task, a baseline system was defined and used as a
basis for conducting producibility, reliability and maintainability trade-offs.

The initial approach to the program was to update the Phase 1B MICRON IMU
definition, functionally partition the IMU to the subassembly and module le,,el, and
acquire mechanical and electrical defiation. From this definition production processes
and techniques were defined. Also costs were calculated in terms of direct labor
hours and basebill of material dollars. Failure rates for each mclale were also
calculated.

The Phase 1B MICRON IMtJ was updated and functionally partitioned to the

following subassembly level:

1. Mechanical Housing Unit (MttU)

2. Systems Electronics Unit (SEU)

3. Gyro Accelerometer Unit (GAU)

4. Dedicated Processor Unit (DPU)

5. Input/Output Unit (IOU)

The baseline definition of the t ItU included conduction cooling of all modules
via a heat exchanger using lorced air cooling. It included the capability of internally
shock mounting the microelectrostatic gyro-accelerometers (MESGA's). It also
provided means for plug-in 2 in. x 2 in. clectronic modules.

The SEU was defined to include the support electronics, the spin motor
electronics, the power supply, and a battery. Partitioning to the module is shown in
Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1. Systems Electronics Unit (SEU)

Quantity per System

Support Electronics

Temperature Controller 1

Frequency Generator 1

Quasi Reference Generator 1

Frequency Reference and Suspension Timing Generator 1

MUM Timing Generator I

Preload Reference Modulator 1

Auto Sequencer I

Gap Monitor 1

Computer Interface 1

Accelerometer Counter 1

ISpin Motor Electronics

v Spin Motor Control 1

D/A Converter 1

Spin Motor Control Power Amp 1

Spin Motor Regulator I

Spin Motor Transistor Power Amplifier 3

Power Supply 1

Battery 1

The GAU was defined to include the MESGA's, the suspension electronics,
the MUM electronics, and the acceleration digitizer. Partitioning to the module
level is shown in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2. Gyro Accelerometer Unit (GAU)

Quantity per System

MESGA 2

Charge Amplifiers 8

Sample and Hold 2

Notch Filter 2

Servo Modulator 2

Transformation/Buffer 2

A/D Converter 1

MUM Demodulator 2

MUM Demodulator Sample and Hold 2

Acceleration Digitizer 3

From the functional partitioning of the IMU to the subassembly and module level,
as described previously, production processes and techniques were defined. Process
flow of the detail electronics, i.e., CPS (ceramic printed substrate) and CPC
(ceramic printed circuit) or module assembly were essentially the same as considered
during the Phase 1B program. Subsequent screen tests were modified and more
extensive. The addition of stabilization bake, thermal cycle, and burn-in (bias power)
at the module level (CPC) added another functional test to the flow. Preliminary
standards (estimated) for these operations were developed.

Labor and material estimates were completed on the baseline product description.
The data was inputted into the cost-of-ownership model. The direct labor hour content
was increased by 10 percent relative to the Phase IB estimate. The increase was the
result of additional screen tests at the CPC or module level and the use of chip and fly
wire devices in place of previously assumed beam lead devices. Additionally, 'nat rial
costs increased drastically since Phase lB. This was due primarily to the hi-rel
testing rquirements and specifications being imposed at the component level. In
turn the rippliers did not presently have the capability to accomplish the required
screens and test. This uncertainty caused the suppliers to render conservative quotes.
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Life Cycle Cost predictions for the Phase 2A baseline system were completed

and analyzed. The baseline system definition included the following:

Baseline Hardware Description

Hardware Breakdown

43-2 x 2 Ceramic Hybird Thick Film Circuits
Digital Processor Unit

Power Supply
Battery
Mechanical Housing Unit
2-MESGA

Circuit Types

Pulse Amplitude Suspension
N77 Spin Motor Electronics
Purchased DPU

Baseline Manufacturing Location

Anaheim

System Assembly and Test
MESGA Fab and Test

West Virgina

Ceramic Circuit Fab and Test

Baseline Maintenance Concept

Organizational Maintenance

Remove and Replace IMU

Intermediate Maintenance

Verify GO/NO-GO Condition

Depot Maintenance

IMU and Subsequent Repair

The resultant 10 year ownership costs are shown in Table 6-3. Base dollar
rates for 1973, 1974, 1977, and 1978 are shown for comparison.
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Table 6-3. Baseline System Ten Year Ownership Costs

Base Year Dollars

1973 1974 1977 1978

Production Nonrecurring 4000. 4320. 5440. 5880.

Production Recurring 61222. 64778. 68245. 69907.

Acquisition Cost 65222. 69098. 73685. 75787.

Initial Spares 37089. 29248. 41376. 42388.

Initial Inv. Management 15. 17. 21. 22.

Initial Support Equip. 4780. 4780. 4780. 4780.

Manuals 312. 341. 421. 443.

Initial Maintenance Trng. 2274. 2492. 3077. 3239.

Support Equip. Install 238. 238. 238. 238.

Initial Logistics Cost 44710. 47118. 49914. 51113.

Corrective Maintenance 22161. 23047. 25123. 25903.

Support Equip. Maintenance 4779. 4779. 4779. 4779.

Inventory Management 153. 167. 206. 218.

Maintenance Training 4105. 4498. 5555. 5848.

Maintenance Facilities 273. 300. 367. 389.

Preventive Maintenance 1504. 1649. 2009. 2144.

Repair Transport 2586. 2874. 3544. 3736.

Maintenance Cost 35564. 37317. 41589. 43023.

Cost of Ownersh.p 145496. 153534. 165189. 16992.1. N

Analysis of the data shows that recurring hardware costs is the prime factor in
the excessive delta between the goals and the above predictions. These costs show up
nct only in the Acquisition but also in the Spares Cost and materials cost in Corrective
Maintenance.
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Table 6-4 shows a break out of the estimated recurring prices to the functional
level for the baseline system. Analysis of the data shows that the high price of the
GAU and SEU was due to the high cost of electronic parts.

In order to reducr the prii,e of the electronic modules, the following efforts were
pursued during Phase 2A:

1. Analyzed electronic circuits to eliminate high cost parts and simplify the
circuits.

2. Continued contact with the part suppliers to obtain more realistic quotes.

3. Examined the circuits to determine if a single MOS device could be used to
replace discrete parts.

4. Performed cost trade-offs.

Table 6-4. Phase 2A Recurring Price Estimates

System Calibration and Functional Test $3,064

MilIU 7,331

GAU 28,830

SEU 15,430

DPU 9,235

1/0 888

Totals $64,778

Analysis of electronic circuits was accomplished by feeding back to each
responsible engineer the costs and cost targets of his circuits. Each engineer was
also supplied with a system electronics component parts list with unit costs, a parts
list with component costs for each circuit, and a breakdown of each circuit into
material and labor costs. The output from this analysis resulted in both circuit slpli-
fication and substitutions for high cost parts. This information was used to generate
and update cost estimates. This process was continued throughout the Phase 2A
Program.
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6.2.2 IMU Production Processes/Techniques

The task of defining production processes during the Phase 2A program has
included the continuation of cost visibility and projections for the MICRON production
system. The development of process and system flow charts initially determines the
production process. Analysis of this data displays and identifies potential producibility
problems and high cost processes. This also provides visual indications of fruitful
areas for the application of automated production techniques. Iterations of these data
will serve as the primary guide to manufacturing personnel for later detailing of the
processes and planning to fabricate, assemble, and test the production MICRON IMU.

The Ceramic Printed Substrate (CPS) process has been analyzed in the thick
film fabrication shop and at the assembly level. Design guidelines and specific
process specifications were reviewed and compared to actual shop practice. The CPS
Flow depicted in Figure 6-1 is the present process projected for MICRON production.
Specific ink requirements compatible to thermo-compression and ultra sonic bonding
and meeting electrical parameters have been determined. Projected costs for the CPS
has become a very small part of the total electronics cost. Improved materials and
equipment within the thick film industry have contributed. The next level of inter-
connection and the requirement for hermetic sealing of the Ceramic Printed Circuit
(CPC) is not resolved design wise and could, potentially, pose some process problems
to the extent of requiring a special ink for the seal ring and interconnection pads.

The Assembly and Test of the CPC (hybrid clectroni. circuit) has been exercised
extensively and continually during this program. The de1sion to back off from theconceptual 100 percent beam lead system, due primarily to the unavailability and :

associated cost of 4veloping beam leads, has impacted the electronics packaging
drastically. The mix of beam lead and fly wire devices has necessitated the revising
of the assembly and test flow. Additionally, the reliability requirements for screens
and tests at the component and hybrid level have been a major impact on the process
flow and cost.

The CPC Assembly and Test Flow charts depicted in Figures 6-2, 6-3, and 6-4
indicate the major progression in production requirements for the hybrid circuits.
Figure 6-2 is essentially the flow for a 100 percent beam lead circuit with a conformal
coating for environmental and handling protection. Figure 6-3 depicts the flow prior I
to the extensive tradeoffs irolving predictions of piece part reliabilities due to the
level of screen testing at the component level. Figure 6-4 is the assembly and test
flow presently considered for production. This flow utilizes a standard gold plated
kovar butterfly type package and allows the alternative of using either che thin or thick
lilm process for the substrate. This flow is not necessarily consilei cd the ultimate in
that the functional test between temperature cycling anti the 168 hi burn may be chimi-
nated if the yield at this point is high enough to make it cost effective. Additionally,
the high and low temperature functional tests after burnin are still in the evaluation
stage wherein the "low temp" test may be eliminated.

Figure 6-5 is a preliminary test, yield, and reflow matri\ denoting points in the
flow at which failures will be detected. By app,ying predicted yields at each of these
points a total rework effort may be determined. Predicting the various yields is a
function of the design, the component mix, the type of component tpi e% ious screen tests),
and the capabidity of the test equipment to fully teat and fault isolate. Preliminary
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effort in this area has resulted in working with Reliability and Design Engineering
,Systems anl Test) in an effort to better quantify the many variables. The number of
recycles per part not only affect the direct cost and equipment but require more parts
in the pipeline and lengthen tow time. Utilizing arbitrary yields at all points allows
an e~aluation of the impact of the various tests on costs. This will allow decisions to
be made based on cost, performance, and reliability requirements.

Meeting the requiiements ot MIL-STD-883 and MIL-M-38510 has been and still
is a grey area. It appears that all hybrid houses meet the intent of these specifications
but take exceptions in some areas. Determining how other hybrid houses meet these
requirements is very difficult to do. Each customer or program may have its own
requirements and thus a hybrid supplier adjusts his processes and flow accordingly.
Determining our specific requirements is still a tradeoff between reliability and cost.
The longer the test flow (screen tests, etc.), the lower the factory yield becomes.
Optimizing this hybrid test flow to minimize failures in later assemblies is the pro-
ducibility goal.

The assembly of the CPC (Ceramic Printed Circuit) as presently designed for
the GSA was ealuated in the manufacturing area on a small run of circuits used in the
Phase 2A GSA. Special tooling and equipment requirements fu- deLAce attachment to
substrates is minimum and within the present state of art. However, it was observed
that beam lead devices of the same type from two suppliers can vary enough in die
size to pose a problem for the TC wobble bond process. Standardization of die size
between multiple sources is a necessity. Evaluation of standard hour applications for
dei ice attachment presently used in cost-of-ownership estimates indicates the basic
standards are good. Rework will require some special tooling for production.

'Ihe Packaging Design Alternates de eloped by Engineering required a major
eflort to develop the production process and techniques for each alternate. This essen-
tially entailed the development of a production plan for each alternate. Figures (-6
through ii-12 depict the productior flow for these alternate system packages. Detail
flow foi critical processes (CPS, CPC, etc. ) was deeloped as required to support the
system Ie el. This gli es the basis for all production planning and cost estimating.
Lost predictions were dex eloped for all packaging alternates and are addressed in
Para. 6.2.3. and Table 6-11.

F-igure 0-13 depicts the system prodluction flow for the most recent complete
system description. This is the E3 (Engineering Redesign No. 3), M3 (Material
Pricing L.xpercise No. 3) configuration for a stand alone system (basic MICRON).
Cost predictions anl discussions are addressed in Para. 6.2.3., Tables 6-16 an(d 6-17.

rie h3brid circuit has and is being exerc.sed thoroughl3 by the MICRON team for
component count, mix, package size, package sealing, and optimum size for mounting
to the next level interconnection boards. rhis desin is not linalized because the
package size ,physical) prcsently being considered is not a production standard size
ant s also impacted by the system packaging configuration. Guidehines for component
count anti mix hane been developed and tie design group is complying. Definitile cost
tradcofis in this area will be continued in the next phase of the program.
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The mounting of the hybrid circuits on the multi-layer interconnect boards
influences the board design and the hybrid package. The present concept of a planar,
hermetic scaled package appears to be optimum assuming the new Hughes bar bonder
or equivalent equipment is utilized. This allows one or both sides of the hybrid to be
reflow soldered in one step. Available information indicates no hot spots or damage to
the board occurs. This has not been verified by in house test programs but is planned
for the next phase in the program.

The drawing packages for the MESG and the EMA have been processed through
the Work Measurement group foi ipplication of standards to all details and assembly
operations. Evaluation of this dat,. and the drawings to improve tooling requirements
and methods, to recommend make or buy, and to recommend design changes to
reduce cost is just beginning. This effort will be continued in Phase 2B.
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6.2.3 PRM Tradeoff S
t
udies

6.2.3.1 Design Improvement Trade-offs

Feedback of cost information to responsible engineers resulted in design improve-
ments termed E-1 and E-2. (Engineering updates 1 and 2) These engineering updates
were aimed at simplifying electronic circuits, reducing the number of parts, reducing
the number of types of parts, and substituting for high cost parts.

Concurrent with the above activity, new quotes rom parts suppliers were
acquired. This new cost information was used to update the priced bill of material
and was labeled M-1 (Material update 1).

Table 6-5 summarizes the key comparisons of the baseline system to the updates.
The cost-of-ownership dollar values are for the maintenance concept of all depot repair.
For each of the three cases, a more cost effective maintenance concept can be used.
These are discussed in Para 6.2.3. 12. For the comparsons in Table 6-5 to be valid,
the maintenance concept was not varied.

Table 6-5. Baseline/Update Comparisons

Baseline (E-1)/(M-l) (E-2)/(M-I)
System Update Update

Cosi-of-Ownership 153, 53. 129,237 120,902

Recurring Acquisition Cost 64,778 5.1,352 50,913

Electronics Parts Cost 15,030 9,565 7,648

Number of Electronic Parts 2,055 1,979 1,795

Cost Per Electronic Part $7.31 $4.83 $4.26

System MTBF 917 1,101 1,254

Total Material Cost 26,195 20,729 18,812

Direct labor flours 811 785 761

The decrease in the unit price was due entirely to changes An the electronics
resulting from new parts costs, ciicuit simplifications, and substitution for high
costs parts.

1-igure (-14 depicts the comparison of the electronics cost target to the baseline
estimate, the IE-1),(M-I) update and the (E-2),+(M-I) update in terms of material
costs and direct labor hours. The cost target is shown as a constant cost line. Any
estimate of a given material and labor mix to the right of and abo%e the cost target line
exceeds the cost target and indicates that action must be taken to bring the estimate to
the left of and below the cost target line. The overall electronics cost problem is
mainly material cost.

Figures 6-15 through 6-18 are a subset of Figure 6-14 for the functional parti-
tioning of the electronics. 166
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6.2.3.2 Reliability/Cost Sensitivity Study

A trade-off study was conducted to determine the reliability/cost sensitivity to
screens applied to electronic parts and to the hybrid level CPC. For this study, four
cost-of-ownership predictions were made. Conditions for these predictions are shown
in Table 6-6.

Table 6-6. Conditions for Cost-of-Ownership Predictions -
Reliability Sensitivity Study

Prediction No. 1 2 3 4
Conditions

Vendor Screened Parts X X

Vendor Unscreen Parts X X

Maximum Ilybrid Screens X X

Minimum lybrid Screens X X

The screening levels may be interpreted as follows: (1) screened parts have
reveived the equivalent MIL-M-38510 level B and MIL-S-10500 jANTX testing by the
vendor; the unscreened part receives no vendor screen testing beyond the normal
visual and DC electrical probe test; (2) maximum hybrid screen is the equivalent
MIL-STD-883B, Class B testing at the CPC level; the minimum hybrid screen includes
a visual, 100 percent bond pull, and electrical functional test at 25 0 C.

The results of these predictions are given in Table 6-7 and depicted in
Figure 6-19. The initial conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that it is
more cost effective t, use unscreened parts and apply screens at the hybrid level.
Further studies are required to validate this conclusion as it is dependent upon the
accuracy of the data inputted to the prediction model. For tiv present, however, the
study does indicate that the minimum life cycle cost occurs for the case of unscreened
parts and application of screens at the hybrid level. The study also shows the high
scnsitivity of maintenance cost to MTBF.

Table 6-7. Reliability Sensitivity Cost Comparisons

Vendor Screened Pts Vendor Unscreened Pts
Class C or Commercial

Max Min Max Min Corrected
Hybrid llybrid Hybrid Hlybrid Baseline
Screen Screen Screen Screen Prediction

IMU MTBF 1101 hr 707 hr 1037 hr 523 hr 946 hr

IMU Unit Price $54,352 $54.113 $50,563 $49,359 $64,788

IMU 1OY LCC 129,237 151,372 125,201 163,773 153,534
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The Trade Studies showed the significant impact unit price anJ relhability have
on support costs. Reliability alternatives involving parts screening, burn-in, etc.
not only impact the expected maintenance rate but also change the unit cost for spares
and repair material costs. Some of the maintenance factors of the reliability trade-
off are shown in Table 6-8.

Table 6-8. Reliability Tradeoff Maintenance Costs

Average Dollars pe. System

El-MI Design - 1974 Base Rates - West Virginia Module Fab -
Depot IMU Repair

Cost Catagory Vendor Screened Parts I Unscreened Parts

Max. Hybrid Min. tiybrid Max. Hybrid Min. Hyorld
Screen Screen Screen Screen

Average Cost per
aintenanceAction $ 1,104 $ 1, 58 1,118 $ 1,209

Initial Spares 31,020 35,050 29,240 36, 100

Support Equipment
(Including Installa-
tion and ,ainten-
ance) 9,280 :5,31C 9,280 10,820

Training (Initial
and Recurring) 6,860 7,200 6,900 7,580

Corrective
Maintenance 18,350 34,270 19,730 48,340

Reparable
Transportation 1 2,470 3.840 2,620 5.200

6.2.3.3 Repair/Discard Trade-off Study

The object of this study was to determine the criteria for the repair or discard
of the failed electronic modules. The b-,ieline system data was used for these initial
comparisons.

The approach taken was to make repair and discard life cycle cost projections
for the baseline system factoring the predicted reliability and module price/size by
various constants.

Cost projections were made for module prices ranging from 25 percent to
100 percent of the baseline estimates. For each of these prices the reliability was
varied over the range of 0.1 to 2.0 times the predicted module failure rates. The
matrix of conditions is shown in Table 6-9. Also, cost projections were made for
module sizes ranging from the full baseline size of four square inches to one-fifth of
that size. For each of these sizes the reliability was varied over a range of 2.0 to
0.1 times the predicted module failure rate. The matrix of conditions is shown in
Table 6-10.
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Table 6-9. Matrix of Conditions for Module Price
Discard- Repair Study

Maintenance Concept
Failure Rate Discard Repair Module Pr ice

2X - . 1X X 1

2X - o 1X X 1

2X - . IX X 3/4

2X - IX X 3/4

2X - 1X X 1/2

2X - .1X X 1/2

2X - .1X X 1/4

2X - lx X 1/4

Table 6-10. Matrix of Conditions for MeJule Size
Discard-Repair Study

Maintenance Concept

Failure Rate Discard Repair Module Size

2X .1X X 1

2X - lX X 1

2X - IX X 1/2

2X - . 1x X 1/2

2X - IX X 1/3

2X - .X X 1/3

2X - lX X 1/4

2X - . IX X 1/4

2X - IX X 1/5

2X - 1X X 1/5
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The cost of repair was th, ,ompared to the cost of discard for each ".,odule
price/size. For each, there art ,nose failure rates which would cause a repair
decision (the cost of discard is higher than the cost of repair) and those which would
enable a discard decision (the cost of repair is higher than the cost of discar). The

failure rate at which the cost is the same for repair or discard is a reliability indiffer-
ence point for that module price/size. Fures 6-20 and 6-21 show plots of these in-
difference points for the module price/sizes of significance.

From the mformatio.. generated during this study it can be concluded that any
of the following conditions could enable a discard policy:

1. For the baseline module price/size; achieve an average failure rate of
57.5 percent or less than that predicted for the baseline system.

2. For the baseline predicted nodule failure rates; reduce the module
price/size to 62.5 percent of the baseline price/size.

3. Achieve some other price/size/failure rate combination on or below the
indifference curve.

It should be noted that the position of the curves is strictly a function of the
baseline system parameters. The curves have the g#neral characteristics of the
equation:

b

Specifically it is a plot of:

,Ic F = RcF+ K

Where:

y = lc = the module cost

x = P = number of module failures

a = It = the cost to repair a module

b - K = initial cost of module test equipment + cost to mai'ntain the test
equipment + training cost * manual cost .

Over a limited number of failures K remains constant. If the module failures
reach a frequency great enough to saturate the test equipment utilization, then more
test equipment, training, etc is required and the value of K Increases.

The value of K for the baseline system and the curve shown has been found to
be approxiimtely $6,200,000. $5,200,000 of this has been identified as initial and
recurring training costs. Further investigation into these high costs is planned for
the future.

Decreasing the value of K will cause the curve to move toward the origin. A
new criteria for repair/discard then exists as a functio'. of the failure rate and the
module price/size.
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6.2.3.4 Packaging Alternative Studies

Cost of ownership evaluations were conducted for the seven candidate LU designs
developed under the design a0ternalive task (see Para 6.3.6.2). The goal of this evalu-ation was to determine the best featureb of each design and Incorporate these into the

final recommended packaging concept. The first step toward this goal was the
evaluation, quantification of the producibility, reliability, and maintainability features
of each design and the prediction of resultant life cycle costs for each. This was
completed and the results are summarized in Table 6-11 and 6-12.

The produclbility analysis included development of production flow charts, labor
and material estimates by item, and other producibility considerations. Flc%, charts
for designs one through seven are shown In Figures 6-6 through 6-13.

The circuit mechanization was held constant to the extent possiLle for all alterna-
tives. Only vhere EMA's and Vaclon MESG uere added %ere the electronic components
changed. The reliability estimate changes uere thus mainly the result of temperature
variations, the number of interconnections (connectors, bonds, etc.), anti electro-
mechanical parts (fluid pumps, EMA, etc.). Electronic temperatures ranged from
80°C to 600C depending upon cooling design and isolation from the power supply and
Instrument assemblies.

The maintenance concpt %%as also held constant in evaluating the aleriatives
Depot IMU and electronics, epair was the concept used. Studies with additional varia-
tions such as electronics (Leard uwill add insight into the pro and cons and development
of the recommended approach.

4 The range of the end predicted numbers (both average unit price and life cycle
cost) is very small. Comparison at only the top leve, may thus lead to the erroneous
conclusion that packaging design is unimportant. This small rani c is the result of fth
several variations between alternatives counteracting each other. For example, nany
of the good maintenance features were in design number 2 which was also rin at a high
temperature. The result wa. a lower reliability which overshadowed the wet design
(No. 1) which helped to balance out tl:c cost of liquid handling.

6.2.3.5 Dual Frequency Suspension Initial Cost Trade-off

The conceptual design of the dual frequency suspension system was given an initial
evaluation from a cost and reliability standpoint. This was done for both an 8-Plate and
G-Plate gyro. A diagram of the 8-Plate dual frequency suspension system is shown in
Figure 6-22. The 6-Plate version would eliminate the four to three transformation in
the pickoff amplifier, the three to four transformation in the summing anplifier and one
half of a charge amplifier including the associated transformer. The results of this
initial trade-off Indicate a strong preference for the 6- or 8-Plate dual frequency system
over 8-Plate pulse amplitude sstem from a cost and reliability standpoint. Th, com-
parison is shown in Table 6-13.

This cost trade-off shows a potential cost reduction of approximately $3900 per
system, however the time required to fully develop and prove this suspension system
will prohibit Its inclusion into the initial MICRON design.
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Table 6-13. Suspension System Comparison

Pulse Anlitude Dual Frequency Suspension

Suspension/8-Plate 8-Plate 6-Plate

Price-Two Suspension Systems $9771 $7022 $5b22

Number of Modules 16 17 13

Types of Modules 6 8 3

Discrete Parts 981 542 464

Failure Rate - %/1000 hr 24 17 14

6.2.3.6 Cost Trade-Offs of Proposed Redesigns

Several proposed redesigns were evaluated from a cost standpoint to determine
if they should be pursued. Those that showed a favorable result were design changes
to the A/D converter, the Spin Motor Control and the Temperature Controller. The
results are shown in Table 6-14. The dollar values in the table are for recurring
costs only. These redesigns are being pursued and incorporated into the MICRON
design.

Table 6-14. Price Comparisons

Redesign
Estimate (E-2)/AM-1) Estimate

A/D Converter $746 $567

Spin Motor Control $670 $360

Temperature Control $444 $268

6.2.3.7 Cost Tradeoff of Proposed Interface Redesign

Preliminary cost evaluation of a proposed redesign of the interface between the
DPU/SEU, GAU, and I/O indicates a favorable cost advantage for the redesign.
Technical details of this proposed redesign are given in Para 6.3.6. In short, it
involves incorporating the functions on eight and one half modules in the SEU, GAU,
and I/O into the DPU. This is done by designing three new MOS chips to accomplish
the functions and then incorporating the MOS chips into the DPU/IO design. The esti-
mated recurring cost advantage is $1800/system. Based on this cost advantage, the
design of the MOS chips was in, iated. The redesign of the interface utilizing these
MOS chips will be incorporated into the MICRON system design.
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2.3.8 Beam Lead/Flywire Parts Trade-off

A cost tradeoff was conducted in an attempt to determine the cost effactiveness of
using beam lead parts versus fly wire parts. The following equation was Lsed to com-
pare the costs associated with the beam lead and fly wire parts:

Cost = Installation Cost + Rework Cost -- il
Yield

Where:

Installation Cost = Material Cost + Part Placement Labor Cost

Rework Cost 
= 

[Fault Isolation + Removal + Replacement + Test - Material] Costs

Yield = The expected device yield

The costs in the above equation were determined for bot i the fly wire and beam
lead parts. The costs associated with the placement, removai, and replacement of
fly wire parts were calculated as a function of the number of leads per part since the
leads must be attached and removed individually. For the beam lead parts, only the
removal and replacement were calculated ,.s a function of the number of leads. The
initial installation would be done as a single operation with a wobble bonder that is
independent of the number of leads. The replacement was assumed to be done with a
thermal compression bonder, one lead at a time.

The yields were assumed to be. 95 percent for the beam lead devices and
75 percent for the fly wire devices. The 75 percent yield for fly wire devices is the
approximate yield experienced by hybrid houses surveyed. The 95 percent yield for
beam lead devices was projected due to proposed component testing. It was assumed
this would improve the quality by 20 percent. Using these yields, costs were deter-
mined as a functimn of the materal y 2 prt. s arts having one, two, four, eight
and 16 leads. Equating the costs associated with beam lead parts to those associatedwith fly wire parts and plotting the results, the graphs in Figure 6-23 were obtained.
Graph A is for single lead parts, Graph B is for two lead parts, Graph C is for four

lead parts, Graph D is for eight lead parts, and Graph E is for 16 lead parts.

To use the graph, given thc material parts cost for a fly wire and beam lead
part, find the coordinates of the point relating the material costs on the graph. If the
point is below and to the right of the plot for an equivalent lead device, then the beam
lead part is more cost effective. If the point is above and to the left of the plot, the
fly wire is more cost effective.

6.2.3.9 Design Improvement E-3

Producibility, reliability, and maintir,ability parameters were estimated and
used as inputs to the cost-of-ownership model to support the design improvement (E-3).

Due to normal delay in getting new material quotes, the design improvements of
(E-3) were run with the old (iM-1) material quotes. This was done to make a compari-
son to the previous design (E-2)/AM-1), which was incorporated into Design Alternate
No. 6 (PDA No. 6). Table 6-15 shows this comparison.
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The net decrease in the estimated price is $6134. As can be seen in the table,
some of the estimates increased and some decreased. The price increase in the
system housing and the instrument assembly chassis was due to more complete defini-
tion of the parts involved. This was also true of the Spin Motor Module. In PDA No. 6
the module was not defined as a complete assembly, all of the parts were defined but
the method and hardware required to tie them together was lacking.

The decrease in the gyro price was due to assuming gettered gyros instead of
gyros with Vaclon pumps.

Simplifications in the suspension electronics (reduced high voltage transistors
by one-half and eliminated high voltage diodes) acccunted for the dccrease of $2433 in
the price of the Suspension Module. The incorporation of the p.oposed mosified inter-
face electronics into the Dedicated Processor Unit (DPU) and other circuit simplifications
accounted for the decrease in the estimated price for the Support Electronics and the
increase in the DPU price.

After the new (M-3) electronic material quotes were received, - cost comparison
was made between the M-1 and M-3 quotes. The base bill of material f(.: the Suspension,
Spin Motor, and Support Electronics increased by $863 for M-3 compared to M-1. This
increase in cost was due to better definition of the testing required on the parts. It
now remains to determine the cost effectiveness of these parts testL

6.2.3.10 MESGA/EMA Cost Trade-offs

Two MESGA vs EMA cost trade-offs were completed during this program. The
initial one showed a cost advantage in favor of the system using EMA's of $5,024. The
updated one showed a greater cost advantage for the system using EMA's of $5, 526.

The initial trade-off was limited to a comparison of an eight plate Pulse Width
Modalation (PWM) suspension system with MESGA's vs an eight plate Pulse Amplitude
Modulation (PAM) system with EMA's. The following assumptions ,ere made:

1. The suspension servo loop is the same fo" the PWM and the PAM with
the exception of the modulator. The servo loop is shown in Figure 6-24.

2. The acceleration preprocessor and digitizer can be represented by one
Sample and Hold Module and three EMA Digitizer Modules.

3. The balance of the system is considered essentially the same for both
cases.

The third assumption was made so that the initial comparison could be limited
to that which was best defined at that time. It should also be stated that Figure 6-24,
modulator case 1, Present-PAM, was the configuration for the cost-of-ownership
Baseline System, E-1, and E-2.

It was assumed at the time the Baseline System was defined, that acceleration
could be accurately sensed at the output of the PAM modulator. The validity of that
assumption has since been proven false. The system definition was updaited to Include
EMA's at the time Packaging Design Alternate No. 5 was defined and have been
included in all subsequent system definitions.
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The initial cost estimate for the MESGA electronics was $11,154. This was
compared to the estimated cost of three EMA's and the PAM modulator of 6130. This
yielded an initial difference of $5,024 in favor of the system using EMA's.

The updated estimate of the MESGA electronics included the modulator the
acceleration preprocessor and digitizer, and the support electronvzs. These were
compared to the estimated cost of the PAM modulator electronics, support electronics,
and three EMA's. The updated estimate for the MESGA elec,,ncs was $11,768 as
compared to $6,242 for the EMA's and associated electronics, a difference of $5,526
in favor of the latter.

6.2.3.11 Electronics Packaging Study

An 6ect-onics packaging study was conducted to determine the most cost effec-
tive means of partitioning the MICRON electronics. The results are also to be used
as a criteria for evaluating the present and future electronics partitioning.

To accomplish this, the E-3 electronics definition and the parts lists for thirty-
six of the electronic modules was used as a basis. A cost model was then defined and
used to determine the MICRON electronics cost (C) as a function of:

1. C- the initial material, fabrication, and test costs.

2. CR - the recycle or rework cost

3. Y - the electronics moduleyield

The model used was:

C =C, + C (-Y
R (Y)

where:

CI=An+B

Y =yP

and:

A was the labor cost associated with the number of modules, or in this case,
hybrid circuits.

n was the number of modules

B was the fixed cost for material

y was the average active device yield

p was the average number of active devices per module
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The assumption wag made that the material cost would remain constant as the
partitioning or the number et -odules was varied. It was also assumed that the
recycle cost, CR, would remain constant.

Since there were thirty-six (36) substrates and three hundred eighty seven (387)
active electronic parts in the definition, the following constraint was used:

387

The results of this study are shown in Figures 6-25, 6-26, and 6-27. Fig-
ure 6-25 shows the relationship of the electronics cost vs tie nunwer of actv'e parts
per hybrid module for various device yields. It is interesting tc note that the cost
estimate of the electronics made independent of this study was $13,060 and that the
average number of active parts per hybrid was 10.75. If this study is valid, then the
device yield after being placed on a hybrid circuit must be about 89% for ty.e estimate
of $13,060 to be valid. With the proposed testing and screening of the electronic
parts a device yield of about 90/ is expected during the MICRON productior program.

Figure 6-26 shows the most cost effective number of active parts per module as
a function of the parts yield. This curve is a plot of the minimum cost points of each
curve ,n Figure 6-25. This curve also shows that for 10.75 active parts per module
(the L average) the device yield should be beteen 89%, and 901/% for the partitioning
to be c t effective.

Figure 6-27 is a family of curves showing the electronics cost vs the number of
electronic modules for various parts yield. Again, these curves show that a device
yield of 89% to 9F is required for the E-3 definition to be cost effective.

The results of this study show that the cost of the electronics for the IICRON
system are and will be greatly influenced by the parts yield. It also shows that it is
important to concentrate on all methods and,'or procedures that will insure a high
device yield.

6.2.3.12 Final Phase 2A Configuration (July 1975)

Producibility, reliability, and maintainability trade-offs have been made and the
results incorporated into the final Phase 2A configuration. Included in this configura-
tion are the results of design improvements E-1 through E-3 which were aimed at
circuit simplification, elimination of high cost parts and pr-cesses, and partitioning
to meet maintainability and producibility requirements. It also included modification
of the AiD converter, spin motor, and temperature control electronic circuits. The
interface between the DPU and SEU was redesigned into MOS circuits for simplicity
and di reased costs. Three EMA's were incorporated into the system as a result of
the ,MESGAiEMA trade-off which showed a favorable cost reduction in favor of the
EMA's. A repair/discard criteria was established for the hybrid electronic packages.
M ilitary specifications discourage the repair of sealed hybrid packages, therefore a
cost effective discard concept was desired. This final configuration meets this
desired criteria. Referring to the repair/discard criteria in Figure 6-20, the hybrid
package price and failure rate of this final Phase 2A configuration yield a point at:

Module Price = 0. 47 Failure Rate = 0.21
This point is well within the discard area and thus gives the desired result.
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Table 6-16 indicates some of the progress made i several categories during
this phase. The recurring acquisition price showed a steady improvement, especially
considering that the baseline configuration did not have a workable acceleration sens-
ing mechanization, which if one had been incorporated would act to increase the price
by more than $3,000. The life cycle cost also improved due in part to the acquisition
price and maintenance concept. The decrease in the average price per hybrid module
made the discard maintenance concept feasible, which as indicated acted to drive the
life cycle cost down. The average parts per module and the average active parts per
module decreased due to simplifications and partitioning changes. This in turn made
the system more producible and acteu to lower the acquisition price.

Table 6-16 shows the recurring acquisition cost allocations to the major sub-
assembly and the estimates to the same level for the Baseline System and the Final
Phase 2A system configuration. As indicated in previous paragraphs the major cost
reductions were accomplished in the electronics. In the Baseline System 74.5 percent
of the cost was in the electronics. The Final Phase 2A system has just 64.4 percent
of the cost ia the electronics. This represents a decrease of $13,520 in electronics
costs.

The acquisition and life cycle cost targets have r 11 as yet been achieved, even
though much progress has been made. Several areas have been identified that will
decrease the above estimates. These include further sImpLficatons in the charge
amplifiers, more application o1 MOS technology, make or buy considerations, and con-
tiiued activity on elimination of high cost parts and processes.

The resultant 10 year ownership costs are shown in Table 6-17. Base dollar
rates are for 1973, 1974, and 1977 and are shown for comparison.

6.2.4 Reliability

The reliability activities of Phase 2A have been conducted to specifically support
the Cost ol Ownership (COO) task of performing trade-offs with reliability, produci-
bility, and maintainability to arrive at . low cost, high reliability MICRON design.
The principal reliabhility activity has been to perform the reliability prediction study
which will enable the iterative design process to be evaluated and quantified for further
trade-offs with producibility and maintainability utilizing the COO model The para-
graphs which follow summarize the prediction study and its results, and discuss the
related reliability activities performed during the period of Phase 2A.

6.2.4.1 MICRON Configurations Evaluated

Four major DIU design configurations were subjected to a detailed prediction
evaluation during Phase 2A. They included: (1) MICRON baseline; (2) E-1, M-1;
(3) E-2, M-1, and (4) E-3, IM-3. The latter I]MU configuration was also utilized to
evaluate the MICRON 24U design 'or the AC F (F16) application. A matrLx of the
MICRON configurations evaluated and their significant design difference is shown in
Table 6-18.
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Table 5-17. Ten Year Ownership Costs

Base Year Dollars

1973 1974 1977

Production Nonrecurring 4000. 4320. 5440.

Production Recurring 50838. 54011. 58122.

Acquisition Cost 54838. 58331. 63562. i
Initial Spares 12206. 12959. 13903.

Initial Inv. Management 47. 51. 64.

Initial Support Equip. 9390. 9390. 9390.

Manuals 117. 128. 158.

Initial Maintenance Trng. 910. 998. 1232.

Support Equip. Install 469. 469. 469.

Initial Logistics Cost 23140. 23995. 25216.

Corrective Maintenance 25193. 26322. 28659.

Support Equip. Maintenance 246. 246. 246.

Inventory Management 70'. 768. 947.

Maintenance Training 1628. 1784. 2203.

Maintenance Facilities 358. 392. 487.

Preventive Maintenance 397. 435. 530.

Repair Transport 300. 334. 412.

Maintenance Cost 28823. 30281. 31483.

Cost of Ownership 106801. 12?nz. 122260.
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6.2.4.2 Reliability Prediction Study

6.2.4.2.1 MTBF Goal. The mean time between failure (MTBF) goal
established for the MICRON IMIU is 2000 hours. It is important to recall here that
this goal was established during the prior MICRON development phases, and it was
carried forward as a Phase 2A reliability MTBF goal. Also, it should be remembered
that this MTBF goal was considered achievable (in the aircraft environment) based on
the projected gains in reliability offered through a maximum utilization of beam lead
sealed junction (BISJ) active devices in lieu of chip and flywire devices *n the elec-
tronics design. However, as is discussed in Para. 6.2.4.2.4, achieving a near
100 percent BISJ electronics design would prove a most difficult and costly, if not
impossible, goal to attain during the MICRON design window. Also, the potential
gains in predicted reliability (reduced lailure rate) for BLSJ technology, compared to
chip and flywire technology, have been substantially diminished or negated when using
the hybrid prediction techniques contained in the current issue of MIL-IIDBK-217B.
On the other hand, utilization of the more sophisticated hybrid microcircuit prediction
models contained in MIL-HDBK-217B offers a distinct improvement in the accuracy of
predictions performed for the MICRON IMU hybrid electronics design. Considering
the above, a predicted reliability in excess of 2000 hours MTBF can be calculated for
a MICRON IMU configured with the basic hybrid electronics DPU design which fea-
tured an 8-K memory capacity. It should be emphasized, however, that lowering the
MTBF goal is worthy of consideration fr the IMU and INU MICRON configurations
since both utilize a DPU with 17K memory in the current E-3 electronics design.

6.2.4.2.2 Reliability Prediction Iteratiois. Nearly forty (40) separate predic-
tion iterations were performed during Phase 2 in support of the COO trade-off task.
Approximately 75 purcent of these prediction iterations were performed using the part
class and part type techniques similar to that described in MIL-IIDBK-217A, and pre-
viusly utilized to perform the preliminary prediction included in the MICRON Phase 2
proposal. The remainder of the prediction iterations (approximately 25 percent) were
performed utilizing both the part stress and parts count techniques described in MIL-
IIDBK-217B. The hybrid prediction model contained in the parts stress analysis sec-
tion of MIL-JIDBK-217B was utilized to perform the prediction for the hybridI electronics portion of the MICRON design.

The majority of the prediction iterations perlormed (prior to implementing

MIL-IIDBK-217B) were acconplished utilizing a Computer Prediction Model and a
computer program developed by Autonetics. A sample printout of a prediction for one
CPC is shown in Figure 6-28. Utilization of this program permitted a faster and more
accurate analysis of part, circuit, and,'or subassembly design changes under cvalua-
tion by the COO team. It is possible to alternately vary the prediction influencing
factors such as. part reference temperatures, flywire vs BL.J part technology, part
and hybrid CPC level screening, and part costs. Similar computer programs have
been developed by outside agencies to generate predictions per MIL-HDBK-217B.
However, these computer techniques were not utilized for MICRON due to cost consid-
erations during the final months of the Phase 2A program.

6.2.4.2.3 Prediction Math Models. The mathematical models utilized to gen-
erate the prediction iterations completed during Phase 2A are briefly described in the
following paragraphs.
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a. Autonetics Computer Predictions

As previously mentioned, approximately 75 percent of the prediction iterations
were performed using the Autonetics developed computer prediction technique. The
reliability model utilized for these predictions was previously described in the Phase 2
proposal. It is repeated in this report in Equation (1) below. The equipment failure
rate (As) in Equation (1) is the sum of the failure rates contributed by each part type
(niki) where there are nh parts of a given type ad i part types in the equipment. This
sum is multiplied by the (MIL-STD-756A) use en' ironment factor (KE). The factor KQ
in Equation (1) is used to adjust the equipment filure rate for quality, workmanship,
and related failures which are not accounted for in the parts inherent failure rates.
The adjustment is made as a percentage of part failures. (NOTE: For a mature
MICRON MTBF, this KQ factor is assigned a value of 1.0).

m

As IKE nA A, KQ,% K 1 Eq.(1)
a Q E ii E

Part failure rates (Xi) are calculated for each part type by adjusting the base failure
rate for the part type (Aio) for average applied electrical stress (Ks) and average
operating case temperature (KT) as shown in Equation (2).

X . - Nio Ks KT Eq. (2)

The relationship behveen equipment failure rate and MTBF is given in Equation (3).

M A Eq. (3)

Autonetics Predicted Failure Rates. The failure rates used in the Autonetics
computer prediction were taken from a failure rate data set maintained by Autonetics.
The failure rates are based largely on achieved data for cased devices, from
Autoneties hardware in past and current programs. A set of base failure rates,
adjusted for the average applied electrical stress, was utilized in the computer
prediction program. The computer program contains factors to account for vendor
screening, part quality, hybrid screening, and of course, the KQ and KE terms of
Equation (1). The Autonctics failure rate model does not, however, account for micro-
circuit and semiconductor devices in the uncased die format. As such, it may provide
less Optmistic prediction results than a prediction model that does, such as the hybrid
prediction model contained in MIL-IIDBK-21713.

b. MIL-IlDIRK-217B Predictions

The reliability prediction iterations performed using MIL-IIDBK-217B utilized
the models contained therein for calculating hybrid device and monolithic device
failure rates. The hybrid device failure rate (Ap) is given in Equation (4):

fa A b (7T X7t 7r Eq. (4)
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where

X b = the base failure rate for the hybrid circuit

7 T = temperature acceleration factor for the hybrid circuit

7r E = environmental factor for in service condition

rQ = quality level or screening class factor

F = circuit function factor (digital, linear, both)

The hybrid circuit failure rate (A.b) is given in Equation (5).

Xb = As + AsA c  (Z A.RTNRT) (CDC NDC) ( PFTPF) Eq. (5)

where:

A s = failure rate due to substrate type

As AC = failure rate due to network complexity and substrate area

ZNRT NRT = summed film resistor failure rate

Z XADC NDC = summed failure rate for all attached devices

APF 'rPF failure rate of hybrid package (size apd type)

The hybrid device failure rate (ADC) is determined from a table of calculated values
for most chip devices including resistors, capacitors, inductors, diodes, and
transistors. The calculation of A C for bipolar and MOS device chips is accomplished
using Equation (6), the general failure rate model for monolithic microcircuit devices

Ap = 7rL iQ(ClI'T C 2'E) Eq.(6)

where:

7L = learning factor for hybrid production phase

iQ = factor for quality level or screening class

C1  = circuit complexity factor
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r T = temperature acceleration factor fordevice technology

C 2 = circuit complexity factor

ITE = environmental factor for in service environment

In applying the general failure rate model to the calculations of failure rates of
hybrid devices (A DC), the value of 7 L is set to 1.0; and the value of 7r Q to 2.0 per
MIL-HDBK-217B hybrid model use instructions. Similar to Autonetics prediction
model, the MICRON system reliability in terms of MTBF is given by Equation (7).

I

MTBF = -- Eq. (7)

where

A = summed hylrid circuit failure rates

6.2.4.2.4 Reliability Trade-Off Considerations. During Phase 2A major
emphasis was placed on trade-offs concerning: beam lead sealed lunction (BLSJ)
device6, part operating temperatures, part/device quality and screening levels; and
screen testing of hybrid microcircuits. The following paragraphs briefly summarize
the evaluation and analysis conducted for these trade-off areas.

a. Application of Beam Lead Devices

Since the early phases of the MICRON program, Autonetics has pursued a goal
of ma \imum utilization of beam lead sealed junction (BLSJ) active devices in the IMU
design. This goal was established to take advantage of the higher reliability and lower
manufacturing/assembly costs potentially available from this new technology.

During Phase 2A Autonetics intensified its efforts to investigate the application
of beam lead devices with the emphasis placed on trade-offs which were consistent with
the MICRON design-to-cost and reliability goals. Because of their direct influences
on these goals, device availability and testing capability were identified as the most
immediate areas of concern to begin the trade-off analysis.

Utilizing the design engineer's parts,'circuit requirements, component engineer-
ing conducted an analysis to determine de ice availability; and generated a parts list
for the baseline IU configuration. BLSJ devices appearing on this initial parts list
represented the optimum selection for the availability trade-off factors considered for
the analysis. These factors included considerations such as. catalog and production
status; delivery times, alternate and/or second sourcing; device cost; screen and
sampling test costs, standardization, and development,'technical risk (if any). On the
basis of this initial trade-off analysis, a beam lead versus fly-wire active device mix
of 4G% was identified for the baseline IMU design.
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Through the co-operative efforts of component engineering, design engineering
and the reliability/cost of ownership disciplines, additional devices were identified as
candidateE for potential beam lead developmfnt on the basis of their useage in the
MICRON IU baseline configuration. Included were: The 1800 MOS switch; the HIA 2620
op-amp; and the SN 54LS193 up-down counter. Together these three devices
accounted for roughly 40 percent of the fly-wire active devices in the baseline config-
uration. Subsequent trade-offs, plus part substitution ane circuit redesign, reduced
the number of potential candidates, and development funding was authorized to design
the 2620 op-amp in the equivalent beam lead format. Converting the 2620 devices to a
beam lead format had the effect of increasing the BLSJ versus fly-wire mix. Also,
developing this device in beam lead format had the positive effect of increasing the
predicted MTBF from 808 hours to approximately 1088 using the Autonetics prediction
model.

Beam lead devices currently account for approximately 32 percent of the total
active devices identified with E-3 MICRON DIU configuration (and 50 percent of the
IAU and SEU electronics design). The major contributors to the overall reduction in
beam lead device useage are identified with: (1) the increased use of MOS (fly-wire) in
the SEU digital circuits; and (2) the substitution of discrete, cased devices for the
beam lead uncased devices in the DPU design identified with the baseline, E-1, and
E-2 configurations. The MOS activity has a positive reliability contribution, because
the overall MICRON electronic parts count is reduced.

The development of a beam lead device carrier for conducting electrical testing,
including NIIL-STD-883 reliability screening tests, was .,lso authorized during
Phase 2A. (For the beam lead development status see para. 6.2. 8.) Based on the
limited industry experience/data available, indications are that the implementation of
this test carrier will serve to enhance device reliability and device yield during hybrid
manufacturing/assembly and test operations.

As indicated previously, Autonetics has utilizrJ the hybrid prediction model
and failute rates per MIL-HDBK-217B for the current MICRON IIU and ACF INU
predictions. Using this hybrid prediction model does impose a 2 to 1 failure rate
penalty for the pr,:dicted reliability calculated for beam lead digital SSI/MSI devices
co-npared to .,y-wire devices. Since less than 3% of the total beam lead active
devices used in the ACF INU design fall in the digital SSI/MSI category, the impact of
this failure rate penalty is minimized. Using MIL-IWBK-217B prediction techniques,
the MTBF calculated for the MICRON ACF INU exceeds the specified MTBF require-
ment, reference Table 6-22.

b. Part Temperatures

Electronic part temperatures of 550C were assumed for the MICRON baseline
and the E-1 configuration. A higher temperature (65*C) was applied to power devices
utilized in the charge amplifier and spin motor electronic circuits.

Dring the period of evaluation for the E-2 configuration, seven packaging design
alternates (PDA's) were explored. Reliability vs temperature benef:ts for each of the
packaging design alternatives were analyzed. For example, methods were sought to
improve the thermal isolation between the instrument assembly unit (IAU) and the
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support electronics unit (SEU). Packaging Design Alternate (PDA) No. 6 emerged
from this phase of the study with this thermal design feature. This design included
mounting the charge amplifiers, high voltage switch, and the power circuits of the
spin motor electronics in the IAU.

The benefit of the PDA No. 6 package design is that it minimizes the therm&I
influence of the spin motor power transistor e!ectronics on the rest of the SEU elec-
tronics during spin-up, damping and braking (spin-down). Also, it tends to promote
another dual benefit: (1) the spin motor power transistors operate at a lower tempera-
ture since the heat generated is more readily dissipated to the instrument mass; and
(2) the heating effect in turn reduces the instrument heater requirements and warm-up
time.

The reference part temperatures utilized for the E-3, M-3 design configuration
are based on preliminary calculatioar of expected operating temperatures for the
MICRON engineering model vlectronics. Rel-bility predictions for the lAIU/INU have
been referenced to the temperatures indicated below:

IMU/INU Subassembly Temp 'C

MIIHU 70
IAU 70
SEU 55
DPU 55
PSU 7r,Cony. (analog 1/0) 45

MUX (digital 1/0) 50

A plot of reliability failure rate vs part temperatures is shown in Figure 6-29.
The top curve illustrates the basAine IMU (updated), and the lower curves the E-3
IU configurations. In the lower two curves (E-3, M-3) the temperatures for the
MHU, IAU and I/O have been held constant while the temperature is varied for SEU,
DPU, and PSU subassemblies. Inspection of the E-3, 11-3 curves indicates lower
part temperatures are one means of achieving a higher reliability for the IRU and IMU
configurations, respectively.

c. Part Quality and Screening

A prediction evaluation which traded-off part quality and screening levels was

initiated early in Phase 2A. This evaluation was conducted utilizing the E-1, M-I
cMU onfiguration. Table 6-19 summarizes the MTBF's determined for combinations

of unscreened and screened parts, combined with a minimum or a maximum hybrid
microcircuit screen (CPC level). The screening levels may be interpretcd as follows:
(1) screened parts have received the equivalent MIL-M-38510 level B and MIL-S-19500
JANTX testing by the vendor; the unscreened part receives no vendor screen testing
beyond the normal visual and DC electrical probe test; (2) maxmum hybrid screen is
the equivalent MIL-STD-883B, Class B testing at the CPC level; the minimum hybrid
screen includes a visual, 100 percent bond pull, and electrical functional test at 25'C.

The intial conclusion that can be drawn from the results shown in Table 6-19 is
that it may be more cost effective to use unscreened parts and apply screens only at
the hybrid CPC level. Further studies are needed to evaluate the validity of this
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Figure 6-29. Predicted Reliability vs Part Temperature
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Table 6-19. Reliability Screening Comparisons

Vendor Screened Pts Vendor Unscreened Pts
Class C or Commercial

Max IMin Max Min
Hybrid Hybrid Hybrid Hybrid
Screen Screen Screen Screen

Z IlU NTBF 1101 hrs 707 hrs 1037 hrs 523 hrs

conclusion. However, it should be noted that the predicted MTBFs calculated here
utilize the Autonetics earlier prediction model and failure rates. In the hybrid pre-
diction model el MIL-IIDBK-217B (currently used for the E-3 l1MU,'IIU preductions)
the microcircuit failure rate calculation for attached devices X.I)C) assumes the part
quality (,r ) level is equivalent to a MIL-M-38510, level B screened device. With the
promise of a test and screening capability using beam lead device carriers, it would
appear that BISJ de, ice failure rates, calculated per IIL-IIDBK-217B, maybe subject
to evaluation and improvement.

Autonetics initiated a prelimiar3 lID spec development effort during AIICIBON
Phase 2A. This cifort has assumed a successful development of the carrier will
enable more thorough electrical test and burn-in screens to be accomphlshed for
BL,SJ devices. For the spec. development status see para 6.2. 7.2.

d. Reliability Screen Testing of Hybrid Microcircuits (CPC's)

Commencing with the Phase 2A go-ahead, a prelmiinar evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of various possible combinations of screening inspections and tests for hybrid
microcircuits was initiated. The results of this prelinma-y evaluation were utilized
to perform reliability trade-offs in support of the COO task.

This o~aluation assumes there will be a mix of beam lead and non-beam lead
devices; and that it will be necessar3 to employ CPC screens that are equivalent to a
MIL-STl)-883, Class C and, or Class B evel of testing. Th- s far, cost tradeoffs have
been limtted in scope to a rather gross estimate for conducting the MIL-STD-883
equivalent screen testing at the hybrid CPC level. Estimates of the gross nature
were necessary since there is little, if an3 , data availale with which to make specific
determinations of the effectteness of a particular screen test or combination of
screen tests. The results of the exaluation are intended to permit an assessment of
the failure fallout as a result of emplo ing selected screens and to evaluate cost
impact on material costs and production flow.

The expected percentage of devices (IC's, transistors, diodes, capacitors, and
resistors) which hate been estimated to fail (luring the various screen tests for CPC's
is summarized in fable 6-20. Since prehimmay information was indicated that the
testing and costs attendant to high-low functional testing is of particular concern, the
data in Table 6-20 reflects the results of screening with and without this screen con-
sideration. Estimates are also reflected for the percentage of latent failures which
are not expected to be detected by the CPC screen tests. These undetected defects
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will be therefore carried over into next assemblies (MILB-module assembly and/or(MU-system), and possibly go undetected prior to delivery of the hardware. 4
The estimated percentage for the fallout of the generic types of devices, when

mounted on a hybrid ceramic printed substrate (CPS), are based on an extrapolation
of data from the screening of cased devices. Industry publications and technical
papers (and data summarized therein), and Autonetics experience data provide the
necessary baselines needed to perform the extrapolation. The established baselines
are:

1. Weighting factors for the determination of the general effectiveness of

the "MIL-STD-883" type screens.

2. Device failure modes/mechanisms and their relative occurrence.

3. Sensitivity of each screen type in detecting specific failure modes/
mechanisms.

4. Manufacturers' yield percentages for screened and unscreened cased
devices.

The resultant model for the screening effectiveness of cased devices permits an
assessment of the relative effectiveness of the possible screen programs for the
uneased devices mounted on a CPS. For non-beam leaded active devices, two (2)
screen programs at the hybrid level are possible. They are:

1. MIL-M-38510, Class C integrated circuits and MIL-S-19500 JAN semi-
conductors purchased from vendors and subjected to a " ftL-STD-883
Class B" type hybrid screen. In Table 6-20 this program is identified
as C-B.

2. Parts purchased as in 1) above but subjected to "MIL-STD-833, Class C"
type hybrid screen. This program Is identified as C-C in Table 6-20.

Four (4) screer programs are possible for beam-leaded active devices. They
are achieved by subjecting either Class B or C and JAN or JAN TX devices to hybrid
Class B or C screens. The combinations are identified as B-B, B-C, C-B, and C-C
in Table 6-20. Two possibilities exist for capacitors and resistors. They are
subjecting established reliability (ER) parts to either the B or C hybrid screen.

Figure 6-30 depicts the expected failures for the various combinations cf Hybrid
CPC screens, as a function of the beam lead active device mix. As one may expect,
the larger the contribution of beam lead active devices to the total active device usage,
the fewer the expected faitures.

The data generated during this evaluation must be considerec preliminary and
subject to continual review as the MICRON development program progresses; and
updating as actual hybrid CPC test results become available. However, the data does
permit tradeoffs involving screen testing of hybrid CPC's to continue. The data results
are expected to prove particularly useful in estimating the expected quantities of devices
required to support manufacturing assembly and test operation for various combinations
of CPC screen tests under consideration.
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CURVES 1 AND 2. PARTIAL HYBRID TEST
PARTS PROCUREP TO MIL.STO

IS 89S) LEVEL "C" OR "B"SCREENS

LC \CURVE 3: FULL HYBRID TESr
IIL PARTS PROCURED TO

Sl-_LEVEL "I'; FW PARTS TO LEVEL "C"

CURVE 4: FULL HYBRID TEST
4- "URRENTMX C F ALL PARTS PROCURED

L/FW ACTIVE TO LEVEL "C" SCREENS

DEVICES IN E-3.
8 - IAU & SEU CPCS

(50%)

S 1i 164 BSi 1.08 O.1t 1.12 6.14 O is .1iB 6.2 1.21

EXPECTED FAILURES

Figure 6-30. Expected Failures Per Active Device During CPC Hybrid Testing
(As a Function of BL MLx)

6.2.4.2.5 Reliability Prediction Summary

A tabulation of the reliability prediction iterations completed during the course
of the MICRON Phase 2A study are shown in Table 6-21.

The upper half of Table 6-21 identifies the ma)or MICRON hardwarc configura-
tions evaluated for rci:aoility. Also included is pertinent detail information regarding.
(1) type of instruments (,e.g., getter or Vaclon gyro) including when EMA's a~e
utilized; (2) the reference temperature, (3) the electronic parts count, (4) the lumber
of active devices, and (5) the percentage of active devices which are of the BLSJ

format.

The lower half of Table 6-21 provides a failure rate prediction summary for each
major configuration analyzed. The subassembly abbreviations are as follows:

MHU Mechanical Hlousing Unit

IAU instrument Assembly Unit

SEU System Electronics Unit

PSU Power Supply Unit

DPU Dedicated Processor Unit
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MTU Multiplex Terminal Unit

(MIL-STD-1553 MUX; referred to elsewhere in text as digital I/O)

CONV Converter Unit (Referred to elsewhere in text as analog (I/O)

As previously mentioned, the reliability predictions beginning with the E-3, M-1
update have been performed using the hybrid prediction model and failure rates as pro-
vided in MIL-HDBK-217B. The MIL-HDBK-217B failure rates and prediction models
have also been u, hzed where discrete device or miscellaneous (and low population)
item predictions were required. Also, all predictions performed have considered the
MICRON airborne environment in the final MTBF calcultions.

The prediction for the E-3, M-3 INU configuration has been baselined to include
MTBF's based on vendor reliability estimates for the power supply unit, and the multi-
plex terminal unit (MIL-STD-1553 MUX). AutonetLcs is in process of updating the
power supply design. However, detail reliability predictions remain to be completed
for both of the above two subassemblies.

Also, the predictions for all of the IMU configurations include a prediction esti-
mate for a battery unit as part of the MHU calculation. The prediction for the E-3,
M-3 ACF (F16) application does not include a battery as part of the INU configuration.
Therefore, the reliability failure . fe estimate for the MHU is adjusted, accordingly.

Table 6-22 provides a CPC/module level breakdown of the reliability predictions
completed for the last iteration of the E-3, M-3 IMU and INU configurations. As noted
above, the MHU failure rate does not reflect a battery unit for the INU.

The reliability allocation performed early in Phase 2A for the IMU is indicated
below:

Phase 2A
Allocated

IMU Subassembly Failure Rate (%/103 fir)

MIIU 2.33
IAU 16.67
SEU 11.00
(Includes Battery and Power
Supply)
DPU 20,00

Tctal Failure Rate (%/103 ltr) 50.00

MTBF (Hours) 2000

The allocated failure rates shoan for each major subassembly may be compared with
the final Phase 2A predicted results summarized for the E-3, M-3 IMU configuration
shown in Table 6-22. As indicated above, the SEU allocation includes the battery
and power supply. In the final IMU conhiguration (E-3), the prediction estimate for
the battery Is Included in the MHU calculation; and the power supply became a
separate subassembly.
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Table 6-22. Reliability Prediction Summary

ACF (F-16) MICRON

MICRON IMU APPLICATION INU APPLICATION
61guuil -3. M-3 Coiigrati 5nt

Fadurejlate Failure Rate
(M101 Hr) (Wu/103 H) .

,Mechanical Housing Unit (MHU) 5 329 3433

.Instrument Assembly Unit (IAU) 158-1 15201

'Instrument Assembly 8.294 8 294
2.MESG$ 167 2167

'MAs 6.127 6127

'Suspension Electronics 5172 5 172

Charge Amps 4.220 4952
Signal Buffers 0952 952

'Spm Motor Electronics 0641 0647 I
' SM Transistor P/A 0504 0 504

'SM Regulator 0.143 0.143

'IAUAssy Misc 1688 1688

'Support Electronics Unit (SEU) 8 (95 8.695

*SEU Module "A" 4539 4539

- Servo Netwrhk 1 520 1 520

. Mrdulator Input 0585 0685

'Modulator Output 6406 0389
0C Ref and Peload Modulator 0389 0225

* Freq Ref, T/S Gen, & Auto Seq 0225 0.225
'High Voltage Switc1' 1.184 1.184
o Precision Crystal Oscillator 6230 0.230

'SEU Module "B" 4 156 4 156

' Gap Monitor 0.256 0256

'MUM Oemodulator 044 0076

oMUM Demod Filter 0.076 007

%MUM Demod S&H 0837 038
s A/O Converter 38 0 358
'Spin Motor/Temp Control 0.778 0 77b
'SM Power Control Amp 0077 0077

'Ouasi AG, MUM/EMA Timing, & RG 0541 08541
* Ten oeratore Compensation 0788 0 .788

'edicated Processor Unit (DPU) 23610 23610

&OPU Mo/ule No. 1 (CPU) 5.010 5 010

'OPU Modu'e No 2 (Memory) 17.160 17160

.OPU Module No. 3 (IO) 1440 1440

*Power Supply Unit (PSU) 10000 100

*Multiplex Terminal Unit (MTU) N/A 6240

(MIL-STO-1553 MUX) 3.120

'MUX Module No. 1 3.120
'MUX Module No 2

'Converter Module N/A I 872

'SYSTEM TOTALS

Falur Rate 63435 69.C51
( 4/ S 

,  
H ) 

I 1 3

1MTB0 1576 1436
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6. 2. 4. 3 Supplemental Phase 2A Reliability Activities

6.2.4.3.1 Associate Contractor Interface. During the course of the Phase 2A

program, a continuous technical interface has been maintained with representatives

of the Martin Marietta Corporation (MMC), the associate contractor for MICRON
reliability.

Autonetics reliability representative attended a formal technical interchange

meeting at MMC's plant in Denver, Colorado on 26 August, 19 '4. Technical
discussions were held at this time on the subjects of: failure rates, reliability

prediction models, reliability design guidelines, and reliability demonstration tosting.
A discussion of reliability demonstration testing was entered into in considerable

detail since MMC was about to prepare a formal plan for MICRON testing to he

conducted per MIL-STD-781B, during Phase 2B. Autonetics informally reviewed the

experience data results generated during F-111 reliability demonstration testing
conducted per MIL-STD-781B test conditions. During the ensuring discussions,
emphasis was placed on the evaluation of the proposed test assets and appropriate
MIL-STD-781B test plans which appeared applicable for MICRON during Phase 2B.

Subsequent to this technical interchange meeting, Autonetics reviewed and pro-

vided informal comments to a reliability test plan submitted to AFAL by MMC. On a
more informal basis, Autonetics reviewed the reliability design guidelines document

and a reliability program plan document prepared by MMC and submitted to AFAL for

application on the MICRON reliability program.

It is appropriate to also note that MMC's on-site representative at Autonetics

has performed in a most co-operative and professional manner throughout the

Phase 2A period. The most significant contributions have been assisting in perform-

mg reliability predictions; and in supporting the hardware failure and failure data

assessment requirements generated through N57A system testing.

6.2.4.3.2 RADC Technical Interchange Meetings. AuLonetics reliability repre-

sentative joined the MMC (Denver) reliability representative in technical discussions

held at Rome Air Development Center (RADC) in Rome, N. Y. during the period

28-29 August 1974.

At RADC, technical discussions and interchange meetings were conducted with

representatives responsible for reliability predictions (MIL-STD-217B); reliability

demonstration (MIL-STD-781B); aod reliability screening (MIL-STD-883 and

MIL-M-38510). Overall, these discussions were very informative regarding the

general cost-of-ownership and test constraints facing reliability during the develop-

ment of the MICRON IMU. A specific example which may be cited concerned the

availability of devyes in a beam lead (BL) format. Investigation of this problem had

apparently prompted Ft. Monmouth (Army) to go out with sonic contracts to vendors

to encourage early development of BL devices. RADC indicated the unavailability of

BL devices has discouraged their use on many new hardware programs (not identified).

An overview of the type of reliability screening for parts and hybrid

microcircuits, being considered for the MICRON IMU, was presented to the RADC

personnel. In general, they were most receptive to the approach to testing to assure

reliability at these levels.
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Copies (unreleased at the time of this visit) of the MIL-HDBK-217B and

MIL-STD-883, Method 5004 (screening procedures) were provided by RADC personnel

for information only. They agreed to mail out copies of the released documents as

soon as available.

During the course of the Phase 2A Design Review Meeting held at Autonetics
during 18-21 February 1975, the Autonetics reliability representative was invited to

participate in two splinter meetings with the RADC and MMC reliability representa-

tives in attendance. At these splinter sessions, the RADC comments to the MMC

Reliability Program Plan and 'I est Plan documents were reviewed and discussed in
some detail.

In addition the RADC representative requested a copy of the Autonetics and

MMC predictions, and the E2/M1 parts list. The Autonetics data, upon approval of

program management (and AFAL), was provided (as was the MMC data). The basis

for this request was that RADC would like to perform their own independent prediction

and review the results with AFAL. Autonetics' representatives concluded that these

splinter sessions were mutually beneficial and served to establish a valuable technical

A interchange link with RADC and the MICRON reliability task.

6.2.4.3.3 AFAL Interface. Autonetics reliability representative supported the
COO team interface meetings with AFAL representatives during monthly program
review visits. As required, data was prepared on reliability activities of interest to
status the MICRON program progress for AFAL. As much as possible, the technical
interchange and data presentations were kept on an informal basis.

The MICRON Design Review Meetings held at Autonetics during Phase 2A were
supported on a formal basis. Reliability data pertinent to statusing the Phase 2A
activity is contained in the formal publications submitted for these reviews.

6.2.4.3.4 Formal Activity Reports. Status inputs and data generated from
Phase 2A reliability activities was provided in support of the cost of ownership
section of each MICRON Phase 2A monthly report submitted to AFAL.
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6.2.5 Maintainability

The maintainability aspects of the cost of ownership team are concerned with
minimizing life cycle costs by developing the optimum combination of MICRON hardware
support features and maintenance concepts. This includes the estimation of quantitative
support characteristics for evaluating design, producibility, and reliability alternatives
as well as developing/evaluation maintainability alternatives.

discussed in the previous sections show the significant impact unit price reliability and

packaging have on support costs. Reliability alternatives involving parts screening,
burn-in, etc not only impact the expected maintenance rate but also change the unit cost
for spares and repair material costs. The effect of parts procurement/screening on
maintenance costs, as an example, is shown in the earlier section of this report which
covers that subject. The evaluation of alternative packaging approaches was another
task reported above wherein the resultant maintanance features greatly impacted life
cycle costs.

The maintainability trade studies accomplished covered the subjects of repair
level analysis, repair/discard trade-offs, hybrid circuit sizes, calibration stability
period, calibration labor requirements, built in test confidence, total test requirements,
instrument assembly packaging, and IMU repair access characteristics. Most of these
subjects were treated on each major system configuration identified. Initially this work
was done using a baseline definition derived from the Phase 1B work. Subsequent
definitions used included two additional hardware mechanizations, three or more
different material cost exercizes, two reliability prediction models, and several packaging
approaches. As each maintainability topic is further discussed below the impact of these
changes will be seen.

The identification of major logistics cost drivers to be studied and worked was
accomplished early in the program by comparing the baseline system to one which met
the unit price and reliability goals. This identified the maintenance characteristics
and associated costs independent of the achieved producibility and reliability. The top
level life cycle cost results are graphed in Figure 6-31. It shows that if one could
extrapolate the current baseline system and maintenance concept to a 2,000 hour MTIBF,
35 thousand dollar s3 stem the logistics costs would still exceed current goals. More
importantly, the detail of the analyses provided data which was used to identify and
work the major cost drivers. Trade studies covering these specific cost drivers were
subsequently conducted for the various hardware configurations developed in Phase 2A.
These studies have identified characteristics which will enable meeting the logistics
goals. Later paragraphs discuss these results.

6.2.5. 1 MICRON Logistics "K" Factor

An important but rather subjective factor used in predicting maintenance rates and
subsequent life cycle cost is referred to as the logistics K factor. This K factor is the
number used to predict the MICRON maintenance rate in the using environment with the
predicted failure rate as a basis. It is expressed as the Multiplier by which predicted
failure rate is increased to get a maintenance rate. Initial MICRON studies used a K
factor of 1,50. This number was established early in the MICRON program as being
appropriate to use with the failure rate model. The subsequent change to MIL-I1DBK-217B
reliability prediction techniques necessitated further study of the K value. This study
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Figure 6-31. IIU Logistics Costs as a Function of Unit Cost and Reliability

yielded a new K factor which is ,' function of BIT and test set capabilities as well as
increasing it to correspond with the more optomistic reliability predictions. The
analysis also developed relationships between the IMU K factor and module/
subassembly K factors. The resultant value for the MICRON IlMIU at the predicted test
probabilities is 2.91. This new factor has been used for all studies with the July 1975
hardware configuration.

Figure 6-32 demonstrates the reason why a K factor is needed. Maintenance
actions are caused by many reasons summarized in this figure under four categories.
First are the primary or relevant failures. These are failures which the reliability
model attempts to predict. Depending upon the prediction accuracy, there may be
additional failures as listed because of variations from the norm. The second two
categories are maintenance actions generated because of errors in testing, diagnostics,
handling, etc. These are a function of the system design and support system
compatibility.

The development of a K factor for a specific system in a specific environment is
a subjective task. It is a matter of(a) trying to project the reliability prediction to
the operational environment and (b) identifying hardware and support characteristics
which will cause maintenance "errors."

One can look at past history in attempting (a) above (i. e., projecting predicted
failure rates to the operational environment). There is at hand a significant amount
of data relating to predicted reliability and realized maintenance rates. The data are
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PRIMARY MAINTENANCE ACTIONS ARE CAUSED BY:

PRIMARY FAILURES

Predicted Failures + Failures Not Predicted

Based on average part Accounts for variations from Norm:
histories considering Operating hours per on/off cycle
expected temperature Operating exceeding expected stress
and electrical stresses Non-operating effects (Age, Handling,
aid "Normal" failure storage)
modes Maintenance induced failure (Not

obvious)
Environmental stresses not accounted for

AND OTHER MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

Maintenance + Gross Physical Damage

Maintenance when no Handling, Overstressing, Improper
failure exists storage, etc.

Maintenance which does

not correct failure

Figure 6-32. Maintenance Action Generation Sources

quickly muddied, however, by variations iii the prediction model, incomplete user
data, and design changes between the prediction and field measurement. In August of
1973 Autonetics Logistics conducted a survey of 17 agencies including Commercial
Airlines, RADC, Air Force and Contractors. The results indicated the use of K fac-
tors ranging from 0.1 to 10 (maintenance rate'equals 0. 1 to 10 times the predicted
failure rate). The most used factors were grouped in the range of 3 to 6. A survey
of F-111 avionics at the same tune indicated a mean K factor across all MK II LRU's
of 8.3 and a median factor of 5.2. Another comparison is a report by Grumman Aero-
space Corporation (RADC-TR-74-266). This report is mainly directed toward account-
iag for the disparity between demonstrated and field reliability. Included in the
approach however, was a MIL-HDBK-217B prediction for each of the 95 equipment
types surveyed plus a sanitized field reliability measurement accounting for all fail-
ures but excluding all "maintenance error" type removals. This is the exact compari-
son needed to relate to the (a) portion of K factor development above.

Figure 6-33 shows a histogram of data extracted from that report. The data is
based on 95 different equipment types including RF receiver transmitters, signal and
data processor, indicators and controls, and power devices. For each of these equip-
ments the ratio of predicted MTBF to field MTBF was computed from the report data.
Statistics on the resultant ratio is as follows:

Ratio Range 0.05 to 1481

Median Ratio 3.1
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Mean Ratio 30.36

Mean Ratio excluding 3.6
all data over a value
of 11.0(7 samples of
the 95 were excluded)

Part b, estimating the "maintenance error" portion of the K factor, relates to char-
acteristics such as Built in Test, fragility, human interpretation of performance,
adjustments required, handling requirements, operating environment, support resource
adequacy, etc. Irertial navigators have a peculiar characteristic in this category which
is repeatability, i.e., some runs can exhibit errors without exceeding the average
overall specification. The maior portion ;f this consideration can be expressed quanti-
tatively in terms of the following probabilities at each level of maintenance.

Probability of fault dtection and i3olation

Probability of fault indication with no failure

Probability of removal with no indication nor failure

Previous MICRON work in evaluating BIT cost effectiveness established the
analytical relationship of these factors depending upon the maintenance concept used.

Fron the above and other analysis it is concluded that a new K factor relating
predicted failure rate to field failure rate should be 2. 8. This is 107( less than the

Median of the Grumman data. In addition this should be inc reased as a function of the
testability characteristics. This results in a total K factor of 2.91 given the following
conditions. Changes in any of this data will be reflected into new factors as applicable.

95% probability of BIT flagging of failures

1% probability of false BIT flag (no failure)

Depot IMU repair with no base verification

Depot repair station capabilities:

2% probability passing bad unit not flagged by BIT

1% probability not passing a good unit

0% probability passing bad unit flagged by BIT

6.2.5.2 Optimum Repair Level and Repair/Discard Analysis (ORLA)

A complete ORLA was performed early in Phase 2A. The baseline system
configuration was used for this analysis. The detailed results were published in
report C74-1008/201 dated October 16, 1974 and submitted to the customer as CDRL
data item AOOL. The ORLA followed the approach and intent of AFLCM/AFSCM 800-4,
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however the MICRON life cycle cost prediction model was used for all cost projections.
This made these tradeoffs compatible with all others performed throughout and assured
that all pertinent MICRON characteristics were evaluated.

Fourteen potential maintenance concepts were evaluated for the Phase 2A baseline
system. These concepts ranged from complete repair at each intermediate shop to
contractor repair to assembly discard. The eight lowest cost approaches are summa-
rized in Table 6-23. The approaches are listed in ascending cost order.

A series of sensitivit-, projections were also made as part of the ORLA to deter-
mine what maximum average I,'brid circuit price would provide a discard at mainte-
nance policy at a lower life cycle cost than the lowest cost repair policy. This latter
sub)ect is treated in Para 6.2.3.3 above both for the baseline system and the final
July 75 configuration.

Table 6-23. Eight Lowest Cost Baseline System Maintenance Concepts Listed in
Ascending Cost Order

Maintenance Concept
Total Projected

Items Repaired At Items Life Cycle Cost
Base Shop Depot Contractor Discarded Dollars Per System

IMU All Sub Assys Battery 135,265

IMU Housing Battery 140,230
MESGA Electronic
Power Supply Modules
DPU

IMU lousing Battery 151,417
MESGA

Electronic Power Supply
Modules DPU

IMU Battery 153,534*
All Sub Assys

IMU, Housing, MESGA Battery 153,861
Electronic Modules
Power Supply,
and DPU

IMU All Battery 155,491
Sub Assys

IMU, Housing, Battery 158,115
MESGA, DPU, Electronic
and Power Supply Modules

DIU, lionsing, Battery 162,729
DPU, Power Supply, MESGA
and Elect Modules

*Baseline Maintenance Concept.
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Many conclusions may be drawn from the ORLA. Some of the more significant are:

1. Base Shop IMU repair is dramatically less costly than Depot Repair (the
baseline concept) for the baseline system.

2. An average module price of less than 62. 5 percent of the baseline price
would be required before module discard is less costly than repair.

3. The least costly approach is still about twice the MICRON Life Cycle cost
goal. Calibration and test equipment requirements constitute the major
maintainability deterrents to goal achievement.

4. Contractor repair (not considering repair quality cr design improvemL ats) is not
effective.

Subsequent to conducting the baseline ORLA, mini-ORLA's were performed on
three additional [MU designs; the t-2/,M-I concept described in earlier paragraphs of
this section, the July 1975 configuration, and a hypothetical system which meets all of
the quantatltLv. Producibility, Reliability, and Maintainability goals of Appendices II,
llI, ind IV (Reference 3). A description of the Goal System is listed in Table 6-24.
Preoicted Lif-l Cycle Costs for each of the alternative maintenance concepts are listed
in Table 6-25 and compared graphically to the other designs in Figure 6-34.

The increase in costs for the July 1975 configuration is attritutable to increases
in unit price and maintenance rate. Also the differential between base and depot repair
is broadened due to a reduction in test equipment repair cost estimates.

The desired maintenance concept for the MICRON program is Depot IMU repair
and hybrid circuit discard. It is interesting to note that the E-2/M-1 and July 19,5
designs achieve the last portion of this (i.e., module discard) while the goal system
almost achieves this concept in total.

6.2.5.3 Calibration Stability

The first major logistics cost driver identified is the calibration period of the IMU.
Regardless of hardware price and reliability, calibrations constitute a major logistics
cost. In fact, as the reliability is improved, calibration costs increase if the stability
period remains constant. This is due to fewer calibrations being performed as part of
corrective maintenance actions and more on a "scheduled" basis.

With the mean time between corrective maintenance (MTBCM) in the range
predicted for MICRON (836 hrs for E-2/181-1 and 542 hours 7/75 system) life cycle costs
are sensitive to the calibration stability period up to about one year. Improvements
in stability beyond that do not yield much saings unless the MTBCM is also increased.
A Depot IMU repair concept is also much more senstive than when the IMU are repaired
at each base. The results of LCC studies including all spares. TE, etc investigating
this are graphed in Figure 6-35.

The early studies on the E-2/M-1 system showed a crossover between base and
depot repair with a one year stability period. That crossover no longer exists with
the July 1975 s)stem. This is due in part to the increased maintenance rate of the
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Table 6-24. "Goal" System Definition

Average IMU Unit Price $38,250

Mature Reliability 2000 hr MTBF

MIU Weight 10 lb

Packaging Configuration Same as baseline

Calibration Period 750 days

Manhours per Calibration .8 hr

Manhours per Repair
(Including Calibration)

System 1/2 hr
IMU I hr
Assvs/Sub Assys Same as baseline

IU Re-Test OK Rates (as applicable)

Base Verification 8 percent
Depot Repair 1 percent

Test Equipment Costs

Base Shop Verification 1OOK
Depot IMU Repair 200K
MESGA and Module Repair 175K

Table 6-25. Mini-ORLA Results

Predicted Life Cycle Cost (1974 dollars)

Maintenance Concept E-2/M-1 7/75 Conf. Goal System

Base IMU Repair, Hybrid Circuit 108,871 112,607 62,456
discard, and Depot repair of all other
assemblies.

Base IMU Repair and Depot Repair of 111,011 114,914 66,687

all assemblies to the piece part.

Depot Repair of IMU and all Sub 118,320 123,315 64,688
Assys except Hybrid Circuits.
Discard Ilybrid Circuits.

Depot Repair of IMU and All Sub 120,902 125,859 68,908
Assys. Note: All alternatives
include battery discard.
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Figure 6-34. Maintenance Concept Comparisons
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latter system. It is more heavily influenced however by a reduction in test equipment
maintenance costs probably in error for the E-2/M-1 system. These high maintenance
costs benefitted a depot repai: concept unduely.

6.2.5.4 Built In Test and Other Test Requirements

System testability has been discussed extensively throughout the MICRON team
during Phase 2A. The direction of these discussions were documented in two letters
which were prepared and distributed identifying the malfunction isolation requirements
and philosophy for MICRON. The first presented an initial survey of specified MICRON
and ACF requirements. This was prepared by engineering as a result of a survey of
MICRON SOW and model specifications, F16 INS specifications, and F17 specifications.
The second was prepared by manitainab ility/cost of ownership in an attempt to bring
together some of the points m the first letter and the results of MICRON studies into a
cohesive basic philosophy. This letter also contained some basic definitions so that
common terminology is used. These definitions are listed in Table 6-26.

The test and fault isolate requirements identified are summarized in Figure 6-36.
The data presented is basic and straight forward, however, it is important (as stressed
in the text of the referenced letter) that the required capability, but no more, exists in
the final design.

The amount of IMU Built In Test (BIT) capability is a significant maintainability
question to be answered prior to final IMU desiln. A preliminary scnsitivity study
using the E-2/M-1 design was conducted to determine the impact of varying the BIT
confidence levels on initial and recurring support costs. This analysis required the
definition if IMU removal rates, test equipment capabilities, and module removal /
repair all in terms of the BIT confidence. The BIT confidence was then varied
from 0 to 99 percent wih the resultant maintenance factors and rates input to the Life
Cycle Cost prediction model. The model output provided a prediction of the initial
Logistics and Support Costs as a function of BIT confidence. The result is graphed
in Figure 6-37. In summary it shows that the E-2/M-1 system and the baseline
maintenance concept (base verification and depot repair) the potential Life Cycle Cost
advantage of ±3ITE is almost 8 thousand dollars per system. The July 1975 system with
its revised K factor etc has a potential of over 11 thousand dollars using its lowest cost
maintenance philosophy, Base IMU repair. The next question to be answered is what
cost is required to achieve these probabilities for BIT. With that data one can develop
the optimum requirement.

The E-2/M-1 portion of Figure 6-37 also shows the impact of base verification.
If a depot repair only concept were selected the cost of verification only pays off at the
lower BIT confidences. This considers all applicable costs such as test equipment and
spares acquisition, support, manpower, training, facilities, etc.

Test equipment capabilities were held constant. These test confidences were as
follows.

Base Verification Test Set

5% probability of passing bad unit not flagged by BIT
1% probability of not passing a good unit
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Table 6-26. Basic Fault Isolate Characteristic Definitions

Built In Test (BIT)

The self contained capability of a system to detect malfunctions and isolate
them to some equipment level. BIT includes:

Self Test: That portion of BIT which operates continuously and auto-
matically in conjunction with the normal item operation. Self test is
usually the major technique for fault detection. Otherwise an undetected
fault could exist waiting for the time an operator initiated test is
conducted. Tests initiating shutdown must be of this category.

Operator Initiated: Supplemental tests initiated by the system operator or
maintenance technician. These tests are typically conducted following
the fault detection above to obtain further fault isolation information.

Built In Test Equipment (BITE)

Often used synonymously with BIT. Specifically it refers to the hardware
(equipment) included in the prime items to perform the BIT function. It may
be expanded to include test points, etc., but this is not the usual conotation.

Test Points

Electrical connection points identified to provide circuit access for the attach-
ment of the test equipment (AGE). Test points may be nothing more than a
circuit node marked and accessible. Manual probing is not desired, however.
MICRON test points are thus considered points for positive mating of AGE
connectors.

Fault Detection/Isolation Software

Special software used in conjunction with BIT or AGE for detection and/or
isolation. Software may be resident in the DPU or AGE. It may be loaded
into the DPU by the AGE for use only during testing.

1MU and Module Repair Stations

2% probability of passing bad unit not flagged by BIT

1% probability of not passing a good unit

all DIU whLch are bad and flagged by BIT are checked as bad by both test sets.

Defining the IMU removal rate as a function of BIT was accomplished by dividing
removal causes into 5 classes. The impact of BIT on each of these was then easily
assessed. Table 6-27 lists these classes, their removal rates, and associated terms
anl definitions. The removal rate terms shown correspo,,d with the increased K factor
now being used. These differ from the previously publisned values. The sum of all
five classes of removals equals the total 1MU replacements. These are plotted in
Figure 6-38 for the E-2/M-1 portion of the study. For the July 1975 system with its
new MIL-IIDBK-217B failure rate, the removal rate ranged from 2.85X to 4.27 X.
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Decreased BIT confidence increases the removal rate not only because of
improper actions when a malfunction occurs, but also because of increased removals

when the unit is good. High confidence in BIT will tend to preclude removals because
of one bad navigation run, etc. It is also interesting to note that removals are
increased slightly with base verification. This is due to the lower capability of the
verification test set to detect all failures. It was assumed to have a 5 percent proba-
bility of passing a bad unit not flagged by BIT whereas the depot station will only pass
2 percent of bad units not flagged. Thus, with verification we have more bad units
returning to the vehicle. Increased removals just to check the unit because verifica-
tion is readily accessible were not considered.

The degree of accuracy in isolating IMU faults to the proper module is also a
function of the BIT circuitry. While good fault isolation using a functional test station
is not necessarily dependent upon BIT it does follow that the more complete the BIT
the more accurate the fault isolation. This consideration was included in the BIT
study by assuming faults flagged by BIT were better isolated than those not. The actual
isolation percentages used are shown in Table 6-28. A similar analysis for hybrid
circuits yielded avrage CPC removal rates of 1. 19 per bad module and 0.02 per good
module tested.

Table 6-28. Module Fault Isolation vs BITE Confidence

Percent of Fixes Vs Number

IU Condition When Placed of Modules Replaced
on Repair Station 0 Modules 1 Module 2 Modules 3 Modules

Bad DIU and flagged by BITE 801 20%

Bad IMU but not flagged by BITE 1% 61% 205 18(

Good [ U but fixed anyhow 100(/

NO'IE: Subsequent module RTOK rate was assumed to be
25% of the excess modules replaced.

6.2.5.5 IMU Repairability

The design activities of Phase 2A have developed a packaging approach generally
accepted for the engineering model of Phase 2B. Because of the many critical require-
ments imposed on the instrument assembly, this paCeaging approach is somewhat more
complex than earlier mockups. Several alternatives have been and are being evaluated
from a maintainability/life cycle cost view point. These alternatives include such
things as:

a. Division of the suspension module into two identical assemblies

b. A combined g3 ro/suspension assembly consisting of one gyro and a half
suspension module defined in a.

c. Single charge amps rather than dual packages now used.
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Preliminary studies show that item (b) does not yield significant savings. (a) and (c)
combined however have a potential of $1,200,000 program savings. If additional
improvements could be made making the instrument area as easily repairable as mod-
ule replacement, an additional $400,000 could be saved. In both cases the above
dollars do not include the cost of incorporating the changed presented. Studies must
be conducted to determine if implementation costs are less than the potential savings.

6.2.6 Cost-of-Ownership Model

The goal of this task is to develop a Cost-of-Ownership prediction model appli-
cable to Phase 2 and then use that model in evaluating various design/support alterna-
tives. The MICRON cost model developed in Phase 1 provided the basis for the
Phase 2 model.

The first effort under this task was a complete review of the Phase 1 model in
light of the detail, trade-offs, and information applicable to Phase 2A. Changes
were then identified which made the model sensitive to the trade-offs expected and
more complete in its considerations.

The selected model improvements are outlined in Table 6-29. The first category
of improvements relate to the prediction of prime hardware costs. In the previous
model unit prices were computed external to the model. The improved model accepts
base labor and material factors for each subitem as input and computes the unit price.
Variable base dollar years and manufaciuring locations (i. e., different labor rates,
etc.) can be selected. Inputs also allow for the consideration of reliability/recycle
rates on production cost. In correlation with the variable base dollar year used to
predict hardware price, variable year customer cost rates are also available. Cost
factors as published in AFSCM/AFLCM 200-4 may also be used. While these factors
are generally accepted as out of date they are official values for use if desired.

Estimating algorithms for six of the output cost categories have been improved.
Generally the changes in these algorithms are directed to the input considerations
applicable to Phase 2A.

Retest OK and split repair levels are now easily considered by the model.
Estimates of RTOK and NRTS are accepted as input variables.

The final model improvements are those in the output report formating. New
reports have been added to correspond with the abo,e changes. Most output reports
of the previous model remain with minor changes as applicable.

The model was Initially programmed on the IBM 1130. Later in the phase
It was reprogrammed to operate on both the MICRON Lab lip 2100 computer system
and Rockwell's central IBM 370 data processing system. This change was required
because of the release of the IBM 1130 computers formerly used in the MICRON Lab.

The required model changes to effect this change were (a) report reformatting
for 80 character maximum line lengths, (b) elimination of data switches for report
selection, sensitivity studies, etc., and (c) the incorporation of Hewlett-Packard
peculiar coding techniques. Steps (a) and (b) were accomplisned using the IBM 370
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Table 6-29. Selected 2A Model Improvements

1. Increased Producibility Sensitivity

Unit Fab Labor, Test Labor, Base ,Material Inputs

Selectable yearly labor and material cost factors (1973 through 1977)

Varying Manufacturing location rates

Potential for varying reaork considerations

(Unit Price Input Override)

2. Selectable Base Year Customer Cost Factors (1973 through 1977)

Repair Labor Rate Inventory Management Cost
Training Cost Tech Pubs Page Cost
Manpower Attirtion Rates Facilities Cost
Transportation Rates

(AFSCM/AFLCI 800-4 Override)

3. More Complete Cost Estimating Algorithums

Repairable/Serviceable Item Transportation - New Cost Category

Training - Now only includes corrective maintenance manpower

- Considers only equivalent heads

Facilities - Now only includes Depot facilities

- Estimated based on complexity factory - relate to test
equipment

Test Equipment Maintenance - Consider T. E. Failure Rates rather than
percentage

Spares Inventory Mgt - Need to add Field Administration cost

Initial Test Equipment - Easier more accurate method

4. Testability/Partial Repairability Sensitivity

RTOK Consideration (Retest OK)

NRTS Rate Consideration (Not Repairable this Station)

5. Related Report Format Improvements
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batch processing system. This enabled the major changes to be made on a completely
defined system (rather than the more fluid laboratory systems) plus it now gives two
machines which can be used as conditions warrant.

Subsequent to transferring the model to the lIP 2100 system, that version was
also resegmented allowing greater detail in the input hardware definition. The model
will now accept a hardware breakdown of up to 120 line items.

Appendix I to this report provides a general description of the model including
a sample of each report type which may be generated by the prediction model. The
actual reports produced for a given run are selectable by the input data.

A subtask of this efoit is the continuing awareness of prediction model
activities in the inertial community, particularly maintaining compatibility with
other models which might be used to evaluate MICRON. In this regard, participation
in the joint (1-ta exchange for inertial systems Life Cycle Cost task group has
continued throughout this phase. Autonetics representative is currently serving on
the executive board of this group.

6.2.7 Parts Program

6.2.7. 1 Parts Commonality

The parts selection and commonalit:' studies during the Phase 2A contract have
been directed toward part type reduction of piece parts. A strong "push" has been
made toward alternates to costly parts; changes in technolog (i. e., beam lead vs fly
wire vs packaged, bipolar vs MOS), and changes in procurement techniques. The
tradeoffs have been considered by design groups, operations, reliability and program/
project management. As an example of possible changes in procurement technique
it may be possible to omit Group B and C testing from fly wire die specifications.
These tests are related to device packages and omission would result in a savings
of approximat!3 10 percent per part. Rationale exists for deleting these tests when
cost and reliability are traded. implementation of the results of these studies will
be made when the specification developmenL and release takes place during Phase 2B.

Component engineering supported the efforts to obtain 800 %olt NPN and PNP
transistors for use in MICRON. PNP transistors received from Fairchild semiconductor
perform satisfactorily. Three shipments of NPN transistors and two trips to Fairchild
were required to obtain an initial quantit of satisfactory devices. Fairchild attributes
the problems to sensit% e process techniques now under control and expects to com-
plete the order early in Phase 2B.

6.2.7.2 Parts Soecifications

P.elimmary beam lead device specification outlines patterned after MIL-M-38510
Class 1i were negotiated with potential suppliers and tentativt agreement reached
related to die screening capability. While the concepts and necessity of testing were
generally acceptable to the suppliers, commitment cannot be accemplished until a
bean lead carrier is available for supplier evauation tests.
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As part of the Phase 2A contract, 25 device specifications were prepared at the
start of the phase. These specifications cover 10 integrated circuits, 3 transistors,
4 diodes, 2 capacitors and 6 resistors. Many of the devices covered by these documents
are no longer required because of the increased use of the MOS, LSI, and other circuit
changes. Effort to develop specifications for additional devices has slowed until the
numerous technology studies and configuration trade-offs are completed,

A firm specification format and standardization of specification common pages
and paragraphs was finalized and put into work. This effort will benefit the program
more effectively as identification of final devices becomes known.

6.2.8 Beam Lead Development

6.2.8.1 Beam Lead Devices

The use of fully screened ai,d tested beam lead devices will increase system
reliability and reduce assembly costs. To increase the availability of beam lead
devices several requests for quotation were sent to potential suppliers for develop-
ment of high usage parts in beam lead form. The part types considered were:

High Performance Operational Amplifier
(similar to Harris IIA2620)

CMOS Quad Analog Switch with Driver
(similar to Harris 1I 1500 or RCA CD4053)

Synchronous 4 Bit Digital Counter

(similar to TI SN541.S193)

Custom 1igh Stability Resistor Networks

A contract was placed with RCA for the illgh Performance Operational
Amplifier on 28 June 1974. The first parts were produced and found unsatisfactory.
A redesign and process changes were accomplished and the next parts are expected
early in Phase 2B. Preliminary results appear favorable but latest production part
cost estimates are higher than desired.

Contracts were not placed for any other devices. The resistor networks are
still in a state of flux due to circuit trade-off studies. The synchronous counter
Is no longer used since the counting function has been incorporated in new I1OS,
LSI clrculta. The CMOS quad analog switch development effort was stopped due to
the high risk and high costs associated with the new technology development for beam
leads on MOS devices.

6.2.8.2 Beam Lead Carrier

6.2.8.2. 1 Autonetics Development Program. A modified 16 lead "Barnes" type
carrier to accommodate either a 4, 10, 14, or 16 beam chip was under development
during Phase 2A. The carrier will consist of a Kapton flexible circuit cemented to the
Barnes base and a spring retained glass lid. The carrier will allow full Class B inte-
grated circuit or TXV level semiconductor screening and testing of beam lead die.
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Ten prototype (hand-made) carriers were made at Autonetics and beam lead
chips with 16 beams (Texas Instruments BL54LS0OY) were purchased. Electrical
testing was performed with the prototypes using standard automatic test and handling
equaipment.

Based on the initial test data a specification was prepared and 100 carriers
purchased from ITT, Cannon Electric Division. Testing of the Cannon carriers
indicated problems with the design and specification.

Test equipment to carrier interface mating problems occurred with the 25 mil
wide contact areas cn the carriers. New Kapton with 40 mil wide contact areas was
purchased and installed on the carrier bases. Testing showed the wide gold has sig-
nificantly improved the measuring equipment contact problem. However, another
problem surfaced which was associated with relative movement of the Kapton/beam
lead device/glass (which "holds" the device) during semiautomatic equipment handling
and testing. There was apparently a strong affinity of the device for the glass which
sometimes moved the beams from contact with the Kapton gold.

Based on test results new drawings were prepared for two improved slightly
different carrier designs. One includes a resilient pad beneath the Kapton-with-gcld
circuitry. The other uses a selectively conductive resilient pad on top of the
circuitry. The first design was submitted to industry for quotations and/or comment.
It is expected that replies will be forthcoming soon enough to allow placing orders
rar'y in Phase 2B. The selectively conductive design will be the subject of further
study.

6.2.8.2.2 Outside Supplier Development Programs. Lockheed's Missile
Systems Division initiated a carrier program in September 1973 for the Trident
program. Lockheed pursued an in-house program and also funded three beam lead
chip suppliers (ICA, Motorola and Raytheon) to develop a carrier. Autonetics was
in contact with Lockheed and its suppliers and is aware of their current progress.

Autonetics representatives attended a conference on beam lead device carriers
at Bendix, Kansas City Division, Kansas City, Mo., on 12 June 1974. The other
attendees were representatives from Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Hughes
Aircraft Company, Raytheon, Sandia Laboratories, RCA, Texas Instruments, Harris
Semiconductor, Motorola, ITT Cannon and Bendix.

A second conference was attended at Lockheed, Sunnyvale, 'Ca., on 25 April
1975. Representatives from Texas Instruments, Raytheon, Motorola, RCA, JPL,
Bendix and Sandia Labs also attended.

Conclusions from the meetings indicated that Lockheed hall not finalized a
design and was still funding three separate developments at Motorola, RCA and
Texas Instruments. Testing performed by Lockheed and its subcontractors had been
hand testing on the bench. Autonetics had done more testing with actual automated
handling and testing equipment.

Several attempta were made to obtain carriers developed for Lockheed for
evaluation at Autoneties. All available carriers were being used by Lockheed for
evaluation. Motorola, however, accepted a purchase order for 50 carriers to the
design developed for Lockheed. The Motorola carriers are due for delivery early in
Phase 2B. Evaluations and comparison with Autonetics designs will begin at that time.
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6.2.9 MOS Device Development

6.2.9.1 IMU/DPU MOS Electronics

During March, 1975, development of a number of MOS devices was initiated Nkhich
are expected to reduce systems cost. Primary emphasis during March and April 1975
was placed on defining total system requirements in terms of interface signals and the
timing of these signals. This effort consisted of deveiupment of detailed block dia-
grams, detailed timing, apportionment to MOS devices and preliminary sizing of each
MOS device type.

The implementation and logic design was initiated using the mechanization

arrived at in December 1974 as a result of design tradeoffs completed at that time.
In evaluating the detailed timing requirements, it was determined that some changes
in the mechanization could reduce the number of MOS devices required without
tncrasing the development costs. In particular, the December 1974 mechanization
required 23 MOS devices of seven types. These included three new designs and two
ROM's. In addition, 36 bipolar devices were required. This mechanization used
8.5 watts of power. In contrast, the same three new designs, are requiied for the
new mechanization, but only eight total devices of four types are used. This has
been accomplished due to several factors. The most significant one is that the
frequency reference generator logic was able to be incorporated on one of the new
control devices. Also, the number of discrete outputs required to be under CPU
control was reduced from 32 to 16. Also, the above changes reduced the function of
the remaining BAP and MXF devices to that of buffers and latches. They were,
therefore, replaced with tri-state bipolar devices which offered cost advantages.
This mechanizadon should only require 6 watts.

It was determined that one of the new control devices would be exceptionally
large, approximately 250 mils x 250 mils. A recommendation was made, and is
being implemented, to divide this device into two smaller devices. This resulted in
development of four new Xi.OS devices. However, the only additional nonrecurring
costs incurred is the development of a mask set and a fabrication run.

The eight MOS (-vices utilized in the input/output are identified in Table 6-30:

Table 6-30. MOS Devices Utilized in the Input/Output

Designation Qty

1. Program Counter Timer (PCT) 3

2. Timing and Reference Generator (TRGC) 1

3. Counter and Sequencer (CASC) I

4. Quasi Reference Generator (QRFG) 2

5. Direct Memory Access Control (DMAC) 1

I Total 8
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Device number 1, PCT, has been developed and applied in the prototype
MICRON dedicated processor unit. Device numbers 2 through 5 are the new MOS
devices currently being designed. A brief description of each device and development
status is provided subsequently.

a. TRGC Device Functional Description. The logic in this device consists
primarily of frequency dividing counters used to generate fixed frequencies and
timing signals. The 1 MHz clock frequency is divided down to provide outputs of
33-1/3 kHz Isquare wave), 40K PPS and a 320 Hiz signal. The dividing continues to
32 lIz. A strap input is used to select whether the 32 Hz or 64 liz will be used for
the fast cycle interrupt. Three other signals are generated with fixed delays from
the selected fast ycle interrupt. These signals are used to control the sampling of
the MUM demod signals. Finally, a small block of logic is included which is used to
condition the asynchronous EMA signals to . nchronous increment commands for
the EMA counters. Figure 6-39 is a block diagram of this device. A functional
description of each of the interface signals follows.

Signal Signal Description

S10 Controls resetting the sample and hold circuits.
Occurs 400 Psec before the end of "ST" and has a pulse
width of 400 p sec.

STDLYD Marks the start of the MUM demod sample window.
This signal occurs 500 sec after "ST."

X Count signal from the EMA's. These are 40K PPS signals
Y which are modulated by the acceleration. Pulse width
Z is 1 p sec with a 25 psec period. Count once for each pulse.

BITE/EMA A discrete input signal which selects between counting
EMA pulses or counting the 40K PPS pulses.

XINC Issued to PYC input of the PCT's (EMA counters) to
YINC cause an increment.
ZINC

A This is a strap input used to select a 64/sec or 32/sec
fast cycle.

320 IHz Frequency output used for generating a triangular waveform.
Period is 3125 isec. Low for 1. 875 ms and high for
1.250 msec.

33-1/3 kliz Symmetrical square wave output.

64 lz Fast cycle interrupt may be programmed to be either 64/sec
or 32/sec by strapping input "A."

ST Controls the multiplexers for the MUNI demod sample and
hold circuits. "ST" occurs 1.5 msec after the fast cycle
interrupt and is a 2 mscc pulse.
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40K PPS Frequency output to the EMA's.

BRK Inputs to the spin motor brake logic from the CASC
BRKCLK device.
DISCRETE NO. 3

SMC ENAB Discrete input to the SMC brake logic

BRK ENAB Outputs to the spin motor brake circuits

BRK01
BRK02
BRK03

b. CASC Functional Description. The CASC device mechanizes the functions of
the automatic sequencer and the frequency reference and suspension timing logic The
1 MHz clock is counted down to provide frequencies of 100 kHz, 20 KPPS and 10 kHz.
Two additional 10 kHz signals designated QUASI A and QUASI B are also generated.
These frequencies have set phase relationships. A 50 kHz signal is also generated
but is gated with discrete logic. The counting chain continues from 10 kHz to 208 see,
if enabled by the CLK INHIBIT signal. The timing chain from 25.6 msec to 208 see
is reset with the occurrence of any of three shutdown discretes. The remaining outputs
of this device are used for sequencing the suspension/desuspension and are generated
as combinations of the input control discretes and the timing counter outputs.
Figure 6-40 is a block diagram of the CASC device. A functional description of the
interface signals follows.

Signal Signal Description

CLOCK INHIBIT hhibits the automatic sequencer timing counter.

INITC Initializes the counters and sets the outputs to the
proper state.

CCSIITDWN Shutdown discrete from the control computer.

PCSIITDWN Shutdown discrete from the power control.

1MALFSITDWVN Shutdown Discrete from BITE logic.

SUSPEND Discrete input command whichispart of turn on sequence.

SHORT T/OFF Discrete input which commands the short turn off sequence.

LONG Discrete input which commands the long turn olf sequence.

RECYCLE Discrete input which commands cycle down and back up.

CI/LO(B) Lift off signal output.

100 kHz Square wave timing output.
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50 kHz Square wave output controlled by SP.

20 KPPS Timing output with 20 percent duty cycle

10 kHz Square wave timing output

QUASI A 10 kHz signals used to generate sine wave lift off signalb
QUASI B

iVPS Discrete outputs used to sequence the suspension during
DISCRETE 1 power up/down and recycle modes.
DISCRETE 2
DISCRETE 3
DISCRETE 4
INTEG

SHTDWN COMP Signals used to show status of the sequencing operations.
RECY IN PROG

BRK ENB Signal to TRGC device which indicates the start of the
long shutdown sequence. Used for SMC braking.

BRK CLK Signal used to reset and clock the 30 SMC brake logic.

SN These signals are used in the gap and charge monitor
SP logic and charge amp logic.
SN + SP

Q3

GQ
NF
PF

c. QRFG Device Functional Description. The quasi reference frequency
generator for one ESG is mechanized on this device. Two devices per system are
used. This logic consists of a 12-bit register and a 12-bit rate multiplier. The
output from this section is a pulse train whose period is not generally symmetrical,
but is a trequency whose average rate is equal to fcX where fc is the clock frequency

(1 Mlz) and 0- X < 1. In particular, X = N where N is a 12-bit binary number

0 - N - 4095. This pulse train is an input to a divide-by-16 counter whose output
drives a modulo 24 counter. The outputs of the modulo 24 counter, together with
9, SN, CM Discrete, and HEAT are used to generate sine, cosine waveforms. One
device is used for each ESG frequency, and the SELECT GYRO 1/2 input selects which
device will drive the spin mtor control signals. A block diagram of this device is
provided in Figure 6-41. A functional description of the interface signals follows.
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Signal Signal Description

SELECT GYRO 1/2 This signal causes the spin motor control outputs to
float.

HEAT Causes a square wave on +COS2W and -COS2W.

CM DISCRETE These signals cause switching of the SINWI, COSW1,
SP ESG signals.
SN

MO(00-11)C Memory output data bus.

FRGWIC Commands the frequency generator holding register to
copy the data on the memory bus. This signal is
coincident with the data.

+COSW Outputs to spin motor control chip.
-COSW
+COS2W
-COS2W
-SIN2W
-SN2W

+COSW1 These signals are the quasi sine, cosine waveforms
-COSW1 for the ESG's.
-SINWT

d. DMAC Functional Description. The DMAC device is designed as a sequencer
and controller for data transfers between the System Electronics Unit ISEU) and the
Dedicated Processor's Memory. The data words are transferred in a set sequence
to or from dedicated memory locations.

This sequence, which is controlled by the DMAC, is initiated by the fast cycle

Interrupt input. The DMAC then proceeds to store a set number of words into memory

and output a set number of words from memory. The DMAC provides the memory
address, read/write and cycle commands to control the memory only after issuing a
memory cycle-steal request and receiving an acknowledge. To select one source or
destination from among the many, the DMAC provides appropriate enables, strobes
and a six bit user's address. Figure 6-42 contains a block diagram of the DMAC device.
This device as reflected by the block diagram is 'logically" more complex than the
other three devices described. A functional description of each DMAC input/output
signal follows.
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Signal Signal Description

ENXC These signals enable one of the three EMA counters
ENYC to drive the node which gets latched in the read-out
ENZC register.

FLTMXC Gates the EMA register onto the internal data-to-
memory bus.

SEUDMC Memory cycle steal request.

SEUMRC Used to start a memory cycle (either a READ or WRITE).

SEURDC READ/vRITE command to memory.

TFLTC This signal enables the test word register onto the
internal data-to-memory bus.

BGIN (SC) Starts a conversion in the A/D device. The MUX enables
and address lines must be set up 1 psec before this
signal is issued.

MUMUX1 These signals are the disable signals to the six 8:1
MUMUX2 multiplexers on the input to the A/D converter.
MUMUX3
MUMUX4
MUMUX5
MIIUMUX6

AO These six address lines are used for three purposes:
Al
A2 (1) Tht', provide address to the MUX's which enable
A3 data to the A/D converter.
A4 (2) They provide a coded destination address
A5 going to two Spin Motor Control (SMC) devices.

(3) They provide coded destination address for the
synchro D/A devices.

For data to the SMC's, the address must be set
up at least 1.0 I sec before the strobe. For
MUX addressing (data to the A/D), the address
must be set up 1.0 .sec before issuing BGIN
and must be held until REDO is received.

FLTADL This signal enables the A/D converter output drivers
onto the internal data-to-memory bus.

SMC These signals are the strobes to the two Spin Motor
DMC Control chips. They command the addressed register

to copy the data from the input bus.
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SYNCLA This signal causes a data word to be copied from the
memory bus into a buffer register. The data are
subsequently copied into 1 of 11 synchro D/A devices.

SYNCEN This signal causes the data to be copied from the

synchro buffer register into the addressed D/A device.

TWC Loads the test word latch fromthe memory output bus.

STDLYD Defines the start of the 2 msec window during which
the MUM data must be stored.

FAST/SLOW This input is used to specify whether a 1 fsec or
2 4sec read cycle is being used.

INITC Initializes the device. Will reset and float memory
address, reset mode control, reset user address and
set all outputs to non-active state.

64 Hz (Fast Cycle This input starts the entire input/output sequence.
Lnlterrupt)

CCLCRC This signal is used to clear the EMA counters (by
loading zero) after they have been read.

DR Indicates the A/D conversion is complete. The data
(Data Ready) may be read from the output register and the next

conversion started.

SEUAKC Indicates the next memory cycle may be used b%' the
DMAC. This signal is in response to a cycle steal
request, "SEUDMC." 'his acknowledge will be
issued as long as the DMAC continues to request
memory and no higher priority requests preempt. In
the absence of SEUAKC, the D"IAC must relinquish the
memory for the next cycle.

NMA(09-15)C Internal memory address bus. These seven lines provide
the dedicated memory addresses for reading/writing
the SEU data in memory.

FRGW1C These signals command the respective QRFG devices to
FRGW2C copy the 12-bit data word from the memory bus.

ENDMUC Issues interrupt request to CPU after storing 12 words
of MUM data.

CMPLTC Issues interrupt request to CPU after the entire fast
cycle sequence has been completed.
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Development status of the above devices is as follows. The apportionment and
preliminary logic design of all four device types have been completed. Simulation of
the logic of the QRFG, TRGC, and the DMIAC has been completed. Layout design of
the QRFG and the TRGC has been completed. Development of these devices will con-
tinue in Phase 28.

6.2.9.2 MOS A/D Converter

Cost tradeoff studies showed that a cost savings could be realized (about $148
per converter) by improving the design of the MOS A/D Converter. The N57A A/D
converter utilized the 65003 MOS chip. The improved design will eliminate the
requirement for an additional four-phase clock to drive the converter and the tri-state
latches which interface with the computer data bus. The new design incorporates the
additional capability for the Digital/Synchro Converter and linear Digital/Analog Con-
verter applications. The part number for this new device is 65008. It is estimated
that devices will be ready for delivery by mid-September, 1975.

A simplified fumctional block diagram of the 65008 chip is shown in Figure 6-43.

The 65008 is the same as the 65003 with the following exceptions:

1. Inputs and outputs are now TTL compatible.

2. The phase clock generator is on the chip. Only a single phase sync clock
is needed for clock input.

3. Output drivers are now tri state.

4. Multiplex switches were deleted.

6.2.9.3 MOS Spin Motor Control Circuit

The MOS Spin 'lotor Circuit part number is (5010. It %xab designed primarily
to reduce the cost and comple.\ity of the spin motor electronics. Cost savings realized
with this circuit were estimated to be about $275. This circuit generates all the spin
motor control signals required for heating, spinup and damping of the gyro rotor. The
circuit can also be used as a 12-channel temperature controller. Three lots of devices
have been fabricated. Probe testing indicated a defect on the first lot processing
techmque. A design defect has also been discovered which produces a large transient
overshoot on the modulated output signals. Design changes are being made to correct
for this problem. Good devices are expected in September 1975.

The AIOS Spin Motor Control circuit will interface directly with the computer
output data buss. A block diagram of this circuit is shown in Figure 6-44.

The chip contains 12 separate digital to analog converters (DAC) and one 6 bit
holding register with a common 6 bit input word. A 4 bit ad tress line with a strobe
selects one of 12 DACs or the register. The 12 DACs generate 4 separate functions
of 3 DAC's each. One set generates straight analog outputs and the other 3 sets gener-
ate outputs that are modulated by a 2 bit signal line.
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Figure 6-43. Functional Block Diagram of 65008 Chip
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The MOS Spin Motor Control circuit implements the following equations:

1. V1 = A DC X + A (-cos 2 wt) + BX (-sin2 wt) + SX (cos wt)

2. V2 = ADCY+ Ay (-cos2wt) + By (-sin2wt)4 Sy (COSWt,

3. V3  = ADCZ+ AZ (-cos2wt)+ BZ (-sin2wt) 4 SZ (cos Wt)

Each term in the equation is an output from one of the 12 DACs. The cos 2 wt,
sin 2 wt and cos wt terms are the 2 line modulation signals. The summing is done
externally by connecting 4 outputs together into an operational amplifier sum amp.

6.3 SYSTEM ENGINEERING

In Task 5.3, System Engineering, Autonetics developed the 8-Plate MESGA
Multisensor, investigated means to eliminate the vacuum pump from the MESGA,
developed the 4-Plate gyro, performed mechanization and modeling improvements,
investigated MESG/MESGA design improvements, initiated an investigation of
MICRON design alternatives, and performed design tradeoffs on the DPU. Autonctics
also investigated methods to simplify the gyro electromcs and mechanical design and
performed electronics design alternatives.

6.3. 1 Develop 8-Plate MESGA

6.3. 1. 1 De~clop 8-Plate MESGA Instrument

The intent of this task was to develop an instrument which would ser~e as a
combined gyro and accelerometer. The effort was to consist of two distinct areas:

1. Develop a ceramic header for te metal vacuum housing %%hich would
minimize stray capacitance between electrode pins and between electrode
pies and ground.

2. Test and evaluate instrument performance apd redesign and refabricate
as required.

The above two efforts were to be accomplished and be compatible and
complementary with fast reaction development.

The task to develop a ceramic header was attempted in 1972 but an apparently
qualified vendor failed to produce a satisfactory part. Several new ideas and methods
were developed and efforts were again made to fabricate parts. Component parts
weie designed and fabricated in the April, May, June 1974 time frame and delivered
to a qualified vendor. The parts were returned to Autonetics in early October 1974
but were not satisfactory. The ceramic had cracked. In an effort to produce a part
which would eupport MESGA test and evaluation it was decided to fabricate parts using
a glass header. While this was recognized as unsuitable for the ultimate instrument.
it would serve the purpose for MESGA evaluation. Parts were delivered to the vendor
in October 1974 and were returned to Autonetics in mid-December. The glass units
had also failed. Parts were again designed and fabricated and shipped ti the vendor
in January 1975 and were returned to Autonctics in late March 1975. The failure
of the final parts when returned to Autonetics P Lne end of March 1975 conciuded the
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effort with the vendor. In parallel with this particular effort, some work has been
performed using a technique provided by Northrop Corporation and is reported in
Para 6.3.6, Design Alternatives Task.

A satisfactory ceramic header was not developed and the effort was discontinued
when MESGA development and test was discontinued (see Para. 6.3.5.5). Standard
Phase 2A MESG units (beryllium base) were used in support of the test and evaluation
of the MIESGA subassembly.

6.3.1.2 Develop 8-Plate MESGA Electronics

The development of the 8 -Plate MESGA electronics followed tradeoff studies and
analyses of the sensitivity to error sources for different types of suspension systems.
Studies showed that a low-preload sInspension system would give the best chance of
meeting the performance specifications because of the lower sensitivity to stray
capacitance and preload charge variations. It was determined that the best system for
implementing low preload with the capability of digitizing the data with the required
accuracy was the pulsewidth modulation (PM) suspension. The N57A system utilizes
pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) suspension. PAM suspension is inherently a high
preload mechaniz .ion. A decision was therefore made to develop PMIM electronics
for MESGA. The low-preload P\\rM electronics were very complex compared to
PAM. The complexity makes the PWIM electronics considerably more costly than
PAM electronics. Figure 6-45 shows a block diagram of the mechanization used for
the pulsewidth modulation suspension electionics.

t6.3.1.2. 1 Electronics Sensitivity Tests and Design Improvement

The el.'ctronics designs which were being utilized in existing suspension sys-
tems were reviewed with respect to tne error budgets developed for the MESGA
application. It was found necessary to improve the performance of the Sample and
Hold, Gap Monitor, and Charge Amplifier by making design improvements in theseelectronics. In addition, a totally new set of suspension electronics had to bedeveloped since low preload P\VM had not previousiy been developed.

A discussion of the electronics which have the greatest effect on MESGA accel-
eration errors and the performance requirements of these electronics is summarized
in the following:

1. Sample and Hold anl Gap Monitor - The average position of the rotor must
be stable to apprcximately 6.75 nano-inclies of the nominal center position.
Since the Sample anti Hold is only one of the error sources which can affect
centering, the offset stability of the Sample and Hbold must be maintained
to about 0.2 millivolts. The N57A Sample and Hold circuit was found to be
approximately an order of magnitude higher than this. A new Sample and

iold circuit was designed and evaluated, to provide the required perform-
ance. Extensive tests were conducted on this circuit.

A Gap Monitor Circuit was also designed which would provide the required
gap measurement stability of 6.75 x 10- 9 in.
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2. Charge Amplifier - The Charge Amplifier must meet the following
requirements for MESGA.

a. Rise and fall time variations between channels -a 0.24 x 10
- see

b. Propagation delay variation between channels - 0. 12 x 10-9 sec
c. Charge error due to high voltage transistor gain variation !: 17 ppm
d. Nonlinear force from slew rate limiting -< 25 4g
e. Stray capacitance variation a 191 ppm
f. DC offset stabltity must give less than 6. 75 x 10-9 in centering

stability

A number of improvements were made to the first amplifier stage of the
Charge Amplifier. Sensitivity tests were conducted on this first stage.
The results are shown in Table 6-31.

Table 6-31. Rise Time and Propagation Delay Sensitivity to Temperature
Variations for the Charge Amplifier First Stage

Temperature
Variations Jitter

Volts (nanoseconds pcr degree C) Inanoseconds)
Input Prop Delay Hise Time Prop Delay Rise Time

5.75 0.08 0.09 Negligible 0.5

3.00 9.09 0.09 Neg'igible 1.0

1.00 0.07 0.07 Negligible 2.0

rhere is a relatively large sensitivitv of propagation delay and rise time to
input amplitude change for the first stage of the Charge Amplifier. When the
input signal is varied from 1 to 5.75 volts a 10 nanosecond propagation delay
and an II nanosecond rise time variation occurs. This is not a serious
problem if the system is operated at one or to discrete preload values.

The pulse amplitude sensiti% ity to pulsewidth change for the first stage was
originally 600 ppm for a 40 microsecond pulsewidth change. The 600 ppm
%as reduced to 25 ppm by making design improvements in the first stage.

The amplitude sensitiviLy of the first stage to temperature variations Acre
found to be less than , ppm/C.
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The Charge Amplifier was designed so that the charge error would be
independent of the high voltage transistor gain. It was also designed to
that it was not slew rate limited since acceleration errors would result
from this condition. The charge amplifiers were mounted In a stable 19
mechanical configuration close to the gyro to minimize stray capacitance
variations. The effects of Charge Amplifier offset were minimized by
using capacitor coupling to the output.

3. Gyro and Electronics Temperature Control - The gyro temperature must
be stable and maintained within 0.0350 F. This required an improved
temperature controller design.

4. Acceleration Digitizer - A modification of the EMA acceleration digitizer
was obtained. A demodulator preceeds the digitizer. This demodulator
is a precision type with errors which are substantially less than 25 ppm.

Consideration was given to digitizing the acceleration sensing signal at the
Charge Amplifier output as suggested by TASC. It was decided to digitize
at the Charge Amplifier input as originally planned. The reasons for this
are discussed in Para 6.3.5. Figure 6-46 shows the position of the
Acceleration Digitizer in the suspension electronics.

6.3. 1. 2.2 8-Plate MESGA Electronics Modules. The function of the 8-Plate "
IESGA electronics suspension modules is described below.

1. Timing Generator, Part Number (PI/N) 11835-507-1

This module contains the timing signals and clocks for both the 8-plate and
the 4-plate suspension system.

2. Suspension Servo Module, P/N 12075-507-1

This module contains the speed control Notch Filter, the suspension servo
compensation network, the Precision Sample and Holds, and the 50 KC
buffer.

3. Sign and Magnitude (PWI No. I), P/N 11840-507-1

The three axes network output from the Suspension Servo Module is fed to
this module. The signals are converted to a 4-axes sign and magnitude
signal. This module also provides the capability of applying a test signal
to each axis. The module will also be utilized for the 4-Plate GSA.

4. 8-Plate PWM Logic (PWI\I No. 2), P/N 11845-507-1

This module provides the logic codes for the start and stop times of the
eight pulsewidth signals. This module is used for the 8-plato system only.
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5. PWM Output (PWM No. 3), P/N 11850-507-1

This module generates the precision voltage pulsewidth modulated signals.
The outputs of this module go to the Precision Charge Amp Inputs and the
acceleration digitizer.

G. PWM Converter (PXVI No. 4), P/N 11855-507-1

This module converts the analog signals from the servo network: to pulsewidth
signals that are proportional to the signal magnitudes. This conversion is
mechanized by integrating a reference voltage and comparing it with the
signal magnitude. This mcdule is used in the 4-plate GSA in a modified
configuration.

7. Modulator Logic and Reference Generator, P/N 11880-507-1

Three distinct functions are generated in this module: (1) the precision
voltage references for the pulsewidth modulated signals, (2) a four-bit code
that indicates the maximum channel, (3) a discrete which indicates that one
of the channels is close to saturation.

8. Precision Sample & Hold, P/N 11805-507-1

One Precision Sample & Hold is mounted on the Suspension Servo Module
(P/N 12075-507-1) and one is mounted on the Sign and Magnitude Module
(P/N 11840-507-1). The Sample and told that is mounted on the Suspension
Servo Module, converts the eight charge amp readout signals to three
signals. The three outputs are then sampled synchronously at a 10K rate.
The Sa mple & Hold substrate on the Sign and Magnitude module converts the
three axes signals to a 4 axes signal which Is sampled at a IOKC rate.

9. Q Ref, Max Channel & 'Max Sense, P/N 11870-507-1

This substrate is mounted on the Modulator Logic and Reference Generator
Module (P/N 11880-507-1). This substrate provides the functions as defined
In 7 above.

10. Output Control Logic, P/N 11890-507-1

Two substrates of this type are mouned on the IM\M Output Module. This
substrate provides the logical elements to synchronize the 8 pulsewidth
modulated signals.
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6.3.2 Vaclon Pump Elimination

6.3.2.1 objective and Approach

Elimination of the Vaclon pump could be a significant step in reducing the cost
of the M'ro if the following technical objectives are attained:

1. Low voltage or passive pumping at a relatively low cost.

2. Quick starting or continuous pumping.

3. Gyro configuration must not require redesign of system packaging.

4. Rotor speed at, or near, 2434 liz.

5. Rotor speed stable to 2 llz per year.

It soon became apparent that these objectives would best be pursued by
replacing the Vaclon pump with a getter since exploratory experiments established
the necessity for rome sort of pumping. The zirconiun/graphlte getter manufactured
by SAES, Milan, Italy, was judged the most promising device. This gutter pumps
almost all gas species except hydrocarbons and inert gases. It has a capacity of
40 torr-cc per activation and, through multiple reactivations, has a total capacity of
270 torr-cc. Its initial pumping speed, which decreases with mass pumped, is
approximately 0.5 litre/sec.

It was also soon apparent that in using this getter the most elusive technical
objectives was rotor speed stabilit3. The mechanism causing unacceptable rotor
speed changes was taken to be changes In the prcssure of non-getterable gases inside
the &'ro. Such changes have two sources:

1. Outgassing from interior surfaces and from "virtual leaks" (such as material
interface surface volumes and screw threads).

2. Leakage of atmosphere through the case seals.

To evaluate the getter it was decided to treat the interior source problems first
and external leakage second.

6.3.2. 2 Rotor Speed Change, Internaily Originating

Outgassing of interior surfaces %%as initiall3 considered on a component part
basis. The various component parts with surfaces within the sealed volume of the
gyro were analyzed for relative magnitudes of contribution. The cavities and the
getter were judged to have the greatest contributions.

Four cavity halves were step-heated while being monitored by the residual gas
analyzer (RGA). Appreciable amounts of argon were detected. In an attempt to iso-
late the source(s) of this outgassing, a new BeO biscuit was cleaned, monitored, met-
allzed by sputtering Cr/Au and monitored again with the RGA. No appreciable out-
gassing was detected.
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Following the measurements on the metallized biscuit, the cavities frcm
Vaclon pumped gyros 98 and 130 were step-heated and monitored. Significant outgas-
sing of non-getterable gases was detected.

These observations raised a serious question as to whether cavities were or
were not outgassing non-getterable species at unacceptable rates after being con-
ditioned (the foregoing specimens were not) for a gettered gyro. In order to explore
this question, it was necessary first to establish the relationships between the mass
(torr-litres) of gas preent and the signal strength (ion current) of the IRGA.

Figure 6-47 presents a typical RGA spectrum: ion current versus mass-charge
ratio. Several gas species are identified to mass-charge ratio values.

Figure 6-48 presents the required relationship between partial pressure and
ion current for oxygen (total volume is known and constant). Note that oxygen yields
a signal at each of two ionization states. Note also that the coordinate scales are
both logarithmic. An excellent linear regression on the data was obtained. Equall3
useful relationships were determined also for helium, nitrogen, argon, methane,
propane, and carbon dioxide.

The cavities removed from Gyro 138 were conditioned in a vacuum chamber
using the same process as was used for Gyros 118 and 126. After conditioning, the
vacuum chamber was sealed and held for 24 hours at 150 0 F. At the end of this
"pinched-off" storage period the chamber was opened and the llA was used to deter-
mine the amounts of argon and propane present. A similar determination us made
for the empty %acuuni chamber subjected to the same time-temperature-pumping
profile. This yielded the background levels.

A comparison of the results from the Gyro 138 cavities with those from the
background run showed that significant amounts of gas e~olution would be Athin
the "noise level" on small differences between very large numbers.

The other component of concern with respect to outgassing was the getter.
A new getter was placed in the -acuum chamber and was subjected to a conditioning
process cycle idential to that used on Gyro 126.

This getter was activated twice, "killed" with house nitrogen and then
reactiated. RGA sniffing was performed during each actikation. During the first
acti'ation, massixe quantities of mans\ gases including argon, nitrogen, h3drogen
and organic compounds uere detected. During the second a,'.uation, lesser amounts
of 112, N2 and Ar (but essentiall3 no hydrocarbons) were detected. During the third
activation, small amounts of U12, N2 and Ar and hydrocarbons were detect-d.

Following this, the getter was stored in a "pinched-off' chamber the same as
were the cavities from Gyro 138. After 24 hours at 130 0 F thE, chamber was opened
and gas analysis was performed. As before, a background was also measured and
was comparable to that for the cavities from Gyrq 138. Although these results %%ere
subject to the same unacceptably high errors as those from 'he Gyro 138 cavities, it
was noted that the argon signal saturated tie electronics. This did not happen ith
the cavities.
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From this it was concluded that the getter released far greater amounts of
non-getterable gas(es) than did the cavities when conditioned as in Gyro 126.

At this time the Research Director of SAES, Milan, Italy was in Anaheim for
a technical conference. Consultations with him indicated that our method of getter
activation had been counter productive. SAES researchers reported that only nas-
cent hydrogen is released from the getter during activation and this nascent hydro-
gen interacts with Vaclon pumnps. This interaction liberates a variety of previously
sorbed gased from tire pump.

The bberated species include such non-getterable gases as argon and several
hydrocarbons. liese liberated gases "poison" the getter. The nascent hydrogen
by itself presents no problem since the getter has a very large capacity to re-sorb
hydrogen.

SAES recommended using a turbomolecutar pump during getter activation
since there is no interaction between it and the liberated nascent hydrogen.

Pursuant to the above facts and recommendations a turbomolecular pump
was acquired and used during the getter activation of subsequently built gyros
(154, 156, and 158) which were speed tested to indicate internal effects.

Measurement of internal effects through gyro speed tests involved changes in
design details, changes in fabrication procedures (in addition to the use of the
turbomolecular pump), and storage of the entire gyro in a hard vacuum betNeen
speed test runs. These efforts are described in the following paragraphs, first
gyro-by-gyro and then in a summarizing comparative analysis of the three
significant gyros.

6.3.2.2.1 Gyro 118. Figure 6-49 shows the gyro rotor speed changc
through 36 %eelks when stored between speed tests in an air ambient at approximately
150 0 1'. After week 36, the storage environment was changed to a vacuum of
approxiniatelN 10-8 torr at 15

0
F. The purpose here was to eliminate any contri-

butions to speed change from external leakage.

Figure 6-50 shows speed change trends during the 13-%%eek vacuum storage
period. Since a speed determination was not made immediately before starting
vacuum storage, the speed change t.-end must be estimated over the 9-week period
ending at neck 50. It is possible to pass linear regressions through the data with
slopes var'ing between zero and about 4.8 liz per year, all of which have approxi-
niately the same residual variance. These limits are shown as dashed lines in
Figure 6-50.

There is no confident basis for preferring one of these limits over the other
as the better single-valued description. However it is interesting to speculate on
some details of the dispersion of the data. With the exception of the point at
week 41, the data are dispersed in one group of three points (weeks 43 through 47)
oii a straight line with an extremely small positive slope followed by a group of three
points on a straight line with an extremely small negative slope. These two lines are
offset from each other by about 0. 6 l1z. f one straight line of zero slope is struck
through these six points it would make the precision on unique speed determinations
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appear to be 0.3 lz. By bringing the point at week 41 back into consideration, the
precision would appear to be ±0.3 Hz most of the time since this point would deviate
from the single zero-slope line by about +0. 5 ilz.

In a less detailed vein, the data taken during vacuum storage dc indicate that the
speed change due to internal outgassing is negligible (or nearly so) after about '0 weeks

Sof storage time. This suggests that the previous speed change rate of 28.5 l z pcr
year in air storage was due entirely (or nearly so) to external leakage.

In order to check this suggestion, Gyro 118 was stored in .ir at 1500F from
week 50 through week 59. Figure 6-50 shows the results of th . testing. The slow-
down rate did not return to 28. 5 izyear following the vacuum storage period but
was 5.2 to 11. 4 lHz/year. It is judged that the lower % alue, 5.2, is the better estimate
since there seems to be a step of about -0.6 liz at week 53. The data on either sidt
of week 53 fit a slope of 5. 2 117/'year quite wveil. flowever, there is no known reason
why a step should have occurred at week 53.

It appears that this gyro slowed down during the flrst thirty-six weeks
primarily because of internally generated gas load changes. It appears that the
internally generated changes in gas load has ceased sometime around week 36 or 38
since the slowdown rate in 150OF vacuum storage was negligible (or nearI3 so) and

*" the slowdown rate in subsequent 150OF air storage was relatiel3 low compared to
the initiil 150OF air-storage value; i. e., 5.2 lIz/year compared to 28. 5 If/,'% ear.
The 5.2 lz/year rate is not interpreted to be due only to external leaks and is
considered to have been constant in magnitude during both 1500[ air storage periods.

Gyro 118 was subsequently tested during stnrage in air at 72' F from week 59
through week 83. The objective was to assess the temperature sensitivity of the
external leak. Figure 6-51 shows the resultL af this testing. The slowdown rate
was 3.9 to 5.2 liz/year. It would seem that external leakage was slightly tempera-
ture sensitive.

6.3.2.2.2 Gyro 154, Gettered Gyro 154 was built utilizing both aqueous-
deteraent and non-aqueous cleaning procedures for the component cleaning. Also,
16 lubricated bolts (instead of 8 non-lubricated bolts) %ere used at each gold 0-ring
seal. This gyro was built In a nitrogen environment. G3 ro 118 was built in air.
After prefunctional test and the vacuum assembl3 bake on a Vaclon pump, the gette.r
was activated and the gyro getter was activated and the gyro pinched-off. The
turbomolecular pump was used instead of the Vaclun pump during getter acti% atlon.

Figure 6-52 shows the results of stand testing during vacuum storage at
1500F. This gyro showed a behavior pattern during the first two and one half v\eeks
which suggested either a fast-declining rate of internal outgassing, or an external
leak which was closing-up (the gyro was in air at 150oF for about 6 hr for each test
run), or a combination of the two. However, data taken subsequently lie 3+Ilz below%
the dashed line. A review of the records showed that the vacuum storage tempera-
ture in the intervaL between weeks 2-1/2 and 3-1/2 was 180°F to 200°F instead of the
usual 140OF to 1600F. This was unintentional. It is believed that this difference in
storage condition caused the apparent 3+llz offset.
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The dashed curve included in Figure 6-52 has been drawn to place the zero
ll?/ycar rate at about week 16. The reterence curve is then extended at zero slope.

Also shown are the offset values (from the reference) for each data point.

The testing is complete, terminating as shown at week 17. The data shows
that the slowdown rate had decayed to some %alue betNcen zero and 7 I z/year based
on the last four points.

Immediately following the iotor speed determination at week 17, the getter was
reactivated and put back on the test stand. At this time, the gyro failed to speed
control. Coast-down rates were measured as shown in Table 6-32.

The essential conclusions from the speed data in Table 6-32 arc:
1. Reactivation of the getter caused a catastrophic loss of rotor speed

presumably from an increase In internal pressure.

2. Reactivation of the getter did not open up a persisting, identifiable
external leak.

3. A significantly large external leak was identifiable 16 days after
reactivation.

The residual gas analysis, day 21 of Table 6-32 showed the presence of helium
at levels which did not correlate with the puncturing operation but persisted through-
out the duration of the analysis. The helium pattern was uninterpretable.

The residual gas analysis also showed a strong a gon signal which did
correlate with the withdrawal of the puncture tool. Othei gases were also detected
but N cre identified as being either s. stem background or indigenous to the deforma-
tion of the copper pinch-off tube during puncture penetration.

The principal corluslon from the residual gas analysis was that only argon
was identifiable as being responsible for the catastrophic degradation of rotor speed.

Helium leak testing, day 22 in Table 6-32, identified several leak paths at
each O-ring seal. Each leak path showed a leak rate of about 6 x 10- 9 

cc-atm/see
helium. The sum of the individual leaks was on the order of 4 x 10-8 cc-atm/sec
helium.

Gyro 154 was diagnostically disassembled. The only observation of significance
was that the cavities were strongl) magnetic (See Table 6-63, Para 6.3.6.1.8). It
is believed that the prc-pinch-off baking at 400°F caused this and that the condition
did not Influence rotor speed stability.

6.3.2.2.3 Gyro 156. Gettered Gyro 156 was built utilizing both aqueous
detergent and non-aqueous solvent cleaning procedures for the components. Sixteen
lubricated bolts were used at each gold 0-ring seal. The electrical feedthrough for
getter activation was installed In a "reversed" attitude so as to place Its "virtual
lealca" on the outside of the ease. This gyro As built In a nitrogen environment.
The gyro was prefunctionally tested and %acuum assembly baked on a Vaclon pump.
The g3 ro was transferred to the turbomolecular pump for getter activation and
pinch-off. 269



Table 6-32. Gyro 154 After Getter Reactivation

Coast-down Rate (lHz/min)
Day Event at 2360 Ilz

0 Reactivate getter

0 Speed test 7
150F, Vacuum storage -

Speed test 7
150F, Air storage -

2 Speed test 7
150F, Air storage -

5 Speed test 7
150F, Air storage

14 Changed storage condition -

72F, 20 psig helium
16 Speed test 54

72F, Air storage

20 Changed storage condition

250 to 300F, Vacuum storage
21 Puncture and residual g;,- -

analysisI

72F, Air storage
22 lelium leak checked onVeeco 1S17

Figure 6-53 shows the results of stand testing during vacuum storage at 150 0 F.
The initial stable speed (at week zero) is shown in a rectangular enclosure since, as
will be explainea below, it should not be included in speed change estimation. The
important feature of the Initial stable speed was that it was 2434.6 Itz, 0. 6 liz above
nominal. This le interpreted to indicate that the %acuum in this gyro was exceptlonalIl
good the day of pinch-off.

During the first week of vacuum storage, Gyro 156 was also exposed to the
180°F to 200OF temperature range (see Para 6.3.2.2.2). When this gyro was
tested at week 1 it sparked baqly. A stable speed determination was nonetheless
obtained. The effect between tLe week 0 and week I points Is attributed to these
events.

The data from week 1 through week 14 indicate a steadily decreasing slowtown
rate which was about 6.6 lIz/year between weeks 1 and 6 but which was zero to
4.0 liz/year by week 14.
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At this point, Gyro 156 was stored in air at 1500 F to assess the air leakage
correction to vacuum storage data since the gyro was in air at 1500 F for about
12 hours for each speed test run during the vacuum storage period.

Figure 6-54 shows the 1500 F air storage rotor speed stability data for gettered
Gyro 156. No corrections to the 1500 F vacuum storage data are required. Even if
the truu 150 F vacuum storage slowdown rate was ..xro at week 14, the corrections to the
the vacuum storage data would be negligible (about " liz on the eighth data point at
week 14; prgreasively less on the preceding ones).

6.3.2.2.4 Comparison of Gyros 118, 154 and 156. Figure 6-55 presents an
overview of the three gyros. Curves 1 and 2 are for Gyros 118 aird 154 respectively.
Curve 3 is for Gyro 156. All three have the chara .teristic of tending smoothly toward
zero slowdown rate (slope) with time. This, of course, is as would be expected when
there is no mass transport due to leakage.

Curves I and 2 are further similar in that these gros tended to equilibrate

at about the same stable speed although in quite different time periods. Table 0-33
provides some possible reasons for this difference in time to equilibrate. In this
table, all of the known differences in design, fabrication features are listed and
described.

In comparing Gyros 118 and 154, the high-impac
. 

and medium-impact features
are the getter feedthrougn orientation, the asscmbl atmosphere, getter packaging,
and prefunctional conditioning. All of these would be expected to affect the total mass
of non-getterable gas and thus the equilibrium rotor speed of the gyro. These factors
do not explain the difference in time to equilibrate except for unknown differences in
the effective "virtual" leak rate of the getter feedthrough.

The pump upon which getter actil ation occurred, a %er\ high impact feature,
is probabl. the most significant consideration. A getter "poisoned" through ,icti~ation
on a \ aclon pump would be a %er slo%. %irtual leak compared to other possibilities
since it is a porous bod

, , Conconimittant with this intcrpretation is the expectanel of
a greater mass of trapped, non-getterable gas and thus a lower staJle speed in
Gyro 118 as compared to Gyro 154. This is nut %%I at the speed data show. This
suggests that there are other design/fabrication differences affecting rotor speed
which are riot N et recogni/ed or accounted (such as the magnetic suseeptibilit3 of the
cavities).

Gyro 156 difffers from the other two in that the stable speed was at a much
higher value than those of G3 ros 118 and 154. The implication is that the mass of
trapped, non-getterable gas was comparati.ely low. Its time to equilibrate was,
however, very similar to that of Gyro 154 which, upon examination of the data In
Table 6-33 lends some credence to assigning the longer time for Gyro 118 to
equilibrate to a "poisoned" getter.
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Table 6-33. Variations in Deslgn/Fab:ication of Gettereui Gyros

Design/
Fabriration Gyro Gyro Gyro

Feature 118 154 156

Getter Fecdthnu Normal Normal Rteversed

Cleaning Solvent Detercent Dectergent
& Solvent &Solvent

Surface
Conditioning:

Rtotor 8600J., Glow Glow
Vacuum Discharge Discharge

Ca% ities .1000oF 400
0

F, Glow
In Air Vacuum Discharge

Others 86001', 10001:, 4000
F,

Vacuumi Vacuum Vacuum&
& 8600oF, 860 0 F,
Vacuum Va'cum

0-lung Seals 8 1301ts 16 !3olts 16 Bolts

Assemiblv Air, 10' No, i02 N9, 102
PMN Ar 1PRM Ar l'lM Ar

Getter La rge, La rge, La rge
Ar-packed N)- Packed N-Packed

Prefunctional
Conditioning A r IN2, 102 No, 102

PPM Ar 1PPM Ar

Assembly Bake 40001F, 3500F:, 35001F,
96 lii's 120 Iii's 120 11 rs
10-8 Torr 10-8 Torr 10-8 Torr

Transfer (to N /A 80OF 140OF
Turbc~molecular)

Getter \'aclon )'amp Turbo- Turbo-
Activation molecular molecular

Ion Gage Exposure Yes Yes NO

Pinch-Oft Soldered No Yeac Yes
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I Neither Gyro 154 nor Gyro 156 had "poisoned" getters. There were, however,

two differences between them: the getter feedthrough orientation and the exposure,
after getter activation, to an ion gage. Exposure to the ion gage, which is known
to outgas significant amounts of non-getterable gases at the moment of turn-on, was
probably the lesser factor of the two. Thus the "virtual leak" in the getter feedthrough
is probably the more important. In Gyro 154, this "virtual leak" faced the interior
of the gyro. In Gyro 156, it faced the exterior.

In summary, the design and the fabrication techniques used for Gyro 156
produced results which closely approached the rotor speed objectives. This is
evident from a comparison between curve 3 ard the reference slope in Figure 6-55.

6.3.2.2.5 Improving Performance and Lowering Cost. During January 1975,
the Research Director from SAES, the getter manufacturer, spent a day at Autonetics
to review our experience in detail. Having done this, he identified aspects of
fabrication which he considered to be optimum and recommended some alternatives
to other aspect.

, 
which he thought could be improved. The three most salient recom-

mentations were the use of indium seals instead of gold O-rings, the elimination of
most of the prepinch-off baking, and elimination of prefunctional conditioning.
These recommendations were based on experience from other high vacuum devices
and on review of Autonetics' data. This input was used to design the building of
Gyro 158.

Gettered Gyro 158 has been built three times (A, B, and C) using minimum
processing. "Mimmum processing" refers to the exclusion of several process steps
which were used to build Gyro 156 and previous gettered gyros. Individual component
parts were glow discharge cleaned but were not vacuum baked prior to assembly.
Assembl3 was accomplished in air instead of in the nitrogen-filled glove box. The
assembly was not baked under vacuum at 3500 to 400°F for 120 hours but under vacuum
at 2500 to 300OF for 1-1/2 hours prior to getter activation.

The initial attemn
t 

to build gettered Gyro 158 (158A) was unsuccessful. The
flange-base indium st ,- the electrical feedthrough for the getter leaked
catastrophically after get~er actiMation. It was subsequently determined that this
indium seal configuration would not reahabl survive the getter activation step. It
is not clear as to way the feedthrough survived getter activation in Gyro 156 but
failed in Gyro 158. Their configurations were identical but perhaps this design is
marginal.

Gettered Gyro 158B was also unsuccessful due to leaks. On this build, a
"deep-well" flange was used to displace the feedthr-uugh from "wrap-around' heating
during getter activation. Gold O-ring seals were uiel instead of indium.
Unfortunately the pinch-off tube to base braze sprung a leak.

Gettered Gyro 158C yielded significant data with respect to internally-
generated effects. Although this * ro did not speed control, coast-down rates
were measured as shown in Table 6-34.
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Table 6-34. Gyro 158C

Coast-down Rate (llz/mIn)

Day Event at 2380 liz

0 Initial getter activation and -

pinch-off

0 Speed test 0.25
150F, Air storage

I Speed test 6
150F, Vacuum storage

2 Speed test 17
72F, 20 psig helium

8 1/2 Changed storage condition
250 to 300F, Vacuum storage -

9 Puncture and residual gas analysis -

72F, Air storage

16 Helium leak checkedon Veeco -

MS17

The residual gas analysis, day 9 in T, )le 6-34 showed no helium at all. The
analysis did show a strong argon signal which correlated with the withdrawal of the
puncture tool. Other gases were also detected but were identified as being either
system background or indigenous to the deformation of the copper pinch-off tube
during puncture penetration.

tHelium leak testing, day 16 In Table C-34. showed no leaks (threshold level:
3 x 10-11 atm-cc/sec helium). This testing was performed also with the getter at
activation temperature. No leakage was detected under this condition either.

Upon diagnostic disassembl3, G3 ro 158C parts showed no particular anomalies
except for a possible "oil stain' on the 12-hole ca% ltt and a great deal of very fine
pitti , on the rotor. The origins of these observed anomalies were obscure.

The essential conclusion from gettered Gyro 158C was that "minimum
processing was too minimal. The failure to speed control and the time-degeneration
of coast-down characteristics were due to internally-generated changes in non-
getterable-gas pressure.

Gettered Gyro 158 was built a fourth time, 158D. The build was similar to
that of the 158C except that the traditional ESG solvent cleaning was used instead of
the detergent-solvent process. Also, this build was baked after assembly for 336 hours
at 300OF with an internal vacuum of about 10-8 torr. The residual gases In this
%acuum were monitored with the Finnigan Residual Gas Analyzer and were found to
reach essentially stable pressure levels after about 160 hours of baking.
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Gyro 158D was successfully pinched-off, put on the test stand, and spun-up
uneventfully to 1250 liz. At this point, the motor amplifier was turned off and other
parameters were checked out and found to be good. The rotor speed did not decay
measurably during this "several second" coast period. As soon as the motor
amplifier was turned back on for full spin-up, it was noted that the rotor had dropped.
Diagnostic disassembly confirmed that the unit had failed. The reason for the drop
in gettered Gyro 158D is unknown. The two most likely possibilities are either that
this gyro suddenly became a "high charger" during spin-up, or at the 1250 liz dwell,
or that there was an intermittent defect in the test stand. A suspect cable in the test
stand has been redesigned and replaced.

Gettered Gyro 154B was built to replicate 158D. Unfortunately, there was a
nonspinning rotor drop on this gyro also. It was subsequently relevitated and found,
at this point, to be charging at an unacceptable rate. Gyro 154B is being "tumbled"
at about 20 Hertz on the prefunctional test stand in an attempt to decrease the charg-
ing rate.

6.3.2.3 Rotor Speed Change, Externally Originating

Since the getter does not pump inert gases and since air contains about one
volume percent argon, the gettered gyro must be sealed more eff:ciently than is
necessary for a Vaclon pumped design. Vaclon pumped gyros perform acceptably
even when helium leak rates are as high as 10-8 atm-cc/sec. With the getter
design, calculations indicate that helium leak rates cannot exceed 10-14 atm-cc/sec,
if the rotor speed stability objective is to be attained.

As described in Para 6.3.2.2, indium seals which "cold weld" to the case
surfaces were tried but failed to reliably survive the thermal stresses attendant to
getter activation. The 16-bolt gold O-ring design, also mentioned in Para 6. 3.2.2,
has not generated much confidence either since the rotor speed slowdown rate of
Gyro 156 In air, Figure 6-54, is still too high. Other approaches must be tried.
In addition, a leak detector more sensitive than those currently commercially
available will eventually be required to demonstrate that pre-pinch-off leak rates
of gettered gyros are acceptably low. The cost and schedule implications of
"buttoning-up' production gyros without this demonstration are quite undesirable.

The following paragraphs describe the efforts to develop a sufficiently
sensitive leak detector and to improve the sealing of the gyro case.

6.3.2.3.1 "10-14" Leak Detector. Various pieces of laboratory and test equip-
ment (company) have been assembled to evaluate a "10-14" leak detector. When this
assemblage is adequately baked-out it is expected to detect helium leak rates of 10-14
torr-U1tre/sec and possibly 10-15 torr-litre/sec. By comparison, commercially
available leak detectors will detect helium leak rates of 10-10 torr-litre/sec and,
under some circumstances, 3 x 10-11 torr-litre/sec. It is expected to replicate
those currently operational at Martin-Marietta, Denver, and at General Electric,
St. Petersburg.
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The leak detector, Figure 6-56, works on the principle of time accumulation
of an inert "leaker gas." In this case, helium is the "leaker gas.' The residual gas I
analyzer (RGA) measures the partial pressu. P of helium as a function of time. Dur-
Ing this measurement the Vaclon pump is valved-off and the Sorb-Ac pump is used to
keep the total pressure at a low enough value to protect the RGA sensor. Iowever,
the Sorb-Ac does not pump helium, or any other inert gas.

Leak rates are calculated as:

L. = SV-1

where

L = Leak rate in torr-liters per second

S = RGA scale factor in torr per chart unit

a- = Change in number of chart units with time

V = Volume of the system: 3 liters

Figure 6-57 shows an example of the RGA output. The initial and final changes
in signal amplitude (ah/At) were due to internal outgassing plus air leakage when the
assemblage and test piece were surrounded by air (which contains 0. 0004 percent
helium). Between these two slopes is a larger slope due to internal outgassing and air
leaks plus leakage through the test piece which was surrounded by 100 percent helium.
In this case the helium leak rate of the test piece was calculated as about 10-12 torr-
liters per second.

Bake-out and minimization of air leaks in the assemblage will continue until
the background helium rate is reduced to 10-15 torr-liters/sec or less.

6.3.2.3.2 Gyro Case Sealing. Analysis of case sealing alternatives narrowed
the attractive options to deformed gold washers and welds. On the basis of experience
with welded joints on the racuun housing and the getter support flange, both of which
have been exceptionally reliable with respect to sealing, It was decided to use welding
to seal -1 of he case joints. Figure 6-58 shows a gettered gyro design wherein the
gyro case is sealed by electron beam welding. Fabrication tooling for this design has
been built and checked-out. Acceptable electron beam welding parameters are being
determined for each weld.
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SLOPE DUE TO
OUTGASSING, AIR LEAKS .
AND TEST PART LEAK

SLOPE DUE TO
OUTASSINGAND
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REAL TIME

Figure 6-57. Hihum Pressure vs Time

6.3.3 Develop Four-Plate Gyro

6. 3.3. 1 Develop Four-Plate Gyro instrument

The intent of this task was to develop a four-plate AIESG instrument for the
purpose of cost reduction and potential overall system simplification. The task
was to be accomplished without degradation of system performance. The original
intent was to accomplish the effort by fabricating four-plate cavity members,
assembling Instruments with otherwise "standard" parts (N57A type), test and
evaluate and then redesign as necessary.

In summary, cavity parts and rotors were fabricated and a number of

Instrument assemblies were made. The efforts were In support of the electronics
lab checkout of the suspension system being developed. The many assernbly coin-
pletions of the four-plate gyr did not include prefunctional burn-in because there
is no four-plate suspension capability In that area. The assemblies did include

,rotor size changes in support of development of a reliable lift-off technique. Also,
Sprocessing of the Instruments at times included vacuum pull down and Vaclon pump

initiation while, at other times, included an "air filled" assembly. The pressure
In the instrument was thought to enhance or degrade lift off capa1,tl1ty because of

Sdamping.
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VACUUM HOUSING (INCONEL)

MOTOR HEAT SHUNT

SHIELD

INNER SUPPORT
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BRACKET
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HI-TEWGETTER FEED THRU

Figure 6-58. Welded Gyro Design
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6.3.3.2 Develop Four-Plate Gyro Electronics

The motivation for developing Four-Plate Gyro Electronics was the potential
for suspension electronics cost reduction and drift rate improvements. The potential
for cost reduction resulted from the fact that the charge amplifiers were historically
a high cost item and one-half as many are required with the four-plate gyro. Although
the four-plate suspension electronics are more complex and costly than the PAM eight-
plate electronics, the cost could have been reduced by developing MOS circuits.
However, it became clear in the course of development and testing of the four-plate
electronics that several problems existed with the four-plate gyro electronics that
would be very difficult to solve. A list of these problems are summarized in the
following:

1. The 0 capacity was very marginal. In the high G mode, only 12 to 13 G's
were available. The ACF system requires 13 G's DC with shock and
vibration inputs superimposed.

2. No cavity alignment technique exists for the four-plate gyro.

3. It is not possible to self-calibrate the four-plate gyro as it is with
the eight-plate gyro.

4. Higher voltage, more expensive transistors are required for PWM
systems than those required for PAM systems. The reason for this
is that a High Voltage Switch Power Supply can be used with PAM
but cannot be used with PWM.

5. Rotor-liftoff with the four-plate gyro was intermittently bad. This was
attributed to the nonlinear forces resulting from the wide span of the
four-plate electrodes and the proximity of the rotor to the ilectrode at
liftoff. When an eight-plate gyro was used with the four-plate electronics
(one-half of the electrodes used) no liftoff pr6blem occurred.

For the above reasons, it was concluded that the four-plate suspension system
is impractical for the ACF application and therefore the task was deeraphasized.
Although the task was deemphasized, all the design, fabrication and test of the four-
plate suspension electronics was compl-ted. A four-plate gyro was suspended with
the electronics on many occassions and thz electronics were ready for integration with
the test station.

Figure 6-59 shows the electrode configuration of the four-plate gyro and the
method of application of charge in order to produce a U)rce on each of the orthogonal
axes.

Figure 6-60 shows a block diagram of the four-plate gyro electronics and
Figure 6-61 shows a typical set of waveforms at the gyro electrodes.
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6.3.4 Perform Mechanization and Modeling Improvements

6.3.4. 1 Angle Calibration Optimization

The objective of this task was to develop an angle calibration sequence that
would meet system calibration requirements at minimum cost. Technical details of
the approach used are given in Appendix J.

In order to provide a baseline for comparison witi, the yet-to-be defined
optimum calibration sequence, the "standard" 210-position angle calibration sequence
was re-ordered in order of "maximum marginal utility" of the respective calibration
data samples. This program is able to optimize the orier of 210 samples in about
3-1/2 hours on the IBM 1130 computer. (Evaluation of one calibration sample takes
about one minute) The resulting RIMS compensation error as a function of the number
of calibration samples is shown in Figure 6-62.

The initial estimate of the covariance matrix of uncertainties of the cclibration
parameters was obtained empirically from the 15 gyros summarized in Table 6-35.
A "raw" covariance matrix %as obtained by removing the mean of the resulting cali-
bration parameters, and computing the unbiased estimate of sample covariance.
The resulting covariance nmntr~x A l have rank less than or equal to the number of
samles used for generating tho estimate. This ill-conditioning is due to sample
limitations. To remove thi., .11-conditioning, all correlation coefficients less than
0.9 in magnitude were eliminated (i. e., set to zero), and all other correlation
coefficients were cubed and nmltipled by 0. 9. This operation preserves the sign of
all the larger correlation coefficients, and makes 0. 9 the maximum attainable
correlation coefficient in the resulting covariance matrix.

The Monte Carlo optimization scheme described in Appendix J was applied to
the optimization problem for the two-axis tilt table configuration for the Gyro
Sibassembly Test Station. (It was expected that this tilt table would be faster for
angle calibration table settings than the vernier-type three-axis tables in use on
other Test Stations.) The results indicate that, at the end of 30 tilt table settings, the
two-axis tilt table is tightly better than the "baseline" three-axis 210-position
calibration sequence.

The computer programs for optimizing angle calibration were converted from
IB.NI 1130 computers for implementation on the l1P2100 computers, and the dif-
ferential optimization mechanization was developed and implemented for the GSA tilt
table (a two-axis Ultradex table).

The computer programs execute about ten times faster on the Ilewlett-Packard
2100 computer system than on the IBM 1130 computer. This meant that more could be
accomplished overnight than could previously be accomplished on two weekends of
computer processing.

The rms angle compensation error (neglecting drift) from the optimized angle
calibration is plotted vs the number of calib'ation data samples in Figure 6-63.
(Each sample takes about 25 see.) These results are noticeably better ihan the
"standard" 210-semple calibration.
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Table 6-35. MESG Angle Calibrations Used in Determining Initial
Uncertainty of Calibration Coefficients

Calibratio~n Riesidual
System MEGN. Calibration Date (Mm rd, rms per axis)

N57A-I 96 02-27-74 0.072

94 02-28-74 0.057

66 03-05-74 0. 065

106 04-29-74 0.096

102 05-09-741 0.079

112 07-18-741 0.066

130 07-18-74 0.052

N57A-2 98 07-05-74 0.043

110 07-05-7.1 0.049

Test
Sta. 4 c603-14-74 0.088

96 05-02-74 0.007

1241 07-11-74 0. 069

134 07-19-74 0.054

68 08-07-74 .18

96- 08-14-7.1 0 5

00

7S 28

2i FE FA(LICLIRTO AASH'E

F~~~gure~~~~ 2-63 I1SAgeCm- ainErr's ubro airto pe



The resulting optimized angle calibration sequence was modified to decrease the
total number of distinct table settings on the outer axis. This, in effect, "optimizes"
the angle calibration sequence from the standpoint of operational simplicity. In order
to perform the selection of decreased tilt table angle settings, a histogram was com-
puted, showing the number of calibration points with the tilt table set within 15 deg
of each ange. This distribution was sufficiently 'lumpy" that there were thirteen
distinct angle settings with most of the optimized tilt table anAle sattings within 45 deg
of the thirteen settings. The angle calibration sequence was .hen modified by forcing
the outer axis angle settings to the closest of the thirteen se? ected values and allowing
the inner axis angle setting to change to the value minimizing the expected squared
compensation error. The optLiized calibration sequence was truncated at 155 samplt,
including samples for drift observability (the so-called "closure points" of the standard
angle calibration). The resulting calibration contains 155 samples, as compared to
230 samples in the standard calibration. This calibration was specified for the two-
axis Ultradex tilt table configurailon of the GSA test stations. However, it can also be

implemented on the Goerz automatic table. An equivalent set of Ultradex/Goerz angles
for the 230-sample calibration has also been generated.

An optimized angle calibration sequence, developed for the 2-axis Ultradex tilt
table configuration, was run on the Goerz automatic tilt table. This 155-sample cali-
bration was ren on the same day as a standard 230-samie calibration. Both calibra-
tions used the Holloman Gyro Subassembly with Gro No. 104. The rms calibration
residuals were 0.046 and 0.086 milliradians per axis for the optimized and standard
calibrations, respectively. The lower residuals do not necessarily imply improved
calibration accuracy at an arbitrary point on the cavity. The optimized angle calibra-
tion has fewer data points to fit the model parameters and hence should give a smaller
residual on the calibration data points.

The computer program for analytical comparison of different sets of angle
calibration parameters was converted to HP2100 Fortran and de-bugged. The main
difficulty was ith a zero-divisor default in the IBM 1130 computer, which had been
used to advantage in model orthonormalization, one of the main algorithms. In finding
the "pseudo square root" or "pseudo inverse" of an ill-conditioned or singular matrix,
this default had allowed us to proceed to the correct answer without worrying about
division by zero. The zero- divisor default is different in the lIP2100 computer, with
the result that the "old" algorithms give the wrong answers. This was corrected by
adding appropriate logical changes to the algorithm. A comparison of the analytical
parameters characterizing the model orthonormalization is given in Table 6-36.
Differences in the last digit of the figures shown in the table may be due to differences
between the IBM 1130 output formatter (which truncates to the next smaller integer)
and the lIP2100 formatter (which rounds to the nearest integer). The extended pre-
cision word format in the ttP2100 computer has a 40-bit mantissa, eight more than the
IBM counterpart. This may account for the differences on the last motel, where
arithmetic errors would become most apparent.

In Table 6-37, the two sets of angle readout parameters obtained from Gyro
No. 104 on the "Holloman" Gyro Subassembly are compared by model "groups." One
set of angle readout parameters was obtained by the "Standard," 230-sample calibra-
tion technique. The other set was obtained by an "optimized" tech ique, using 155
samples. in order to provide a baseline for comparison, two "Standard" calibrations
on Gyro No. 134, ran in February on the Holloman Gyro Subassembly, are compared
in the same manner. The results show about a factor of two difference in the two
gyros.
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Table 6-36. Comparison of IBM 1130 Results with HP2100 Results from
Angle Parameter Comparison Program (CMPZE)

MODEL NO. IBM 1130 RESULT HP2100 RESULT

"MODEL OVERLAP"
'1 1 )

1 0.000000 0.000000
2 0.000000 0.000000

3 0.250000 0.250000
4 0.000000 0.000000

5 0.000000 0.000000
6 0.250000 0.250000
7 0.250000 0.250000
8 0.500000 0.500000
9 1.000000 1.000000

10 0.814345 0.8141345

11 0.814345 0.814315
12 0.814345 0.814345

13 0.000000 0.000000
14 0.423659 0.423659
15 0.423659 0.423659
16 0.423r,59 0.423659
17 C.006O00 0.009000

18 0.951189 0.951190
19 0.943456 0.943456

20 0.943456 0.943456
21 0.943456 0.943456

22 0.801783 0.801784

23 0.801783 0.801784

24 0.801783 0.801784
25 0.627645 0.627646
26 0.906363 0.906j63
27 0.960362 0.960363
28 0.960714 0.961120
29 1.111244(

2
) 0.969620

"MODEL MAGNITUDE
' 13)

1 0.516397 0.516398
2 0.516397 0.516398

3 0.500000 0.500000
4 0.365148 0.365148
L0516397 0516398
6 0.500000 0.500000
7 0.500000 0.500000
8 0- 16227 0.316228

9 0.000000 0.000000
10 0.349148 0.349149
l1 0.349148 0.349149
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Table 6-36. (Cont)

MODEL NO. IBM 1130 RESULT HP2100 RESULT

12 0.349148 0.349149
13 0.676123 0.676123
14 0.450748 0.450749
15 0.450748 0.450749
16 0.450748 0.450749
17 0.195180 0.195148
18 0.054985 0.054986
19 0. 190476 0. 190476
20 0. 190476 0. 190476
21 0.190476 0.190476
22 0.251976 0.251976
23 0.251976 0.251976
24 0.251976 0.251976
25 0.022008 0.022008
26 0.011023 0.011023
27 0.001565 0.001566
28 0.000247 0.000246
29 0.000023 0.000013

NOTES:

(1)"Model overlap" is the ratio of the magnitudes of (a) the component of the
model in the functional subspace spanned by the previous models and
(b) the full mode!

(2)A value greater than 1.0 for this parameter is theoretcally impossible
(3)This is the magnitude (in radians) of the component of the model orthogonal

to all previous models

It is believed that the standard calibrations provide the "correct' parameter values,
because they perform well in navigation tests. These results would then indicate some
deficiency in the optiml.ed calibration. This could be due, in part, to the functional
character of the unmcdeled errors. The standard calibration has, in effect, 460 scalar
measurements (230 samples x two etror components) for determining 56 parameters.
The measurements are sufficiently diverse that no unmodeled error mechanism is likely
to be confused with one of the errors modeled by the 56 parameters under all those
sample conditions. By restricting the number of samples, we always run the risk that
the unmodeled errors may be confused with i.odeled errors at a more limited set of
sample conditions.

There are two factors in these results which -- ld be removed before discarding
the optimized calibration technique. One is the fact that the results are for two different
gyros. The other factor Li that the calibration technique was optimized % ith respect to
an assumed Carlson "square-root" filter mechanization which accounts for drift as an
additional non-stationary parameter. The mechanization used for determining the
parameters uses a much different method for estimating drift.
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Table 6-37. Comparison of Angle Calibration Parameters from
Standard (230-Sample) Calibration and Optimized (165-,ample) Calibration

RMS DIFFERENCE (MRAD)

STANDARD STANDARD
vs STANDARD vs

PARAMETER CATEGORY (BASELINE) OPTIMIZED

Scale Factor 0.077 0.198

Phase Shift 0.074 0.194

Preload Charge Unbalance and Even 0.030 0.099 I
Rotor Shape Harmonics in Phase with
Radial Mass Unbalance

Preload Charge Unbalance and Even 0.032 0.084
Rotor Shape Harmonics out of Phase
with Radial Mass Unbalance

Electrode Edge Zffects and Rotor 0.0 6 0.093
Shape Harmonies in Phase with
Radial Mass Unbalance

Electrode Edge Effects and Rotor 0.086 0.075
Shape Harmonics out of Phase with
Radial Mass Unbalance

Odd Rotor Sape Harmonics in Phase 0.009 0.020
with Radial Mass Unbalance

Odd Rotor Shape Harmonics out of 0.1339 0.029
Phase with Radial Mass Unbalance

All Odd Models 0.105 0.244

All Even Models 0.168 0.313

Symmetrical Scale Factor 0.009 0.160

Asymmetrical Scale Factor 0.076 0.078

Diagonal Scale Factor 0.012 0.088
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6.3.4.2 Drift Model Improvement

6.3.4.2.1 Objective. The purpose of this task was to develop models for the
(heretofore) residual drift rates which exceed the error budget and to eliminate
unnecessary terms in the present model (designated K44W).

6.3.4.2.2 Approach. In order to evaluate models on actual gyro drift data, it
was necessary to develop a "data bank" of sampled drift rates. Programs for loading
and manipulation of the data bank were developed, and the data bank was loaded with
3287 drift rate samples from 20 different gyros. (The total number of independent sets
of drift rate patterns is greater than 20, because the data bank includes data from the
same "gyro number" taken with different sets of suspension electronics and, in some
cases, with different rotors.) The data bank was later pared to a population of 33 sets
of gyro data shown in Table 6-38.

As an initial estimate of the relative magnitudes of the terms in the K-44W drift
rate model, the statistic:

n k]2 1/2

N Ii ¥ij*
Lif1

where

Yk= drift rate due to unit value of calibration coefficient on kth
drift rate model

i = measured value of drift rate on ith sample of jth data set

n. =number of drift rate samples in jt data set

N =total number uf data sets (=42, at present)

Ck rmsmagntud of rif rat du to drift rate model, if it were the
= rs mgniud ofdrit ateduetokth

• only model

~was computed for each model. The functional forms of these terms are shown in~Table 6-39. (The histograms of the magnitudes of each calibrbtion coefficient, as
i distributed over the data sets, were also computed. ) The resulting rms magnitudes of
~drift rates due to Individual drift rate models range from 0.019 to 0.092 deg/hr in
. magnitude, which is a significant spread. These statistics are net the final answer on
!o the relative magnitudes of the respective drift rate models, because they do not take~Into account the functional non-orthogonality of the models.
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Table 6-38. Drift Rate Data Bank Description

Data Set Gyro System(l) Date Data Type Description

1 56 N57A12 12/18/74 56 Polar + 144 MSA
2 56 N57A12 01/10/75 56 Polar + 24 MSA
3 62 T.S. 4 08/25/72 55 Pos Cal + 24 St
4 74 T.S. 4 08/14/73 48 Pos Polar
5 77 ? 12/19/74 51 Pos Polar
6 86 N57AI1 08/1-3/73 124 Pos Moving RSA
7 86 N57A12 08/7-9/73 166 Pos Moving RSA
8 86 T. S. 4 09/13/74 51 Pos Polar Calibration
9 86 IIOLGSA 01/15/75 56 Pos Polar Calibration

10 90 T. S. 4 07/13/73 51 Pos Polar Calibration
11 90 N57AII 08/16/73 51 Pos MSA Calibration
12 96 T. S. 4 08/21/73 51 Pos Polar Calibration
13 96 N57A22 09/21/74 56 Polar + 22 MSA
14 96 N57A22 12/6/74 56 Polar + 43 MSA
15 98 T.S. 4 12/04/73 51 Pos Polar Calibration
16 9 N57A12 07/31/74 65 Polar + 22 MSA
17 102 T.S. 4 08/28/73 51 Pos Polar Calibration
18 102 N57AI2 12/05/74 56 Pos Polar Calibration
1,9 110 N57A11 01/10/75 56 Polar + ? ? ? MSA

20 110 N57Al 12/18/74 56 Polar + 144 MSA
21 112 N57A12 07/18/74 56 Pal + 24 Rr MSA
22 118 T. S. 4 11/14/73 51 Pos Polar Calibration
23 124 T. S. 4 07/10/73 51 Polar + 144 MSA
24 1 2 4 (3) 'P. S. 4 02/13/75 56 Polar + MSA
25 130 N57All 07/31/74 56 Polar + 22 MSA
26 134 N57A21 12/06/74 56 Polar + 43 MSA
27 134 N57A22 02/26/75 56 Polar + 24 MSA
28 136 T.S. 4 09/19/74 51 Polar + 380 MSA
29 140 T. S. 4 10/08/74 51 Pos Polar Calibration
30 142 T. S. 4 10/31/74 51 Pos Polar Calibration
31 142 N57A21 02/23/75 56 Polar + 24 NMSA
32 142 IIOLGSA 02/28/75 56 Pos Polar Calibration
3 144 T.S. 4 10/11/74 51 Polar + 380 MSA

Notes:

(1)N57A12 N57A1, Gyro No. 2 Position, etc

(2)"Pos" = Number of Tilt Table Positions

"Polar" = Rotor Spin Axis Polar

"MSA" = Moving Spin Axis" (not polar)

(3)Narrow Gap Gyro
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When the histograms of the distributions of magnitudes of the drift rate models
over the data bank had been computed, it was decided to develop a special perspective
plotter for representing a third dimension in plotting, so that the third dimension
could be made equal to the drift rate model number (there are 35 models). This way,
all the information relating to the frequency distributions of model magmtudes could be
represented on one page.

The resulting plot is shown in Figure 6-64. Each wiggly line running from upper
left to lower right is a histogram. in this figure, the vertical dimension is freq ency
of occurrance. The axis running from upper left to lower right represents the nagn-
tude, in degrees per hour, that would be asslgned to a particular functional drift model
on any of the 33 data sets in the data bank if that particular model were the only model
being considered. That is, the magnitudes do not take into account the relative non-
orthogonality of the models. The third axis in the figure, running from upper right to
lower left, represents the drift rate model number. Consequently, this third axis is
used for plotting the histograms one behind the other in perspective view.

Some characteristics of this plot have significant interpretations when related
to the data bank.

Model number 24 shows a significant number of occurences of large magnitude
values. (This model is, in fact, the model with the largest rms value over the
33 data sets.) This particular model relates to the axial mass unbalance of the
rotor. Because it is so easily calibrated and compensated, there is no penalty in
drift rate errors associated with large magnitudes of this model.

One reason that these histograms show so much "weight" toward the larger
magnitudes is that each model was considered separately, as though it were the only
drift rate model. This characteristic expected to be changed significantly when
all models are treated simultaneously.

The model evaluation method described above is just the first step of the so-called
"Cholesky decomposition" for least -squares problems. The standard solution for the
least-squares problem:

Az = y

is

x = (AA)-1 A*y

where
* denotes a matrix transpostion

A is an m-by-n matrix

x is an n-rowed column vector
y is an m-rowed column vector

m is greater than n

The Cholesky decomposition is an algorithm for finding the upper-triangular "square-
root" of A*A. That is, an n-by-n matrix U which has zeros below the main diagonal
and such that

U*U = A*A
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Figure 6-64. Composite Histograms of individual Drift Rate
Model Magnitudes, Models Evaluated Independently
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If one defines the vector z by the following formula:

Z = (U*) A*y

then

x = (A'A) A*y
= (U*U)

-I 
A*y

= U
-
1 (U*)

-I 
A*y

= U-t z

and, consequently,

y =Ax

SA (U z)

- (A U z

The associated least-squares problem for the vectol z has the virtue that its associated
matrix (AU-1) is such that

(AU- ) * (AU
- I

) = I (identity matri.x)

In other words, the models associated with the "z-states" (the components of z) are
orthonormalized with respect to the conditions of the data sample. (The Cholesk3
decomposition is cquivale.,t to the Gram-Schnidt orthonormalization sequence, in
this respect.) The Cholesky decomposition is used for marginal orthonormalization
of the drift rate models vith respect to each of the 33 drift rate data sets. This
algorithm has the additional advantage that it can be "arrested" at each step, so that
the marginally most significant model can be identified at each step, and the
orthoiormalization sequence can be accomplished in the order of the marginally most
significant drift rate models. Because there are 33 different data sets, models will
be more significant on some data sets than on others. The marginally most significant
model, in this case, is defined as the model with the largest mean-squared coefficient
value over the 33 '.,ta sets.

In the drift rate model evaluation problem, the vector y is the drift rate data
from one particular data set. (For example, the direction cosine rates observed on
Gyro No. 124 on Test Station IV on 10 July 1973.) The matrix A is the ensemble of
partial derivatives of direction cosine rates with respect to drift rate calibration
coelficients, and the x-states are the respective drift rate calibration coefficients
for that data.

6.3.4.2.3 Results. Intermediate results of the "marginal" utility ordering are
shown in Figures 6-64 through 6-67. These are the histograms of the magnitudes of
marginal drift model coefficient values after orthonomalization of zero, five, ten and
twenty models, respectively. The histograms of coefficients of models which have
been orthonormalized are indicated by arrowheads in the figures. These figures dem-
onstrate how the weighting of the histograms of the remaining states becomes shifted
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Figure 6-65. Histograms of Marginal Drift Model Coefficients
after Orthonormalization of Five Models
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Figure 6-67. hlIstograms of NiargInal Drift Model Coefficients
after Orthonormalization of Twenty Mlodels
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toward zero as the orthonormalization progresses. Figure 6-65 is the final set of
histograms, after orthonormalization of all 35 states. The seque.nce of orthonormali-
zation is shown by the small typed numbers along the lower right edge of the figure.
The larger typed numbers are the associated drift calibration coefficient numbers.

The histograms are plotted in the order of the orthonormalization sequence, in
Figure 6-69. This sequence shows the ordering much more dramatically, with the
weight of the histograms shifting toward zero from right to left across the figure. In
other words, the distributions themselves are ather well behaved. This indicates
that the test population of gyros does not contai, xiany wildly diff'.rent characteristics.
There are some drift rate mechanisms that are insignificant on all gyros.

The rms values of the histograms shown in Figure 6-69 are plotted in the same
order in Figure 6-70. In this order, each rms value represents the marginal drift
rate compensation obtained by adding the associated functional model to the composite
drift rate model. In the process of computing these values, the coefficients have been
re-ordered so that, at each step, the next functional model was chosen so as to max-
imize the marginal rms compensation. If the functional models were sufficiently
functionally indepcndent, the rms marginal compensation would be a non-increasing
function of the number of calibration coefficients. Because this is not the ease, there
are a few "blips" in the generally decreasing trend of the curve. The interesting
feature of this curve is that the last th'ee coefficients contribute 0. 0025 dg/hraxis
or less to drift rate compensation on the test population of gyros. The rms coefficient
values, Lhelr associated functional models and physical interpretations of the five
least significant drift model terms are given in Table 6-40. It is interesting to note
that two oi ihe three least significant terms are of the same type, i. e. models asso-
cited with suspension servo errors at rotor spin frequency and rotor shape. There
are no othe,' model terms of this type. The next-to-least significant term is associated
with prload ciarging errors and rotor "pear shape". There are no other terms of
this type. Model term No. 30, which was ranked 32nd, is of the same genemal type as
No. 29, which was ranked 2nd. Model term No. 18 is of the same general type as
No. 14, which was ranked 6th. Consequently, one should not discard model terms
No. 30 and 18, even though they are marginally relatively unimportant, because they
represent the same type of physical effect as other model terms which are quite
significant.

The model terms of drift model K44W were "re-arranged" functionally into
"Model K44WN'. This re-arrangement involved only the coafficients numbered 5
through 12 and 14 through 18, and their associated functional models, as given in the
formulas below:

P'5 P5 +P9

6 5-9

p' -p Pr
7 10+ 12

Pi 8 = 7 + 
PI13
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HISTOGRAMS OF K-44W

Figure 6-69. Histograms of Marginal Drift Model Coefficients in
Sequence of Maximum Marginal Compensation
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Figure 6-70. Magnitude of rms Marginal Drift Rate Compensation vs
Number of Drift Model Coefficient Used
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Table 6-40. Five Least Significant Drift Mcdels

Model Marginal Model
Coefficient Compensation Functional Physical

Number (Deg/Hr/Axis) Form (Fn)* Interpretation

23 0.0023 " 1" "y1¥3

x a
Y2 Channel-to-channel

2 susrension servo
3 mismatch at rotor-Y3 -Y3 Y1 frequency and rotor

19 0.0024 rshape harmonies of
12 Y degree three and

type 1. Models No.
VY22 and 23 are forII servo response in

Y [quadrature to radial-Y2
-  mass unbalance;

No. 19 is for servo
22 0.0025 "' " O response in phase12 with rotor unbalance.

Y2 x Y2 Y32

2Y3. J Y3 2
2.

30 0. 0031 Interelectrode grooves
and rotor shape
harmonies of degree
= 14

18 0.0032 Servo "speed notch"
mismatch and average
rotor speed

*The composite drift rate model has the functional form

35
dY = Y x Z PnF (y, a) + non-drift terms
dt n=1 n

whereN is the vector of direction cosines of the rotor spin axis with respect to gyro-
fixed coordinates, x denotes the vector cross-product, Pn denotes the nth

calibratmn coefficient and Fn is a vector-valued function ofhY and a, the sensed

acceleration.
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P'9  = P6 +] 8

P10 = 
P12-P 10

P1l = 
P7 - Pl

P'2 = P8-P6

p' 14 = p 1 4 +p.

15 14 17

P'16 = P18

P'17 = 
P16

18 15

where the primed (') values represent the re-arranged coefficients and the unprimed
values are the original coefficients. This re-arrangement devides the model terms
into sequential groups with distinct physical interpretations. The new terms numbered
10 through 12 now model residual magnetic field effects, as distinct from the rotor-
oblateness effects modelled by the other states numbered 5 through 9. The new term
numbered 14 models the mismatch of the z-channel speed control servo from the x and y
channel servos, and number 15 models the mismatch between the x and y channels.
The new terms numbered 16 through 18 model 4-space servo effects. The results of
performing the orthonomalization technique with respect to this drift model were very
enlightening, and resulted in a major improvement in isolation of insignificant states.
The resulting ordering of model terms in K44WR is shown in Table 6-41, along with
the marginal compensation values. The comparison of marginal compensation curves
between K44W and K44WR is given in Figure 6-71. The most remarkable feature of
this result is that the antisymmetric part of the matrix of coefficients P5 throug' P12
in K44W is nsignficant compared to the symmetric parL. (The antisymmetric part
is modelled by the terms numbered 10 through 12 in K44WfR. The symmetric par is
modelled by the terms numbered 5 through 9 in K44WR.) Also, the fifth model te,m in
K44W is second only to axial mass unbalance (the 24th model term In K44WR) as a drift
mechanism. The term numbered 5 is K44WR models the effect of cavity prolateness
and rotor oblateness. This is caused by (1) the rotor operating below its "round"
temperature (i. e. the temperature at which anisotropic thermal expansion cancels spin
strain) and (2) not enough lapping on the cavity hemisphere "equatorial plane" (i. e.
the flat surfaces on which the two halves are joined).

The K44WR model terms gave a sharper separation of least significant terms,
and added the complete group of three antisymmetric matrix terms to the six least
significant terms of K44W. It was decided to experi'nent with replacing these six
terms with new m'dels. The objective was to find new terms which were even more
significant than th ones replaced. Dr. J.C. Pinson had suggested considering more
models of the form:
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Table 6-41. Ordering of K44WR Models Compared to K44W Models

Marginal
Utility
Order K44WR K44W

1 24 0.0780 24 0.0780
2 5 0.0727 29 0.0477
3 27 0.0449 26 0.0528
4 26 0.0538 5 0.0449
5 15 0.0333 9 0.0565
6 6 0.0212 14 0.0337
7 7 0.0204 25 0.0276
8 25 0.0183 i3 0.0169
9 14 0.0170 17 0.0154

10 13 0.0166 12 0.0146
11 9 0.0143 10 0.0153
12 8 0.0137 6 0.0103
13 4 0.0128 8 0.0112
14 29 0.0083 4 0.0108
15 17 0.0078 7 0.0107
16 3 0.0067 11 0.0107
17 35 0.0061 16 0.0077
18 28 0.0058 27 0.0059
19 34 0.0051 28 0.0058
20 32 0.0046 35 0.0057
21 18 0.0045 33 0.0052
22 31 0.0045 32 0.0046
23 2 0.0043 15 0.0046
24 1 0.0041 34 0.0043
25 33 0.0040 31 0.0044
26 21 0.0039 2 0.0040
27 20 0.0052 1 0.0040
28 16 0.0034 21 0.0038
29 30 0.0031 20 0.0049
30 10 0.0029 3 0.0035
31 11 0.0026 18 0.0032
32 22 0. 00213 30 0.0031
33 19 0.OPA5 22 0.0025
34 23 0.0023 19 0.0024
35 12 0.0019 23 0.0023
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y X (a*Y) ; n 1, 2, 3,

where the vector "a" is the sensed acceleration vector. The first term (n-l) of this
series is the most significant model (axial mass unbalance), and the second term is
somewhat akin to the acceleration-squared model (the fourth term in K44W), which is
also quite significant. Therefore, the 10th through the 12 models in K44WR were
replaced by three such models. The new functional models are the following:

F'1 0 = (a*Y) a2  (aa*)Y

a3

F'l = (a*Y)2  
a2

a3

F112 = (a*Y) 3  a2

a.

The new functional model F1 0 differs from the acceleration-squared model F4 only

slightly, the difference being that F1 0 has terms along the main diagonal in the matrix
of acceleration-squared terms.

The other classes of experimental models suggested by Dr. Pinson were
extensions of the series of acceleration-dependent models represented by the 33rd
through 35th terms in K44W, and the "interelectrode groove" models of the 25th
through 31st terms in K44W. in the latter case, the suggested extensions were to
allow for non-uniform groove effects, which were to be modelled by alloing additional
degrees of freedom on the three model components. Therefore, the 19th term of
K44R was replaced by the following functional model:

a1 (2Y1
2 -1)

4

F' 19 = a22I22_1)4

a(2Y 2_1)4

and the 22nd and 23rd terms were replaced by the new functional models:
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F'2 3  ['/ 2 (2Y2 21)3

The results of the marginal utility ordering with respect to this model (called
"K45") are listed in Table 6-42 where they are compared to K44WR. These resuLs
show that four of the "replacement" models for the six least significant terms in
K44WR remain in the six least significant places. The only worthwhile replacement
models appear to be the following functional forms:

F'l = (a*Y) 2 
a2

F' 2 2

3

Another characteristic that has been invariant over the last three models
(K44W, K44WR and K45) has been the noticiable increase in marginal compensation
that occurs after the 20th or 21st model term is picked as the marginally most sig-
nificant. 'This suggests that some common linear conbination of these models Is
prevalent in all the drift data. Upon examination of the functional form of these
models, it appears that their sum is equivalent to the functional model:

3 (2 3 2 -1)1

(plus lower-order terms equivalent to F5) and their difference is equivalent to the
functional model:
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Table 6-42. Ordering of K45 Models Compared to K44WR

Marginal
Utility
Order K45 K44WR

1 24 0.0780 24 0.0780
2 5 0.0727 5 0.0727
3 27 0.0449 27 0.0449
4 26 0.0538 26 0.0538
5 15 0.0333 15 0.0333
6 6 0.0212 6 0.0212
7 7 0.0204 7 0.0204
8 25 0.0183 25 0.0183
9 14 0.0170 14 0.0170

10 13 0.0166 13 0.0166
11 11 0.0146 9 0.0143
12 9 0.0154 8 0.0137
13 8 0.0150 4 0.0128
14 4 0.0098 29 0.0083
15 17 0.0078 17 0.0078
16 29 0.0074 3 0.0067
17 28 0.0060 35 0.0061
18 22 0.0055 26 0.0058
19 33 0.0050 34 0.0051
20 18 0.0048 32 0.0046
21 2 0.0046 18 0.0045
22 31 0.0043 31 0.0045
23 34 0.0042 2 0.0043
24 1 0.0037 1 0.0041
25 35 0.0035 33 0.0040
26 16 0.0034 21 0.0039
27 30 0.0032 20 0.0052
28 21 0.0031 16 0.0034
29 20 0.0047 30 0.0031
30 32 0.0029 10 0.0029
31 12 0.0028 11 0.0026
32 10 0.0025 22 0.0026
33 3 0.0023 19 0.0025
34 19 0.0020 23 0.0023
35 23 0.0020 12 0.0019
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-Y 2_1"Y1 (2Y1 2-1)

F" = V-y2(22-12 
)

F0

(plus lower-order terms equivalent to F'6 ). In order to see whether one of these
"re-arranged" model terms was the favored form, the evaluation program was run
once again with these equivalent model terms in the 20th and 21st locations. At the
same time, the following changes were made in other model terms:
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These changes retain the only two new model forms in K45 which were significant,
and continue the expansion of the model in the direction started with the 22nd term of
K-15. That is, to give the model independent freedom in fitting a coefficient to the
third component of the terms numbered 25 through 31 in all the models. There are
only enough "spare" terms to carry this process from 25 through 30, at this point.
There is a physical interpretat.!on of this process. These terms model the effects of
intereleetrode grooves and zonal spherical harmonics of rotor shape of even degree
greater than 2. Allowing independent coefficients on the third components of these
functional model terms is equivalent to allowing the "equatorial" interelectrode
groove (i.e. the one in the plane along which the cavity halves are joined) to have a
different effective width. Due to the method of manufacture, there is probable cause
for this to be true.

The drift model incorporating the above changes was designated "K46". The
functional form of this composite model is given in Table 6-43. The results of the
marginal utility ordering of this model with respect to the data bank are summarized
in Table 6-44.

These results show the hoped-for separation of the 20th and 21st terms. They
also show significant presence of the "equatorial groove" effect: K46 model terms
numbered 10 and 19, which model this effect, are all in the most significant 16 terms.
Also, the new 20th term ib much more significant than the 21st, and this 20th term
also belongs to the class of models influenced by equatorial grooves. It is probable
that this effect can be modelled by a single parameter, nominally unity, which
multiplies the third component of all the interelectrode groove models. This type of
model is non-linear from the standpoint of calibration, but we have had reasonable
success with nonlinear models in angle compensation.
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Table 6-44. Marginal Utility Ordering of Model K46

Term RMS Marginal Compensation
Order No. (Deg/lir/Axis)

1 23 0.078026
2 5* 0.072652
3 27 0.044900
4 26 0.053753
5 15" 0.033332
6 6* 0.021171
7 7* 0.029370
8 25 0.018263
9 14* 0.016975

10 13 0.016636
11 11"* 0.014630
12 9* 0.015423
13 8* 0.014971
14 4 0.009814
15 19"* 0.007761
16 10'* 0.007762
17 17" 0.007669
18 29 0.006246
19 28 0.005226
20 33 0.004678
21 2 0.004603
22 18 0.004546
23 20* 0.004255
24 31 0.004340
25 34 0.003477
26 16" 0.003363
27 1 0.003380
28 35 0.003127
29 32 0.002966
30 30 0.002820
31 3 0.002571
32 21' 0.001983
33 23** 0.001523
34 12'* 0.001475
35 22** 0.001478

*Functional forms re-arranged from K44W model
**New functional forms added to drift model
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6.3.4.2.4 Conclusions

There are 6 terms which can be eliminated from the drift model K44W without
significant impact upon drift compensation, baied upon the results from a test popula-
tion of 33 combinations of gyros and electronics. This leaves only 28 of the original
34 terms related to gyro drift (The 13th term maodels test stand misalignment, in so
f'tr as it affects the data.)

There is an apparent acceleration-cubed sensitive drift rate effect. The func-
tional form of the associated model term is such that it would not be distinguished
from drifts due to axial mass unbalance on calibration data sampled when the rotor
spin axis is polar. Therefore, drift calibration data must be taken with the spin axis
at different angles from the local vertical. In particular, polar calibrations alone will
not suffice.

The drift model terms for the effects due to interelectrode grooves appear to
reflect a different effective width of the equatorial groove, along which the suspension
cavity halves are joined. It is likely that this can be accomplished by adding one non-
linear model term. This and the model term from the preceding paragraph brbig the
total number of recommended drift compensation coefficients to 30. (Down from 34).

The above conclusions were derived by an approach which essentially determines
how much of a "bite" each model term takes from the data. This approach dues not
measure how much is left, however. Consequently, we are not in a position, at this
time, to draw any conclusions relating to how these model changes will impact
residual drift rates. These changes will be made in the drift rate model.
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6.3.5 Develop Hardware and Software Improvements

6.3.5.1 Introduction and Summary

MESGA development efforts, both experimental and analytical, were initiv',d
prior to 1 April 1974 under company funding.

MESA tests on Test Station IV (T/S IV) were begun in March 1974. These tests
were planned to obtain "rough order of magnitude" MESGA sensitivities. Based on
Phase 1A test data, and theoretical analyses, it was not expected that the T/S IV tests
would demonstrate required performance. It was expected that these tests would sup-
port MESGA requirements definition, and the analytical and modelling studies. Both
expectations have been borne out by the test data taken on T/S IV.

MESGA error sensitivities were calculated prior to 1 April 1974. These theo-
retical analyses show that tight tolerances on system parameters are required to limit
acceleration sensing errors. The theoretical error sensitivities were in reasonable
agreement with test data taken on T/S IV.

Based on the results of the error sensitivity analyses, and the T/S IV test data,
it was concluded that there was essentially no chance of meeting -formance with a
pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) suspension servo mechanizat . It was decided
that a pulsewidth modulation (PWM) suspension servo would have to be developed for
MESGA, and that MESGA development would be restricted to the eight-plate gyro.
Requirements implied by MESGA were derived and incorporated in the specification
for the eight-plate gyro subassembly (GSA). A MESGA test plan for GSA tests was
also developed after the specification for the GSA and GSA Test Station had been
completed.

MESGA test data had been obtained on T/S IV (using PAM) for four different gyros
by 8 July 1974. Test data for three of the gyros (124, 96 and 102) were generally
comparable. The fourth gyro (68) exhibited an anomalously large transient of about
0.1 g which appeared to be some form of "two-state" phenomenon. The test data for
gyros 124, 96 and 102 tended to imply that required improvement factors in system
parameter stabilities ranged from about 10 to 1000, even assuming I7WM. The required
improvement factors were larger for PAM than for PWM. It was concluded as a result
of these comparisons (test data, present capability estimates and calculated require-
ments) that MESGA testing on T/S IV should be discontinued. It was recommended
that TASC review the analyses and test data to obtain an independent evaluation of the
MESGA development effort. The review by TASC was in general agreement with the
results obtained by Autonetics which were documented in C74-455. 3/201 (Phase 2A
status report for the time period 30 Jane through 3 August 1974) and are presented in
Para 6.3.5.4 below.

A summary of the GSA test results is presented in Para 6.3.5.5.

6.3.5.2 MESGA Error Sensitivities

MESGA error sensitivities for most of the major error sources were calculated
prior to 1 April 1974. These preliminary calculations were updated and expanded to
include additional error sources during the Phase,2A program. These theoretical
calculations show that tight tolerances on system parameter stabilities are required
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to limit acceleration sensing errors. These analyses also show that tolerances are
tighter for PAM than for PWIMI, because the preload for PAM is higher. This results in
a larger bias error for a given error source. It was assumed in these early analyses
that the effective PWM preload would be 1/12 times the PAM preload. This inplies
PWM allows larger tolerances on bias error sources by a factor of 12. For example,
if bias error is limited to 25 Mg, then variation in preload or nominal charge must be
limited to less than 4.6 PPM for PAM and to less than 58 PPM for PWM. Similarly,
requirements for rotor miscentering are less than 1.9 x 10-9 inch for PAM and less
than 23 x j0- 9 

inch for PWIDI. As a point of comparison, the ball miscentering repeat-
ability requirement for the N57A system is 200 x 10-9 inch.

The allowable error mechanism variations for MESGA are listed in Table 6-45.

The assumptions made in deriving these allowable variations are as follows:

1. Required bias repeatability is 25 M g

2. Required scale factor repeatability is 50 PPM

3. A calibration residual of 30,u g is assumed obtainable

4. The forcing duty cycle is 40 p sec maximum for PWM (out of 40 M sec
interval)

5. The forcing level is 2.6 g per electrode

6. The preloads for PAM and PWM are:

2.6 g per electrode for PAM
0. 22 g per electrode for PWM

7. Charge is reversed every 
5 0

,u sec

S. Each error mechanism is allowed to give maximum error

The last assumption, (8), implies no safety margins exist in the calculated sensiti-
vities. However, even with this assumption, the tolerances are very tight.

The theoretical error sensitivity analyses imply there is essentially no chance
of meeting MESGA performance requirements with PAM. Thus it was decided that a
PWNI suspension servo would have to be developed for MESGA. It had been also decided
that MESGA development would be restricted to the eight-plate gyro, because there are
sources of acceleration sensing errors in the four-plate gyro which are not present in
the eight-plate gyro.

In Table 6-45 each individual error source has been allowed to give the maximum
allowed acceleration sensing error (25 gg for bias or 50 PPM for scale factor). It was
decided that a better comparison of present capability versus MESGA requirements
would result if the individual error sources -ere budgeted so as to yield an RSS error
equal to the allowed acceleration sensing error. This budget was prepared by allotting
RMS errors of 10 I g bias and 20 PPM in scale factor to the digitizer electronics, and
then treating the remaining errors as independent errors of equal RMS magnitude.
Error budgets were calculated for PAM and PWM, as given in Tables 6-46. and 6-47.
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Table 6-46. MESGA Error Budget (PAM)

Requirements
Critical Parameter Bias** Scale Factor Remarks

Variation in Nominal 280 PPM*
or Preload Charge 1.4 PPM 21 PPM
Variation in Rotor -
Miscentering 0.56 x 10 in. -

Gap Measurement
Capability 0.56 x 10- 9 in. -

Charge on Rotor Q * Iis Bal Charge
Measurement 4500 PPM/ B Q is Nominal Plate
Capability Charge, Both in Coul

Variation in Nominal Stray Capacity
Stray Capacity 15 PPM 225 PPM to Ground Assumed

to be 5 PF

Propagation Delay 9 9
Variation Between 0.12 x 10 sec 0.55 x 10 sec
Channels

Rise Time Variations 9 9
Between Channels 0.24 x 10 sec 1.1 x 10 sec

Temperature Variations
Case 0. 12'F 0. 08 0 F
Rotor 0. 06°F 0. 04°F

Digitizer Assumed Values
Electronics 10 pg 20 PPM

RSS 25 pg 50 PPM MICRON System Req.

*Per iinch displacement of rotor center of mass from envelope center (larger
displacement implies a smaller tolerance)

*Assumes a preload of 2.6 G per electrode
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Table 6-47. MESGA Error Budget (PWM)

Requirements

Critical Parameter Bias** Scale Factor Remarks

Variation in Nominal 3360 ?PM*
or Preload Charge 17.4 PPM 10.3 PPM

Variation in Rotor 6.75 x 10-9 1 - 8

Miscentering n. 1.37 x 10 in.

Gap Measurement 6.75 x 10-9 -8
Capability in. 1.37 x 10 in.

Charge on Rotor QB QB is ball charge
Measurement 4500 PPM/-F- Q nominal plate
Capability charge, both in

Coulombs

Variation in Nominal stray
Stray Capacity 191 PPM 113 PPM capacity to ground

assumed to be 5 PF

Propagation Delay
Variation between 0. 12 x 10- 9 sec
Channels

Rise Time Variations 0.24 x 10
"

' sec

Between Channels

Temperature Variations
Case 1.4°F 0.04°F

Rotor 0.7°r 0.02°F

Digitizer Electronics 10 Pg 20 PPM Assumed values

RSS 25 pg 50 PPM MICRON System
required

*Per p inch displacement of rotor center of mass from envelope center
(larger displacement implies a smaller tolerance).

**Assumes a preload of 0.22 G per electrode.
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6.3.5.3 MESGA Tests on Test Station IV

MESGA tests on T/S IV were started in March 1974 and continued through
8 July 1974. A series of tests were planned ixii-",ding calibration (angle, drift
acceleration), gamma sensitivity and stability . . These tests were planned to
obtain "rough order of magnitude" MESGA sensiwities. It was not expected that the
T/S IV tests would demonstrate required perforo! "e. The MESGA sensitivity
calculations and previous test results obtained in Poase 1A both implied that the T/S
IV data would be nowhere near the required values of 25 jg in bias and 50 PPM in
scale factor. However, it was expected that the T/S IV tests would support MESGA
requirements deinition and the MESCA analytical and modelling studies. These
different expectations have been borne out by the test data taken on T/S IV.

Figure 6-72 shows the test setup for the T/S IV MESGA tests. Table 6-48 gives
a summary of the MESGA tests on T/S IV.

Calibration and gamma sensitivity tests were performed over the periods
29 March - 1 April 1974 and 3 May - 6 May 1974. Gyro No. 124 was used in the first
test sequence, gyro No. 96 in the second.

In the 29 March - 1 April test about 20 hours of data were taken with the RSA
polar and about 24 hours with the RSA cross-polar. The cross-polar data exhibited
sizable first, second, third, and fifth harmonics, (see Figure 6-73). The third
harmonic (8 hour period) was the largest and was of similar magnitude (-800 pg) in x,
y, and z, indicating a bias effect since the z axis was vertical in this test. The
second and fifth harmonics %Nere of roughly comparable magnitude in the three axes,
about 500 pg and 200 pig respectively. The first barmonic was about 5 times larger in
z than in x and y, indicating a scale factor effect. Higher harmonics (6th through 16th)
were observed !n the data,, however, it is thought that these were probably due to very
low frequency "noise." An RMS noise level of about 100 4g with a 1 hour correlation
time was found to exist in the data. Figures 6-74, 6-75, and 6-76 are plots of the
acceleration residuals (measured minus true values) versus sample. Each sample
corresponds to an average over 33 minutes, so that about 20 hours of stability data are
plotted. Note the transient shifts of up to 1000 pg which occur over a time period of
about one to two hours. Trends are present in the data, but these appear to be
smaller than the transient shifts.

The RSA cross-polar data for gyro 124 exhibited trends of 0.4 pg/ma in x,
1.2 pg'min in y and 2.6 g/mln In z. The trend in Z over 24 hours was about 3700 pIg.
The RMS residuals for the cross-polar data (after removal of a bias, a ramp or trend
and harmonics through the 10th) were about 100 pg per axis. A correlation time of
about 50 minutes would be required to explain the 6th through 16th harmonics,
assuming 100 pg noise.

The acceleration sensing calibration model had 12 states (9 scale factor and
misalignment terms and 3 bias terms). However, the model was varied for the
3 May - 6 May test data to determine how much reduction in calibration residuals
could be achieved with more complex models. A second harmonic scale factor effect
was predicted by theoretical analyses. Thus these additional scale factor terms
involving "gamma-squared" were included in the model and it was found that the
calibration residuals were reduced by about 10 percent. However, this also resulted
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Table 6-48. MESGA T/S IV Test Summary

Date (1974) Gyro Tests

3/20 68 Noise 100 tig RMS/axis, 4 Point "Calibration".

3/29-4/1 124 Two 13-Point Calibrations (3/29, 4/1), One
51-Point Calibration (During Drift Calibration),
RSA Polar 20 flours, RSA Cross-Polar
-24 hours.

5/3-5/6 96 Two 13-Point Calibrations (5/3, 5/6), Two RSA
Polar 24-hlour Runs.

6/27-7/1 68 No Acceleration Calibration, RSA Polar
16.5 flours 6/27-6/28, RSA Polar 3.5 flours 7/1.

7/3-7/8 102 Three 13-Point Calibrations (7/3, 7/5, 7/8),
Three-I Hour Noise Tests, RSA Polar 5 flours on
7/3, RSA Polar 40 flours 7/3-7/5, RSA Polar
56 Hours 7/5-7/8.

TOTALS 7 13-Point Calibrations - 3 Different Gyros

1 51-Point Calibration

189 flours RSA Polar - 4 Different Gyros
24 Hours RSA Cross-Polar - 1 Gyro

in larger apparent shifts in scale factors than those observed using only the 12 state
model. The shifts refer to acceleration calibrations performed on 3 May and on
6 May. The third harmonic observed in the 29 March - 1 April test (gyro No. 124)
was found to depend upon the 'Yx Yy Yz. The 3 May calibration data were also
compensated using 3 additional bias states containing this product. The improvement
in residuals was negligible (for this different gyro, No. 96).

It was concluded as a result of these experiments that the existing noise level
(-100 ig RMS with a 1 hour correlation time) was effecting the attempts to calibrate
out gamma dependent terms. Thus it was decided to run a dummy load test. In this
test the gyro was replaced by 8 capacitors and "acceleration" was measured as
before. The 11MS noise and noise correlation time were found to be about 350 tig and
15 seconds respectively in the dummy load test.

A special test was performed to determind whether or not the instrumentation
Interface was contributing to the noise. It was found that the noise due to the
instrumentation was about 10 pg rms.
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Figure 6-73. Gyro 124 liarmonic Analysis
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Calibration residuals obtained in the 29 March - 1 April test ranged from about
700 pg to 1000 jig. Three calibrations were performed: 13 point lSA polar, 51 point
BSA polar and 13 point BSA cross polar. The smallest residual was obtained for the
13 point RSA cross-polar data, the largest for the 51 point lSA polar data. These
calibrations all used the 12 state model.

Calibration residuals obtained in the 3 May - 6 May test ranged from about
600 lg to 2000 tg. The calibration models used were the 12 state, the 12 state plus
3 SF(Y) and 12 state plus 3 B(Y) models as discussed above. Tee calibration
residuals ranged from about 1750 pg to 2000 pig fox the 13 point calibration on 3 May.
The calibration residuals were about 600 tg and 650 jig for the 13 point calibration on
6 May. The cause of this large difference in residuals is not known. It is known that
the difference is no a result of table angle errors. This was determined by process-
ing the calibration data through a special program designed tc detect table angle
errors in EMA calibration.

Calibration data for g*ro 96 are summarized in Table 6-4 t. It is clear from the
table that bias and scale factor shifts are larger for the SF(Y) t 12 state model than
for the 12 state model, as noted. The table also shows that use of the SF(Y) 12 state
model results in about a 10 percent decrease in calibration residuals, also as noted
above.

Table 6-49. Gyro 96 Calibration Data

Scale Factor and Bias Deltas

Change in Scale Factor or Bias from May 3 to May 6 Calibrations (Gyro 96)

bSF = +0.6%X 6000 PPM

6SFy -1% -10,000 PPM
1SF z  = 0., 3000 PPM
6b = -0.15000 PM SF(Y) 12 state

6by = -450 Pg

Sbz  = -1000 pg

6SF x  = 0. 12% 1200 PPIM

5SFy= -0. 14 -1400 PPM

6SF z  = -0.331,7( -3300 P ENT 12 sate

5bx  = -870 pag

6bby = -1200 jig

5bz  m -140 pg

Calibration Residuals: May 3 1978 jig RMIS/Axis 12 state
1976 pg RMS/Axis 12 state - B(Y)
1746pg RMS/Axis 12 state • SF(Y)

May 6 645,g RMS/Axis 12 state
602,u g RMS/Axis 12 state - SF(Y)
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Figures 6-77 and 6-78 are plots of y-axis residuals for gyro 96, taken during the
24 hour RSA polar test on May 4 - May 5, 1974. Bias and trend are obviously present
in the data shown in Figure 6-77. These same data are plotted in Figure 6-78, but
with bias and trend removed. The RMS noise after removal of bias and trend was
112 Mg. An autocorrelation function was calculated and is shown in Figure 6-79. The
correlation time was estimated to be about 60 m nutes and the corresponding RMS
noise value was about 90 Mg.

A test was run on gyro 68 on 27 and 28 June 1974 while the gyro was stabilizing
in temperature. Large transients were observed in all three axes at the same time.
The transient occurred in one sampling interval (in a 1 minute time period), and was
largest in ma&nitude (greater than 0.1 g) of any such observed in the MESGA tests.
Figures 6-80, 6-81, and 6-82 are plots of the gyro 68 data showing the transient. Note
that the noise is much larger before than after the transient (on the order of 7000 iig
peak-to-peak versus 300 pg peak-to-peak). Figures 6-83 and 6-84 are plots of the
noise before and after the transient for the X axis.

The extremely large transient observed in the gyro 68 data was certainly anomalous.
This occurrence was the only one of its type in the MESGA tests. The cause of this
transient was never isolated. It does appear that the electronics and gyro can operate in
two different states, since gyro 68 operated about 10 hours in the abnormall, noisy
state before suddenly changing to the quieter state.

MESGA tests were performed over the time period 3 July 1974 througy 8 July
1974 on Test Station IV. Gyro 102 was used in these tests. One of the objectives of
these tests was to obtain data on MIESGA calibration ,epeatability over a time period
of several days. This was suggested by the calibration repeatability problem noted
in the Gyro 96 tests (3 May 1974 to 6 May 1974). The calibration repeatability in the
Gyro 102 tests was comparable with that obtained earher on Gyro 124 (29 March 1974
to 1 April 1974). Another objective of the Gyro 102 tests was to obtain more data
on the trends and transients ("two state" phenomena) observed in previous long term
tests. Trends and transient effects in the Gyro 102 test data were generally compar-
able to those noted in tests on Gyros 124 and 96.

Calibration data for gyro 102 are summarized in Table 6-50. The caibi,,ion
repeatability is probably as good as can be extected based on earlier test data and
analy ses. The cahbration repcatabilit problem observed for gyro 96 did not occur for
gy ro 102. It is of interest to note that the ratio of Z to X scale factors is 0.95 for3 62
eyro 102. The corresponding ratio for gyru 124 was -= 0. 99. Gyro 102 has a

3.65 .Gr 0 a"Z-hole", while gyro 124 does not. This effect (different scale factor ratio) was
predicted by theoretical analy.os. However, th absence of the Z-hole in gyro 124
is not enough to explain a change from 0.95 to 0.99 in the scale factor ratio. Differ-
cnces between equatorial grooves which intersect at the Z ax.is can also result
in differences between Z and X scale factors. The largest bias for gy ro 102 was
about 0.05 g. The largest bias observed in the MESGA tests on the T/S IV was that
for gyro 68, which was about 0. 17 g.
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Table 6-50. Gyro 102 Data

Three calibrations (No. 1 on 7/3, No. 2 on 7/5, No. 3 on 7/8); changes in scale

factors ad biases were as follows:

Cal No. 2 -Cal No. 1 Cal No. 3 -Cal No. 1

6SFX = +0.015% 6SFX = +0.02%

bsF y = +0.022% 6SF y = 10. 022%

6SFZ = +0.041% 6SFz = -0. 024k

b = -1800 Pg %b = -730 pg

bb = -191011g bb y = -1370,ug

b = +680 pg 6b z = +2020 Pg

Cal No. 1 it?41S/a.'cis residual =624 pg

Cal No. 2 RAIS/axis residual =658 Pg

Cal No. 3 flNIS/axis residual =506 Pg

nlMs/axis residual for Cal No. 1 data using Cal No. 2 S's =1714 pg

fmis/axis residual for Cal No. 2 data using Cal No. 1 S's -1726 pg

Cal "repeatability"

2 2 1/2_
No. 1, ((1714) -(624) 1 -1560 pg

No. 2, ((1726) 2 (658)( 2 1600 pg

SF z 3236 9

SF 3.55 09

SFX 0.2% smaller than SF

bC y 0 05

b -0.04674 g
z



A number of serious problems manifested themselves in the MESGA tests on
T/S IV. These problems have been discussed above; they are listed below for
emphasis:

1. Transient shifts - The pattern of shifts in the gyro 124 and gyro 96 test data
is similar, with the gyro 124 test data exhibiting somewhat larger shifts than
that for gyro 96. .'uch larger (and faster) transient shifts were observed in
the gyro 68 test data.

2. Long term trends - Trends have been observed of up to 3700 g in 24 hours.
These trends were worse in the gyro 124 tests (and in particular the RSA
cross-polar test) than in the gyro 96 tests. This may have been related to
the fact that the rotor was heated in torquing to cross-polar and only about
12 hours was allowed for temperature stabilization before starting the RSA
cross-polar test. Trends are also apparent in the June 27 - June 28 test
data for gyro 68.

3. Low frequency noise - Noise of about 100 ig rms and 1 hour correlation time
has been observed in the gyro 124 and gyro 96 test data. Noise of this mag-
nitude and spectral characteristic implies large alignment errors.

4. Calibration repeatability - Large differences in calibration residuals and in
calibration terms were observed in the two acceleration calibrations for
gyro 96.

Gyros 124, 96 and 102 were average, or better than average, with respect to
angle and drift calibration residuals. These residuals are listed in Table G-51.
G) ro 68 had not been calibrated in angle and drift when it was used for MESGA tests.

Table 6-51. Angle and Drift Calibration Data

Gyro 124

Angle Cal Residual 0. 161 mrad rms/axis (blind)
Angle Cal Residual 0.078 mrad rms/axis (with drift comp)
)rift Cal Residual 0.0157 deg/fir rms/axis

Above calibrations were performed on March 29, 1971

Gyro 96

Angle Cal Residual 0.067 mrad rms/axis (blind)
Drift Cal Residual 0.007 deg/hr rms/axis

Angle calibration performed on May 2, 1974
Drift calibration performed on May 9, 1974

Gyro 102

Angle Cal Residual 0.14 mrad rms/axis (blind)
Angle Cal Residual 0.086 mrad rms/axis (with drift comp)
Drift Cal Residual 0.00814 deg/hr rms/axis

Gyro 102 calibrations were performed on July 2, 1974
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6.3.5.4 Comparison of Requirements, Test Data and Capability Estimates

MIESGA test data taken on gyros 124, 96 and 102 were generally comparable,
except for the calibration repeatability problem with gyro 96. Furthermore, these
data showed that a large improvement would be required to meet performance. Thus
it was decided after the gyro 102 tests (July 1974) that it was a goud time to ask "H1ow
does present capability compare with the IESGA error budget?"

The error budget of Table 6-47 was used to determine the most severe require-
ment (bias or scale factor) as listed in Table 6-52. Estimates of present capability
were obtained and these are also listed in Table 6-52. The corresponding improve-
ment factor is the ratio:

Present capability

Most severe requirement

The last column in Table 6-52 gives the required improvement factor. It should be
noted that the data in Table 6-52 are based upon a time interval of one year between
calibrations. It should also be noted that the "most severe requirements" column
assumes PWMI mechanization. M~Iany of these requirements are even more severe
for PAM mechanization.

Mo.:t of the data in I able 6-52 are expressed in terms of error source parameter
values. kor example, preload charge measurement capability required is 10 ppm of
preload charge. The notation "(SF)" indicates that the 50 ppm scale factor require-
ment determines the tolerance on preload charge measurement capability in this case.

Table 6-53 presents the acceleration sensing errors for PWM that are implied by
the error source parameter values in the "present capability" column of 'I able 6-52.
For example, if preluad charge measurement capability .s 200 ppm, the corresponding
scale factor error is 400 ppm. This results from the fact that a charge variation of
25 ppm results in a scale factor error of 50 ppm. Table 6-53 shows that about one
order of magnitude improvement is required in scale factor error, and o% er two orders
of magnitude improvement in bias error is required, even with PWM mechanization.
The corresponding improvement factors for PAM are about 60 for scale factor and
over 1000 for bias.

The conversion factor used in Table 6-53 to convert from PV M to PAM is five
for both tias and scale factor. This factor was chosen as a reasonable estimate of
the overall improvement that should result from the PMINT mechanization. The reason
for making this conve, sion is to allow a comparison of recent IAI test data with the
expected P\VWM errors based on present !apability. This comparison can be made
using the data presented in Table 6-51. The entries in Table 6-54 under the heading
"Demonstrated Capability, PAM, ItIS" were obtained from PAM test data. The values
of 10, 000 p g for bias and 1800 ppm for scale factor were obtained from Gyro 102
calibration re,,peatability data. Bias changes and scale factor changes %cre multiplied
by [365,41 V- to allow for a one year interval between calibrations. The time interal
between Gyro 102 calibrations was four days, and it is as'sumed that errors grow wth
the square root of elapsed time. The values of 10,000 pg for bias and 1800 ppm for
scale factor in Table 6-54 are in reasonable agreement with 33,000 p g and 3000 pimp
entries in Table 6-53. The last row in Table 6-54 lists data for t,-e dual mode or "two
state" phenomenon such as was observed in Gyro 68 data. The transients in the
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Gyro 102 data were on the order of 1000 jig, and the RIS value of this and the 0.1 g
type transient for Gyro 68 is 70,000 Fg.

The PAM test data obtained on Test Station IV arc in reasonable agrecr.ent
with the estimated PAM errors. The estimated PAM errors are based on present
capability estimates and calculated MESGA requirements. It can be concluded that
the present capability estimates are not excessively large and that the alculated
MESGA requirements are not excessively small. For, if not, then the test data
would be much better than predicted.

It was concluded as a result of the above comparison (of test data, present
capability estimates, and calculated requirements), that 51ESGA testing on Test
Station IV should be discontinued.

It was recommended at the July Design Review that TASC make an independent
assessment of MESGA status (requirements and test data). Some test data were
given to TASC persornel on 26 July 1974. Copies of computer plots of ttst data were
made, and were mailed to TASC early in August, 1974, at the request of TASC.
Some additional MESGA data were collected together at the request of TASC, and
%cre hand-carried to TASC by Dr. J. C. Pinson on his trip to MIT it. August 1974.

TASC presented a review of their MESGA analyses a. the MICRON informal
design review on 17 October 1974, (see I ASC D-cument SP-445-3 ICRON Anal) sis"
dated 16 October 1974). One point r-phasized by TASC was that sensitivity to
voltage errors introduced after the acceleration pickoff was about 3000 times that foi
voltage errors introduced before the acceleration pickoff. One impli.ation of this is that
the acceletation pickoff should be as close to the gyro as possible, i.e., the charge
amplifiei output. The acceleration pickoff point for the GSA is at the moaulator output
(or charge amplifier input). The TASC presentation implies the background of the
decision to locate the pickoff at the modulator output should be reviewed.

In the initial MESGA analyses tperformed by Or. R. R. Duncan) it was assumed
that the acceleration oickoff would bc at the charge tmplifier output. This pickoff point
was selec'.ed to minimize errors. lowever, when ictual design of the 8-plate GSA %%as
initiated it became apparent that the modulator output pickoff point -'"uld be much simpler
to mechanize than the charge amplifier output pickoff point. It was also felt at the time
that the error reduction resulting from the charge amplifier output pickoff point tsas not
sutfic,,2nt to justify the additional mechanization complexity. Thus it Nas decided that
the acceleration pickoff point should be at the modulator output.

Sensitivity to two major error sources (charge variations and timing variationsi
would be less for a pickoff at the charge amplifier output than for a pickoff at the
modulator output. However, there are problems with the charge amplifier output
measurement which result in less error reduction than might otherwise be expected.

1. An ideal measurement of acceleration would be of the form KQo 2 where Qo
is the charge amplifier oitput change and T is the time it is applied. The
measurement actually made at the charge amplifier oatput would be of the form
KQ T. Thus in order to obtain acceleration it is necessary to multiply by a
reference charge QR to get estimated acceleration KQRQoT. The estimated
acceleration for the modulator output pickoff would be KQR2I. Thus the errors
due to variations in QR for the two pickoff points are
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The charge amplifier output measurement would be better by a factor of 2
than the modulator output measurement, with respect to charge variation
errors.

2. The advantage of the charge amplifier output measurement over the modulator
output measurement is about a -*actor of 3, with respect to timing errors.
This assumes that no attempt is made to detect and compensate for timing
eriors. The factor of 3 arises as follows. Assume the turnoff of say the
11 plate is delayed while all the o.hers are off. Then the actual charge on

the +1 plate is 7/8 Qo and -1/8 Qo on all the other plates. Thus the error
for the modulator output is proportional to 3/4 = (7/8)2 - (1/8)2, since the
error occurs downstream of the measurement. The measurement at the
charge amplifier output would be proportional to 1 = 12 - 02, while the actual
acceleration is proportional to 3/4. Hence the error in the chr'ge amplifier
output measurement would be proportional to 1 - 3/4 = 1/4. Thus the charge
amplifier output measurement would be better by a factor of 3 than tL? modu-
lator output measurement.

The question naturally arises as to what could be done to increase the advantageof the charge amplifier output over the modulator output. In the case of charge variations,
if %2 could be integrated over a charge cycle (,nstead of Qo), the charge variation error
would be reduced. The problem with this is that analog squaring circaitry is not nearly
accurate enough to make this feasible. In the case of timing variations, if it were
possible to detect the existence of unbalance

8 -Qi 0

in the commanded charge, and the duration of such an unbalance, then it would be possiole

to reduce timing errors by compensation. One problem with this approach is that it
requires large bandwidth (-100 MHz) in the differential amplifier buffer circuits. Also,
it would be impractical to try to detect more than a few of the combinations (e. g., all
off but one plate) which produce errors.

There is another problem with the charge amplifier output pickoff which has not
been discussed: the common mode rejection requirement for the differential amplifier
buffer. The information signal consists of about a 3 volt variation between two points
at roughly a 100 volt level. This implies the common mode rejection ratio for the
difference amplifier buffer must be about 7 ) 106. This follows fiom the requirement
to limit common mode error to 5 PPM of !,e nominal output voltage, in order to keep
bias error small enough. Achievement of such a common mode rejection ratio while
maintaining 100 MHz bandwidth is probably beyond the state-of-the-art. If nc attempt
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is made to detect and compensate for timing errors, the required difference amplifier
buffer bandwidth would be about 200 kliz. The required common mode rejection ratio
would be difficult to achieve at this bandwidth.

TASC Document TIM No. 445 "Analysis of Acceleration Readout Error
Sensitivities for MICRON", dated 5. ecember 1974 was rceived in December and
reviewed in January 1975. The sensitivities calculated by TASC and presented in
this document tend to be within a factor of about three of the sensitivtics calculated by
Autonetics. TASC combines errors statistically and distinguishes careftliy between
four space and three space components. The Autonetics calculations were less
statistically refined, and did not always make clear distinctions between four space and
three space components. However, it must be noted that typical sensitivities imply
required improvements in performance o. actors on the order of 100 to 1000 or more.
Th--efore, given T/S IV data, factors of three differences are not considered
sig..ificant. Analysis of MESGA data obtained on the eight plate GSA and GSA Test
Statio'n may require a closer look at error sensitivities.

6.3.5.5 MESA Tests on the GSA - GSA Test Station

In early May 1975 a review of the planned MESGA testing was performed. A
revised plan was written to provide the minimum data set needed to evaluate noise,
stability and repeatability of the MESGA function. This revised plan bypassed the
angle and drift calibrations in an effort tc get to a point where acceleration data could
be collected utilizing tia GSA improvements such as temperature and gap monitoring
to assist in evaluating MESGA performance.

The revised MESGA plan is summarized in Table 6-55.

A MESGA test log summar appears in Table 6-56. Note that gyro 14Y was
used in all the tests.

The table angles usLd in the MESGA calibration are listed in Table 6-57.
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Table 6-55. Summary of Revised MESGA Test Plan

1. Perform MESGA calibration (with non-spinning rotor).

2. Spin up and polhode damp at 500 Hz with RSA awproxiniately polar.

3. Despin without damping to TBD liz

4. Temperature stabilize for 24 hours monitoring temperature and gaps.

5. Perform two MESGA calibrations.

6. Perform MESGA data collection as follows:

a. Determine rotor speed and position.
b. Collect data for 4 hours with +Z vertical and up (plate corner)

TAI = 0, TA2 = 55, TA3 = 150

c. Collect data for 4 hours with Y vertical and up (plate corner)

TAI = 0, TA2 = 55, TA3 = 270

d. Collect data for 4 hours with .1 vertical and up (plate corner)

TAI = 0, TA2 = 0, TA3 = 150

e. Collect data for 4 hours with -3 vertical and up.

TAI = 0, TA2 = 70, TA3 = 330

f. Collect data for 24 hours with Z horizontal and +X and 4Y 45 degrees
from vertical and up (plate edge)

TAI = 0, TA2 = 35, TA3 = 330

g. Determine rotor speed and position. Repeat steps (b), (c), and (d).
h. Shutdown, room temperature scaK for at least 12 hours.
i. Repeat 2, 3, 4, 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, aud perform one MESGA calibration.
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Table 6-56. MESGA Test Log Summary

Date Activity

07/09/75 Installed Be base gyro No. 14Y. Suspended 1300 hours.

07/10/75 Ran overnigb. - Charge monitoring and temperature stabilizing.

07/11/75 Continued a. -n 07/10/75. Stable gap = -3. 249 volts. Shut down for
weekend at 1656 hours, no problems.

NOTE: Gyro was suspended (but not spinning) for about 52 hours.

07/12/75 Shutdown for weekend.
07/13/75

07, 14/75 Suspended at 0810 hours. Spun up, polhode damped and despun to
442 liz at 1700 hours, gap = -3. 301.

07/15/75 0923 fR 
= 386 Hz, gap = -3.254

0935 Started spinning cal No. 1

1045 Completed spinning cal No. 1, fR = 377 Ilz

1145 Completed spinning cal No. 2, fR 371 liz
1412 Gap = -3.252

1430 1 = 367 liz

1830 Start 4 hour +Z run, TAI = 0, TA2 = 55, TA3 = 150

2330 Start 4 hour +Y run, TA1 = 0, TA2 = 55, TA3 = 270

07/16/75 0815 Gap = -3.249, fR = 322 liz

1015 Start 4 hour +1 run, TA1 = 0, TA2 = 0, TA3 = 150

1512 Start 4 hour -3 run, TAI = 0, TA2 = 70, TA3 = 330
gap = -3. 252, fR = 307 liz

2050 Start 24 hour run 4Z horizontal, +X and +Y 450 from
vertical and up, TAI = 0, TA: = 35, TA3 = 330
gap = -3.250, f1 = 298 Hz

07/17/75 2102 Completed 24 hour run.
gap = -3.251, fR = 285 Hz

2340 Repeat +Y vertical run, TAI = 0, TA2 = 55, TA3 - 270
gap = -3.250, fR 

= 286 liz

,7/18/75 Completed Y vertical run.

1015 Repent +1 vertical run, TAI = 0, TA2 0, TA3 = 150
gap = -3.2-7, fR = 284 Hz

1515 Completed +1 vertical run.

1830 Started second Z vertical run. TAI = 0, TA2 = 55, TA3 = 150
gap = -3. 250, !R = 286 Ifz

2330 Completed secc ad iZ run and shut system down. No problems

during shutdow i.
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Table 6-56. (Cont,

Date Activity

07/19/75 Shutdown for weekend.
07/20/75

07/21/75 Suspended at 0300. Spun up and polhode damped at 1300.
fR 

= 650 1z, gap = -3.501.
07/22/75 F an overnight, temperature stabilizing

0800 gap -3.28b, fR = 464 liz

1000 gap = -3. 277

1200 No 64 lHz interrupt to computer, could not get liP 2100
program going.

1.00 Replaced MUM - Timing Module and got 64 liz clock OK

1530 Spun up and polhode damped
gap = -3.551, fp = 833

1730 gap -3.476, fR = 495 lHz

'Ian overnight, temperature stabilizing.

07/23/75 Continued temperature monitoring in morning.

Started collecting data (.Z vertical and up) at 1407
TA1 = 0, TA2 = 55, TA3 - 150
1490 gap - -3.275, fR 

= 395 liz

1430 gap -3.274, fl = 395 liz

1900 Completed data taking at 0, 55, 150 position
gap = -3.270, f = 385 liz

II
1905 Set table angles to

TAI = 0, TA2 = 55, TA3 = 270
for Y vertical and up and started data collection.

2358 Completed data collection at 0, 55, 270 position

0000 gap - -3.266, In 3 9 liz

0005 Set table angles to
TAI = 0, TA2 = 0, TA3 = 150
for -1 vertical and up and started data collection

07/24/75 0930 gap = -3.263, in 309 liz

1135 Start calibration

1235 End calibration.
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Table 6-57. MESGA Calibration Table Angles

Position TAI TA2 TA3

1 0 0 152

2 0 0 242

3 0 0 332

4 0 0 62

5 90 0 152

6 180 0 152

7 270 0 152

8 0 25 152

9 0 25 212

10 0 26 272

1 0 25 332

12 0 25 32

13 0 25 92

14 0 50 152

15 0 50 272

16 0 50 32

17 0 90 152

18 0 90 212

19 0 90 272

20 0 90 332

21 0 90 32
22 0 90 92

Three MESGA calibrations were performed with the rotor spinning at low speed
(-300 to 400 liz, see Table G-56). Two of these calibrations were performed before
shutdown, and one was performed after shutdown to obtain some indication of repeat-
ability across a shutdown. Data were taken at 22 table positions (Table 6-571. Tie
digitizer-counter outputs were sampled 64 per second for 1 minute at each table position.
(See Figure 6-85 for a block diagram cf the GSA acceleration pickoff.) Thus 3840 data
samples were obtained at each table position for each of the 4-space pickoffs. These
data were converted to 3-space and the means and standard deviations were stored for
later processing ff-line. The calibration coefficients and RMS calibration residuals
were computed after all the MESGA test data had been acquired (see Table 6-5S).

The diagonal (scale factor) terms in Table 6-58 have a magnitude of aout 0.2.
This must be multiplied by 0.0156 to get the actual scale factor (-0. 003 fps per pulsc.

t The bias entries have to be divided by 32.2 to obtain acceleration in units of g's. the
RMS residuals are in units of pg's.
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Table 6-58. GSA AESGA Calibration Data, Gyro 14Y

Cal A Cal 11 Cal C

Scale Factor -0.201179 -0.201097 -0.203403
and 40.357387 (10-21 -o.363551 (10- 2 )  40.46;1048 (10- 2 )

Misalignment -2 -2 -2
Terms -0.348572 (10

- ) -0.334184 (10
- ) -0. 356424 (10

-0.161845 (10
- 2) 0.156265 (10

- 2) 0.141625 (10
-

2)

-0.200872 -0.200955 -0.203501

-0.143.127 (10
- 2 ) 0.140186 (10

- 2 ) 0.759946 (10-3i

-0.124423 (10
- 2 ) -0. 138634 (1- ") -0. 169766 (10

2

0.143300 (10
- 2 ) 0. 151436 (10

- 2
) .0.134632 (10"2

-0.207344 -0.207285 -0.209871

Bias, X, Y, Z -0.677300 -0.722017 -0. 122661 (10

-0.238095 -0.2071Z3 -0. 518526
-0.147691 (101) *0.1412,17 (10I ) .0.191778 (10

RMS 470 pg 2561 pg 3076 jig
Residuals 1993 pg 2105 pg 2785 pg

2076 pg 2303 pg 2579 pg

Differences (shiftn) in the calibration parameters b,!tw,en the three calibrations
are summarized in Tab - 6-59. The calibration shifts from Cal A to Cal B are on the
order of the shifts seen )n gyros 102 and 96 in Me T/S IV testm described earlier.
The Cal C to Cal A shifts are larger than those seen In the T/S IV teets; however,
there was an intervening shutdown In the GSA tests, but not in the T IS iV tests. it
should also be noted that the GSA calibrations were back-to-back, while the different
calibrations compared in the TiS IV tests were two or three days apart. Based on this
one sample, it appears that the calibration repeatability on the GSA was no better thin
that on T/S IV, and may be worse.

The RMS residuals for Cals A and B are comparable. The RIMS residuals for
Cal C are bigger than for Cal ' or B. It should be noted that the GSA calibration
residuals are generally !arger than those seen in the T 'S IV tests. The 3 May '974
calibration of gyro 96 on T/S IV had an RMS per axis "alibration residual of abc' 1
2000 pg, wlch Is comparable with the Cal A and B residuals. However, this cal:bra-
tion of gyro 96 was considered to be anomalous. TI e 1000 pg transient shifts
discussed later may have affected the calibration residuals.
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Table 6-59. GSA MESGA Calibration Parameter Shifts

Ca a Cal C -Call)3

6C X 0ai.000;x: -0.0115 p

SCC
yy -0.0004 '" -0.013

1, y (-t00 PPMN) C -y (-13,000 PMN

SC -',C,3 SC' -0.0129
777

Sb -1400 pig bb -15.700 jg

6b (;o by z22, 500 jg

The bias ..alu.'s in Table 6-58 are c.,mparable vmth ihose obtained in the T S IV
nots 'eilargest bia Ste7cnpn adtis \a eeal reIIteTSly%

lBased on this one Pnmple, it %\ould appear that bias magnitude dlepends more oa thc

(h n ia~gonal (scale factor) terms are smaller than the 7 scale factor.
This is the opposite of the paitern noted In the 1' S W' P'AM tests. Ulie 1 co'efficient is
about 3 ecn agrthan the x and y coefficients. In the T 's I\, te sts gr 2
(no 7-hole) had x andy coefficients about I percent larger than i, %\tile gyr'' 96 and
102 hdxndycoefficients about 5 percent larger than /. Gyro 14y (used In GSA

NISAteits) has the ne%\ (and narronvcri crack dimension of 0.013 inc~h. and also has
nO 7 11ole. The nev scale factor pattern may be .I result of the nev\ crack Si7c.

NIESGA stability data ,vere collected for over 64 hours. Ilhere v~ere 10 four
horstability runs at four different orientations ; nith g through aI plate corner and

I vihgthrough a plate center). One 24 hour run %\as made Mit' 7 hortiontal and X
and y 15 uleg tromi veetical (g through the center of a plate edge,. These tests are
listed in Table ;-60o along viti, date and start time. Figure numbers are also given in
Table (-W0 for the plots of measured acceleration versus timne vhich arc Included
herein. These plots \% re made using rau three-space data. I.. ch data point -nrres-
ponds to the .average (over one minute) of the samples obtained from the digiti. es
(64 sec). *rhe four-space (ligitl7er outputs ha..e been converted to three-space. Time
Is plotted, on the abscissa, (actual or real time is about 1. 22 times the l'sted values).
AMcelen tion (in pulse counts) has been plotted on the ordinate, the equivalent accelera-
tion is 500 "g per di~ision. P'lots of over half the stability data have been Included
hem ci because this is their first publication. and also to exhibit enough data that
typical patterns can be obse ved. All the data have been stored on cards.
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Table 6-60. Stability Test Summary

Date Start Tmie Orientation Table Angles Figure Numbers

7/5 1830 'z vertical 0, 55, 150 6-86, 6-87, 6-88

7/15 2330 4y vertical 0, 59, 270 none

7/16 1015 *1 vertical 0, 0, 150 (;-89, ;-90, 6-91

7/16 1512 -3 vertical 0, 70, '330 6-92, 6-93, 6-94

7/16 2050 z horizontal 0, 35, 330 6-95, 6-96, 6-97
(, & y 45u from vertical)

7/17 2340 4y vertical 0, 55, 270 6-95, 6-99, 6-100

7/18 1015 --1 vertical 0, 0, 150 none

7/18 1830 z vertical 0, 55, 150 (-101, 6-102, 6-103

7/23 1407 ,z vertical 9, bS5 150 none

7/23 1905 -y vertical 0, 55, 270 none

i7/24 0005 -Ivertical 0, 0, 150 non, a

Figures 6-84 through 6-101 are revkewcd individually low. A summary,.
,appears at the end of thi section. :
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.'igures 6-86, 6-87, and 6-88 ai plots of the x, y and z components of measured
accelero tion for thl z ax s vertical test .f 15 July 19' 5. The short term noise less
than 10 minlite "period") appears to be about 60 ig peak-to-peak. This is less than
the typical value of about 200 pg seen in the PAM tests, see, e.g., Figure 6-78 for
gyro 96. The transieat level shift with midpoint at a time count of -120 (in all three
axes) is of a nanitude ainilar to those observed in the PAM tests, see, e.g.,
Fi',res 6-74, 6-75, and 6-76. The duration of the transient appears to be shorter
now, about 20 minutes vs an hour or so in the PAM tests. A change in one four-
space axis (+2) could result in such a three-space change. The y axis (which sees
the smallest acceleration) appears to have a periodic noise component with about a
50 minute period. The ramps in x and z are about the same, around 2 pg/min; this
value of trend is similar to that observed in the 24 hr test on gyro 124 over a longer
time period.

Figures 6-89, 6-91, and 6-91 are plots of the x, y and z components of meas-
ured accelerat'on for the +1 axis vertical test of 16 July 1975. As has been noted
earlier, the z scale fa-!tor is larger than tvat of x and y (by about 3 percent); however,
the difference bet seer. z and x and y in theso figures is even greater (-17 percent)
which implies some additional sources of asymmetry. The y axis again appears to
have a noise component v Ith about a 50 min period. The trends in x and z are similar
as was the case for the +z axis test data of 15 July 1975. It is not known if the spike
at a time count of 45 in x and z is real or not. The transient shift occurs in all three
axes at the same time ( -230 time count), and appears to be fas,.r than the transient
change seen in the z a'is test on 15 July 1975. Note that the pattern of the change is
the same (same direction in x and z, opposite Cirection in y) which could correspond
to a +2 axis change.

Figures 6-92, 6-93, and 6-94 are plots of the x, y and z components of measured
acceleration for the -3 axis vertical test of .6 July 1975. The magnitudes of the x and
z components are within 1 percent of each other, but the magnitude of the y ccrmponent
is about 5 percent larger than x or z. Note t'at two transient changes occurred in
this four hour *est. The z measurement returns very nearly to its original level a,
the second change while x and y return to somewhat different levels. The pattern of
the changes is again the same (x and z change in the same direction, y in the opposite
direction). The magnitudes of the steps are on the order of 1000 Pg as before.

Figures 6-95, 6-96, and 6-97 are plots of the x, y and z omponents of measured
acceleration for the 24 hr run with z horizontal and x and y 45 deg from vertical.
This orientation results in g through the center of a plate edge. The pattern of changes
in the transients is the same as before (x and z change in one direction and y in the
opposite direction). The magnitudes of the changes are comparable to those occurring
in other orientations (-1000 Pg). The x axis appears to have a 24 hr variation present,
with a magnitude on the order of 3000 jg. The y axis may also have such a variation
present, but z does not. The transients in the data make it difficul" to analyze for
periodicities and correlations. The actual time span of the data shown in .Iesc figures
is about 24 hours.
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Figures 6-98, 6-99, and 6-100 are plots of the x, y and z components of
measured acceleration for the y axis vertical test of 17, 18 July 1975. This run had
the most transients of all the four hour runs which were plotted. Also it should be
noted that the transient pattern is different than that for the other stability runs.
Some of the transient changes corresr ond to a +2 channel change as before; howev -r,
some correspond to a +1 chamel change, for example the one at a time count of -52
is in the same direction for all three axes. The plot for the y axis run of 15 July
1975 (not included herein) was examined, and it exhibited the +2 uhannel type of
transient change seen consistently in the other runs. There apears to be a trend
in x and z of about 2 ig per minute. However, initial and final values of y are
about the same.

Figures 6-101, 6-102, and 6-103 are plots of the x, y and z components of
measured acceleration for the z axis vertical test of 18 July 1975. If initial values
here are compared with the corresponding final values in Figures 6-86, 6-87, and
6-88, it appears that x and z have shifted in a negative direction (-9900 jig and 5300 H g
respectively), while y has shifted about 2300 jig in a positive dhection. These shifts
occurred during a time interval of about 72 hours, during which the gyro had been in
operation. Short term noise characteristics appear to be similar for the two runs.
The trend in the 18 July 1975 data appears to be mostly in the y axis. The transients,
in the 18 July 1975 data are faster than in the 15 July 1975 test, ane are the +2 channel
type which have occurred in the other runs.

Data were plotted for the +1 vertical run of 24 July 1975, which was the last
stability run befure the final calibration on the same date. There was an initial
exponential decay transient of about 3700 ig magnitude from start to maximum under-
shoot in the x axis, with smaller ones in y an( z. Such initial transients were also
observed in the y vertical run of 15 July 1975, but were smaller in magnitude
(-2000 Ng maximum).

The nominal acceleration values for the +1 axis vertical runs of 16 July 1975
and 24 July 1975 are considerably different in y and z. For example y on 16 July 1975
was -- 97.3 and -- 93.1 on 24 July 1975 for a change of about 26, 000 jg. The change
in z was from -- 83.1 to about -78.7, ihich corresponds to a change of about 27,000 Ig.
The change in x was on the order of 600 tg. The scale factors In the 24 July 1975
calibration were larger in magnitude than those of the 15 July 1975 calibration. This
is in agreement with the shift in y and z outputs. The change in the x scale factor
was about the same as that for y and z; however, the change in x bias was opposite in
sign to that for y and z. This bias shift in x could mask a scale factor shift for the

1 vertical data of 24 July 1975.

One of the differences between the GSA PWMI suspension servo and the T/S IV
PAM suspension servo Is that the preload is lower for the r WM servo. (Preload is
defined to be the force applied when no external force is present. ) In the case of
PAM, the reference charge QPAM is applied during 45 out of 50 Lsec, or 90 percent
of the time. During the PAM forcing period (35 out of 50 Isec or 70 percent of the
time) the charge is QPAM AQ where AQ is adjusted to keep the rotor centered. In
the case of PWNI a reference charge QpVol Is applied during the readout period aid
the rotor position is determined. A restoring signal is then generried which is
constant in amplitude but whose duration is proportional to the roor position error.
Thus the PWI preload is the force applied by the readout charge.
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The readout period for the GSA is 8 psec out of 50 t'sec. The cemmand signal
during this time is 2.8 v, and the corresponding signal during forcing is 3.2 v. If it
is assumed that 2.8 v corresponds to -120 v on a plate, and the corresponding plate
voltage for T/S IV was 100 v, then the PWM preload is about (8

(45) (1. 2)2 0. 25 times
the PAM T/S IV preload. The PWM forcing acceleration capability corresponding to
3.2v would be about (0.7) (12g) = 8.4 g. Thus it is estimated that the GSA PWM servo
should be about four times less sensitive to bias error sources than the T/S V PAM
servo. it should be noted that the high g/low g mode capability originally planned for
the GSA was deleted because of switching transient problems. Therefore, when the
MESGA tests were run on the GSA only a single , mode capability was mechanized.

An error source which can be related to charge will result in a scale factor
error for PWM which is twice that for PAM. The reason is that the force error
depends upon charge-squared (Q, 2 ) in ?WM and on charge (Q.) for PAM. It follows
that the PWM servo is twice as sumsitive to scale factor error sources (related to
charge) as the PAM servo.

The overall advantage of PWM over PAM depends upon which error sources
dominate. It was crudely estimated early in Phase 2A ( July 1974) that the PAM
errors would be about 5 times the PWM errors, see Table 6-53.

One compromise was made in the electronics design which may contribute to the
PWM errors being larger than expected: the acceleration preprocessor is blanked
during the readout pulses, acceleration measurement occurs only during the interval
allowed for forcing. This approach was adopted in order to simplify the preprocessor
(demodulator) mechanization. If any change occurs in the force applied during readout,
this will result in a change in the measured force and hence in an error. If the measure-
ment included the readout period, then a change in readout force would be balanced
by an opposite change in command force, and the sum (the measured force) would not
change.

Gyro 14y has a beryllium base, which is different from the gyros (68, 124, 36,
and 102) used in the T/S IV tests. The crack size (plate separation) is smaller for
gyro 14y than for the earlier gyros. The possible effects on acceleration readout of
the smaller crack size have already been discussed. It is not expected that the base
material should affect acceleration readout. Stray capacity from plate to ground for
gyro 14y should be lower than that tor gyros 68, 96 and 102. Gyro 124 already
incorporated the bare equator de-ign which is also present in gyro 14y. Test data
have shown that the bare equato, dcsign results in less capacity from plate to ground
than the old plated equator design.

The results of MESGA testing on JIe GSA and GSA T/S can be summarized as

follows:

1. One gyro (14y, beryllium base) wa. used.

2. Test data wera acquired over the time period 15 July 1975 through
24 July 1975.

3. Three calibrations (-one hour each) were performed; over 64 hours of
stability data were acquired.
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4. Data were acquired in two time periods separated by L shutdown.

5. Two calibrations were performed back-to-back, and one calibration was
performed after a shutdown.

6. Parameter shifts in the back-to-back calibrations (370 PPM RMS in
scale factor and 1370 pg RATS in bias) were comparable with those
obtained in PAM tests, in particular on gyro 102.

7. Parameter shifts across a shutdown were very large (12,500 PPM RIMS
in scale factor and 18, 200 vg RMS in bias).

8. Stability tests were run at three types of orientations of the g vector.

a. Plate corner (24 hours with %y and z vertical)
b. Plate center (16 hours with +1 and -3 vertical)
c. Plate edge (24 hours with z horizontal and x and y

45 deg from vertical).

9. Calibration repeatability for the GSA and GSA T/S MESGA tests

was no better than that obtained in the PAMT tests on T/S IV.

10. Stability data is reviewed below.

a. Short erm noise (<10 min period) was about 60 pg peak-to-peak,
which is about 1/3 to 1/4 that seen in the PAM tests.

b. Two state transients were generally about 1000 pg in magnitude
and occurred in all the plotted runs except one (+1 plate vertical
on 24 July 1975). In all runs where they did occur, they could
be a result of +2 axis changes except for one run (17 July 1975
y axis vertical test).

c. The largest two state transients were about 3000 pg in magnitude
and could be a result of 1 axis changes. These occurred in the
17 July 1975 y axis vertical test only. Nothing like the 100, 000 pg
steps seen on gyro 68 were observed. In particular, the noise
characteristics before and after the step changes were similar.

d. Trends on the order of 2 pg/min were observed. These were
comparable with trends observed in the PAMT tests on T/S IV.

11. The system requirements for acceleration sensing are 50 PPM in
scale factor and 25 pg In bias. The measured performance on the GSA
and GSA T/S was between two and three orders of magnitude worse than
these requirements.
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6.3.6 Design Alternatives

6.3.6.1 MESG/MESGA Design Alternatives

The intent of the design alternatives task was to design an instrument and to
update the instrument design as required to assure adequacy of the MESC to perform
in the MICRON system environment. It was necessary that the task complement
other efforts such as eight-plate MESG/MESGA, four-plate MESG and Vaclon pump
elimination efforts. The culmination of the effort resulted in a design and fabrication
of hardware typically represented by Figures 6-104 and 6-105.

At the initiation of Phase 2A, the MESG instrument had proven itself satisfactory
for system operation with regard to angle calibration, drift calihration, and perform-
ance in a non-hostile system environment. The ability to hold critical tolerances on
the rotors and cavities was proven.

At the initiation of Phase 2A it was recognized that the greatest challenge %% ith
regard to the instrument was to develop its fast reaction capability. The significant
areas of major development required to produce a functional instrument xas
primarily with regard to:

1. Reduced case-to-cavity thermal time constant.

2. Motor and motor function development with regard to SL°F, minute
rotor heating, spin up, polhode damping, spin doan, Z-eoil heating
and rotor precessing.

3. Development of a fast polhode period rotor with reliable polhode
pattern or "signature" as required by computerized polhodedamping.

Other alternatives were considered and are presented belo\\ along %ith the
reason for their consideration.

6.3.6.1.1 Reduce Cavity-to-Case Thermal Time Constant. A gyro design
was Initiated to reduce the thermal time constant from the MESG/System mounting
surfaces up to and including the cavity. The 1 April 1974 N57A type MESG had a time
constant in excess of five minutes, and the new desired goal was to achieve a
30-second time constant. Various layouts and designs \ere accomplished and the
final design resulted in a one piece beryllium base structure.

The one piece beryllium base structure was incorpo t, ed to pro\ ide a very fast
heating path and to provide a firm, non slipping configuration 'planes (in the fast
reaction environment) between the ,s ity and IU mounting surfaces. In cider to
incorporate the beryllium base however it was necessary to redesign the Vaclon pump
(for thermal coefficient of expansion match to the base) and to develop a brazing
technique required to assure vacuum integ..t, in the fast reaction environment. The
Vaclon pump and base were designed first in order to get the long lead items (Vaclon
pumps) on order.
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A thermal sensor well was also designed into the instrument to allow
measurement of the near-cavity temperature in the event that the thermal time
constant of the newly designed instrument was too long. The beryllium base also
included a large surface area to provide intimate thermal contact with the IMU support
surface thereby reducing the thermal impedance path across the interface. It is
noted that redesign of the Vaclon pur'ps was necessary (and rework thereof) for two
reasons: (1) The titanium buttons within the Vaclon pump were faling off from shock
(physical and thermal); (2) Sure-start incorporation was becoming highly desirable
because of the long start-up time of units which were being tested at IIAFB on the
N57A system and because the Getter was not developed enough to committ to a
Gettered MESG design.

6. 3.6. 1.2 Motor and Motor Function Development. Eighty degrees fahrenheit
per minute MESG heating rates will be required in the MICRCN system in order to
meet the goals of fast reaction. The MESG case must heatup at 80°F/minute and
therefore the MESG rotor heating capability should be near 80°F/min. The present
accepted method of rotor heating is via Z-coil induction heating.

The development of this capability was spoisored to a large extent by the ECOM
Fast Reaction Program, Contract No. DAAB07-73-C-0188 where technique, method,
and capability were demonstrated. Also, the ECOM program efforts demonstrated
last spin up, fast polhode damping, and fast spin down capabilities.

The changes imposed by other MICRON requirements, hoa ever, affected changes
in the MESG (30 sec time constant required MESG base change) and changes in the
motor power supply (smaller size, design for non-smusoidal output) %%hich in turn
caused additional design and test activity.

A potentially serious problem with the Z-coil heating was that the motor 12 R
losses could heat the motor windings excessively and damage them: A means of
providing a thermal conductive path from the copper motor coils to the IMIU chassis
was required. Essentially two techniques reduced the magnitude of this problem:

1. Cuil to Mu metal motor case time constant reduction.

2. Mu metal motor case to IMU time constant reduction.

The copper coil to Mu metal motor cover time ccnstant reduction was
accomplished by use of a good thermal condt.ztion potting compound. Also thermal
conductive materials (BeO and injection molding of Stycast) was considered as
materials upon which the motor coils could be wound and provide a good thermal path.

A mold was designed and fabricated for encapsulating the coil assembly in the
motor cover. This mold fits in the molding machine located in the electromechanical
lab. In order to ease the moldability, minor changes were made to the coil form and
the motor cover.
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The first attempt was to mold the assembly with Stycast 2850 KT compound.
This compound was 3elected because it has a thermal conductivity of 30 BTU-in/ft

2
-

hr-°F. This compound is produced by Emerson & Cuming, Inc. and was mixed with
Catalyst 11. The molding temperature was 200OF and the pressure was 1500 psi.
The top of the coils were completely covered while only the upper part of the x and y
coils .were covered. It was concluded that an increase of the space between the 0. D
of the Z coil and the 1.D. of the motor cover would give a better flow. Also, an
increase of the I.D. of the xy coils before molding would improve the flow. So the
motor cover was undercut for the length of the coil. A plug was made tW push the xy
coils against the I. D of the coil form. Another mold was designed to mold the coil
form which is presently fabricated from Fiberglass.

Stycast material type 2850 KT was ordered and received from Emerson &
Cuming. Before molding another part the compound was analyzed by the PM lab. It
was found that snme particles were as large as 0. 10 in. Effort was made to crush
these particles, but without success. Emerson & Cuming was contacted to request a
reduction in particle size and their answer was that in no way can they deliver 2850 KT
with smaller particles. The next coil assembly was molded with 2850 FT compound
which has a thermal conductivity of 10 BTU-in/ft2hr-OF. This assembly was molded
under a pressure of -1500 psi and a temperature of 165

0
F. The part was then cured

in the mold for 16 hrs at 212
0

F. The disassembling of the mold was difficult and
minor rework of the mold has been done to make the disassembling easier next time.
The molded assembly was then postcured in aa oven at 300 F for 4 hrs. This allows
optimum high temperature performance. It is anticipated the unit will be tested
during July.

An existing forming fixture has been reworked, so that the 0. D. of the x and y
coil equals the I.D. of the form coil and the I.D. of the x and y coil large enough to
alloN for sufficient coverage of the molding compound. One wound coil was clamped
n this fixture and put in an oven at 350OF for 4 hrs. The coil was set and kept its
desired shape.

A molding tool was designed to permit injection molding of the motor coil form.
The parts were completed during the latter part of July 1975 and a first molding effort
was performed. The part looks promising and will be tested for fit/function in early
Phase 2B.

It was determined that the BeO material considercd for motor coil bobbin
labrication would have been too costly from the standpoint of machin.ing time. The
idea was abandoned.

6. 3.6. 1.3 3-Wire Rotor. Computerized fast reaction requires a rotor with an
approximate one second polhode period and a consistent family polhode signature.
The development of the rotor has been as a follow-on effort of a company funded effort
%%hich developed the first three wire material and rotors thereof ("B" material). The
B material rotors %cre tested and based on those results and the results of a
theoretical analyses of the various parametric sensitivities another design was
completed, parts were fabricated for the billet ("E" material). The "E" material
rotors were in their final stages of fabrication at the end of Phase 2A.
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6.3.6.1.4 1800F Rotor Operational Temperature. The purpose of this task was
to develop the processes/capability of fabricating rotors which would be capable of
operating (functionally and reliably) in a 180OF MESG operational environment. ' I
capability was to be one possible solution to requirements of system fast turn-around,
P'aart and/or high temperature soak envircnment prior to system startup.

The final design was completed (final rotor size, lapping temperature) and a
rotor (4) was processed through the finishing cycle to determine the integrity of the
lapping process/technique at the new elevated temperature.

There was no degradation of surface finish or controlled ot-of-roundness. The
unit was judged good for mertio grade instrument quality. Rotor %V4 was pisced on
the storage shelf to be assembled into a MESG unit as a 180°F MESG test capability
became available. (T/S IV does not have the capability of operating at 180

0
F.)

6.3.6. 1.5 Sure-St rt. The design of P Vaclon pump sure-start technique was

initiated in the December 1974 time frame. The task complements the total fast
reaction developments. The effort was started because: (1) N57A MESG units being
tested at IIAFB were requiring too much time to start (hours); and (2) the Getter had
not been developed to the extent that a firm design/committment could be made. The
initial sure-start effort was to consider methods such as:

1. Tungsten Filament

2. Spark Plug

3. Pump Optimized Physical Design

4. Radioactive Source

5. External Fix

An effort was immediately started with regard to incorporation of the tungsten
filament while "ground work" was still in progress in the other listed areas. The
tungsten filament tests were very successful and caused the abandonment of the other
sure-start activities.

The latest design of the sure-start capsule and the manner in which is is
incorporated into the Vaclon pump is shown in Figure 6-106.

Essentially there have been five units fabricated to test the sure-start feasibility:
Build No. 1 consisted of a standard N57A type MESG unit but the rotor and cavity
volumes were regions wherein the filaments were placed for the initial tests. The
filaments were connected to the standard vacuum housing feedthroughs. 13uild No. 2
consisted of an N57A type gyro (MESG No. 59) and the filament was incorporated by
installation onto the pinch-off flange. The unit also tested well and it was on this unit
that it was determined that the filament initiation did not cause charge fuildup on the
rotor. Build No. 3, 4, and 5 were all on beryllium base units.
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All tsts to date on hard starting units have been encouraging. Units which
average one-half hour for turnon consistently start within three seconds using sure-
start initiatior.

6. 3. 6.1.6 Pump and Housing Assembly. 'uazing process to fabricate the
Pump and Housihg Assembly, Part No. 12797-3G-, nas been developed and qualified.
The process produzes joints between beryllium ard iconel X-750 which r..eet require-
ments wilh respect to strength, thermal conductivity, vacuum integrity, and freedom
from magnetil effects.

This brazing process was selectee after evaluation of specimens producted by
two alternative processes proposed by Grant and Kamper, Inc. One process employed
a Cu-Ag-Li alloy brazed at 1650°F and reuired Cu plating on the Inconel. The other
employed a Cu-Ag-Sn alloy brazed at 1435 F and did not require plating. The speci-
ments were evaluated for vacuum integrity, before and after thermal cycling; for
braze integrity by radiography; for braze alloy surface integrity by microscopic
examination; for microstructural characteristics by metallographic examination; and
for shear strength. Both processes met requirements. The Cu-Ag-Sn system was
selected based upo , supcrinr surface and microstructural characteristics.

A second batch of three specimens brazed with the Cu-Ag-Sn system was
fabricated aid evaluated. These Iconel X-750 to beryllium joints were hermetically
leak tight (leak rate less than 10-1 0 

atm cc/sec. helium). The three specimens were
up and down quenched between boiling water and liquid nitrogen ten times. They were
still leak tight. Metallographic sections were examined and acceptable microstructural
characteristics were observed.

Grant and Kamper submitted a process specification draft for Autonetics' review.
This draft wav reviewed Pad accepted. Grant and Kamper ther fabricated one pump
and housing assembly in accordance with the draft specificatior.. This assembly was
evaluated and found acceptable.

A second part was attempted by Grant and Kamper. It was unsuccessful in two
respects. The titanium anode inside the pump detached from the pump wall and the
braze alloy did not melt. Analysis of the second Pump and Housing Assembly
confirmed that the wrong brazing alloy had been used. The parts were cleaned up and
brazed successfully w ith the correct alloy. The titanium cathode was reattached to the
punip vall to make this a usable unit.

Subsequently, three more assemblies were brazed. The titanium anodes
remained attached to the pump wall. All three assemblies showed acceptable vacuum
integrity.

In a related but separate effort, the titanium hydride approach to braz i-g was
investigated. Exploratory attempts to braze beryllium to Inconel X-750 us ag the
titanium hydride approach, indicated feasibility. Joints were produced with each of
two standard brazing alloys, BT720, and BT721. Metallographic cross-sections
were examined. The joints looked acceptable.
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Subsequently, three assemblies consisting of an Inconel X-750 tube fitted into a
through-hole in a beryllium disc, were brazed using the titanium hydride. Each
assembly was prepared in a slightly different manner with respect to the technique of
applying the titanium hydride activator. Brazing alloy BT720 (Handy & Harmon) was

used. The assemblies were heated in vacuum (approximately 10-6 torr) to flow the
braze alloy. Visually acceptable wetting and capillary flow occurred in all three
assemblies. As-brazed, all three assemblies showed non-detectable leak rates (less
than 10-10 atm-cc/sec. helium).

The assemblies were thermally cycled by alternately quenching in boiling water
and liquid nitrogen with a one minute dwell time in each liquid. Four cyo!es were
applied. After thermal cycling, one of the three leaked at a rate greater than
10- 5 

atm-cc/sec. helium, while leaks in the other two were again non-detectable

(less than 10
- 10 atm-cc/sec. helium). Metallographic examinations indicated that

the maximum temperature reached during brazing was higher than optimum.

Two more assemblies were brazed using a lower maximum temperature. These
two assemblies showed no detectable helium leakage as-brazed. They were thermally
cycled as described above. Ten cycles were applied. Helium leakage was again non-
detectable. Metallographic examination showed an acceptable structure.

The titanium hydride approach is considered to be developed to the point where
fabrication of qualification hardware could be undertaken.

6.3.6. 1.7 Feedthroughs in Ceramic Vacuum Housing. The objective of this
effort was to emplace electrically conductive, vacuum tight feedthrough pins in
beryllium oxide (BeO). Brazing, using the titanium hydride activation process, was
chosen as the emplacement method. A variety of pin materials was considered.
These included ceramics since the brazing alloy could provide electrical conductivity.

In the first brazing run both molybdenum (Mo) and BeO pins were brazed into
through-holes in BeO wafers. The BeO was cleaned per "practice 1", Table 6-61.
Two values of diametral clearance between the pin and the hole were used in each
case: 0.002 inch and 0. 008 inch. The BeO pins were coated with titanium hydride,
as were the holes, so that the braze alloy would wet these surfaces. Thus an
electrically conductive layer of braze alloy covered the surface of the BeO pin after
the brazing cycle.

Metallographic sections of the brazed pins showed joints with braze metal which
was exceptionally free of defects. From this evidence, acceptable vacuum integrity
would be exp-rcted. However, as shown in Figures 6-107 and 6-108, cracking in the
BeO wafer occurs at both thicknesses of brazement but the orientations are at 90 deg
to each other, in the case of the thinner brazement, 'igure 6-107, the cracks in the
wafer are associated with the pad on the wafer suriace around th.- hole. Since these
cracks are perpendicular to the i!. axio, they do not pose a threat to vacuum integ-
rity. In the case of the thicker brazemeit, Figure 6-108, the cracks are associated
with the filler metal in the hole. These creaks are parallel to the pin axis and pose
obvious threats to vacuum integrity and to load-carrying capability.

In a second brazing iun, the attempt to braze molybdenum, aluminum oxide,
beryllium oxide, and Inconel X-750 pins in beryllium oxide wafers was largely
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Table 6-61. Feedthrough Brazements: Cleaning Practices

for Beryllium Oxide

Step Practice No. 1 Practice No. 2 PracticeNo. 3 Practice No. 4

1 Ultrasonic, Ultrasonic
Acetone 2 parts/vol Toluene Same as 1, Same as 2,

3 parts/vol Acetone Step 1 Step 1
2 parts/vol Freon TF

2 Rinse, DI H20 Blow Dry, N2  Same as 1, Blow Dry, Air
Step 2

3 Air Bake 1 hr Etch in
at 150-180F 3 parts/vol 1C1 Same as 1, Same as 2,

1 part/vol HNO 3  Step 4 Step 3

Immerse at room
temperature and heat
to boiling.

4 Etch for 0.5 hrin
10 vol % HN0 3  Rinse, DI 1120 Same as 1, Same as 2,
10 vol % IF Step 5 Step 4

5 Rinse, DI H20 Etch for I hr In Air bake 2 hr Same as 2,
90 vol % ItNO3  at 500 F Step 5
10 vol % IF

6 Air Bake 1 hr
at 150-180 F Rinse, DI 120 --- Same as 2,

Step 6

7 --- Air Bake 1 hr Air Bake I hr
at 1000 F --- at 1600 F

unsdccessful. A concurrent attempt to braze Incoloy 903 pins was successful. All of
these attempts were made in the same vacuum furnace run.

The unsuccessful attempts failed due to the absence of any titanium reaction with
the surfaces of the holes in the BeO wafers and with the pin surfaces adjacent thereto.
The braze alloy then failed to "wet" these surfaces and thus did not enter the gaps
beteen the pins and holes. Wetting did occur on other surface areas.
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PAD MOPIN

WAFER

BRAZEMENT'

DRALEMENT TIIICKNIESS IS APPROXIMATELY 0 004 INCI.
NOTE CRACKS IN WAFER PARAL LEL TO PIN AXIS.

Figure 6-107. Pin Brazed into Beryllium Oxide Wafer

Mo. PIN

WAFER

BRAUNSIENT

DRAZEMENT THICKNESS IS APPROXIMATELY 0 001 INCHI
NOtE CRACKS IN WAFER PERPENDICULAI{TO PIN AXIS

ligure 6-108. Pin Brazed into Beryllium Oxide WVafer
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Table 6-61 presents the cleaning practice (No. 1) used on the successful brazes.
Also presented is the practice (No. 2) used on those wafers which failed to braze. The
No. 2 practice is very similar to that used to prepare BeO for cavity plating. In that
case, however, it was suspected that the time-duration of the ItNO3-tIF etch was too
great and/or the final bake should have been at 16O0F instead of 1000F. Another
attempt was thus undertaken.

The third attempt to braze (using only molybdenum, aluminum oxide pins in
beryllium oxide wafers) was essentially a repeat of the second. The principal
variations from that attempt were the cleaning practices 3 and 4, Table 6-61. The
braze alloy failed to wet the BeO hole surfaces cleaned by practice 4 but did vet those
cleaned by practice 3.

The data thus show successful brazing with practices 1 and 3, and unsuccessful
results with practices 2 and 4. The reason for this is not known with any confidence.
It is speculated that the extremely agressive etching in practices 2 and 4 n, be
creating excessive surface area in the BeO hole which overwhelms the amount of
titanium hydride which will fit in the gap.

Cracks observed in the BeO wafers adjacent to the pins have been a source of
constant concern. Figure 6-109 summarizes the data in terms of the radial clearance
between the feedthrough pin and the surface of the hole in the BeO wafer. These
observations derive from one cross-section per pin. The planes of observation
contained, or very nearly contained, the cente;:line of the hole. This yielded tx\o
observations per pin which was not always centered in the hole.

In using these data, stresses induced by cooling the solidified brazenment must
be kept m mind. Table 6-62 provides an approximate indication of the relative con-
traction rates of the niaterials of interest referenced to BeO. This information sug-
gests that thermal-contraction-mismatch induced cracking in the BcO wafer parallel
to the feedthrough (the most undesirable case for vacuvm integrity) is best avoided by
keeping the brazement thickness very small and by using molybdenum or alumina
(A e 203) as the pin material. The observations in Figure 6-109 are compatible with
this generalization. They are also comptLble with the corollary that those conditions
which minimize cracking parallel to the pin axis, maximize the stresses which would
cause cracking perpendicular to the pin axis.

With this in mind, the optimum design would be a feedthrough pin of BeO with a
nearly-zero brazement thickness. This optimum involves two drawbacks however.

First, the ceramic pins are so fragile that they could not be allowed to protrude
more than one diameter beyond the planar surfaces of the BoO wafer. This constraint
would dictate a complete redesign of contacts for each end of the feedthrough pins.
Second, brazement thicknesses of less than 0.002 inch, would pose serious yield/
reliability risks in a production situation. It is extremely difficult to place the pins
into the holes while retair.ng the continuous titanium hydride coating In the hole when
the diametral clearance is less than 0.004 inch. This as quite apparent in the case
of the alumina pins with a 0.002 inch diametral clearance.
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Table 6-62. Feedthrough Brazements - Relative Thermal Contraction

Approximate

Thermal Contraction Rates
Material (Relative to BeO)

BeO 1.0

BT720 Braze Alloy 3

Mo 0.9

203 1.1

Inconel X-750 2.1

Incoloy 903 1.5

The best compromise is judged to be a molybdenum pin with about 0. 005 inch
diametral clearance in the hole (0. 0025 inch brazement thickness). The risk of
inducing cracks in the BeO perpendicular to the pin axis can be reduced by making the
wafer thickness as small as practical, probably 1,16 inch instead ol 1'8 inch, and by
cooling very slowly from the solidification temperature, alloN:ng the brazemenL
chance to stress relieve itself.

It should also be noted that a 0.0025 inch thick brazement gap u hich was devoid
of braze alloy (one of the unsuccessful attempts using cleaning practice No. 1)
exhibited a .rack parallel to the pin axis on one side. This was unique among the 22
observations made on 11 unbrazed pins. This case suggests that at least sone cracLsK are attributable to cause(s) other than the thermal-contraction-mLsmatch stresses in
a brazement.

6.3.6.1.8 Cavity Plating. The currently used "Niculoy" electrodes are not as
damage-tolerant as might be desired and tend te become magnetic %\hen subjected to
the vacuum baking in fabricating gettered gyros. Five alternatives to "Niculoy" have
been investigated. The following paragraphs describe these efforts.

a. Tantalum Nitride

Four rate runs were made using a variety of sputter-deposition-parameter
values. Deposition rates ranged from zero to 0.5 x 10-6 in. per ain. These varia-
tions included reactive sputtering in Argon/1 percent Nitrogen.

At the end of the fourth run it was observed that the conductive cement bond
between the target and the copper backup was failed. The initial bond was made \i th
Eccobond No. 53 after abrasive-conditioning of the faying suriaces. It is not knoN\n
whether the bond was acceptably conductive on any of the rate runs.

Another bonding approach was formulated. The faying surfaces were etched and
them bonded with Ablebond No. 58-1. There were no more problems with the target.
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Three rate runs were made using 100 percent Ar at 5 x 10- 3 
torr.

Approximately 5000A were deposited at a rate of 254A/minute (1 microinch,'minute).
Adhesion (celluloid tape) was acceptable and the electrical conductivity was the same
as the target material. The deposit had a very smooth surface.

Three more rate runs were made using 97 percent Ar/3 percent N2 at 4 x 10
- 3

torr. Approximately 3300A were deposited at a rate of 330A/minute (1.3 microinch,
minute). Adhesion was acceptable and electrical conductivity was the same as the
target material. The deposit had a lumpy or grainy sr-face. Microprobe analysis
detected only tantalum and nitrogen in the deposit.

A BeO cavity, tilted at 45 deg to the target and rotated at 40 rpm about its Z axis,
was coated using 97 percent Ar/3 percent N2 at 4 x 10- 3 

torr. A flat BeO wafer was
coated along with the cavity (but was neither tilted nor rotated). The total run time
was 11 hours and included overnight interruption in a vacuum of 10- 7 

torr.

The coating thickness was estimated frori the 330A/minute deposition rate as
beipg 2. 18 x 105 A (850 microinches). Adhesion was acceptable and the electrical
conductivity uas the same as the target material. The deposits had lumpy or grainy
surfaces. The BeO cavity coated with this material was lapped and evaluated. The
coating thickness in the cavity w as measured as 2.8 x 104 T (110 microinches). Some
hare spots (BeO showing) were observable. It was judged that this material shows
promise but will need more deposition process development.

b. Zirconium Nitride

Si , rate runs were made using a variety of sputter-deposition-parameter
values. Deposition rates ranged from 0.5 x 10 ° ( to 1.0 x 10-6 in. per min. These
variations indluced reactive sputtering in Argon/i percenk Nitrogen.

At the end of the sixth run the same bond failure as was described for Tantalum
Nitride was observed. The validity of the results from the six rate runs in thus
questionable.

The target was rebonded as described for the Tantalum Nitride target. There
were no more problemi with this target either.

One rate was made using 100 percent Ar at 5 x 10- 3 
torr. Approximately 300A

were deposited at a rate of 10 A, minute (0.4 microinch'minute). Adhesion was
acceptable and the electrical conductivity was about one-third that of the target
material. The deposit had a very smooth surface. Microprobe analysis detected only
zirconium and nitrogen in the deposit.

One rate run was made using 100 percent Ar at 3 x 103 torr. Approximately
IOOO iere deposited at a rate of 610A/minute (0.6 microinch,'minute). Adhesion
was acceptable and the electrical conductivity was the same as the target material.
The deposit had a lumpy or grainy surface. Microprobe analysis detected only
zirconium and nitrogen in the deposit.

Three rate runs were made using 97 percent Ar/3 percent N2 , at 4 x 10- 3 
torr.

Approximately 1300A were deposited at a ratr of 200A, minute (1.2 microinch, minute).
Adhesion was acceptable and the electrical conductivity was the same as the target
material. The surface of the deposit was very smooth.
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A BeO cavity, tilted at 45 deg to the target and rotated at 40 rpm about its
Z-axis, was coated using a composite approach. A flat BeO wafer (not tilted, not
rotated) was coated at the same time. The composite approach consisted first of
depositing tantalum nitride and then overcoating with zirconium nitride. In both cases,
97 percent Ar/3 percent N2 at 3 x 10-3 tcrr was used. The initial deposition was
carried on (or 7 hours at which time the sstem was opened to atmosphere and the
zirconium nitride target was substituted for the tantalum nitride target. This took
about five minutes. Sputtering was then re-established and carried on for five hours.

The total thickness of the composite coating was estimated as 2.29 x 105
(800 microinches). Adhesion was acceptable and the electrical conductivity w as the
same as the target ma'erials (which are about the same as each other). These
specimens were evaluaed for lapping characteristics and for film thickness. The
results are reported below.

Another BeO cavity was similarly coated using only zirconium nitride. A flat
BeO wafer was coated at the same time. The atmosphere was 100 percent Ar at
4 x 10-3 torr. The deposition was carried on for 12 hours.

Adhesion was acceptable and the electrical conductivity was the same as the
target material. The surface of tne deposit was very smooth.

Both cavities were lapped and evaluated. The first one, zirconium nitride over
tantalum nitride on the BeO, was too powdery to lap acceptably. The coating just
seemed to disintegrate under the lap. The second one, zirconiun nitride on BeO,
showed relatively large areas of inadequate adhesion under the lap. Neither specimen
was judged to show promise.

c. Zirconium Diboride

Eight rate runs were made using a variety of sputter-deposition-parameter

values. Deposition rtes varied from 1 x 10-6 to 1.6 x 10-6 in. per mm. The higher

value is the limiting ratc for acceptable adhesion and coating density (absence of a
powdery condition).

Following this, three trial runs on cavities were made. In the first run, the
cavity equator was positioned parallel to the target and reactive sputtering m as
accomplished in Argon/1 percent Nitrogen. The deposition rate was 1.5 x 10- in.
per minute. The cleavage strength (perpendicular to the substrate) of the bond of th
film to the beryllium oxide substrate was approximately 2000 psi. The film was very
difficult to lap.

The second run was performed with the same specimen-target position, again
in the reactive gas, but with other paiameters at different values. The deposition rate
was 1.6 x 10-6 in. per minute. The cleavage strength was again approximately
2000 psi. Again the film was difficult to lap.
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The third run was performed using a fixture which positioned the cavity equator
at 45 deg to the target and rotated the cavity aboat its Z-axis. Deposition parameters
were the same as those used in the second run. Adhesion was acceptable and the
electrical conductivity was the same as the target material. However the lapped
cavity showed a significant amount of voids (bare BeO). Since it was suspected that it
would be very difficult to solve this problem, work on zirconium diboride was
suspended pending review of results from the other materials.

d. Zirconium/Zirconium Diboride

In the light of the lapping difficulty on the straight zirconium diboride, it was
postulated that a target composed of a 50:50 mixture of zirconium and zirconium
diboride would be a more acceptable alternative.

Using the some sputtering-parameter values as were used in runs 2 and 3 for
zirconium diboride, it was found that zirconium deposited at 2.5 x 10-6 in. per
minute. This rate was considered sufficiently compatible with that of the zirconium
diboride to attempt co-deposition from a composite target. The expected film would
also be a composite richer in zirconium than the 50:50 target mixture.

One rate run was made using the composite target and 100 percent Ar at
3 x 10- 3 

torr. The depositionorate was approximately 250A,'minutes (1.0 microinch/
minute). Approximately 2000A were deposit 1. Adhesion was acceptable and the
electrical conductivity was the same as the target material. The surface of the
deposit was very smooth.

Seven more rate runs were made using 100 percent Ar at 4 x 0 - 
torr. The

deposition rates ranged from 317A,'minute to 343A/minute (1.25 to 1.35 microinchi
minute). Approximately 3300A were deposited Adhesion was acceptable and the
electrical conductivity was the same as the target material. The surfaces of the
deposits were very smooth.

A BeO cavity was coated in the tilted, rotating mode previously described. An
atmosphere of 100 percent Ar at 3 to 4 x 10-3 torr was used. Deposition time was
6-1,'2 hours. A cleavage test on a flat coated in this run shoNwed the bond strength
betheen the coating and the ceramic substrate to be equal to, or greater than, 5200 psi.

This cavity has been lapped and evaluated. The coating thickness in the cavity
N as measured as 2.8 x 104 

A (110 nicroinches). The coating lapped very nicely to
a good finish. The cavity was evaluated for magnetic characteristics. These results
are in Table 6-63, Specimen No. 3. This material looks very promising.

e. Inconel X-750

-3
Four rate runs were made using 100 percent Ar at 3 x 10 torr. Approximately

3800A wore deposited at rates ranging from 370A/minute (1.46 microinches, minute)
to 394A 'minute (1.55 microinches/minute). Adhesion (celluloid tape) was acceptable
and the electrical conductivity was the same as the target material. The surface of
the dposit was very smooth.

A BcO cavity, tilted at 45 deg to the target and rotated at 40 rpm about its Z-axis,
was coated using 100 Fercent Ar at 3 x 10"3 torr. Several flats were coated in the same
run (not tilted, not rotated). The total run time was 7-1/2 hours.
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The flats showed a coating thickness of 1.525 to 1.65 x 105 A (600 to 650 micro-
inches). Adhesion (celluloid tape) was acceptable and electrical conductivity was the
same as the target material. The coating was very smooth. A cleavage tensile test
showed the bond strength of about 1600 psi between the coating and the ceramic
substrate. The electron microprobe was used to check the coating composition.
Table 6-64 presents the results (see column labeled "Specimen No. 1") and compares
them to the target composition.

The cavity was lapped. The machinist reported that it lapped very well. The
coating was thickest in the bottom of the hemispherical cavity and was much thinner
near the equatorial plane. After lapping, the coating thickness was measured at 100
to 120 microinches per surface except near the equatorial plane which was slightly
thinner and did not contact the lap.

This cavity, identified as Specimen No. 1 in Table 6-63 was evaluated for
magnetic susceptibility as a function of baking temperature. The results are in
Table 6-63.

Another cavity, tilted with the Z-axis at 30 deg to the plane of the target and
rotated at 30 rpm, was coated using 100 percent Ar at 2 x 10-2 torr. Several flats
were coated in the same run (not tilted, not rotated). The total run time was 7 hours.

These flats showed a coating thickness of 1.27 to 1.40 x 10b A (500 to 550 micro-
inches). Adhesion (celluloid tape) was acceptable and electrical conductix ity was the
same as the target material. The coating was very smooth. The electron microprobe
analysis of this coating is presented m Table 6-64 (see column labeled "Specimen
No. 2").

The cavity was lapped. The results were almost identical with those from
Specimen No. 1.

This cavity, identified as Specimen No. 2 in Table 6-63, was evaluated for
magnetic susceptibility as a function of baking temperature. The results are in
Table 6-63.

Effort was then directed toward the problem of coating thickness variation
within the hemispherical cavity. The objective is to attain thicker deposition near the
equatorial plane so as to make it more nearly the same as that in the bottom 01 the
cavity. Changing the Z-axis-to-target-plane angle from 45 deg to 30 deg did not
accomplish very much. A conically shaped cathode (target) was postulated to be more
eftective and was used to investigate the relationship between target shape and coating
uniformity in the hemispherical cavity.

Three rate runs wilt the conical target were first made on planar substrates.
The atmosphere was 100 percent Ar at 4.5 x 10 - 3 torr. Deposition rates were about
500A/minute (2 microinches/minute) on two of these and about 630A/minute
(2.5 microinches/minute on the third. Adhesion (celluloid tape) was acceptable and
the electrical conductivity was the same as the target material. The surfaces of
the se deposits were very smooth.
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A BeO cavity, Specimen 4, stationary with its Z-axis coincident with the conical
axis of the target, was coated using 10) percent Ar at 4.5 x 10- 1 torr. The deposi'ion
rate was approximately 500 /minute and the run was 7 hours long. The coating
thickness was calculated as 210, OOOX (825 microinches).

This coating was lapped back to a uniform 101, 500A (400 microinch) thickness
over the entire hemispherical surface. This was the first time a sputtered coating
had been thick enough adjacent to the equatorial plane to be contacted by the lap in this
region when the cavity is lapped to finished size.

Lapping characteristics were reported to be very good. The coating wa
reported to be substantially harder (scratch-resistant) than the Niculoy material.
Adhesion on the equatorial plane was acceptable and the electrical conductivity was
the same as the target. The surfaces were very smooth, both as-deposited and as-
lapped. Magnetic susceptibility as a function of baking temperature is shown in
Table 6-63.

Three more cavities (Specimens 5, 6, and 7) have been coated with Inconel X-75C
using the same process as that ehich produced the dimensionally acceptable Specimen
4. Table 6-63 shows their as-coated magnetic susceptibilities. These have not yet
been lapped. If the coating was as uniform this time as it was last time, Specimens 6
and 7 could be completely configured and tested in an ESG.

Flat coupons, run with each of these three cavities, were chemically analyzed
with the electron microprobe. These results are shown in Table 6-64.

f. Summary

Tantalum Nitride, Zirconium/Zirconium Diboride, and Inconel X-750 all
appear to be promising alternatives to "Niculoy." A majoi problem in applying these
alternatives, uniformity in the spherical cavit has been solved for Inconel X-750.
Tins solution must now be adapted to the other materials. Assuming success in this,
the three alternative materials .an be more fully evaluated via testing in gyros.
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6. 3. 6.2 Packaging/Thermal Design Alternatives

Analyses were completed during October 1974 to define the best design
alternative relative to package external cooling concepts. External cooling concept
alternatives were, in the order of preference, as follows:

1. No cooling air

2. Ambient cooling air only

3. Specification cooling air

No cooling air was assumed to mean that there is no atmosphere to act as a heat
sink, such as in an extremely high altitude application. Ambient cooling air was
assumed to mean that an air atmosphere does exist as a heat sink and heat rejection
from the MICRON package to the air heat sink is via natural convection and radiation.
Specification cooling dir implies that an air heat sink is not only available and is
ducted to t ie MICRON package, but is delivered at a pressure head such that flow is
sustained and forced convection is obtained.

These studies based on heat transfer considerations, have confirmed that the
only reasonable external heat removal method is by forced convection by externall-
(vehicle) supplied air coolant. All other methods result in an unreasonably large
MICRON package, even with an 80 0 C ESG control temperature. When the coolant is
cooling air in the temperature range specified by Figure 3.2-1, Appendix I of
Attachment 1 to the MICRON Phase 2 Statement of Work, cooling air flow and pres-
sure drops will be within the limits specified by Figr-s 3.2-2 and Figure 3.2-3,
respectively. Required cooling air flow rates are eypeLted to be as shown by
Figure 6-110.

Internal packaging studies were initiated during the quarter ending December
1974. The methodology used in these internal packaging studies during Phase 2A
was to create several paper designs of reasonable candidate MICRON IMU packages,
and, with the assistance of the cost-of-ownership team, identify those aspects or
design features of each candidate which are the costliest and should therefore be
avoided In the final design.

Seven candidate package designs were described. These packaging design

alternatives were as follows:

1. Packaging Design Alternative No. 1 - This design alternative, Figure 6-111,
is a completely wet system, based on the liquid cooled Design Evaluation IModel (DEM%) design.

2. Packaginig Design Alternative No. 2 - This design alternative, Figure 6-112,
is a completely dry system with all internal cooling accomplished by
conduction to air-cooled coldplates, based on the conduction cooled DEM
design.
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S. Packaging Design Alternative No. 3 - This design alternate, Figure 6-113,
is a hybrid liquid cooled systehi where all electronics are dry and a small
liquid coolant loop is used for cooling the GAU (Figures 6-114, 6-115 and
6-116) and power elements of the Spin Motor Power Amplifier.

4. Package Design Alternative No. 4 - This alternate, Figure 6-117, uses
identically the same packaging approach and Instrument Assembly as
Alternate No. 3. The primary difference is that three standard size
electronic subassemblies instead of four of Alternate No. 3 are used.

5. Packaging Design Alternate No. 5 - This alternate, Figure 6-118, is a
completely dr design similar to Alternate No. 2, however the standard
sized Ceramic Printed Circuits (CPC) and the Aluminum core MLB module
packaging concept of Alternate No. 3 and No. 4 are used. Separate EMA's
are added, and since the MESG's are not required to operate as MESGA's,
the liquid cooling loop of Alternates No. 3 and No. 4 are not required, see
Figure 6-119. The GAU uses Getter gyros and Charge Amp CPC on four
sides as in Alternates No. 3 and No. 4 but without the liquid loop.

6. Packaging Design Alternative No. 6 - This alternate, Figure 6-120, is a
design based on further reduction of risk by utilizing Vaclon MESG's at
an inclined aigle of 35 deg from horizontal. Because of the Vaclon MESG,
the packaging of the charge amplifiers are or a single MLB.

7. Packaging Design Alternate No. 7 - This alternate, Figure 6-121, is a
multiple LRU version of Packaging Design Alternative No. 6. LRU No. I
contains Instrument Assembly (Vaclon MESG's, charge amps, EMA's, and
SIMPA power elements on a shiock mounted coldplate), IMU electronics,
and power supplies and batteriec f r the above. LRU No. 2 contains the
computer, IOU, and additional pow- supplies, i.e., those equipmmnt
whose definitions are dependent upon the application in which it is used.

These packaging design alternatives were reviewed apd life-costs were esti-
mated by the cost-of-ownership team, see Section 6.2. Since this task was terini-
nated per the Stop Work Order in December, 1974, packaging studies were continued
at a lower level of effort under compny sponsorship. The results of both the
Phase 2A and company sponsored packaging design studies are directly applicable to
the Phase 2B Engineering Prototype MICRON.

A
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6.3.6.3 DPU Design Alternatives

This task includes traoeoffs performed on the dedicated processur unit. The
tradeoffs were conducted with the objectives of redicing size, powcr and recurring
costs.

6.3.6.3. 1 Memory Tradeoffs. The dedicated processor unit developed for
MICRON under separate contract utilized 4096 words of nonvolatile mrmory
implemented with 2-mil plated wire and 4096 words of read-only-memory (PCM)
imp!emented with low vol z.e P-channel MOS/LSI components. This memory sub-
system, and the plated wire in particular, was found to be too expensive for the
MICRON cost goals. Tradeoffs were therefore conducted to determine the optimum
memory configuratior for the .MICRON application. These tradeoffs consisted of
determining memorn u.snization, nonvolatile storage requirements, power and
packaging alternatives. trimary emphasis was placed on utilization of MNOS
technology in lieu of plated wirc. Hence, electrically alterable read-only-memoAy
(EAROI 11 MNOS devices were charactcrized ard evaluated. Suitable tC.L techniques
and special hardware were developed. The tesis were conducted to determine the
MNOS retention/access characteristics. A tec.mical memorandum ( 1 75-246-041-02)
was prepared which covered the e. aluation of the EAhOM devices, a detailed
description of the devices and the results of the characterization tests. This
document is presented in Appendix K.

Subsysten Design

One baseline and four alternate memory subsystems were configu ed. These
configurations arei

B Baseline 6K IOM
1K EAIOM 256 word block transfer
IN IWM,
I Vs read cycle
lIybrid packaging
NICR2100 EAROM

- Alternate No. 1 7K EAR'JM IK word block transfer
IK RWMN
k us read Lycle
Ilybrid packaging
NCR2400 EAROM

- Alternate No. 2 6K RO.1 k
1K EAWV.' ilK word block transfer
1K IIWM
1 As reed cycle (ROM and slWM)
2 ps read cycle (EARlOM)
Conventional packaging
NCR2400 EAROM
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- Alternate No. 3 Furic performance as Baseline
Conventional packaging

- Alternate No. 4 Same performance as Alternate No. 1
Conventional packaging

Important features of these configurations are shown in Table 6-65. Preliminary
designs for the Baseline and Alterr.ate No. 1 were completed. Both designs require

four substrates of three types. The remaining alternates use conventional packaging
and will fit on a single module. Power iequirements for the two hybrid versions are
listed in Tables 6-66 and f-67. Power requirements fcc Alternate No. 3 were
approxlmately the same as the baseline, while Alternates No. 2 and No. 4 required
essentially the saino power as Alternate No. 1. Table 6-68 gives a part count coni-
parison summary f-r the baseline and Alternate No. 1.

Sixteen 9IL02B N110OS static RANs were used for the read-write m:enior'.
These devices were chosen on the basis of speed, power and availal ility. Each

device dissipates 193 mw., wors. case for a total of over 3 watts f.r the IIWI.
'l,is represents abot 1/3 of the total memory power for 1/8 of the memory. As
fast IK static CMOS PAMs re. g., the Intersil 6508) Lecomes availabc. the 9IL02B
may be replaced, reducing IIWM power to around 200 mw.

Table 6-65. Memory Configurations

S"" Confuration
Feature Bwotne Alt. 1 Alt 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4

ROM (words) 6144 d144 6144
FAROM (words) 1024 W i 1024 1024 7068

OWM (words) 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024
Ried Cycle Timi (jIs) 2 1 (RO0 & RWM) I 2

2 (EARDW)
M~ock Transmer RWM. 256 1024 1024 256 1024
EAROM (words)
EAnG%,,- Uvce NCR2100 NCR2400 f.CR2400 NCR2100 NCR2400
Piatimng Type Hybrid Hybrid Convnitinl Conentional C Irvitou
CiCs 4 4
CpC tyes 3 3
MemoryOrices '4 44 32 44 44
MSI and Vl Devices :1 26 32 45 30
Transintors and Diodes 55 39 19 19 23
Capacitors 30 25 23 21 23

Sccen Rnnrs 102 7
Oiscrete Restors 35 47 53

Relays 4 4 2
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Table 6-66. Baseline MICRON Semicondictor Menory Power T(equirements

Mode
VoltageM o Max Power
and Stand#y IOM EAIiOM Per Supply

Tolerance W. C. Typ. W. C. Typ. '. C. "yp. w.C. Typ

45 vdc • 51 8.7 5.8 12.1 8.1 6.0 12.1 8.1

412 vdc ,5 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 1.3

-7. dc 5t 0.20 0. 0 0.2 0. 06 04 0.6 0.4

-17. dc 5" 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.6 O 0 .. 2 0.1

ToUtl 9.6 6.4 13.2 8.8 11.7 7.8

Values in Watts

W. C. - Worst Case

Typ. - lypical

Table 6-67. MI(. RON Semiconductor Memory Alternate No. I Power Requirements

°I i Mode

and Standby, RWMd On-Board Max. Power
Tolerance or EA ROM sead EAROM Write Per Supply

W. C. Typ. W. C. Typ " W.C. Typ.

+5vdc5 4 7.00 4.74 6.42 4.32 7.00 4.74

-12 vdc, S% 2.16 1.52 2.16 1.52

24 vde 1 .53 .. 48 2.07 1.58 2.07 1.58

Total 9.69 6.64 8.49 5.90

Values In Watts

W.C. - Worst Case

Typ. - Typical
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Table 6-68. MICRON Semiconductor Memory Parts Count Summary

Baseline A? ternate #I1 Change

Substrates 4 4 0

Substrate Types 3 3 0

Memory Chips 44 44 0

Support Chips 36 26 -10

T-ansistors 38 22 -16

Diodes 17 17 0

Capacitors 30 25 -5

Screen Resistors 102 77 -25

Relays 4 2 -2

Part Types 26 21 -5

Conclusions

t1,NOS chnolcgy can meet MICRON reauirements using current fabrication
techniques. Experience has been gained on the ADC Program where a prototype
memory module containing a 12K x 16 MNOS EAROM and 21 x 11 MOS RWM has
been fabricated and tested. The ABC uses the same CPIU MOS devices and tiraiing
as the present MICRON processor.

The only significant potential technical problem using MNOS with MICRON

is to provide for a sufficient yield ot devices which will meet the spetd requit,ments
of the system over the full temperature range. This may be solved by incorporating
the DISAG prowess for the NCR 2100 or screens for the NCR 2400, depending on
which device is eventually chosen.

Another possible approach to circumvent speed limitations Is to use the
EAROM only to hold data during unpowered periods. The contents of the EAROM
may then be mapped into RWVM at the beginning of a powered interval. Operational
data would then be transferred between the processor and the RWM at rated system
speed. if this type of approach can be implemented without increasing the size of
the RWM, parts count impact will be minimal.

The problem of obtaining multiple sources applies to all memory LSI parts.
The Monolithic Memories 5280 8K bipolar ROM, the Advanced Micro Devices
91L02B 1K NMOS RAM and both NCR MNOS EAROMs are single source Items. In
the case of NCR, no military grade production capability exists or Is planed for
the future.
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Recommendations

Sufficient data have been generated to estimate development and production
costs for five memory subsystem configurations. Performance data for each of
these versions have been published. Thus, one of these configurations should now
be selected for detailed design and prototype development.

Concurrent with design and development of the prototype, continuing surveillance
of MNOS technology should be maintatned. Establishment of alternate sources for
memory devices shoula be a prime goal. Technological advances offering poLential
cost and/or performance improvenents should also be monitored for possible
Incorporation as in-line charge-.

6.3.6.3.2 Interface Design. Stating in October 1974, the requirments of
the IMU electronics, with respect to the DPU, were revi awed. As a resuLt of this
review, the conclusions were reached that the need did nt exist for a dedicated,
Independent, parallel input/output processor capable of1 block tranbfers. Further,
there is probability not a need for an independent sarial processor since a separate
serial channel must be included in the IMU in any event for communication with the
CCU and otha.r avionics subsystems. Therefore, different tecihniques were examined
which could be used to implement a simplified interface between the DPU and the SEU.

Implementation Techniques

The 1pproach taken was to ellminate the DPU P10 and IMU computer interface
substrates and create a single new substrate whih would mechanize a simplified
interface between the DPU and IMU electronics. 'ihis can L. done in tw€o ways:

1. -.,a data exehwnges between the DPU anJ the IMU eie :ronics world be
directly to/from the DPU memory via a Direct Memory Access (IMAi
channel. The controller for the DMA would require a single substrate.
The hardware savl,s. based on a preliminary implementation of the
controller, is 16 bipolar IC's, four MOS IC's, and one CPS. The
disadva. tage of this method is a loss in flexibility. However, no additional
computer capability is required. In fact, less program time is used in this
methed .4nce a periodic exchange ef data would be automatically triggered
by the 64 Ez Interrupt cycle.

2. The data exchanges between the DPU and IMU electronics would be
directly to/from the DPU memory via the memory buses as above, but
the iremory addesses and the transfer of data would be under program
control; that is, three new CPU Instructions would be defined:

Load Bus Address Register
Output Word From Memory
Input Word To Memory

A strobe would be provided for each of these operations. Once again,
a single substrate (which would closely resemble the current "Computer
Interface" substrate) would be required. The hardware savings using
this method would be 20 bIpolar IC's, four MOS IC's and one CPS. The
disadvantage of this method Is that more computer processing .ime is
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required since an "Input" or "Output" inst-uction must be executed
for each word transferred. However, t:- , msumption is that the
MICRON DPU has morc than enough throughput for the job.

Based on several factors including results of a cost reduction study memor-r
bus changes ,Iue to all semiconductor memory, and serial I/O requirements, Optiol, 1
above was sekectfd as the preferred approach to the simplification of the irterface
betweei tie DPU and MUM electronics. A pre!iminary derign of this ,ption was
made In bipolar ,vnd MOS so that a modified proaoct description could be prepared for
cost analysis. The design mechanized a controllei which accesses the DPU memory
via a DMA chann I. The controller is triggered by the 64 lHz cycle and automatically
sequences through, a fixed routine of writing the MUUM and EMA data in memory and
reading updated words for spin motor control and lor the frequency generator. The
logic for the controller should fit into a single custom MOS LSI control device. Data
are stored/read from dedicate-' locations in the DPU memory. The approach would
es'sentialiy reduce the two substrat s of electronics (the para!lel i/O" in the DPU an(
the "Computer Interface" in the MUNI electronics) to a single new control device.

It should be noted that the simplification ot the exi.;tlng parallel channel to the
dedicated DMA controllei is not contingent on either the development 'f a new MOS
devwe or the adoption of the proposed remechanizaton of the other .MUM electronic
A oipolar mechanization of the new controller will fit on one substrate -;hich would
rf place the PiO and Computer Interface substrates.

The IMIU electronics alloxs for two subst-ites of electronics to mechanize the
serial channel to be used for communication w, th the Control Diolay Unit (CDU) or
a Central C:"mpater Unit (CCU). Since the serial channel for the *1ICfRCN system
must meet req'irements not met by the Serial In.nut,'Output (SIO) in the DPU, the I/O
suL'trates of the InU would have to receive dtaL frorr the SIS, reform.t, retime and
ret,.,-imit this data. This inefficiency w1, be elirminated by the deletion of the SO.
Data for the seni channel will be accessed in parallel from the DIPU memorn via o
DMA channel in the same manner as the parallel channel. The prucise "aechaniza-
tin. of these two IOU substrates is application dependent and will not be urvtrtaken
until the exact specification for the serial :hannel becomes firm.

6. 3.6. e. 3 DPI' Simplification and Device Reductor.. In addition to the
redefinition of the memor sbaystem, the CPU and IOU (interface betcen the OPU
and SEU) were studied and redefined to (1) simplify the design, and (2) -educe the
total parts count and number of parts types useo. Atttrnpte packaging scheme were
also investigated.

Trble 6-69 summarizes the progress ma ic during the DPU component count
reduction cit rt. Selected SEU circultu are Included Ia the totals, as noted, since
the mechanization of these circuits is aow accomplished In the DPU/SEU interface
section of the DPU. As shown in the table, there has been a 42 percent reduction in
parts In the non-memory areas, an 86 percent ieduction in the memor subsystem,
and an overall reduction of 72 percent.
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Parts lists were prepared! which detailed the reduction in total pnrts for the
r'U as well as the reduction in part types. The parts list has been broken down to
'he autstrate level to facilitate identification of those parts which represent loVic
previously in th. SEU electronics. To the extent possible, the darts selected were
beam-leaded parts and w'-c from the list of parts already being used in other
portions ot the IIU electronics. The parts list may be modified to a small extent
when the detailed design of the CPS's is completed. Table 6-70 summarizes the pa'ts
usage in the DPU including the electronics previo'isly in the SEU. As discussed in
Para 6. 3.6.3.1, several alternatives for #he memory cc'fi uration are being con-
sidered. In general, these alternatives require frwer par~s than the baseline.
Table 6-68 lists the relative parts savings of one alternate memory configuration.
Table 6-70 also sumkarizes the parts usage for a conventionally packaged version
of the baseline D"'U. This configuration iz discussed further in te following section.
It is anticipated tha" as the detailed de.ign of ihe three IOU/(SEU) substrates
progresses, further reductions In the parts quantities ,an be achieved.

6. 3. 6. 3.3. 4 Apportionment of the DPU Logic to Substrates. The apportionment
of the DP logic to .ubstrates has been completed subject to final adjustments as the
substrates are actually laid out. The apportionment of the DPU logic, except memory,
consists of seven substrates of six types. Two of the types, the program citrol unit
(PCU) and the eight-bit arithmetic and log!c units '8ALU) are essentially the same as
in the curient D-DU. There are two 8ALU's per system. Time two PCT devices on the
PCU have been moved to the eALU's to have a more uniform density. The bus logic
and clock generation logic have been combined on a sin .le substrate designated BLC.
Two new substrates have benn defined t., mechanize logic ."unctions which were pre-
vioisly in the SFU electronics. These a,,e the 'riming Reference Generator (TRG)
and the Counter and Automatic Sequencer (CAS) substrates. The last substrate Is
the Dedicated Processor Interface CPS. This ,ubstrate combines the logic required
for interrupt request buffering, discrete inputs and outputs, and the controller for
word transfers to/from the SEU electronics. The substrate pin-out rec urements
range between 70 and 23'. TIa number of Integrated circuits per substrate ranges
between 8 (for all MOSj and 28 (for all TTL).

A few salient points can be msde about the apportion nent. A distributed clock
scheme Is to be used in the DPU. A 9 M11 %quare wave signal Is an input to the DPI'
from the crystal oscillator in tl.e MuM electronics. This sign. . Is dn ided down on
the DPU mndule and used to form the basic four-phase clocks. These TTL level phase
clocks are distributed to each of the substrates where final clock driv rs buffer t c
clocks for use b3 the MOS devices on that substrate. The niem*rn organization is
set up so that there are three basic buses: memory addre',s, data to menry, and
data from memory. These buses also extend to a test coisole .ternal to he IMU
enclosure ard are therefoie buffered by TTL. The organization also utilizes two
internal, MOS level buses for memory address and data to me"'or,,.

The DPU memory, in the baseline configuration, consists of 1024 words of
Read/Write Memory, 1024 words of Eectrlcally Alterable Read Only Memory
(EAROM), and 6144 words of RGM. The EARlOM Is mechanl2ed lising NCR 2100's,
a 1024-bit device. By using a similar part, vhich Is a 4096-b:t device, the 8K word
by 16-bit memory could be organized '.s 1024 words ot R\M and 7168 words of
EAROM without Increasing the tot.l parts count In the memory. Also, the ROM parts
are eliminated and the special problems associated with having to change a ROM coding
(coat and turnaround time) are eliminatet.
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The problem that arises is that the large EAItOM device has a slower read
access time. Therefore, the DPUI timing must be changed and throughput reduced to
some extent to be able to make the change. Assuming that the MICRON mechanization
only requires a fraction of the cui rent DPU throughput, then the advantages of alterable
110M may outweigh the decrease in throughpuL. The read cycle time of this proposed
memory would be 2.0 microsecond, as opposed to the current read cycle time of

1. 0 microsecond.

Three methods of achieving the 2.0 r iicrosecond read cycle were investigated.
The first method was to reduce the DPU basic clock rate to 500 kIl!z. The second
method was to re-microprogram the instruction set so that the r-,ad access would take
two CPL clock c) cles. The third method was to generate a pseudo cycle-seal -equest
to the CPU control logic during the second half of a CPU generated memory read
operation. The investigation showed this third method to be the best approach for the
following reasons: least ad~erse effect on throughput, changes to the CPU arp -onfined
to a single substrate (13LC), same parts increase as the second metod, no remicro-
programming required, ren6rsion to a ROM or other memory is not difficuilt the
required read access time is attainable, and the la.ge instruction aet I retained.

Another memory configur.*ion being considered utilizes tK 11W.M1, 1K EARlOM,
nnd 6K RO.M as in the baseline except that the EAIIO.! is a 409, bit de~ice instead of
the 1024 bit demice. This reduces the number of chi;.s r ouired from 16 to 4. In this
scheme, the contnits of the EAROM are dumped into the ?W\l at power turn-on and
are not su.,sequentl., real from the EAROMl during ,he operational mode. Fits ntethed
protects against the volatht) of the 11\",I while ntA requiring a slower rcad-accesa
time fue to the more dense EAIVOM device.

Dring the latter part of this stud), alternative methods of lAckaging ti'n DIIU
were e~xammed with the gxal of reducing developrmeita! cost. The ,nost economical
apprcach consists of threL modules ftunctionall) organized to onta in the CPU, Memnor)
and IQU/(SEU) electronics. The modules are 9.3 x 6.6 in. glass Vjoards with heat
rails and a 184 pin connector. The boards are 6 t., layers with parts mointed on
both sides. 'Fable 6-71 is a parts list, by moaule, of the baseline DPU pactaged in
this ma'mer.

6. 3. 6. 4 Simplify Gyro Electronics

6. 3.6.4. 1 Suspension Electronics. The design, breadboarding and most of the
ealuation te thg has been completed on new suspension electronics desigi's for
Pulse Ampli ,ide Modulation. The ne%, designs include the Charge Amplifier, Sample

and fild Ntch Filter, Signal Bluffer, Modulator Input and Mod,dator Outpat. Thus
far, teats a.e shown good performance as far as the limited data that can be obtained
in breadboard tests. l.a. outs of the new designs hate been completed so that circuits
can be fabricated for evaluat,on on either test station 2.Ml or on the NN77 system. The
new Charge Amplifier has reduced the number of transformers from 32 to 24. The
Charge Amplifier for the small gap g ro has one-half as many hif,: %oltage transistors.
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Table 6-71. Discrete Packaging, Baslne DPUJ Parts List

fCPU Memory IOU
r.tModule ho. I Modulo No 2 Module No 3

inmbor Scaroo Pon Type Qantity untity Q~untityIV

SAIL$N T.I. (luad 2 IN #AND 3 1 1

WS.02 Quad 2IN NOR1

54LS04 Hex etleru1

FA %M Divid 2 N AND 2 2 2

541.510 Triple 3 IN NANO I I
641.3211 DualI4IN NANO

54LSIS Dual J K FIE WISET, CLR 3 3 5

64LS131 3-8 DOceder I

SJILS53 Dul 4 -1 NI~ 5

q SGl Tripl 3lN AND3

S4112 DuaIJKE/EI. Neg. Ei~p 71i 4

5480 (load 2IN NANO 3 5

14151 (oa 2 1MUX 28

14173 4 Bit Lrtth W13 State Out 6 4

IN74 RockwoNMOO MOS AC I

3111117 MOS MAt1

M791 MOSLAD2

261 NZ MOS MXF 3

AT104 MOSPCT 2 8

381%% MOS INT 1

MOS BAP I

AOXX MOSRtOM 5 2

1M413111. O m Md ol
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Table 6-71. (Cont)

CPU Memory IOU
Part Module No 1 Module No. 2 Module No. 3

Number Source Part Type Quantity Quantity Quantity

911L.2BM AMD IK x I RAM 16

$280 Monolithic Memores 1K x 8ROM 12

NCR2100 NCR 256 x 4 EARlOM 16

820753A T I Zentr Diode 6 2V 2

B20751A TI I

120914 T. G.P. Diode 1

603600 2

5082 2837 Hem Pack. Schottky Diode 10

M39016/23 SPOT Relry 4
004L

b0R1IW475M Capacitor, 4 7 9f, 50V, 20% 1

SRIIWI05M Capactor.l 1i O, 53V. 20% 6

50611W474M Cap&cilor. 471.jlS50V20% 1

5OR11W224M Caacitor. 221~l, 50V. 20% 1i

50R11WI24M Capacitor, . f25f, 5OV, 20% 4

50R11W104M Capacitor .1Op, SoV. 20% 3 11

50R11WI03M Capecitor 01pf,50V.20% 4 4

50RIIW302M Capctor. .003Pf.50V,20% 9

!qRlIW222M • qucitor,.0022tml,5V,20% 2

tSRIWI0IM Capacitor. 100pf.SOV. 20% 1

50RIIW1IROM Capacitor I Opf, SOV. 20% 1

1M5013 Intersil Clock Ormer 0 8

2N2222A T I. NPN Transistor (P) 2

2N2907 PNP Transistor (GP) 2

2N3467 PNP Transistor (Core DOtor) 1

2N3725 NPN Transistor (Core Driver) 1

2N2369A NPN Transistor (Switch) 16

2N3829 PNP Trensistor (Sontck) 10

753654 Quid MOS Brion 1

05600 Harris Quad Power Switch 3
Resistors 70 102 70
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The charge amplifier suhstrates have bean 'brtcated and testing of these units
is commencing. All remaining hybrid CPC's are now in assembly. The MLB board
has been received and continuity testing has commeoced. In addition, a circuit
(Temperature Compensation and Gap Monitor) has been defined which may allow for
compensation of all electronics temperature variations except for those in the instru-
ments area (Charge Amplifiers, Signal Buffers), the Crystal Oscillator, and possibly
Temperature Compensation and Gap Monitor.

6.3.6.4.2 Attitude Readout Electronics. The MUM Demod Sample and Hold
circuits have been cialuated with the low cost CA3130 ICA and LF156 National
operational amplifiers. Test results show good performance. Temperature
sensitivity tests have been undertaken.
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6.3.6.5 Simplify Gyro Mechanical Design

The intent of this task is to -hign the MESG instrument for overali system
simplification. The principle efforts have been with regard to the efforts as listed
belev.

1. Small Gap (.yro

The intent of this task is to reduce the cost of the electronics and yet
maintain perfor nance capability. Three small gap units were fabricated
in support of the effort: Unit No. 1 had a gap of approximately 225 gin. at
16O°F. Angle cal, drift cal, and cross polar Irift data were taken to evaluate
the MESG performance. Modeling studies v-ill be performed on this data.

Unit No. 2 had a gap of approximately 150 pin. at 16,"r' but suffered a
catastropbic full speed failure on T/S IV on 21 May 1975. The unit offered
no particular problems during assembly, turn-in, or bake-out. Problem
areas with regard to the small gap were anticipated and corrected prior to
instrument test exposure. The unit was mounted on T/S IV and the case
(oply) was heated to allow good lift-off. The unit was charge monitord
(charge was small and stable) and the r ,tor was heated to approach a
170 p/in. gap. At these conditions, a servo response test was conducted to
assur' adenuate servo response with tl.e snal gap ESG. All indicatio:is
were t'iat the unit/system was capable of a good spin up. The icor waz
spun u) to =1900 11z and damped into the near C axis such that no problems
would Le experienced upon spin up to full speed. The charge amp signal,
MUM amplitude, and gap size were good and the gyro was spun up to full
speed (z2430 liz). The rotor was then damped toward the A axis. The
dividing polhode region was approached and all polhode patterns and signals
were normal. It was at this time that the rotor dropped from full speed.
No reason was found for the rotor drop.

Unit No. 3 was fabricated and the gap was approxinately 17) j in. at 1600F.
The unit was evaluated on T/S IV: Angle cal and drift cal we-- cz..pieted
on 25 July 1975. The results are presented in Para 6.3.4.

The units evaluated thus far have been of the N57A configuration. A com-
mitment has been made to fabricate all MESG units to give a - 225 p4 in.
gap at 160 0 F. MICRON unit No. AO16Y was fabricated with the small gap
and will be evaluated on T/S IV early in Phase 211.

2. 1/2 Impedance Motor

The intent of this task is to design and fabricate a motor with X and Y axis
coil impeaance one half the value of the ECOM motor coil design which
could result in a significant cost reduction in the motor power supply
electronics. One motor was fabricatec during this ic;orting period and is
available for test as required. Initial baseline testing mis been 'erformed
in the electronics laboratory.
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3. MESG Configur?.tion Redesign

layouts have been made of possible new MESG configurations. They include
Vaclon pump ant. getter layouts. Inciuded are some of the cost cutting features
of Ole cotter units currently in labrication. The base configuration was
J;i.,f-d for ease of machining and alterniates for the beryllium base material
are being considered. Both these changes are for cost reduction purposes.
See Figures 6-122 through 6-125.

al Instrument on a Single Base

It has been suggested that a dual instrument mounted on a wi,gle base
could represent a cost saving. Initial layouts were made oi possible
configurations for costing purposes and feasibility studies. The p:eliminary
la3out drawings are as shown in Figure 6-126 tnrough 6-128.

5. Captured Seal Design

The intet of this task is to perform initial evaluati in of the feasibility of
alternate seals which would replace present gold o-ring seals. The effcrt
could benefit standard type fabrication or gettered MESG fabrication.
Possible seal arrangements are shown in Figun-es 6-129 through 6-131.

6.3.6.6 Power Supply Design Alternatives

The following tradeoff studies for the powei supplies were iLtiated in Phase 2A
and will be continued in Phase 2B:

1. In-house designs vs cutoin and off-the-shelf designs from power supply
manufacturers.

2. Ilybrid packaging and discrete parts packaging cost, size, and weight
comparisains.

3. Studies to determine the best power hybrid package to use.

4. tligh-efficiency synchronized and non-synchronizcd switching regulator
circuits design and test.

5. L_-DC Converter design studies.

6. Battery harger (pulse charge vs high currunt and trickle charge current)
tradeoffs.

7. Bittery test circui. configuration studies. The battery must be loaded
for an adequate test but the length of time is important and must also
be defined.

8. Tests to determine if secondary regulators can be elimiz'Ited in the power
supplies. This would sav cost ci,'d improve efficiency.
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Figure 6-122. Alternative MESO Design No. 1
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Figure 6-123. Alternative MESG Design No. 2
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Figure 6-124. Alternative AIESG Design No. 3
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Figure 6-125. Alternative MESG Design No. 4
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~Figure 6-126. Dual Gyro, Single Pump Brazed to Beryllium Base
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Figure 6-127. Dusal Gyro, Single Pump E-Dcamn Welded to Inconel Adapter
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Figure 6-128. Dual Gyro, Single Pump Scaled to Bervilaun Base with Gold Gasket
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Figure 6-129. Captured Seal Design - Using .020 Diam~eter Wire
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Figure 6-131. Captured Seal Design - Conflat 0.030(t) x 0.089(%w) Gasket
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Defirkitions of a hybrid version of the power system package and an all discrete
version were completed.

Work was started to develop a high voltage switch which provides bi-level,
10 kHz switching outputs to the charge amplifiers rather than the present 315 vde
voltage. This feature will eliminate the need for the 700 v transistors in the charge
amplifiers which should result in very significant cost savings and increase in
reliability.

Development breadboarding and tests on the high voltage switch was confirmed
in July.

An uptimum power system was worked out for 22-32V dc input which ir eluded
the reqcired redundancy and backup power provision for the critical po wer The
system iclud'.x a battery which would store a sufficient amount of energy in a 2 min-
ute "fast c,,rge" cycle to carry the system load during the specified translents as
well as the load during the despin mode during prime power failure. Special logic
had to LC A crked out to provide "fast charge" current by "series-paralhel" switching
of two hai,-s of the battery string during the fast charge mode.

Specifications were prepared for the various power supplieL that comprised the
power system in order o invite bids from outside suppliers.

Preliminary schematics for the various power circuits were drawn up and major
circuits such as the 300 W prereg.lator, support power supply, and critical I ower
supply were breadboarded and partially tested.

A number of tradeoff studies were performed requiring preliminary packaging
design of the entire power system. The tradeoff studies were performed to define
co~t and size of hybrid versus discrete versus combinations thereof. The study
restLted with the conclusion that hybrid circuitry was too high a price to pay for the
amount of volume saved. This is due to the fact that approximtxtely '30-70 percent of
the components were either magnetic devicus or high power devivs which were
L"npractical or not obtainable in hybrid form.

The effort at the end of Phase 2, was concentrated on obtaining a dufinition of
an optimim system for 400 Hz, 115 V single plan input. This eange fron, the 24 V de
input to 400 liz 115 V input requires extensive redesign and various Eradeofs to be
considered This may involve changbig spin motor power and battery voltage to
between 70 and 80 volts. A scheme to use the battery to filter 40 liz ipple is being
considered which would eliminate some large and heavy iltering components.

In Phase 2B, this effort and preininary design nd i'.cadboarding for 400
will be continued. It is expected that the use of 400 liz tur input power may resul i"
a saving of cost and space.
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6.3.6.7 I/O Design Alternatives

A preliminary I/O design has been defined, with block diagrams and parts lists,
for interfacing between the DPU and the following units: the MICRON subsystems
(EMA's, SMC, etc.), the digital/synchro converters, and the remote t'.miinal which
uses the MIL-STD-1553 serial data bus. The original design schem., for interfacing
between the DPU and aircraft avionits incorporated separate holding registers and
off-the- helf digital-to-synchro converters and digital-to-analog converter.

An at'irnate scheme has been defined for digital-to-syichro conversion that
should reduce cost, size, and power 'rom that required for off-the-shelf digital/
synchro converte.,s. This scheme saves about $2000.00. I utilizes sin t and cosa
digital data from the computer which drive mrltiplying digital-to-analog converters
(DAC's) to obtain 400 Hz signals whih are proportional in amplitude to the computer
data.

A third low cost mecl a izsation of the Digital/Svnchro Converter is presently being
evalou.ied. This ,ew circuit utilizes the new MOS A D Converter device (65008) which
is being designed ande the Phase 2A piogram. Two of the MOS AD converter devices
are renuired per ch-nel .nd a total of seven channels are required. The advantage of
this particular mechanizatloo is that it requires fewer components t, t the two previous
designs considered and it may also eliminate the need for a separate convc ter module.

A breadboard of the new scheme was tesed with successful results using the
N1 65003 NA device as a pre-prototype for the 65008 unit. Further detailed tasks to
be undertaken during Phase 2B are determinations of optimum timing for conversion
intialization, multiplexing, and strwoing the single digital/analog converter circuit
and the ten digital/synchro converter circuits. Also, laboratory tests will be con-
tinued on the breadboard cir,.uit for harmonic distortion, liearity, and null voltage
characteristl-s.

6.4 APPLICATIONS ENGINEERING

In Task 5.4, Applications Engineering, Avtonctics contacted aircraft primes,
avior),. integration contractors, and other gove.-nment agencies to gather data on
potential applications for MICRON.

Applications Enginces !ng trips made during Phase 2A are discussed in the follow-
ing ,aragraphs. Samples of the MICRON Applications Survey questionaires which were
in this task are shown in Appendices L anl Al.

6.4.1 Applications Engineering Trip to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
(23-25 October 1974)

On 23 through 25 October 1974, Mr. J. A. Schwarz and Mr. 1. B. Romine
were at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base to visit several officps regarding MICRON
and its potential application to various host vehicles. Messers Schwarz and Romine
were joined in this visit by Mr. Ed Toohey and Air. Ellis litt, both of TASC, and
Capt. Warzynski and Capt. Radic of AFAL.

Appendix N shows the meeting agenda as well as the audience at each meeting.
Appendix 0 summarizes notes taken during the various meetings as they relate to
MICRON and the Applications Engineering task.
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So nu questions on the MICRON Applications Survey questionaires were
answered during the visit. Additional copies of tih ques'ionaires were left at each of
the potential application offices. These offices agreed to fill out the questionaires
and feed the information back to Autonetics through Capt. Radic at AFAL.

6.4.2 Applications Engineering Trip to General Dynamics, Martin Marietta, and
Me Donnell Douglas (6-8 November 1974)

The subject trip was made by G. W. Sargent and J. A. Schwarz, o (1) General
Dynamics in Fort Worth, Texas, on the U. S. AF Air Combat r,.hte, (ACF' Program,
(2) Martin Marietta Corporation in Orland

,
, Florida, on the USAF Advanced Strategic

Air Launched Missile (ASALM) Prc ,r, and (3) McDonnell Douglas in St. Louis,
Missouri, on the U. S. Navy ACF, USAF ASALM, Stand-Off Missile (SOM), and
Cruise Missile Progi.m (CMP). Messers Sargant and Schwarz were joined on th's
trip by Ed Toohey of TASC.

The purposes of the visits were to (a) inform the varicus audiences of the
MICRON Program status ay.d plans and (b) solicit feedback informaton from the
several programs represented by the audiences regarding their program objectives
and requirements related to a navigation system for their application.

Appendix P presents the meeting agenda as well as the audience at each meeting.
Appendix Q summarizes notes taken during the various meetings as they relate to
MICRON and the Applications Engineering Task.

Copies of both the narrative and the "spec type" Applications Engineering
survey questionaires were left with each audience. Each audience, with the exception
of General Dynam'cs, agreed to fill out the questionaires and return them to
Autonetics.

6.4.3 Applications Engineering Trip to Northrop Cox . (12 November 1974)

The subject trip to Northrop Corporton, Hawthorne, California, was made by
J. A. Schwarz, G. E. Runyon, D. W. Holmes, and Capt. R. R. Warzynski (AFAL)
to discuss the application of MICRON to the F-17 ACF.

The meeting began with a MICRON briefing given by J. A. Schwarz. A question
and answer session followed in which the technical requirements on MICRON peculiar
to the F-17 application were discussed. The meeting participarte are listed in
Apnendix R.

During the question and answer session, J. A. Schwarz was given a copy of the
F-17 INS Specification for our review. Significant areas involved in the discussion
Included: (1) computer requirements, (2) reaction times, and (3) data buss interface.
These requirements are detailed ir. the INS specification. Northrop personnel were
also concerned about MICRON technical risk and whether or not the MICRON schedule
would support the ACF schedule. Mr. Fd Light pointed out the go-ahead was expected
1 Febritary 1975 with the production decision date 29 mornhs later, or 1 July 1977.
lie also noted that purchase of log lead items would nece, a-::, occur somewhat
prior to the 1 July 1977 date.
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Copies of the applications enginee ing questionaires were left with the Northrop Avionics

personnel. G. W. Scott requested a se'.ond meeting around mid-December at which time

they would return the questioaires and discuss our reaction to the F-17 INS specification.

6.4.4 Applications Engineering Trip to Army ECOM, Sikorsky, Grumman, Fairchild-
Republic, and Boeing Vertol (19-21 November 1974)

The subject trip was made by J. A. Schv'arz and D. W. Holmes. The agencies

and/or companies visited and the related orograms we Ce:

1. U.S. Army Electronic, Comma:,d, Ft. Monmouth, N. J.

UTTAS (Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System)
A 1kH (Advanced Attack Helicopter)
ASH (Advanced Scout Helicopter)

2. U.S. Army e.hiLy Agency, Ft. Monmouth, N. J.

Black curtain projects, primarily utilizirg fixed-wing aircraft.

3. United Aircraft Corp., Sikorsky Aircraft Division, Stratford, Conn.

UTTAS
LAH
ASW IAn,: Submarine W-irfare)

4. Grumman Aerospace Cc rp., Bethpage, L. I., N.

MOHAWK
F-1
AG 1

E-2

5. Fairchild industries, Inc., Republic Division, Farmingdale, L. L, N. Y.

A-10

6. The Boe',,g Co., Vertol Division, ,Ohiladelphia, Penn.

UT",AS

Messrs Sc,'varz and Holmes were accompanied t n this trip (except to Booing)
by Mr. H. Clark ot !COM and Mr. J. Hf. Gilmore, Autonetics representative in the
Northeastern region. Mr. Ed Toohey, TASC, participated in the ECOM portion of
this trip.

The purposes of the visits were to brief the various audiences on i je status of
the MICItON Program and the test resilts o'tained onthe brassboard syetem and to
request feedback information from the several programs represented by the ,.diences
regarding their program objectives i -i requirements related to a navigation system
for their applications.

Appendix S lists the audience at each meeting. Appendix T summarizes the
various meetings as related to the Applications Engineering Tesk.

Coples of both the narrative and the "spec type" Apn, 'catons Engineering survey
questioi.-i,. ,ere left with each audience. It was ab. :ed that these questionaires
would be filled out and returned to Autonetics.

No further Applicatiois Engineering activity was i,erformed. This task was

terminated per the Stop Work Order received in December 1974.
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7. TASK 6, DATA

Autoaetics submitted seventy-six daia items during Phase 2A in accirdance with
the Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL). The CDRL data items are shown in
Figure 7-1. The black arrows indicate the completed items that were submitted to the
Air Force.
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8. PROGRAM SCHEDULE

The MICRON Phase 2A Program Schedule is shown in Figure 11-1. The symbols
used are the standard milestone symbols as shown in Figure 11-2.

The line item tasks marked "*" were stopped by the reference 4 Stop Work
Directive but remain in the reference 5 SOW and are shown on the schedule for com-
pleteness. Milestones related to these tasks which extended beyond tF. effective date
of the Stop Work Directive (12/20/75) have bean deleted from the scl.edule to avoid
c'infusion.

The line item taqks marked "**" were ad1ded or extended by tie Realigned pro-
gram (Reference 5). For these tasks which were extended, the arrows were moved
to the right per the realigned program without indicating any schedule slip.
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BASIC SYMBOL MEANING

Schedt led Completion

4 Actual Completion

Previous Scheduled Completion - Still In future

Previous Scheduled Completion - Date passed

REPRiSENTATIVF USES MEANING

0 Anticipated Slip - ReschduleZ C-;-.pletlon

Actual Slip - Rescheduled Crimpletion

* 4Actual Slip - Actual Completion

4 0 Actual Completion Ahead of Schedule

rTime Span Action

Progress Along Time Span

Figure 8-2. Standard Milestone Symbols
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